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Abstract 
 

 My dissertation examines the traces of inverse (mytho)mysticism, more synchronous 

with mythical alchemy than transcendent mystery, in H.D.’s mature work (1946-1961).  

Whereas H.D.’s earliest works respond to a fin de siècle occultism and a collective psyche 

troubled by the eschatological distress that, as Susan Acheson writes, “was widespread 

amongst modernist writers grappling with …world events and with the implications of 

Nietzsche’s inaugural annunciation of modernity in terms of the death of God” (187), her 

later oeuvre is dedicated to the same work of soul undertaken by the “secret cult of Night” in 

Vale Ave.  Here, her thematic scope faces two ways: backward to ancient Greek mystery 

cults and their palingenesic rites and forward to depth psychologists searching for the Soul of 

the World. Vale Ave plays a pronounced role in my study as symbolic guide; in its seventy-

four sequences the layering of time in the “trilogy” of past, present, and future that H.D. had 

explored during the years of the Second World War in order to get behind the fallen walls of 

cause and effect collapses into two distinct phases of human origin—“meeting” (evolution) 

and “parting” (involution)—and the poem invites Lilith and Lucifer to be its archetypal 

guides. My method for the study is imaginal, entering such disciplines as history, philosophy, 

and theology and bringing psychological understanding to them. 

 John Walsh’s introduction to Vale Ave notes H.D.’s theme “that the human psyche 

exists in a dimension outside of time and space as well as within them. In Vale Ave, H.D. 

presents the extremity of this dual-dimensionality: metempsychosis” (vii).  However, the 

concept that H.D. investigates is more than a literary processus of characters who adopt 

different masks and appear at various junctures in a chronological unwinding of history.  To 

capture the fluidity of the term “reincarnation” and retain the Greek nuance, I label this genre 
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“Metempsychography”—the Luciferian act of writing the soul to bring light to its depths—

and explore these works as part of a Modernist tradition of writing “books of the dead” 

designed not to guide the soul after death, but to draw the gaze upon “a nearer thing,” as H.D. 

writes in Erige Cor Tuum Ad Me In Caelum, the wisdom intrinsic in the spirit of life itself.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction  

 
 We followed the Z or the bee-line in its zig-zag track or path across time.  Time was 
 conveniently pleated and the pleats lay flat under the chart or map that took us from London 
 to Lausanne, to Lugano, to Knossos, to Athens, to Delphi . . .back to London, to Venice . . . 
 There are to-and-fro journeys and return flights, but this briefly is our path or our zig-zag in 
 space. Time is another matter.  But this bee-line or Z-line has this advantage over time, time 
 is neatly folded; the pleats are disproportionate, it is true, but under the Z-map, no-one will 
 notice. It is very easy to understand this, if you like fairy-tales or Märchen. . . Once upon a 
 time . . . 
                —The Sword Went Out to Sea  

 
 My hermeneutical forays into the late oeuvre of the poet Hilda Doolittle (1886-1961) 

resemble the zigzagging flight of the bee and painted lady butterfly or the spiralling map of 

encounter amongst figures of soul (semblables) throughout the rise and fall of cities in The 

Sword Went Out to Sea. I envisage my trajectory as one with H.D.’s rather than as an 

alienating penetration of the significance of her writings.  Sword is an evocative pastiche of 

poetic, erudite, autobiographical, and spiritual meditation masquerading as a novel, just as 

my study is a midrashic tribute to H.D.’s later works masquerading as a dissertation. Often I 

have landed far from the conventional analytical rigours that define the genre of thesis 

writing, but sometimes I have managed to stay within them.  What is important to me, 

however, is the task of representing the essence or spirit of what I call H.D.’s 

metempsychography—the recording of soul—in the later works. “Soul” is rarely definable in 

any convincing sense; it can, however, be mythologized into a more visible figure. Many are 

its legends, but the parable of soul that best expresses its journey and that governs the 

archetypal direction of my readings features Eros, the originary god of creation, and Psyche, 

the princess who evolves from an innocent maiden into a wise woman blessed by the Stygian 

beauty of Persephone, the keeper of secrets, and Hecate, the guardian of the wisdom of age.  

The myth of Psyche and Eros offers, among other things, a kind of Bildungsroman-in-
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minature of Psyche’s coming of age in archetypal circumstance, and as such we might align 

it with the soul’s descent into the human world where “soul” is that mystery of being that 

was born through and grew up in the myths, spent its adolescence demurring to and restricted 

by religious discourse, enjoyed an early adulthood in the Enlightenment in which it all but 

disappeared leaving only a few rebellious traces of the status it once held, and now comes 

back into an honoured old age as H.D. writes sacred texts of her own to highlight the soul’s 

autonomous aspects.  

 By “late oeuvre” I mean those works that were written or redacted mostly after 1946 

and bear within them the terrible beauty and weight of age and its sense of spiralling 

accretion, ambiguity, and excess that cannot possible be contained in the lovely but fragile 

systems of youth, like those of health, certainty, dogmatism, and conviction, to name a few. I 

must admit that I am not near in age to the H.D. who was beginning the earliest of these late 

texts in 1943 when she was 57; thus, my readings of her work are empathetic but not 

identifications with or visceral understandings of advancing age.  However, the crisis of faith 

and consciousness that turned her away from a role on the stage of life in post-war England 

to pen her own mythical histories of soul and being is only too familiar to me and has drawn 

me to work on these incredibly sophisticated poems and novels in which the traces of soul 

and its patterns in the experiences of life demand that they be considered as sacred texts.  

 I seek to understand H.D.’s process of writing a sacred work, but the impulse behind 

my writing is poetic and meditative as exposition is betrayed by and dragged into the primary 

literature. That I choose, or more accurately was compelled to write this dissertation within 

her own imaginal coordinates—it takes its being-in-the-world from them—instead of solely 

within the boundaries of conventional literary analysis, is a tribute to the “ongoingness” 
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(Morris, How to Live 1) of her art of re-living.  My study contributes to existing scholarship 

by providing the first full-length reading of Vale Ave with significant reflection on other 

major works in H.D.’s  post-WWII poetry and prose that have received only modest amounts 

of scholarly interest. This post-war corpus evokes the richness of the poet’s experiences in 

London and her travels abroad between the two world wars. Temple ruins in Greece, 

decadent Gothic Cathedrals in Paris, Vienna, and Provence, and the “blitzed” landmarks of 

England’s antiquity all inform a poetic repertoire that suspends time and borders and 

searches for God in the wake of Its loss. 

 As the Second World War progressed, H.D. began to immerse herself in hermetic and 

kabbalistic writings, which would provide new lexica of images for her later, mature work. In 

Hermetic Definition, for instance, written in Switzerland between 1957 and 1961, H.D. uses 

Robert Ambelain’s Dans L’Ombre des Cathédrales as baedeker to Notre Dame Cathedral’s 

secret architecture. Centuries of “secret spoken” alchemical and kabbalistic knowledge, 

Ambelain explains in his book, buttress the very structure of the cathedral and conjure a 

shadow side to the Church’s logos (Christ)-centred history.  It is this archaeology of the 

“shadow sides” of God�to borrow a phrase from Carl Jung�that underlies the work in my 

project. My aim is to accentuate the supplements that emerge between the conventionally 

structured binaries of Western thought “set[ting] aflame” all of the “stone-stories” (VA VII) 

in H.D.’s texts. My mode of inquiry, formed at the interstices of depth psychology, theology, 

and poetic discourse, explores theological, phenomenological, midrashic, kabbalistic, and 

gnostic obsessions with mystery, language, knowledge, and desire—all of the languages of 

soul.   
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 My methodology brings together diverse textual materials in order to create a poetics 

of mystical writing; these textual tesserae embrace Jewish and Christian sources, from 

ancient, classical, and contemporary midrash to contemporary poststructuralist philosophy 

and phenomenology.  “Mystical Writing” emphasizes the processes encoded in such writing, 

as much as the forms, images, tropes, and themes that necessarily develop along side of and 

within mystical genres. Critical receptions of H.D.’s work in the last decade, especially 

trends in feminist and poststructuralist theory, foreground the way in which her visionary 

poetics correct or amend original texts. Instead of “changing” or “amending,” I propose the 

figure of “midrash,”  the Rabbinic mode of reading initiated in the first five centuries of the 

Christian Era; the way in which midrashists would read and interpret Jewish scripture 

(Torah) was intricately bound up with the Hebrew roots of the word midrash, darash, “to 

seek out” or “to inquire.” Those involved in midrashic “readings” are simultaneously authors, 

creators, and readers engaged in a metonymic intertextuality; they imagine themselves as part 

of the whole, participating in the text rather than interpreting at an anachronistically critical 

distance.  To cite from the introduction to Norma Rosen’s CounterTales: Biblical Women 

Unbound, a Midrash on female biblical protagonists, midrash is “the reading that has no end” 

(16).  In a fantastical act of transformation, Rosen informs her readers, “Midrashic method 

can be a marvel of modernity combined with ancient materials” (5). Using midrash as a gate 

of entry into the mysteries of H.D.’s writing and as a process that seeks, questions, deepens, 

and ruptures, my dissertation will attempt to enter into the mysteries in these later works. 

 With regard to the scholarly tradition and H.D.’s mysticism, Adelaide Morris was one 

of the first critics to address the challenges of engaging this aspect of the poet’s work. Her 
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article “Signaling: Feminism, Politics, and Mysticism in H.D.’s War Trilogy” extends a 

certain “call to arms” of a poetic rather than martial nature:  

  Feminist literary criticism has so efficiently analyzed discourse about power 
  because from the beginning it has participated in a politics that aims to change 
  the ways we constitute and experience relations between the genders. This  
  project makes a queasy mix with mysticism, for mysticism is a spirituality  
  concerned with the “soul,” an immaterial essence ideally unconstrained by 
  gender.  Although I cannot do justice here to the intricacies of the   
  interpretations I will very briefly take up, I want to suggest that feminists who 
  have examined Trilogy’s visionary moments tend to mute the mysticism of 
  H.D.’s practice by turning it back to the material realm and using it to reshape 
  social definitions of gender. (129)  
 
The best way to enter H.D.’s “visionary moments,” suggests Morris, is to follow the best 

guides: “Of all her readers, only Robert Duncan and Alicia Ostriker consistently foreground 

H.D.’s mystical claims, Duncan arguing that Trilogy is ‘a revelation of truth’ and Ostriker 

insisting that H.D. is ‘first of all … a visionary poet …one of a tiny group of poets for whom, 

behind the flux of secular existence, there exist permanent sacred realities that are both 

supremely beautiful and supremely forceful’” (131). Morris takes up her own challenge in 

How to Live, What to Do, elaborating the “intricacies of interpretation” her brief article 

initiates. How to Live, she explains, “does not offer another reading of the career of a major 

modernist. . . . As will be clear in the chapters that follow, I am moved by her struggles as a 

woman in a masculinist culture and a bisexual in a heteronormative world, but H.D.’s 

feminism, however foundational to her work and to my thinking about her, is not the point of 

my argument.  What draws me to her writing is the intricacy, connectivity, strangeness, and 

stamina of her thinking.  In the pages that follow, I interpret her poetry and poetic prose as 

acts of cognition” (10).  I am similarly drawn to H.D.’s work and dedicate much of this study 

to the poet’s alchemical writing of soul. Ultimately, the soul’s interests are not always 

human, as James Hillman contends in many of his writings.   
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   In addition, as much as I make use of depth psychology, archetypal criticism and a 

midrashic and kabbalistic hermeneutic to enter H.D.’s imaginal aesthetics and illumine the 

literary tactics of her record of soul—which I call “Metempsychography”—I also resort to 

the incantational, densely symbolic method of the H.D. Book, which treats the greatest myths 

of occult heritage as if they have at their core a solid and unwavering veracity.  Duncan takes 

“psychic being” from H.D.’s work in order to give utterance to his own.  His desire is to 

bring soul into his work, and as such he provides a way of entering the mysteries of f H.D.’s 

later works.  Although centuries of Christian doctrine would have us believe that our earthly 

acts can influence and even condemn the soul, it is in fact the soul that is responsible for the 

“architecture of a man” (H.D. Book 293). 

 Duncan’s method cannot fully be described, only intimated.  It in fact makes use of 

the fairytale (“märchen”) structure that H.D. so admires and believes to be crucial to 

understanding the mythic dimensions of life.  The H.D. Book is a magical and psychopompic 

text that gives a penetrating understanding of H.D., her works, and the cultural milieu of her 

life (and death) without deferring to the “world of illusion.” Duncan’s imaginal method 

manifests almost like a hermeneutic stolen from the vales of story-telling and myth-making, 

as the anecdotes about his “theosophical” upbringing reveal. Though it can never be a 

replica, the methodology of my dissertation does tribute to Duncan’s work.  In summary, my 

work  on Vale Ave and, to a lesser extent, H.D.’s other post-1946 works, differs from what 

has come before because I argue that H.D. is, in her later works, developing and uncovering a 

different view of soul.  Each poetic line alchemizes a dimension of soul that rejects the 

Christian conceptualization of the soul as a sentience imprisoned in the body and subject to 
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punishment or paradise in the afterlife. Her soul is a sentience beyond the five senses but also 

connected to our beingness in the world.  

  The consequence of the secular pronouncement of the “death of God” as the troubled 

18th century with its bold and violent questioning of hierarchy turned into the 19th was the 

slow erosion of the Bible as the voice of authority; its status as a record of divinity crumbled 

into obscurity as new acts of interpretation pulled the brick and mortar of conventional 

exegetical understanding from its once solid foundations. Ancient, classical, and medieval 

modes of interpretation like the Midrash, along with pre-reformation theological discourse, 

had once sought to build imaginative credence into the “gaps” of the scriptures endorsed by 

an unquestioned ontotheological sanction. However, as Leon Surette argues in The Birth of 

Modernism:  Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, W.B. Yeats, and the Occult, though “Christianity” was 

“still a force to be reckoned with in 1887 . . . . Nietzsche is now celebrated by postmodernism 

as the discoverer of the deconstructive aperçu that the world and everything within it is a text 

and therefore must be, and can only be, interpreted (Nehemas 1985, 3-5; Derrida 1979). Such 

an hermeneutic imperative can be seen as the corollary of sceptical relativism—a leading 

postulate of postmodernism, as it is alleged to be of modernism, and of authentic Nietzschean 

provenance” (166-7).    

 For H.D., the sacred text may indeed have been shown to attest to the “once upon a 

time” of divinity. But the poet does not resurrect this divinity from some relativist burial 

ground to which the edifices of religious systems and traditional values had been razed, 

though the cultural and aesthetic themes of the late 18th and early 19th century as well as the 

preoccupations of the Romantics provide important points of tension in the poet’s oeuvre.  

Cassandra Laity’s work on H.D. and the Romantics outlines the extent of this preoccupation 
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and its limitations that H.D. transformed in her own poetry: “Far from escapist and 

sentimental, H.D.’s transformed romanticism drew upon the Romantics’ preoccupation with 

the split between eros and spirituality projected in the dialectical landscapes of romantic 

quest romance.  As with the Romantics, H.D.’s search for a “lost land” she called “Hellas”. . . 

signifies the inward quest for a reconciliation of sexuality and spirituality . . . . While the 

romantic tradition provided H.D. with a form of her own debate about the possibilities of 

achieving a union of erotic fulfillment and creative autonomy, it inadequately expressed that 

conflict within the female imagination” (“H.D.’s Romantic Landscape” 111). Laity also 

mentions the influence of Charles Algernon Swinburne in H.D.’s later work, and I would like 

to add that on the other side of the ruins, so to speak, the Romantic legacy meets 

psychoanalytic fascination and there is an interest of making her poetry a “site, a place for 

the god who comes and goes, whose absence is our only guarantor of its presence. . . .  The 

poet’s desperate calling then becomes even more urgent, to open a clearing for god’s 

reappearance, to establish a location for the god’s homecoming” (Astrachan  451-2).   

 By the end of World War II many of the Modernists with whom H.D. had joined in 

the spirit of an exoteric, aesthetic imaginal community were “far apart in their work,” as 

Duncan phrases it in his H.D.Book (319), and travelling into the private interiority of their 

newly emerging archetypal roles as elders—senex and senex-anus (old man and woman)—of 

the literary community.  H.D. would regain the spirit of the puella or girl within the 

archetype, however, as she took her place within another circle—a majic ring or “cult of 

Night” (VA XXII)—populated by those who were not properly literary— the French writers 

Ambelain and Chaboseau, for instance, as well as the astrologer Evangeline Adams. It is as if 

the will to posterity, which characterizes the thrust of great works, gives way to the eternal 
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will that usurps everything but its own coordinates in H.D.’s late, distinguished writings. In 

1946, H.D. experienced a physical and psychological breakdown that prompted her 

concerned companion Bryher to fly her to the Klinik Brunner to undergo treatment and 

partake in a necessary hiatus from the ruined despair of post-WWII London.  H.D. would 

spend the rest of her life in Switzerland, either at the Klinik or on “writing sabbaticals” in 

Lausanne and Lugano, with only brief trips to London and America when time allowed or 

circumstance solicited.  Far away from London, where she had her first encounters with 

spiritualism, theosophy, esoterism and occultism in the years before and during WWII, H.D. 

began work on an elaborate treatise of the soul, her own collection of sacred texts that make 

up a metempsychography. Metempsychography as the imaginal history of being-in-the-world 

questions the mythologies and accounts (logoi) of existence and then uses the tensions of the 

questions to trace the path of soul through the world (Martin Heidegger’s notion of “the 

world” in Being and Time is of an awareness of the intricate contexts of existence).  

 From Trilogy and beyond, H.D.’s writing of those early poetic fractals—the imagist 

lyrics that arise from that now famed consensus among H.D., Pound, and Aldington in 1912 

stipulating that the “new fashion” of imagist poetry provide “direct treatment of the ‘thing’ 

whether subjective or objective” and contain “no word that does not contribute to the 

presentation”  (Pound 3)—gives way to the “zig-zagging,” pleated excess of Majic Ring and 

The Sword Went Out to Sea and the sensuous quality of the Anthesteria—an ancient festival 

also called “The Great Dionysia” that celebrated the “opening up” or emptying of excess into 

life at the beginning of each month, from the contents of graves, the god from the 

underworld, Ariadne from the meandering labyrinth, the inspiration from the artist, or the 
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drama from the players1—in Vale Ave, Hermetic Definition, and Helen and Egypt. Georges 

Bataille’s exploration of “excess” in his formulations of the general economy, sacrifice, and 

death directs my own thinking about H.D. and these themes in her work, along with the 

Heideggerian existential expression of Dasein that offers a richly suggestive way of thinking 

about the socially constructed self in relation to the mysteries of existence. As I mention 

above, the Depth Psychologists, as observers of the life of soul, deepen the cadences of my 

work.  They, like some of the Modernist artists, writers, painters, and musicians, work within 

the “unresolved complexes of modernity itself” (Friedman 498). What results in my study is 

an imaginal communion between their works and hers which, in my estimation, enriches 

both. H.D.’s poetics of reincarnation—or poetics of “continuity,” as she terms it in “H.D. by 

Delia Alton,” and “Metempsychography” as I name it my assessment—employ the same 

rigorous questioning of “being” evident in the thinking of these theorists in the 

phenomenological history of consciousness.  If she takes up the quest in her poetry and self-

styled novels she still does not stray far from the phenomenological fold; every philosopher 

invoked in this dissertation has extended his or her quest through some form of art, poetry or 

literature. Any writer who investigates myths, ancient and modern, delves into a 

phenomenology of consciousness, like those interested in the occulted places of the mind 

(Sigmund Freud, Jung). Though H.D.’s “recovering” of a matriarchical lineage within 

conventional history, already powerfully set out with nuanced investigation in earlier H.D. 

criticism, tips the scales of balance in favour of a historical record where women stand in 

their own power, my study reads the later works as their own system of a phenomenology of 

consciousness.   

                                                 
     1 See Kerényi, Dionysus: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life.  
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 The major works of this study are The Sword Went Out to Sea (1946-7), Helen in 

Egypt (1952-55), Vale Ave (1957), and Hermetic Definition (1960-61), with Majic Ring 

(1943-4, 1954) as a buttressing or companion work in the interpretative process.2 All of the 

works—with the exception of Sword—were written or revised within ten years of H.D.’s 

death in 1961. Majic Ring, written in London between1943-1944 and edited in Switzerland 

in 1954, sets out a detailed “stream of consciousness” (“H.D.” 180) accounting of H.D.’s 

spiritual experiences during WWII when she and a small group of friends (Bryher, Arthur 

and May Bhaduri) held séances with the aid of a little three-legged table that had reputedly 

belonged to William Morris and which H.D. associated with the Pythia and her tripod at 

Delphi. The Sword Went Out to Sea chronicles H.D.’s solitary sessions with the Morris table 

during her communications with a “cloud” of R.A.F. pilots formerly under the command of 

Air Chief Marshal Hugh Dowding during the Battle of Britain in 1940; the table itself 

becomes a character in Sword, knocking and answering in veritable mediumistic fashion as it 

responds to the shadowy forms of the astral pilots surrounding it.   

 Majic Ring, which unfolds as a series of letters that H.D. sent to Lord Dowding in 

1943 in the first part and a trail of palimpsestic diary entries in its second, contains the 

intimacy of epistolary and journal writing even as it conjures a strange distance between 

itself and the reader because of its occult motifs.  A published version first came out in 2009, 

and its editor, Demetres Tryphonopoulos, notes that “Majic Ring  provides strong evidence 

of H.D.’s construction of a unique occult tradition at the heart of what emerged as visionary 

politics; it offers a road map for, and a prose record of, the writing process and substance of 

                                                 
     2 I have consulted Friedman’s short selection in Signets entitled “Dating H.D.’s Writing” (46-51) as a source 
for the dates of composition for each work listed above.  Dates of the first publication for each manuscript are 
as follows: Helen in Egypt (1961); Hermetic Definition (1972);Vale Ave (1982); Sword (2007); Majic Ring 
(2009). 
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Trilogy” (xxi).  I use Majic Ring as a companion piece to my investigations into the later 

works; its nuanced, imaginal understanding of the soul’s passage through life has helped me 

“construct” my own metempsychographical hermeneutic with which to read H.D.  In Majic 

Ring as well, we meet an alchemical portrait of Christ that resounds behind many of the 

motifs of Christianity in the other texts.  This “portrait” finds expression in a painting, 

Velasquez’s Crucifixion specifically, and H.D. celebrates the famous work by applauding 

Velasquez’s unequivocal artistic pronouncement of Christ’s death. The painting is the perfect 

vignette of  “death as a phenomenon of life” or a “being-towards-the-end,” to borrow from 

Heidegger’s phenomenological lexicon (292), or of the soul emptying out into another life 

through death, leaving traces of an “amber” fire that suggests the dark amber colour of myrrh 

(Cunningham 181).  This kenosis, or the alchemical emptying out of the soul into life, and 

the process of capture in imaginal writing, is also encoded in the motif of the broken vessels 

in Lurianic Kabbalism, in which God’s word/light—essentially God’s story of creation that 

speaks the world into existence—shatters the vessels of creation in the newly formed earth. 

Eventually the female protagonists of Vale Ave will take up the work of “Tikkun,” or 

restoration of the wholeness of creation; they gather the sparks of the divine deeply occulted 

within the earth in order to gain the same powers over life and death as had the biblical 

Christ.  

 Only a few years later, H.D. wrote The Sword Went Out to Sea, an eccentric roman à 

clef featuring a narrative that “[aestheticizes] materials in Majic Ring” (Tryphonopoulos, 

Intro to MR xxiii).  The characters in Sword do not really participate in the narrative so much 

as haunt it, in the same way that one of these, Stella, fears that her villa in Trevi is haunted, 

presumably not only by the Romans who have died during the founding of the Empire but by 
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all of the other “players” in Sword. Just like the cast of Majic Ring, protagonists in Sword 

who were once part of H.D.’s exoteric modernist circle or her esoteric “majic ring” are 

marked with fictitious names: Lord Dowding, Bryher, Ezra Pound, and Arthur Bhaduri, for 

instance, become “Lord Howell, Gareth, Allen Flint (among others), and Ben Manisi,” 

respectively.  H.D. herself adopts the pseudonym “Delia Alton.”  Written mostly in Küsnacht 

and Lugano, Sword features two parts: “Wintersleep” and “Summerdream.”  H.D. 

conceptualized the design of the work as “some vast Cathedral,” and “terms her chapters 

‘chapels’ (Hogue et al. xxxii).  “Wintersleep” combines séance experiences in London with 

personal dreams and visions into a synthesis that will resurrect and regenerate in 

“Summerdream” through historical parallels to war-time London and the numinous presence 

of The Painted Lady, a mysterious figure of soul literally and figuratively drawn from the 

butterfly of the same name.  These historical vignettes, however, are imaginal realities—a 

series of “fairy-tales or Märchen”—that fold like the pleats of a skirt or kilt over what we 

perceive as “mundane history.”  Sword’s syncretist narrative accesses the mundus imaginalis, 

a term first coined by Henri Corbin in his work on Sufi mysticism, and offers significant 

insight into the soul’s relationship with those figures and characters that participate in the 

intricately webbed instances of history and mythology.  

 Helen in Egypt (1952), H.D.’s epic rewriting of the myth of Troy and the fate of 

Helen and Achilles, blossoms from an ancient fragment that remains the only bequest of the 

master dramatist Stesichorus of Sicily (640-555 B.C.), in which Stesichorus makes a volte 

face from Homer’s epic and tells us that Helen was never in Troy during the Trojan War, but 

in Egypt.  The Helen who appeared to the Trojans was an eidolon, a “phantom, substituted 

for the real Helen, by jealous deities” (HE 1). Composed in three line choral stanzas, Helen 
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in Egypt elaborates this story; but Helen is no guest of the Pharaohs or denizen of the land.  

The Spartan beauty spends her time in Amenti3—Egypt-as-Underworld—striving to recall 

her own roles when she was alive and her mysterious transportation to the land of King 

Proteus. “[T]he soul grows in the dark,” says Electra in an early Greek sequence that H.D. 

wrote in 1923 (CP 379).  Helen in Egypt provides the setting of this “dark” underworld for 

the soul’s growth; however, at the end of the poem when the verses cast a beautiful “eidolon” 

of themselves to end their sequences, there is the impression that the poet’s consciousness 

has not quite alchemized into the wisdom of the soul that might spark a rebirth or 

resurrection, two themes that Horace Gregory assigns to Helen in Egypt in his Introduction.  

Moreover, despite the masterpiece status of this poem—an “epic …unquestionably” in which 

H.D. felt that she had “surpass[ed] herself” (VA XLVII)—H.D. still went on to write two 

more long poems before her death: Vale Ave and Hermetic Definition, and through the 

former of the two she sought and achieved the execution of the art of “re-living” that, I will 

argue, is her contribution to an understanding of the acts and nature of being.  Although 

Helen in Egypt begins in the afterlife, its poetic dance with fallen warriors, phantom women, 

and jealous gods complicates the notion of “immortality” in H.D.’s metempsychographical 

writing and supplies harmonic tension for her other late works.    

 Vale Ave forms the cornerstone of my analytical meditations in this study.  The 

course of the poem follows two archetypal presences—Lucifer and Lilith—through different 

realms of time and space—“specifically, late Rome, dynastic Egypt, legendary Provence, 

early seventeenth-century England, and contemporary London” (VA 1)—as they slowly 

transform from demons to familiars of the soul.  In a letter to Robert Duncan, H.D. described 

                                                 
     3 In his notes to Majic Ring, Tryphonopoulos indicates that H.D. derives her “name sequences” and 
familiarity with the term “Amenti” from the work of Earnest Alfred Wallis Budge (201). 
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this poem as a “re-living” and it revives her through imaginal solicitations of Lucifer and 

Lilith.  Here the notion of “redemption” (and by extension “sacrifice”) is shown for what it is 

really is—“Resurrection and hope of Paradise” (2).  In “H.D. by Delia Alton,” H.D. remarks 

that though the resonance of continuity—the friendship that passes beyond the grave, as we 

hear in The Gift—inherent in the concept of reincarnation interests her, she does not wish to 

represent this centuries-old Greek concept of the soul’s passage through time as a “vague, 

mystical commonplace” (194)  In my estimation, Vale Ave  is H.D.’s metempsychographical 

treatise, in which she demonstrates, following Heraclitus, that the soul has a vitality and a 

law all its own.  

 Hermetic Definition poetically illumines the underlying structure of the alchemist’s 

“Notre Dame de Amour,” to use a description from Norman Holmes Pearson’s “Foreword” 

to this three-part poem, beneath the architecture of Notre Dame de Paris in France.  In the 

first part, entitled “Red Rose and a Beggar,” H.D. recounts the command of Isis to “write, 

write, or die” (HD 7) and begins to pen the story of her encounter with Lionel Durand, the 

Haitian chief of the Paris Bureau of Newsweek who played a powerful part in H.D.’s 

imaginal life, even though they had only met a few times and Durand was critical of her 

novel Bid Me to Live in one of his literary reviews. In the second section, “Grove of 

Academe,” H.D. takes a break from deciphering Durand’s role in the pattern of her life and 

the pain of his rejection of her work and recalls a time when she was no “beggar” but was 

honoured for her poetry in New York when she received a gold metal from the American 

Academy of Arts and Letters. She met poet Saint-John Perse at the ceremony; when she 

staggered to the stage on account of her broken hip, Perse rushed forward to steady her. H.D. 

saw a complicity of poets in this kind gesture, and immortalized the lines of Perse’s Exil once 
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again by weaving them into “Grove of Academe.”  Shortly after the ceremony, Durand died 

of a heart attack, which happened exactly nine months after H.D. had met him.  The final part 

of the poem, “Star of Day,” becomes an extension of H.D.’s body—a womb—in which 

Durand is “born” from H.D.’s imaginal world into his own death. As the last poem H.D. 

wrote before her death, Hermetic Definition (1960-1) is a consummate rendering of the 

regenerative space of the Cathedral.  The poem enacts an erotics of healing as H.D.,—

plagued with the ills of old age and a hip bone that, though broken several years before, had 

never properly set—undergoes a transformative experience and births a man into a successful 

experience of his “being-towards the end,” hence writing the death chapter of his 

metempsychography.  She recalls Divinity from Its exile as well, and Lucifer, Lilith, Astarte, 

and Azrael enter through magical portals of Notre Dame and are drawn into its mythic 

congregants: the protagonists and readers of the poem itself.  

 Each chapter in my dissertation follows Sword’s example and offers different 

contextual interaction for my imaginal readings of the poems. Chapter Two unfolds a 

“methodology” of soul: it begins with the dark night of the soul H.D. experienced in 

Küsnacht and ends with the lighted flight of Painted Lady Butterfly, the poet’s emblem for 

the being-of-soul-in-the-world and its informing presence in the earthly figures of its dramas. 

In Chapter Three, I begin to ground my analysis in H.D.’s autobiography during her years in 

Switzerland, but autobiography quickly slips into metempsychography as the parable of Eros 

and Psyche emerges as the leading trope of the experience. Chapter Four creates an 

“imaginal history” for Vale Ave, Chapter Five undertakes a phenomenology of “re-living” 

through several close readings of Vale Ave, and the final Chapter is a mystical midrash and 
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presents kabbalistic reflection on Vale Ave. The tone and cadence of each chapter is unique, 

but all, I hope, blend into a harmonic if kaleidoscopic whole.    

 Tracing Psyche through the form and figures of Vale Ave, Helen in Egypt, Hermetic 

Definition, Sword, and Majic Ring begins in earnest in my third chapter, entitled “The Erotics 

of Continuity and the Psychomachia of Discontinuity in The Sword Went Out to Sea, Helen 

in Egypt, and Vale Ave.”  The chapter opens with a reading of the myth of Psyche and Eros 

as a progression of archetypal experiences that H.D. had at Dr. Brunner’s Nervenklinik in 

1946 and then again in 1957.  In The Myth of Analysis, Hillman explains why psychoanalysts 

have moved on from Freud’s choice of the Oedipus myth as the original prototype for 

psychological understanding to Eros and Psyche: “In choosing the Oedipus myth, Freud told 

us less which myth was the Psyche’s essence than that the essence of psyche is myth, that our 

work is mythic and ritual, that psychology is ultimately mythology” (16): 

  Oedipus in 1900 (Freud) and the heroic night-sea-journey in 1912 (Jung)  
  concern the struggles of consciousness with the incestuous family problem 
  and with the unconsciousness of the negative Mother.  As these mythemes  

represent the beginnings of depth psychology, so they represent the opening of 
human consciousness toward an individual destiny. . . . the relation to the 
unconscious in psychology is no longer negative in the way that it was. 
Separation from it and rebirth through it no longer constitute the heroic task. 
The heroic age in psychology is past.  The hero of consciousness is now 
further along.  Like Heracles, he must serve that Lydian queen, must spin and 
find his female soul, or like Ulysses must find his way home to Penelope by 
lingering awhile with Circe. . . . The tale of Eros and Psyche has advantages 
over its predecessors …. We must see the succession of central myths in 
psychology as portraying a movement in consciousness. . . . [Psychology’s] 
concern now… is with the fate of the soul, its sacredness, the possiblity of its 
immortality, the fertility of its imagination … and, above all, with erotic 
identity within psychic relatedness, with the binding connection of love 
between humans and between the human and the divine.  Yet this identity and 
relatedness are altogether beyond the human, depending partly, as do the Gods 
themselves, upon an inhuman factor, Eros.  (57-61) 
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H.D. had already attenuated many of these mythemes in her visionary work; in Helen in 

Egypt she says poetically what Hillman has elaborated above: 

  O, Paris, beautiful enchanter? 
  you would re-live an old story, 
  Oedipus and his slain father …. (HE 223)   
 
Though Paris does not always see himself, his royal family and consort, or his part in the 

Trojan war as part of a new story of soul and love, H.D. does: “Paris before Egypt, Paris 

after,/is Eros, even as Thetis,/the sea-mother, is Paphos;/so the dart of Love/is the dart of 

Death/and the secret is no secret” (HE 303).  Her later works are certainly evocative of the 

“hero’s” lingering, whether Achilles with Helen, Walter Ralegh4 with Elizabeth Dyer, or 

Normandy with Rose Beauvais in Sword, and with the emergence of the heroine’s own 

Circean power because of the encounter.  The third part of the second chapter harbours the 

question of “What happens when Psyche’s lamp reveals not only Eros but his dark twin 

Thanatos as well?”  

 The end of the first section of Chapter Three addresses the conclusion of the Eros and 

Psyche myth in which Eros abandons his pregnant bride.  His absence, however, enables 

Psyche to know the child as fully her own, birthed after an Underworld experience that has 

brought to her a sovereign source of soul power autonomous from even the original primal 

force of life that Eros represents. The second section of my chapter begins where Apuleius’s 

version of the myth ends.  If the myth were a fairy tale, then this would be just after the point 

of “happily ever after.” The implication within the ending of Psyche and Eros suggests that 

now that Eros and Psyche have been married in sacred union on Olympus, they must go back 

                                                 
     4 I choose to follow Margaret Irwin’s custom of spelling Sir Walter Ralegh’s name without an “i” because of 
my decision to use her biography of Queen Elizabeth’s favoured courtier in my study (see Chapter 4). Irwin 
mentions that although Ralegh signed his name in many different ways (as befitted a period of time in which 
there were no conventions of spelling) and finally settled on “Ralegh,” he never once spelled it with an “i.” 
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into the physical world and consummate the marriage there, so to speak.  H.D.’s  

mythopoetic investigations take up this psychical query into continuity and the incarnation of 

soul and desire into life, which she carries out, ironically, while mostly alone and confined to 

her room at the Klinik Brunner.  If Eros and Psyche separate again, the consequences are as 

dire as they were the first time in the palace of Eros; civilizations, even, can crumble. The 

myth’s most attractive message is this: it is not the realm of the gods or even that of the 

mundus imaginalis, as rich and evocative as it is, that births love.  It is the human world 

(Psyche as Princess) in conjunctio with the human soul (Psyche as lover) that becomes the 

place where love is born.  The concept of love is invisible to the human mind, obscure and 

monstrous, until it is witnessed in time and in form, namely, until Eros becomes “Amor”; 

love will always contain within it, however, that “alien substance” that demands we draw it 

into its own being-in-the-world.  As the relentless questing through midrashically drawn if 

occulted trails of myth in H.D.’s later works indicates, Eros—even as Amor—never truly 

gives into domesticity and cultivation, the Apollonian necessity at the heart/hearth of the 

human polis: there is always the possibility of the volte face that returns one to the soul and 

its life, without the fiery intercession of the gods.  

  Chapter Four, entitled “Once Upon a Time: An Imaginal History for Vale Ave,” 

charts out an imaginal history for Vale Ave from “The Queen” chapter of Sword, which does 

present the imaginal’s “chiasm of the historical and the eternal, a pivotal world,” especially 

when the narrative blurs distinctions between the “play” put on by court players and the 

“play” amongst royal and noble members of Queen Elizabeth I’s court.  My fifth chapter, 

“Hidden in the Attic of the Mind: The Sequences of Vale Ave and the Patronage of Lucifer” 

delves closely into the Renaissance scene of the poem, with some insight into where the 
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poem really begins (not in its first section) and a reading of the Dyer supper in Sequence XVI 

as a mass.  At this family supper, nothing is quite as it seems, with shades of “angels” and 

“devils” emerging in each of the characters (there are two versions of Hugh, for instance). 

Chapter Six, “The Kingdom Within: H.D. and the Tree of Life provides the finale with its 

lengthy investigation into Vale Ave  and the Tree of Life as an expression of soul at play 

throughout the events of the poem. 
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Chapter Two 
  H.D. as Mystical Midrashist 

 

   Eros had been seen in the flesh, a figure the light drew out of the old dark to husband the soul. 
     
    —Robert Duncan, H.D. Book 
 
I Failed Prayers  

During the Dark Night of the Soul, “prayer becomes impossible for the soul; it cannot be that God 
hears. We must have great compassion for a soul such as this, pursued in such a manner by the fire of 
God, for what happens to her remains beyond her understanding until the end: the darkness cannot 
comprehend the light.” 
             —Hans Ur von Balthazar  
 
I walked, numb with incense, 
never passed a friar or priest or brother, 
but my glance fell to the pavement, 
 
but the very stones of the cathedral floor 
bore the imprint of your sandals . . . . 
    —VA V 
 
 The title of my dissertation alludes to the fifth section of Vale Ave in which a 

Provençal Nun, “numb with incense” and the effects of severe physical penance, proceeds 

down the nave of a medieval Cathedral and into awareness of a world utterly different in 

inflection than the one created by the missals, hymns, and rosaries of her own.  During the 

writing of Vale Ave in April and May of 1957, H.D. herself was cloistered like a Nun in a 

room at the Klinik Brunner in Küsnacht, Switzerland, suffering her own course of private 

penance in the form of a broken hip bone that refused to set. “God wanted this, so you could 

have a rest” says Schwester Trude in Vale Ave’s fifty-first section, offering advice in the 

overbearing way of those who have taken it upon themselves to speak on behalf of God.  But 

her well-meaning interpretation of the situation provokes revolt, not faith, as H.D. realizes 

that the ruach or spirit of Sister Trude’s God is unlikely to breathe new life into her dry, old 

bones: 
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   I waited sixteen weeks and then was free, I thought, 
  “but at your age,” they said, “the bone won’t set, 
   
  you must go back to bed”; I said, “I’ll try rebellion,” 
  for my prayers, I felt had failed … (VA LI) 
 
 The poet would have to inspirit her own healing and re-knit bones with pencil and paper; 

poetry would take the place of connective sinew and the fire of a well-known, “pre-Adamic” 

fallen angel (VA LI) would provide the visionary flame to enliven and spark the bones of 

those who appear in Vale Ave’s dramatis personae into a new scripting of existence.  The 

writing brought H.D. closer to an understanding of being as it is enacted in passionate if 

occulted connection, and her initial “farewell” (vale) to life and love was transformed into a 

different greeting (ave) of the same.  Unlike her other poems of this period, which are more 

experimental in nature and draw on the Aquarian spirit of which she was so fond, Vale Ave  

is “no experiment” but  “a re-living,” as H.D. told the young poet Robert Duncan in 1959.  “I 

can’t say that I ‘remember’ the re-birth sequence of ‘Vale,’” she claimed in the same letter, 

“but I lived it & live it” (qtd. in Bertholf 10).  The unreserved reception of Eros in an orgy of 

verse made H.D. feel “happy and hopeful,” as she cheerfully admitted in June of 1957 in 

another, earlier letter to Norman Holmes Pearson, her beloved friend, champion, and literary 

executor (qtd. in Hollenberg, Letters 206).5   

 Although I make a full inquiry into the nature of H.D.’s stay at the Klinik Brunner 

and the imaginal world there that nurtured the body of the poet and the soul of her characters 

                                                 
     5 Pearson received Vale Ave on June 21, 1957.  In his response, he comments on the immediacy and 
necessity of H.D.’s life as a structural tension in the poem—especially in those years following the Second 
World War.  He also notes Sequence LI, the one mentioned above that features the domineering Nun in 
conversation with H.D.’s innocently rebellious inner child, as one by which he was “particularly struck”:  “ Vale 
Ave has just arrived and I have read it through once with great pleasure.  The metrics are wonderfully exciting 
and just enough off-beat to be truly fresh.  Surely this is a truly personal poem and a private one in the sense 
that it communicates most to those who know why the air marshal and the time in bed have meaning in the 
structure.  I was particularly struck by 18, 35, 51 and 66 on the first reading; but of course a first reading only 
spins the kaleidoscope . . . .  Amico [Bryher] will be most proud” (qtd. in Hollenberg, Letters 253n37).  
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in the second chapter, I bring the scene into the introductory chapter to establish the 

fundamental importance of Vale Ave to this study.  My dissertation is devoted to the 

complexity of H.D.’s mature work (1946-1961) and the occulted arts of “re-living” within 

these works that bear traces of an inverse (mytho)mysticism, more synchronous with 

mythical alchemy than transcendent mystery. Whereas H.D.’s earliest works respond to a fin 

de siècle occultism and a collective psyche deeply troubled by the eschatological distress 

that, as H.D. scholar Susan Acheson so eloquently puts it, “was widespread amongst 

modernist writers grappling with … world events and with the implications of Nietzsche’s 

inaugural annunciation of modernity in terms of the death of God’ (187), her later oeuvre is 

dedicated to the same work of soul undertaken by “secret cult of Night” in Vale Ave.   

 In many ways, my study of Vale Ave begins where much of the critical work on the 

poem ends, but scholarly attention to the poem has not left a long trail. Some significant but 

brief works include John Walsh’s lovely Introduction to the 1992 Black Swan edition of the 

poem, a few pages in Susan Stanford Friedman’s groundbreaking work Psyche Reborn 

(1981), and chapters in Donna Krolik Hollenberg’s early study on H.D: the Poetics of 

Childbirth and Creativity and Angela DiPace Fritz’s Thought and Vision: A Critical Reading 

of H.D.’s Poetry (1988). Raffaella Baccolini has published a book entitled Tradition Identity 

Desire: Revisionist Strategies in H.D.’s Late Poetry (1995) that gives some treatment to 

language in Vale Ave and a recent chapter on Vale Ave as confessional literature in H.D.: The 

Meanings that Words Hide.  Perhaps the best critical piece, in my estimation, is an article by 

Jeffrey Twitchell-Waas entitled: “Set In Eternity but Lived In: H.D.’s Vale Ave.” However, 

though Twitchell-Waas has covered some very important mystical ground in his work, his 

consideration of the poem is by no means comprehensive. Twitchell-Waas himself attributes 
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the scarcity of critical attention to Vale Ave to its posthumous publication date (it was finally 

published in book form in 1992, more than twenty years after it was written), but I believe 

that the challenging metaphysics of the poem as well as the absence of a clear mythical 

referent like the ones set out in Trilogy or Helen in Egypt are also part of the reason for this 

neglect, not to mention an evocatively conspicuous rape scene in Egypt that takes place right 

in the midst of the poem’s seventy-four sequences.  

 In Psyche Reborn, Friedman’s analysis of the poem is highly engaging but brief; it 

ends with an implicit invitation to further study of Vale Ave’s “poetic tapestry of spiritual 

reality”: “Since the essential pattern of the past is the same as the present, [H.D] did not 

denigrate the records of the past as superstitious, vague, or inadequate.  Instead the visions of 

ancient peoples, the desires of the child, and the inspiration of the modern adult are woven 

together into a poetic tapestry of spiritual reality” (112).  In a similar mode, Baccolini 

finishes her chapter with reference to H.D.’s “larger pattern”: “Just as the poet likes to think 

that the Ship gathers together all the victims of thralldom and war, she provides for herself 

and the others a shelter from psychological and physical violence, a monument—her own 

writing—by which to remember them and transcend, once again, the destructiveness of time 

and violence, but also to read her story into a larger pattern (Vale Ave 62)” (“Figures of 

Memory” 166). Twitchell-Waas extends this reading by observing that “as the 

autobiographical experiences are taken up and plotted by the writing of the poem itself, the 

Dowding affair is revealed as an episode in the eternal plot of humankind’s unfolding 

consciousness of itself.”  He then cites Duncan’s “Two Chapters” to summarize: “The plot 

we are to follow, the great myth or work, is the fiction of what Man is” (qtd. in “Set in 

Eternity” 225).  The concluding sections of the poem, argues Twitchell-Waas, “move toward 
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a more comprehensive vision. . . . the more H.D.’s work leans on occult designs, the more we 

are challenged to suspend our critical faculties—a challenge I suspect most of us are unable 

to take up” (“Set in Eternity” 224). Though the poem ends with a sense of a “final 

equilibrium”—the simultaneous moment of “meeting” the “parting” Seaspray in its guise as 

death caravel—this “equipoise” is contested, writes Twitchell-Waas, by the course of a poem 

that is “too combustible and unresolved for such a resolution to be anything more than 

momentary” (“Set in Eternity” 224).    

 As for my own interests in Vale Ave, I find the motifs of reincarnation, 

metempsychosis, and continuity compelling enough for a book-length study that enters into 

the heart of the “spiritual reality” or “larger pattern” of this poem and many of her other later 

works. This study would examine what H.D. means by “continuity”—which she claims is not 

only metempsychosical in nature (“I do not wish it to be thought that I am dealing with a 

vague, mystical commonplace when I speak of “re-incarnation” (“H.D.” 194), but also a 

“majic ring” of “intimate communion or communication” (194). I believe that there are clues 

to the “new mythology” H.D. references in Vale Ave and significant insight in her later works 

concerning the ultimate nature of humankind (Duncan’s capitalized “MAN”). The approach 

to fulfillment of such an argument, however, can only be partially rendered through any one 

theoretical approach.  Part of my methodology must, admittedly, be adapted from Robert 

Duncan’s H.D. Book—which Twitchell-Waas invokes for the summation of his own 

argument because of Duncan’s ability to “most eloquently get at the heart of such matters” 

(225).   

 With jubilant yet probing rhythm, Vale Ave throws the play of the shapes of “being” 

into sharp relief against the “mundane” routines of life that often hold us captive, which is 
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why the silhouette of a Nun praying fervently before the erotic dance of candles flickers in a 

recovering poet imprisoned in her hospital room and desperate for the adventures owed her 

because of sixteen prostrate weeks in a bed. “Being” I define in Heideggerian 

correspondence with H.D.’s sense of “re-living.” Both are as much an inquisition of 

existence as they are an experience of it; a bedridden poet and a broken hip, for instance, are 

a “quest” of and for being, an interrogative state of the body’s resilience, of healing, of the 

process of aging, of the futility of penitence to a God who seems not to hear, of ruptures in 

the continuum of eternal life that is promised to the seeker not only by the priest but by some 

intuitive reflex of the mind, of why the asking takes place at all (“failed prayers”). In a 

general introduction to a selection of Heidegger’s work, John Farell Krell comments that 

“Dasein is the kind of Being that has logos—not to be understood derivatively as reason or 

speech but to be thought as the power to gather and preserve things that are manifest in their 

Being. . . .  In more general terms, as being-in-the-world, Dasein is the open space where 

beings reveal themselves in sundry ways, coming out of concealment into their “truth” 

(aletheia) and withdrawing again into obscurity” (19-20).  Mircea Eliade’s procurement of 

Heidegger into his own works on the sacred historical also deserves mention here.  

According to Steven Wasserstrom, Heidegger is “at the root of [Eliade’s] ‘ontologism,’ his 

sustained emphasis on the cosmic centrality of ‘Being-in-the-world.’. . .  Eliade’s 

‘ontologism’ …is … repeated in various forms throughout [his] corpus: ‘[T]he sacred is 

equivalent to a power, and in the last analysis, to reality.  The sacred is saturated with being.’ 

‘The myth defines itself by its own mode of being’” (137).6   

                                                 
     6In the entire section on Heidegger in his book Religion After Religion, Wasserstrom underlies the 
philosophical sympathies between the major philosophers of religion and history of the time such as Corbin and 
Eliade, and even Jewish scholars like Scholem, Adorno, Rosenzweig, Jonas, and Hannah Arendt. He concludes 
the following about the German philosopher’s influence:  “Heidegger’s example, as a thinker who shattered 
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 Although I devote this study to the nuances of “re-living” as an expression of being 

and soul in four significant masterpieces of H.D.’s later oeuvre—Hermetic Definition (1960-

61), The Sword Went Out to Sea (1946-47), Majic Ring (1943-4, 1954) and Helen in Egypt 

(1952-55)—Vale Ave  plays a pronounced role precisely because of the inherent alchemy of 

its verses that takes the phenomenon of being and extends and transforms it into the realm of 

the soul. Being, to borrow another term from Martin Heidegger’s well-known pioneering 

work on this phenomenon, constitutes, among other things, “thrownness” into the moods and 

emotions of existence: 

  An entity of the character of Dasein is its “there” in such a way that,  
  whether explicitly or not, it finds itself …in its thrownness.  In a state-of- 
  mind Dasein is always brought before itself, and has always found itself  
  . . . . As an entity which has been delivered over to its Being, it remains  
  also delivered over to the fact that it must always have found itself—  
  but found itself in a way of finding which arises not so much from a  
  direct seeking as rather from a fleeing.  (174) 
 
The idea of being thrown into existence and into its rhythm of constant advance 

(seeking/ave) and retreat (fleeing/vale) form vital points of tension in H.D.’s later work; 

however, the works are not existentialist in nature, no matter how ardently protagonist-

seekers like the Provençal Nun may flee from their own seeking after being thrust into erotic 

triad with life and death.  Instead, these works “retain the energy that goes into the essence of 

gems, but in deeper, more probing daemonic drive that carried [H.D] through old mysteries 

into new life” (Pearson, Foreword to Hermetic Definition).  Being is transformed into 

                                                                                                                                                       
both European civilizational norms and staid monotheistic conventions, remained an unsurpassable horizon. . . .  
In terms of the larger organization of forms of knowledge, then, it may be concluded that so-called Continental 
Philosophy was, in this period, overwhelmingly dominated by Heidegger” (139).   Heidegger’s biography—a 
pale reflection of his own being-in-the-world, as all biographies are—display its own themes of dark and light, 
as is famously known.  Though a German existentialist may not care for this vocabulary—“dark” and “light”—
from the history of religion, H.D. explores being-in-the-world in Heidegger’s preliminary sense and also 
imaginally, partaking in different religious discourses in order to “penetrate mystery” as Denise Levertov’s 
phrased it in her famed assessment, “which means, not to flood darkness with light so that darkness is 
destroyed, but to enter into darkness, mystery, so that it is experienced” (183).  
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“becoming” as soul is drawn into life and grants passage to life’s very depths. In Vale Ave’s 

seventy-four sequences, H.D.’s earlier “tribute to the angels” becomes a specific invocation: 

to Lucifer, Lilith, and the “processus” of spiritual evolution, which takes place as 

involutionary and evolutionary phases throughout the poem.  The layering of time in the 

“trilogy” of past, present, and future, which H.D. had navigated during the years of the 

Second World War with a mercurial pen in order to get behind the fallen walls of cause and 

effect, now collapses into two distinct phases of human origin and incarnation: “meeting” 

(evolution) and “parting” (involution) and the poem invites Lilith and Lucifer to be its 

archetypal guides.  

 
II Midrashing the Soul 
 
Terrain vague, page obsédée.  
               —Edmond Jabès, “L’Absence de lieu”  
  
 “With precise Jewish instinct for the particular in the general, for the personal in the 

impersonal or universal, for the material in the abstract, [Freud] had dared to plunge into the 

unexplored depth, first of his own unconscious or subconscious being” H.D. writes in Tribute 

to Freud, bringing to view a compellingly midrashic Freudian poetics (71-2). Her words 

identify an ancient source of textual movement which the Rabbis of the classical era were 

eager to name and avoid naming, like their God�����.  In its most profound guise, my 

dissertation is a kind of secular midrash, a search, to use the well-wrought words of Susan 

Handelman “for hidden elements and correspondences, a tropism or ‘wandering of meaning,’ 

which proceeds as much by analogy and association as by linear logic” (The Slayer of Moses  

xv).  Myth, mysticism, midrash, and H.D. are also my guides to the very place at which I 

must interrupt my own work: the beginning. The opening of this chapter should, by virtue of 
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its conventionally helpful nature, provide a working definition of midrash and an accessible 

preface to H.D. and the relevant offerings of her canon.  But to give a defining moment to a 

process and a poetry that emerge from gaps, search for weakness and excess in the very texts 

that they hermeneutically pretend to support, and ruthlessly play analyst to an unwilling 

textual subconscious, would be to inadequately establish these important aspects of my work.  

Midrash7 often offers an invitation to disrupt the text as its most potent places.  If the 

rabbinical tradition so besotted with midrash was to entertain a secret tryst with its Hellenic 

complement, then it might select Hermes as a divine patron because midrash often acts as an 

escort to the dark yet fertile textual underground. “The midrash” writes Daniel Boyarin, 

“makes manifest the repressed mythic material in the Bible’s ‘textual subconscious’” 

(Intertextuality and the Reading of Midrash  94).   

With the same persistent method of inquiry used by Job in his search for the impetus 

behind the creation of Leviathan, the Rabbis finally settled on a word that still presents 

ambiguity of definition to all who would invoke its textual hexes.  The word of course is 

midrash, its verbal root a primal, gaping wound, a textual injury that lies at the threshold of 

every narrative, as Edmond Jabès would tell us in The Book of Questions: “Mark the first 

page of the book with a red marker.  For in the beginning, the wound is invisible” (13).  

Peripheral yet present, this tear, rent, puncture, laceration�gap�in the text works as 

invisibly as the unconscious does: we cannot see what most grasps our attention and causes 

us pain.8 Even as Midrashists hovered over the page with pen and thought, the gaps and 

                                                 
    7 Midrash with a capital “M” refers to the specific rabbinic tradition; small “m” midrash indicates the general 
practice of reading the biblical or sacred text in accordance with the spirit of rabbinic Judaism. As Harper’s 
Bible Dictionary defines midrash: “In a wider sense, the word midrash is used for any interpretation 
which…assumes that the biblical text has an inexhaustible fund of meaning that is relevant to and adequate for 
every question and situation” (635).   
   8 No specific theory of language or literature guides my readings of H.D. and mystical midrash; instead, these 
readings are informed by a general climate of inquiry surrounding diverse critical and literary theory.    
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margins of the page whispered of exile in an imaginary land, one in which there were no 

stories, narrative forms, or words and letters to frame and interact with the experience of 

being.  A world, essentially, in which they lived but did not exist.  To lose the familiar 

landmarks of consciousness while retaining the breath, is this not a desert in which 

everything built could be swept away, with no stories left to guide us?  Where we must rely 

on the voice of the divine as manna?  Perhaps the Rabbis envisioned the page as the divine 

sentience with which they had to struggle in order to wrest meaning from the void; with 

every stroke of the pen, they proudly and yet uneasily followed the ardent movements of 

Jacob in Mahanaim with his angelic opponent, and emerged from the conflict with its 

resonances throbbing in the hollows of their bodies.  Every time the artist searches beyond 

her own limits and is touched by the Divine, there is always a textual action that bestows pain 

and a wound—a mark. 

 It is with a certain temerity that I propose to use the figure of “midrash” as a 

dominant trope of the creative process in H.D.’s works, largely because midrash emerges 

from strange rabbinical conversations in the first five centuries of the Common Era.  The way 

in which Midrashists would read and interpret the corpus of Jewish scripture and law (Torah, 

Talmud) was intricately bound up in the Hebrew root of the word, darash������), ostensibly 

meaning “to seek out” or “to inquire,” but movement through the word’s definition finds a 

root governed by a verb form that inquires while it supplicates, examines while it worships, 

and demands while it seeks. In page margins, among the words themselves, and on a scroll’s 

blank edges, rabbis would write flowing currents of creative interpretive exegesis around 

scriptural writings.  Many of the first midrashim were orally conveyed, and eventually the 
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capitalized “Midrash” came to describe the literary compilations in which these first 

offerings were collected. But as profusely, passionately, and indelibly as these scholars 

would inscribe Hebrew or Aramaic characters on the ledges of the page, they could not 

escape the Janus-headed nature of the midrash, which generates with its own textual velocity 

layers of embedded commentary.  Described by Jabès’s translator, Rosemarie Waldrop, as 

language that “thinks and writes” (Lavish Absences 70), midrash harbours an infatuation for 

every letter, word, space, dot, diacritical mark�“jot and tittle” if you will�of a sacred text.  

Nonetheless, H.D. writes and reflects on sacred texts with the same “midrashic 

extravagance” as the traditional rabbis.  The term “midrashic extravagance” belongs to T.R. 

Wright.  His article about the contemporary uses of midrash documents the playfulness and 

enthusiasm with which many contemporary non-Jewish scholars and writers approach 

midrashic writing.  Put simply the technique of midrash is evocative and powerful and, like 

intertextuality, privileges connection and relationship among sacred texts.  It feels for life 

within a sacred text and “can be so violent as entirely to change the meaning of the original” 

(102).   

   How to define Midrash, that many-headed Leviathan at the centre of textual 

labyrinths, named yet unnameable, perceived yet unperceivable? The most revealing 

classification would be this, that the midrashic pursues the secret life of the text, usually 

through the rites of myth, legend, questions, and parable, and the idea of a secret emplaces 

the mystical within the midrashic matrix, because the etymological pulse behind the mystical 

comes from its ancient Greek root�mustikon�which means secret (Kripal 3). Any 

introduction of the mystical then “shifts” the text to its poetic nature and opens up the 
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possibility of a renewal of tradition. Indeed, the mystical tradition of Kabbalah9 occasions its 

own acts of literary tikkun to replace and repair the “continuous displacements” of past 

traditions (Kripal 272) that erect barriers around sacred texts.   Every text participating in 

midrash soon becomes enthralled by mystical imperatives, as Betty Rojtman elaborates in her 

extensive linguistic study of Jewish mystica, Black Fire on White: An Essay on Jewish 

Hermeneutics, from Midrash to Kabbalah: 

  Midrash explodes an initial mystical notion into several narratives, 
  illustrating the concurrent paths of actualization.  Inversely, textual  
  sources that are distinct and separately apprehended converge toward  
  the same fundamental significations.  [Then] the determinate kabbalistic  
  structure is infinitely extendable through midrashic plurivalence…” (147)  
 
Kabbalah is considered mystical midrash, according to Gershom Scholem, because it 

reintroduces myth into the midrashic hermeneutic.  Myth, at one time latently poetical, 

metaphorical and allegorical in the Bible and the Talmud, begins to awaken in the midrash 

and become an animate presence in Kabbalah.  From the first, Scholem tells us in his book 

On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, Kabbalah was characterized by a revival of myth.  

                                                 
     9 The Jewish Tradition of Kabbalah—often designated in English with a “K”—differs in hermeneutics and 
practice from the Western Hermetic tradition popularized in the Renaissance and adapted by The Order of the 
Golden Dawn.  Also, the latter spells “Qabbalah” with a “Q,” a choice made by S.L. MacGregor Mathers, who 
was one of the original founders of the Golden Dawn.  Mathers believed that a “Q” as the first letter would be 
“more consistent with the original language” (Wang 8).  (The word does begin with the Hebrew letter qof, �, 
but though “qof” may sound like an English “q,” Hebrew as a Semitic, guttural language has no exact, letter-
for-letter English equivalents.  Mathers’ choice of spelling seems to point up his own insecurities as an outsider 
adopting the Jewish tradition).  Many Jewish scholars and rabbis do not even acknowledge Hermetic Qabbalah 
as anything like its Jewish progenitor, even though the Western tradition would not exist without the Hebraic 
one.  Despite this understandable exclusivity, however, there are many similarities between the two, including, 
obviously, the identical lexicon of Biblical, Midrashic, and Hebraic symbols used in each (like the Hebrew 
alphabet).  Disparities exist in the way in which these symbols are used; the Western tradition reproduces 
Kabbalistic symbols and glyphs as pictorial representations, especially in ritual, “as a stepping off point for 
inner exploration,” whereas the Jewish mystics, in reverence to the Mosaic law forbidding idolatry of any sort, 
“seek a direct experience of pure consciousness” (Wang 19; see also Gershom Scholem, On the Kabbalah and 
Its Symbolism).  I will be using both traditions in my investigations into H.D. mythology of soul, since the spirit 
of the Midrash informs my methodology and the poet’s own understanding of Kabbalah was gathered mostly 
from Robert Ambelain’s syncretist treatment of the tradition in La Kabbale Pratique.  
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Kabbalists looked upon the world as a symbolic transparency, through which the secret of the 

cosmos could be discerned (93).   

 Daniel Boyarin’s persuasive reading of midrash and theory, entitled Intertextuality 

and the Reading of Midrash, prompts my ponderings concerning the integral question of 

adopting a reading practice that belongs to a specific socio-cultural axis of interpretation.  

His study carefully charts the dissimilarities and similarities between the kinds of 

interpretation in varied midrashim in order to provide a definition for this protean word.  

Only with such a detailed examination, he argues “can we begin to ask more perceptively 

how to define midrash, and whether or not it can be found in other types of texts than those 

designated by the ‘midrash’” (viii).10  This premise is one at stake in my theoretical 

ruminations on H.D. Can H.D., a Moravian, non-Jewish, syncretist poet, with an avowed 

interest in Jewish mysticism, be called a “mystical midrashist”?  Does she write certain types 

of midrashim?  And how does midrash give her readers access to the mystical, to certain 

types of spiritual��������(gnosis), even inimical knowledge?  

 In answer, I quote Barbara Guest, one of H.D.’s biographers. “How remarkably,” 

observes Guest, “does H.D. combine the classical Greek with the Judeo-Christian tradition” 

(81).  Here I would exchange “remarkably” for “midrashically.”  Of the tensions and 

passions between Athens and Jerusalem, Susan Handelman remarks: “Sometimes mutually 

antagonistic, sometimes holding secret trysts, sometimes publicly embracing, the history of 

their relationship has been stormy” (3).  This volatile relationship, in Matthew Arnold’s 

words “renews itself in every epoch, taking another guise, using another language, but 

                                                 
     10 Boyarin centres his study on the Mekilta, “the earliest midrash on Exodus, having been largely compiled 
of materials which belong to the Tannaitic period, the time of the rabbis who produced the Mishna, from about 
the first to the third Christian centuries” (viii).  A governing tension in the practice of midrash, which preserves 
the text, here emerges: the Jewish task of preservation takes place during the Christian era.  
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continuing the old quarrels and flirtations” (qtd in Handelman 3).  Energies at the centre of 

this tension produce a dialectical backdrop against which the activities of midrash flourished.  

In H.D.’s work, the “old quarrels and flirtations” come through from hidden layers in the text 

despite her intent at sacred reconciliation. If the authors of classical Midrashim consciously 

incorporated everything �from contrast to dissenting voices�into their creative exegesis, 

then perhaps I might call H.D. a midrashist because she unconsciously invites these 

disparities into her poetry.  In midrashic imaginings, the unconscious is as important as the 

conscious mind: “Both Freud and Derrida�and the Rabbis” argues Handelman, “are probing 

for the original language, the concrete meaning behind the abstract concept, or dream image, 

or narrative.”   

 To this list I might add H.D., whose own invocation of the palimpsest image often 

betrays her, and will only fully reveal its layers in her poetry through the careful archaeology 

of present and future interpretation. In order to negotiate a sense of total presence and 

fullness, narrative needs time to do its work.  “This unbidden yet necessary flow of time, 

suggests contemporary midrashist and theorist Avivah Zornberg, “is the core tension that the 

midrashic narrative expresses” (6).  Rachel Blau DuPlessis is one of the few H.D. scholars 

who comments briefly on the relevance of the genre to H.D.’s work:  

[The] midrashic is extremely important as a genre:  the continuous practice of 
examination, gloss, and reinterpretation. This draws upon H.D., upon Freud, 
and upon a tradition of Hebrew textuality all at once.  Once the line or word or 
turn of phrase is stated, once the material exists as the stuff of language (and 
means what it claims to mean), any particle can open out to more. . . . The 
“same/different” of Helen in Egypt is different from before, never quite the 
same as before.  . . .  . to claim that nothing was ever lost or that it would recur 
� to me that was mysticism . . . . H.D.  looked at her own files … . Studied 
the traces.  If a photo was blurred, there was a reason.  If a line was made, it 
could be understood and reinterpreted.  A Freudian poetics: that there is no 
wasted mark, no unmotivated gesture.  Reading the reading was writing the 
writing” (“Haibun: Draw your/Draft” 124-5). 
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My approach to midrash and H.D. differs slightly from DuPlessis’s correlation only in that I 

would not call Midrash a reinterpretation, but, following Boyarin, a path of communion and 

dissention.  

 “The midrashist and poet” says Derrida, casting a Hephaestian net over two 

astonishingly compatible lovers, “are not born here but elsewhere. They wander, separated 

from their true birth. Autochthons only of speech and writing, of Law.  ‘Race born of the 

book’ because sons of the Land to come” (66).  Obsessed with finding coordinates in the 

blank page as if this no-man’s-land (Jabès’ terrain vague) holds the map that will banish 

exile (exile being an abyss that cannot be charted), both midrashist and poet search out 

(“midrash”) the sacred text by way of labyrinthine commentary.  In what Susan Handelman 

calls the “Rabbinic” words of Roland Barthes, “The book creates meaning; the meaning 

creates life” (qtd. in Handelman 81).  As the myth of Pygmalion indicates, the intersection of 

story and of the Divine produces evidence of a primal tradition that divulges the very 

processes of creation:  these divine processes of creation are, I argue, the modus operandi of 

H.D’s later poems. It is the work of my dissertation to draw out this animate midrashic 

poetics.  

 These allusions to creation form the shadowy periphery of any text, sacred or secular, 

although a sacred text at least admits to the creative process in the texture of its fabrics, even 

if against its better judgement.  If mysticism constitutes the search for an absent Divine 

presence, myth the documentation of Its processes of creation, and midrash the actual process 

of creation, then the three cannot be separated. For H.D., myth and mysticism�the processes 

of search for the Divine�are central characters in her prose and poetry.  She composes her 

poetry with lines obsessed with search.  There is a sympathy with Psyche’s search for a 
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beginning to a tale that is emerging but has no ties or resonance with the life outside of 

Eros’s palace; this process is best outlined in what the 13th century Islamic mystic Rumi 

pursued in his own poetry, as his translator Coleman Barks reveals in his introduction to The 

Essential Rumi: “Part of the love-mystery explored in Rumi’s poetry is how presences flow 

together, evolve, and create in tandem” (xv).  And later:   

But consider emptiness.  Rumi loves the image of a cleared site,  
a scoured place where a village was before the flood erased all trace.  
An absence where everything becomes essential, each sound distinct  
and bare, and clear. . . .  His poems help us feel what living in the  
ruins is like, in the blank state of knowing nothing, of loving one  
we do not know and have never met, yet who is deeply familiar.   
Heartbroken, wandering, wordless, lost, and ecstatic for no reason.  
It’s the psychic spaces his poems inhabit. (xvi)  
 

“Longing,” Barks continues, “is a shape for this emptiness. . . .  Emptiness is where his sama 

leads us, sama being the deep listening to poetry and its surround of music and movement.  

Within sama one remembers the dissolution of the ego and the non-attachment of the heart.  

Rumi explores many images for this place, presence, this unnameable state” (xvi).  Barks 

then surprisingly uses a Hebrew word, as opposed to an Arabic one, to further his exploration 

of Rumi’s concept of emptiness: “The Hebrew word, makom, refers to the sacred as a 

location.  One can live in the heart. . . . It feels mean spirited and academic to dismiss as 

“syncretic” Rumi’s healing universal tolerance.  His place among world religions is as a 

dissolver of boundaries.  He is the ocean that acknowledges oneness (the seawater) over the 

multiplicity of waves (our individual circumstances)” (xviii).   I see H.D. very much in the 

way Barks sees Rumi: she brings religions together so that the fire in one can dissolve the 

boundaries in the other, and the essence or “attar” of each brings out the fire (Persian “atar”).   
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 One of the most striking images of the movement inherent in a sacred dissolution of 

boundaries comes from Majic Ring and is part of kaleidoscopic mingling of H.D.’s séance 

scenes and dreams:  

  I had a feeling as of various symbols, that is of the essentials of each  
  section or vision or train of thought, being concentrated into its essence or  
  soul . . . .  There is a Temple and an altar and an altar in the depth of a  
  forest, where sacrifice is symbolized by the breaking up of sunlight, white  
  sunlight, into its elements.  There is a flint knife in the forest of Yucatan  
  and a flint knife under the sea.  There is a Fish, a diamond-shape goblin- 
  fish. There is a glass or lense that the old Patriarch uses as an eye and  
  there are the eyes of the Master in the dream which are globes of amber- 
  fire. . . .  and his eyes seem to suggest that he merge with the next   
  “sacrifice” or amber or orange light of the solar spectrum” (160-167).  
   
The sacrifice that entails a refraction of “white light” deep within the heart of the forest 

conjures an image of the spirit refracted in the darkness of matter, but such forfeit or 

surrender concentrates vision and being “into its essence or soul.”  The soul prefers the face 

of the anima in H.D.’s work—though there are other masks and costumes too—and soul 

essence emerges in text after text enfolded in feminine expressions of deity.  The next 

sections look at the nuances of the writing of soul—from the alchemy of its journey through 

human consciousness to its birth in Cathedrals—and trace the work of the Depth 

Psychologists, those contemporary midrashists of the soul, and the final part explores some 

of the faces of soul, starting with perhaps its most beautiful—the Painted Lady.     

 
III Metempsychography 
 
But there is in life, as in death, resurrection.   
   —“H.D. by Delia Alton” 
 
 In a study by Christopher Bache, which attempts to recover the idea of reincarnation 

from its clichéd status in popular culture and restore it to some of its original religious, 

theosophical, and psychoanalytic contexts, the author suggests that  
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  [w]hen we begin to ask exactly how [reincarnation] works, however,  
  it quickly stops being simple.  If we try to fathom how actions, or  
  even thoughts never put into action, can influence events hundreds  
  of years distant, [reincarnation] moves into the mists of deep mystery  
  [and is] not something we can stand outside while examining.  It is  
  the current within which our lives exist.  To explore karma11 is to look  
  into the entrails of our own being, for we are personified karma.  To 
  seek to understand it is to seek to understand how human life works  
  at its core.” (63) 
 
Bache’s ideas here can be extended to the design of interwoven paths of the characters in 

Vale Ave, Hermetic Definition, Helen in Egypt, Majic Ring and The Sword Went out to Sea; 

to read these works is to experience subtly the rose garden in the Four Quartets, in which 

“the roses/Had the look of flowers that are looked at” (Burnt Norton 13-14).  Someone has 

been in the garden before, someone before Adam, before Lucifer and “one born before 

Lilith ,/and Eve”(FR 157), an extant consciousness that thrived before the darkly feminine 

cycle of incarnation (Lilith) and the passage through earth into life (Eve, from Heb. chava 

“life”). But, as Eliot warns in Burnt Norton, the tension between this original consciousness 

and our focused earthly awareness can only be explored within the province of time (83-89). 

Rarely will an image or phrase be found in any of the above works that has been left 

untouched by the sinuous suggestiveness of such subjunctive ghosts as “should,” “might-

have-been,” and “once upon a time” that become so ubiquitous within the original that they 

seem to represent the true form of things rather than any particular physical likeness.  

Readers of Majic Ring and Sword will remember H.D.’s evening tryst with an astral version 

of Pieter Rodeck—whom the novels pseudonymously flag as  “Peter Van Eck” and who 

                                                 
     11 The term karma, from the Sanskrit karman, has its own intricate authority in Hindu philosophy and 
religion; however, it is known almost consensually in other cultures and countries as a sense of the continuity of 
being within folds of time.  Karman itself means, at its simplest, an “act,” “action,” or “performance” (Monier-
Williams 258), the drama of the soul, perhaps, that a personality may expect to encounter and perform within a 
given lifetime.  Bache (above) clearly sees it less as a system of debits and credits accrued in past lives and 
more as the very script of action that we bring with us—a “current within which our lives exist” —in order to 
uncover a sense of our characterization within life and the way in which—to cite Foucault’s own thesis about 
his work—“a human being turns himself into a subject.” (“The Subject and Power” 778).  
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“might have been an older, undistinguished cousin of the one [H.D.] met on the boat going to 

Greece in 1920” (Majic Ring 83; emphasis added)—as one most obvious example that brings 

the forms of life so expertly yet elegantly under scrutiny that the “what has been” of reality is 

no longer distinguishable from the “what might have been” of the imagination (Burnt Norton 

14) and highlights the idea that all illusory distinctions and dualities in our line of vision are 

placed there by the burdens and wisdoms of “time past and time future” (Burnt Norton 14).  

 Walsh’s introduction to Vale Ave notes that “readers of both H.D.’s poem and T.S. 

Eliot’s Four Quartets are presented with a common theme: that the human psyche exists in a 

dimension outside of time and space as well as within them.  In Vale Ave, H.D. presents the 

extremity of this dual-dimensionality: metempsychosis” (vii).  Walsh uses 

metempsychosis”—the Platonic and Pythagorean idea that the soul takes on different bodies 

throughout history—and reincarnation interchangeably, but the concept that H.D. 

investigates in her later compositions is more than just a literary processus of characters who 

adopt different masks and appear at various junctures in a chronological unwinding of 

history.  To capture the fluidity of the term “reincarnation” and yet retain the ancient Greek 

nuance, I would label the genre of H.D.’s late works “Metempsychography”—a Luciferian 

act of writing the soul to bring light to its depths and celebrate its mysteries.  Such a study 

greets Psyche in her different costumes and disrobes her as audaciously as she once did that 

autarchic lord of great antiquity, Eros. Bache’s vigilant insight of “reincarnation” and 

“karma” as elements of existence that are as vitally integral to our survival as our digestive 

system and yet concealed in the fathomless depths of our subconscious just as our organs 

shelter within skin, bone, and blood implies that one who writes metempsychographically 

does so beyond the vantage point of earthly consciousness, but paradoxically this vantage 
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point is also occulted within consciousness.  Sword, Majic Ring, Vale Ave, Hermetic 

Definition, and  Helen in Egypt are “late” works in the fullest sense of the pun; they take on 

the epithet that one gives to the departed and as such are the late works of a  poetess-priestess 

who, in her own words, died in the midst of attempting to revive the living—not with the 

reassuring rhetoric of “song[s] that told of war,” immortalized the feats of the battle field, 

and embroidered meaning for those living out a fraught incarceration in the war-torn 

imagination of 20th century Europe or plague-ravaged Miletus, but with “herbs,” “oil,” and 

“liniments” from archaic Greek forests or modern British hospices (“A Dead Priestess 

Speaks” CP 376-77).   

 Of this alter-ego Delia, the once High Priestess of Miletus and the speaker of “A 

Dead Priestess Speaks,” H.D. writes: “The poem [“A Dead Priestess Speaks”] … swings 

between wars.  Delia is dead.  Delia  

  died at mid-day, sleeping.  
 
She dies at mid-day or she dies mid-way between War I and War II. But there is in life, as in 

death, resurrection” (“H.D.” 210).  Her “death” to life is necessary because medicines and 

herbs may heal the body temporarily or poetry and “immortal metres [shouted] through a 

painted set expression” (MR  79) nudge the personality into a greater sense of identity, but 

none of these saves sufferers from their “sleeping minds.” Sword’’s Pheidias “points out” 

that “Achilles [in the Hades of the Odyssey] was right. Even though the poet immortalize his 

heroic stature, he can not be trusted” (172).  “Sleeping minds,” according to Jungian 

definition, “[identify] with physicality to the exclusion of their inner psychic and pneumatic 

natures, [and allow] physical life to render them spiritually dead” (Gnostic Jung 65).  Indeed, 

all the time that the priestess dallies in the company of life, walking amongst the uninitiated 
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and simulating gestures “to match/the company about me,” another lover, “angry,” claims 

her attentions.  One who would make her “late” with these words: 

late, 
I waited too long for you, Delia, 
I will devour you, 
love you into flame . . . .  (CP 376) 

 
The phoenix-like lovemaking with this obscure underworld figure will inspirit the priestess 

with knowledge to join beginning and end—as Yeats writes in A Vision—and write books of 

the dead that decode ontological traces in life in order to understand being and animation. At 

certain earthly interstices of life—perhaps when large numbers of lives are “lost,” as they 

were during the Reformation and the two major 20th century wars—the imbalance in earth’s 

reincarnational cycles causes a tear in the veil between the living and the dead because those 

still alive are doubly surrounded: first by dead bodies that by sheer volume cannot be quickly 

confined in the cemetery and second by astral imprints of former personalities: the breach in 

consciousness—the dead invading the psychic space of the living—is evocative and 

generative. The dead fuel the lives of the living as the Dead Priestess does in a way she never 

could in her more confined existence while alive.  

 In A Vision, Yeats writes of “Alcemon, a pupil of Pythagoras, who thought that men 

die because they cannot join their beginning and their end. Their serpent has not its tail in its 

mouth” (68).  The end of life always has a special relationship to its beginning because both 

are points of entry and departure that silhouette the outline of their common origin: the 

consciousness of humanity as artist of its own fate and the ushering of this fate into human 

appearance by means of the blueprint of the soul.  This very antiquated idea is emblematized 

by the presence of the snake in Eden and the familiar image of the serpentine world dragon 

Uroboros, bequeathed to us by the Gnostics, biting or swallowing his tale.  Herein lies the 
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thought, insists Jung, “of devouring oneself and turning oneself into a circulatory process.  

The uroboros is a dramatic symbol for the integration and assimilation of …the shadow….it 

is said of the uroboros that he slays himself and brings himself to life, fertilizes himself and 

gives birth to himself (Mysterium Coniunctionis 365).  Before the serpentine presence in the 

garden, spheres of heaven and earth continually interacted, generating for Adam and his 

family a world of life which he could name and in which he could play, but which was not of 

his own design.  After the serpent-dragon holds up a mirror of otherness, of “the enigmatic 

transmissions of the original other” (Zornberg, Murmuring Deep 31), to Eve, she and her 

husband no longer find satisfaction in the “what” of their creation and turn to the “why,” 

“tilling their own soil” and becoming the artisans and architects of a lush inner world that is 

predicated on this mysterious presence of strange desires, perhaps even those of God Itself 

that dwell “like foreign bodies in [their] mind” during the episode of their creation. They 

must find a way to “translate” these “unconscious communications into a comprehensible 

language” (Zornberg, Murmuring Deep 30-1), and the translation eventually becomes so 

uniquely their own, so ultimately their primary language, that they can no longer remember 

the original, or the original impetus of the unconscious.  

 W.B. Yeats’ “The Two Trees” and A Vision, Ezra Pound’s (Cantos),12 D.H. 

Lawrence’s The Man Who Died and several poems including “The Ship of Death,” Djuna 

Barnes’ Nightwood, T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets, and much later Lawrence Durrell’s   

Alexandria Quartet are just a few of the many modernist texts that explore the themes of the 

                                                 
      12 In The Celestial Tradition, Demetres Tryphonopoulos presents some of the sources for Pound’s Cantos, 
naming among them the Book of the Dead: “Pound’s understanding of initiation rites was shaped on the models 
in Homer’s Odyssey, the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Virgil’s Aeneid, Plutarch’s Lives, the Egyptian Book of the 
Dead, Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Dante’s Divine Comedy, and various Gnostic, Hermetic, and Neoplatonic 
writings. We should add the commentaries Pound read—from Porphyry to Peladan and Mead. Pound read 
Homer, Ovid, and Dante in the Neoplatonic and occult manner as mystical allegories or stories of divine 
revelation clothed in a mythical framework” (105).  Other works by Pound, such as his essays “I Gather the 
Limbs of Osiris” (1911-12), also attest to this influence.   
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Egyptian Book of the Dead.  H.D. also has a place in this tradition as author of her own 

chapters in a Book of the Dead. These chapters do not exist to guide the soul after death, but 

to invite the secrets of immortality—“the eternal existence of the soul” (xxxi) as Budge 

describes the premises in the original papyri collected in the Egyptian Book of the Dead—

into life. In an unpublished dissertation entitled H.D., archaeology, and modernism, Sarah 

Ellen Witte offers extensive insight into H.D.’s “recension” of Budge’s Book of the Dead in 

her novel Palimpsest (1926).  Witte argues that H.D. sees a “womb vision”(142) within 

fragments in the Book of Dead that were mostly ignored or improperly translated by Budge 

because of his presiding interest in the overall solar (masculine) mythology of the Egyptians.  

In Palimpsest, writes Witte, “H.D. exchanges his patriarchal perception of the origin of 

history and consciousness in solar mythology for a matriarchal reperception in the katabasis 

pattern” (140-1). Though an older H.D. was still profoundly interested in the indwelling of 

the sacred feminine in the poetic process, her later works move away from “recension” and 

into their own authority. The later works are Books of the Dead in keeping with Kenneth 

Grant’s13 view of it:  

                                                 
     13 Grant, a writer in the tradition of Crowley and the Orders founded after the split from the Golden Dawn, 
was a student of Aleister Crowley’s in 1947: “It is the task of the Initiate who represents a particular magical 
Order, to develop the work of his predecessor.  In the present instance that Order is the O.T.O (Ordo Templi 
Orientis), and the task requires the exposition of the magical current known as 93, or Thelema, which Aleister 
Crowey received from an extra-terrestrial source and which he embodied in the The Book of the Law, and other 
writings” (Nightside of Eden xii).  Grant extends and develops Crowley’s work with tasks that are parallel to 
those H.D. undertakes in her own writing.  “The Old Aeon systems of masonry were based upon the Square, 
and founded upon a concept of male supremacy symbolized by Osiris, Solomon, and other patriarchal figures,” 
writes Grant in explanation of his initiatives. “The new O.T.O is founded upon the Circle, the Goddess, the 
Mother whose child is her symbol.  It is thus a seeming revival of an earlier (in fact the earliest) ethos, in that it 
involves the worship of the Primal Goddess who, knowing no god, was later cast out as “godless,’ and 
therefore—by a mode of the same curious logic— ‘devilish.’  Psychic evolution, like other forms of evolution, 
unfolds in a spiral fashion, and the apparent revival of the Cult of the Mother and her Son is, on closer 
inspection, seen to have progressed for the ‘child’ is no longer the son but the daughter.  This advance in types 
is too abstruse for discussion here; it has been explained in my trilogy, developed in the present book, and 
mentioned here in order to refute certain criticisms of the new O.T.O that have been levelled against it by those 
who fail to understand the spirally progressive evolution and reincarnation of magical formulae” (Nightside of 
Eden xiii). (Grant adds a note after “devilish” that states that “There was at that primitive stage of society no 
knowledge of the father on earth, and, therefore, no father or ‘god’ image in heaven, for the ‘gods’ are but 
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As in the case of the Egyptian Book of the Dead, the title of which signifies its 
precisely opposite [The Book of the Ever Deathless], so the Jewish Tree of 
Death is the noumenal source of phenomenal existence.  It is the latter that is 
false for the phenomenal world is the world of appearances, as its name 
implies. The noumenal source alone IS, because it is NOT.  Once this truth is 
grasped it  becomes evident that the ancient myths of evil, with their 
demonic and terrifying paraphernalia of death, hell, and the Devil, are 
distorted shadows of the Great Void (the Ain) which persistently haunt the 
human mind. (Nightside 31)   

   
The influence of Kabbalah and the transformation of Lilith and Lucifer from fallen angels 

and demons (“shadows of the Great Void (Ain) which persistently haunt the human mind”) 

into guides and guardians of the workings of soul in Vale Ave and Hermetic Definition 

represent H.D.’s attempt to perfect her art of “re-living” after the experience of death in life.  

   The tasks of decoding secret or occulted symbols like hieroglyphs—as Helen does in 

Helen in Egypt—or shaking off the mass enchantment that keeps the sentience trapped in a 

certain role or identity—as Lilith and her semblable Elizabeth Dyer in Vale Ave  and H.D. 

herself in Hermetic Definition do—requires the initiate to “know” death and traverse the 

realms of living and dying; she must marry her own life to death in a hieros gamos officiated 

by some special act of transcendence, whether this be a bequest of wisdom, hard-won 

inspiration from the “facts” of life, or, most poignantly, a trauma that transubstantiates the 

wounds of the mind and body into a consecration beyond themselves—the mundane 

manifestation of which would be the relinquishment of the will to live.  The unmarried H.D., 

pursued by death at the Klinik with the same ardency exhibited by doctors in pursuit of her 

physical well-being, was the perfect underworld bride.  As the “dead” priestess poised 

between worlds, married to death and yet speaking into life with such poetic allure that she 

                                                                                                                                                       
psychic projections.”) Trilogy makes this anti-genealogical gesture as well, especially the final part, which, 
unlike the New Testament which it midrashes, features no fathers or sons, only mothers, daughters, and sisters, 
and even those familial bonds must be redefined in order for the reader to understand them with something 
approaching accuracy.   
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draws doctors14 to her, H.D. moves with Arachne-like precision, “bargaining” (BMTL 162) 

words and images into the weave of her songs with consummate skill, not for mere 

decoration or celebration of the deeds of life but for revivification so that they might find 

flame again within the minds of the living.   

 H.D.’s writing of soul or metempsychography begins where Trilogy ends, which is 

precisely the point at which consciousness is no longer bound by the soul’s fantasies of 

redemption.  As a darkly enigmatic bundle of myrrh, sacred to death, begins to bloom in 

Flowering of the Rod to celebrate the birth of the soul and the death of God, the scent of it 

lingers on in H.D.’s later works, where soul is a Mysteria, a “Cult of Night,” that has the 

“sensuous quality of a nocturnal festival” (Kerényi Kabeiroi 33).  Spectres of Eros and 

Psyche, Lucifer and Lilith hide behind this strange festival, haunting it in the way Athena 

haunts the polis or Demeter and Persephone the mysteries of Eleusis.  The intersection of the 

mysteries of night and the poetic text produce a wild hunt and initiation celebrated with a 

madness which, like the mark of Cain, could emancipate its bearer from the established 

order. The prevailing ecstasy (“madness”) of the birds in Flowering of the Rod, despite the 

conflict of their instinctual “wills,” points to the autonomy in the human spirit that I have 

been calling “soul.”15 Friedrich Nietzsche’s aphorisms and theories about resentment 

(“ressentiment”), a degenerative element at the heart of culture’s supposedly most 

emancipative movements, supply an opening for my own thinking on this subject in 

relationship to H.D. later work, because there, as in many aspects of life itself, the human 

                                                 
     14 In Suicide and Soul, James Hillman notes that the physician embodies the archetype of the healer-as-hero, 
battling feverishly against illness and death at all costs in order to preserve life and his or her own role in 
medical mythology: “Healing must be an advance, a thrust against the powers of darkness.  [The doctor] must 
fight death in others and keep the myth going in himself.  It hardly matters what he does as long as he can 
constellate the image of the saviour, the one who holds death off but a little while longer.  Healing means 
treating” (120).   
     15 In my considerations of H.D., Spirit is the essence of life (Ouranos/Neptune), Soul its force or power 
(Promethean fire). 
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soul is ultimately sovereign in nature, sometimes stealing sparks from the gods themselves 

for its own use. Intriguingly, the poet writes a metempsychography for this Luciferian ember 

of soul and its story begins, paradoxically, in the Cathedral I devote the next section of my 

discussion to this motif of the Cathedral and H.D.’s evocation of its regenerative atmosphere 

in which the dying God becomes the prima materia that alchemizes into an aspect of the 

human soul.  

IV  In the Shadow of the Cathedrals  
 
Just as the human soul has its hidden recesses, so the cathedral has its secret passages. They extend 
underground below the church and, taken all together, they form the crypt. 
    —Fulcanelli, The Mystery of the Cathedrals  
 
The Angel that comes in the night “to test you by struggling with you” … undoubtedly wants to seize 
you and “wrench from you your retaining mould,” as if it had created you . . . .  It has come out of the 
powerful wheel of what eternally returns, expelled from the rose windows of the ancient cathedral, 
from the original expanse of the Realm where “a casual point can have no place” (Paradiso, XXXII, 
53). 
    —Massimo Cacciari, The Necessary Angel  
 
 The Provençal Nun, whom we have met above as the archetypal spirit so 

representative of H.D.’s time at the Klinik Brunner, remains a precursory, shadowy figure in 

Vale Ave ’s Luciferian drama; but her presence in the sixth sequence presents one of the 

poem’s most significant themes according to John Walsh’s eloquent introduction to Vale 

Ave: “As is always true of the best of H.D., Vale Ave  has a directness of human expression 

that flares up with spiritual intensity:  a torch illuminating the opacity and fusing it into 

coherent vision. Vale Ave is essentially a hymn to Eros . . . .  It is the erotic flame that urges 

the psychic search” (vii-viii).  Sequence VI eroticizes the Nun’s vision of the altar candles, 

diverting her attention from the centrality of the Mass and the unreality of the Christic history 

it disseminates.  Her vision of the candles, flaming with “headier heat” and blazing “with 

iridescent splendour,” along with an earlier glance at the Cathedral’s rose window that 
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betrays a hermetical truth about the “stone-story of Creation” (VA V), forces her into a state 

of utter repentance in which she shields her eyes from both candle and window and rests, 

prostrate and “frozen on this chapel floor” (VA VI).  We hear of her tryst with Eros first in 

the Cathedral cloister, where a minstrel’s song16 tells of her ancient yet illicit love for a 

neighbouring monk (VA VII).   Instead of spending the night in heated embrace, however, the 

two carry out a “triple penance” that leaves them “trembling and weak” (VII).   

 When “dawn touches the windowframe” (VA VII),17 the Nun returns to the Cathedral 

and her sorrows gather sympathetic murmurings from her fellow sisters. Then, in troubling 

palimpsestic vision that brings about the aforementioned shift in awareness, she sees an 

imprint of ghostly sandals embedded like a mosaic within the Cathedral floor. The owner of 

the footprints is a mystery, at least to the reader; the sandals may belong to a Roman lover 

from a former life, the “friar or priest or brother” for whom the Nun feels such fiery passion 

in this life, or one whose allegiance to secretive or heterodox doctrines leaves “traces of [a] 

still earlier dis-established or “lost” Church of Provence, the Church of Love” in the 

                                                 
     16 Although Vale Ave presents the lay in a sequence by itself without any reference to the whereabouts of the 
troubadour’s performance, we hear it just as the Nun prays fervently in the Cathedral right by the rose window 
(V-VI).  Thus, I read the song as proceeding from a cloistered area outside of the window.  The words of the lay 
tell of late night revels of penance that take place outside of the cathedral; when these acts of penance come to 
an end, the monk and nun return inside the Cathedral to take their place “within the row/of kneeling worshipers 
and penitents …. at matins” (VII). 
     17 In Fulcanelli’s Le Mystère des Cathédrales, the author provides this description of magical structure of a 
cathedral and the alchemical lessons in its rose windows: “All churches have their apse turned towards the 
south-east, their front towards the north-west, while the transepts, forming the arms of the cross, are directed to 
the north-east and the south-west. That is the invariable orientation, intended in such a fashion that the faithful 
and profane, entering the church by the west, walk straight to the sanctuary facing the direction in which the sun 
rises, i.e. the Orient, Palestine, cradle of Christianity. They leave the shadows and walk towards the light. 
          As a consequence of this arrangement, one of the three rose windows which adorn the transepts and the 
main porch, is never lighted by the sun. This is the north rose, which glows on the facade of the left transept. 
The second one blazes in the midday sun; this is the southern rose, open at the end of the right transept. The last 
window is lit by the coloured rays of the setting sun. This is the great rose, the porch window, which surpasses 
its side sisters in size and brilliance. Thus on the facade of a gothic cathedral, the colours of the Work unfold in 
a circular progression, going from the shadows—represented by the absence of light and the colour black —to 
the perfection of ruddy light, passing through the colour white, considered as being the mean between black and 
red” (49-50). 
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Cathedral (“H.D.”202). Whatever the case, what was once familiar now closes in on the Nun 

in wretched and disorienting strangeness.  It is as if that strange “night angel” of Cacciari’s 

has come through the “secret fire” (Fulcanelli 50) of the rose window from which it had once 

been exiled or “expelled” to “wrench” from the Nun the “retaining mould” that throws her 

into constant re-enactments of the “stone-story of Creation” and its stake of humanity’s fallen 

nature. Unhappily for the Nun, “Our Lord” may not be witnessing this strange spectacle of 

astral sandals and remorseful adoration of the candles at all.   Another, different “stone” story 

opens up, and the “secrets” of the Cathedral’s “stones,” their “vibrations …brought over/by 

ancient alchemists” (HD 8), suggest that this house of God may in fact serve an entirely 

different purpose, perhaps as a stone textbook replete with alchemical formulas chiselled, 

painted, and decorated into the whole that hold a key to humanity’s evolution. The Nun’s 

misery in the 11th century at the slowly eroding Christian authority in which she had initially 

invested her beliefs implies that she is somehow prescient of the proclamations theologians, 

scholars, and philosophers will make in  19th century of the death of God.  “What then are 

these churches now if not the tombs and sepulchres of God?” says Nietzsche’s madman in 

The Gay Science (120).  

 In many of H.D.’s later works, Cathedrals stand utterly absented of the deity to whom 

human consciousness has owed a deep fealty born of centuries of religious practice.  

Celebrated instead with liturgies of a more esoteric inflection, these gothically-appointed 

structures feature naves, apses, transepts and porticos that resound with profound spiritual 

reverence, occult knowledge, and an intricate, inverse mysticism that leaves an encoded 

imprint on elegant statuary and stained glass windows brilliant with storied images. Their 
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liturgies even whisper of a hieros gamos,18 but this sacred marriage takes place between 

death and life, as if a liturgy of death and recognition (“a funeral and a throning” T 130) 

might reanimate the deity into a sense of what was once known of It or draw sparks of its 

former essence down into the empty heart of the sanctuary. In a series of lectures on 

alchemy, Marie-Louise von-Franz adds to the Jungian understanding of the conjunctio or 

hieros gamos by alluding to it as a “love union” of a “secret tradition” that medieval monks 

(and possibly nuns!) knew as a process of incarnation in which “God [comes] down into the 

human being,” as referenced by the vision of John in Revelation 21:2-3 in which God’s 

“tabernacle” and the deity himself are “with men…and shall be with them” (Von Franz, 

Alchemy 272).  In Vale Ave’s alchemical verses “semblables,” which I define below, are 

brought near to each other and through them the charges of life and death continually trouble 

the distinctions between human and divine. 

 The act of drawing the divine down into the human is a function of mythology: hence 

H.D.’s cathedral-poetics, interested in regeneration and invested in discovering what has 

been drawn down rather than what is absent, is a mythomythology instead of strictly a 

mysticism.  In H.D.’s Cathedrals an imaginal realm of goddesses, saints, kings, devils and 

angels speak to a hidden legacy that commensurately aligns literary cathedrals with the literal 

ones from medieval periods in which the axial lines amongst science, nature, religion, myth, 

Christianity, alchemy, and magic were less incisively drawn.   

                                                 
     18 Because I am writing about the alchemical atmosphere in H.D.’s Cathedrals that regenerates the god into 
the soul spark of the “mythic congregation,” to borrow again from Pearson’s descriptive lexicon in the 
Foreword to Hermetic Definition, I define hieros gamos in the Jungian sense of the conjunctio of opposites that 
brings about transformations in different alchemical unions: “The problem of opposites called up by the shadow 
plays a great—indeed, decisive—role in alchemy, since it leads in the ultimate phase of the work to the union of 
opposites in the archetypal form of the hierosgamos or “chymical wedding.”  Here the supreme opposites, male 
and female (as in the Chinese yang and yin),are melted into a unity purified of all opposition and therefore 
incorruptible. The prerequisite for this, of course is that the artifex should not identify himself with the figures 
in the work but should leave them in their objective, impersonal state” (Jung, Alchemy 37).   
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  This image of the Cathedral in H.D.’s works—whether bereft of its statuary because 

of war-time necessity, as is Westminster Abbey in Sword,19 dedicated to the all-pervasive 

goddess, like Notre Dame in Hermetic Definition, a space for regeneration, like Chartres in 

Tribute to Freud, or replete with images that have lost their quicksilvered capacity to inspire 

and evoke spiritual responsiveness, as is the case in Provence— corresponds to an imaginal 

Cathedral the poet had encountered in a dream, which she recorded in her Hirslanden 

Notebooks.20  Susan Stanford Friedman’s Psyche Reborn, a study that still provides the most 

comprehensive contextual and critical lexicon to the complexities of H.D.’s “modernist” and 

in my estimation spiritual “mythmaking” (x), makes the contents of this dream available to 

us: “H.D. concluded: [The] dream reconcile[s] my father’s purely formal, rational, scientific 

mathematics + astronomy with the inner mystery of the letters and numbers + the astrology + 

stare lore + ‘myth’ of the Kabballe. . . . Mathematical Astronomy + ‘mystical’ religious or 

esoteric Astrology are reconciled.  Or reality + fantasy … or intellect + imagination … or 

science + art …+ so on” (188).21   

 In his work Le Mystère des Cathedrals, the mysterious 19th century French 

Hermeticist Fulcanelli elegantly reminds us that the “cathedral is the inviolable sanctuary of 

the hunted and the burial place of the illustrious dead” (39). Cathedrals in Hermetic 

                                                 
     19 At the end of Sword, Rose Beauvais expresses a wish that the Duke and Duchess of Normandy would one 
day invite her to be part of “of some heavenly inner-service in the great cathedral, where we would gather 
secretly” (260).  There may be a bit of a metafictional touch here.  In “H.D. by Delia Alton,” H.D. writes that 
“The Cathedral is implicit in the Rose, the Unknown Church of William Morris. It is pre-visioned in Madrigal, 
it is realized in The Sword” (207).  Rose Beauvais dreams of a being a part of some “inner-service in the great 
cathedral” at exactly the same time she is a congregant in the great one of the novel.   
      20 After H.D. had broken her hip in November 1956, she was taken to the Hirslanden Klinik in Zurich for 
operations and medical treatment.  She began her Hirslanden Notebooks there, and would finish them when she 
returned to Dr. Brunner’s Nervenklinik in March of 1957.  (Silverstein, H.D. Chronology).   
     21 H.D. had nurtured the seeds of this dream earlier in Majic Ring: “But the alchemists and the astrologers of 
the middle-ages were fostering this spirit, were cherishing a germ or seed of the Great Mother’s store of 
wisdom, and we are told there were “initiates,” hidden from time to time in the most discreet worldly circles, 
knights and crusaders.  And there were individuals, high in power, who it has been hinted, managed to direct a 
thread or rivulet of this Ancient Wisdom into the ceremony and some of the ritual of the Church of Rome” 
(155).               
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Definition, Sword, Majic Ring, and Vale Ave are indeed “sanctuaries of the hunted”—those 

who have been indentured to an “ancient vow”—and recall these initiates back to their 

“inviolable sanctuary.” As for Helen in Egypt, Helen’s “great Amen, Ammon or Amun 

temple”(HE 11) at either Theban Karnak or Luxor with its elaborate paintings, hieroglyphic 

symbols, ornate columns, and massive proportions, takes on the functions of an alchemical 

Cathedral, which, as we shall soon see, involve the process of regeneration.22 These 

Cathedrals recall the proclamation of Nietzsche’s madman, who spoke of the burial of a very 

illustrious figure indeed: God Itself.23  Divinity, however, is not to be found beneath the 

Cathedral’s floors, a space reserved mostly for the remains of human life, but in the body of a 

mythic congregation, whose members we meet in all of the works. In place of priestly 

officiants and devout parishioners, there are the troubled nuns and friars of Vale Ave, a 

Parisian whose mind hides “magic” in Hermetic Definition, empty niches in the Westminster 

of Sword  that still resonate with the alchemical tones of the statues of which they are now 

bereft, and a tourist-poet in Majic Ring for whom a painted image and the sudden, strong 

smell of incense confirm that the Christian Jesus is unmistakeably and irrevocably dead, with 

no chance of or desire for resurrection, only regeneration. 

                                                 
     22 In his book Sacred Geometry, Richard Lawlor writes: “In Egypt there is one great temple patterned on the 
human figure.  This is the Temple of Luxor, where Cosmic man is figured, in both the architecture and in the 
ritual bas-reliefs designs, as in the process of being born” (92). 
     23 I do not restrict “divine” to any one deity or religious tradition, but use the word in correspondence with 
the verbal energy within its Latin etymology:  divino, are, to foresee, divine, foretell, predict, prophesy, expect, 
dread, conjecture (Lewis 256). Intricately bound up with deity (divinus), the concept of divinity has much to do 
with a sort of spiritus mundi that acquires, shapes, and transforms forces, elemental and otherwise, with the 
assistance of foresight, expectation, dread, and conjecture. The idea of “God” in H.D.’s work is more of a 
“sense” than a concept or theological designation, as I hope will become clear as my readings of her poems and 
novels unfold.  To capture this sense, I choose to refer to God as “God Itself” in the narrative of my thesis, 
using a deictic instead of a pronoun.  Deictic markers play significant roles in traditions like the Midrash and 
Kabbalah, where the hermeneutical quest is paramount, and Betty Rojtman interprets one of the purposes of  the 
deictic’s existence in sacred texts  as “manifesting its own expectation of an actualization still to come” (2).  It 
is in this spirit that I attach “Itself” to God.  
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 “It is really the Cathedral that is all important,” observes H.D. in Tribute to Freud in 

reminiscence of a dream she had shared while in psychoanalytic dance with the “Professor” 

himself:  

  Inside the Cathedral we find regeneration or reintegration.  This  
  room is the Cathedral. 
        The Professor said, ‘But you are very clever.’ It is not I who  
  am clever.  I am only applying certain of his own findings to my   
  personal equation.  The house is home, the house is the Cathedral 
  . . . .   
       It is, as he had said of my grandfather, ‘an atmosphere. . . .’ 
  The gnomes or gargoyles, the Gothic dragons, bird, beast, and 
  fish of the inner and outer motives, the images of saints and  
  heroes all find their replicas or their ‘ghosts’ in this room or in 
  these two rooms. (146-7) 
  
As Freud aptly observes,  H.D. “cleverly” yet delicately links the Cathedral’s structure 

(“house”) with her familial “home” and then with Freud’s consulting rooms while also 

establishing an intriguing hermeneutic that unearths the hidden, ghostly “atmosphere” of the 

Cathedral’s being-in-the-world of sacred and mythic phenomenon. But if the exoteric world 

accepts this ecclesiastical architemple generally as a “house of God” and more specifically as 

the principal church in a diocese that houses the bishop and his chair or throne, then how 

does a historically imposing “atmosphere” of such hierarchical authority, rigidly buttressed 

with dogma, make possible the subtler one of “regeneration or reintegration,” and especially 

at the level of individual consciousness? Certainly the salvation of an inherently corrupt (as 

opposed to a psychically fragmented or wounded) nature in search of redemption is at first 

more candidly suggested in the very architectural magnitude of these edifices, which feature 

majestic spires, soaring ceilings, painted domes and towering columns designed to seduce the 

gaze and draw it up towards heavenly realms.  However, esoteric knowing honours the 

greater palimpsestic complexity of these buildings; it honours the Devil or Angel (Hermetic 
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Definition; Vale Ave ) instead of the absent deity and embraces the figure of the soul—

sometimes imagined in ancient and classical literature as an angel, who “eternally returns” to 

wrestle with any consciousness rigidly settled into that “casual point” of blind religious 

adherence that “can have no place” (Cacciari 14)—into the greater vision of spiritual 

evolution.   

 H.D. entertains the same vision as the alchemists who are reputed to be the architects 

and masons of many time-honoured Cathedrals. In this “great work,” H.D. is a most willing 

accomplice to the mystico-hermetic agendas of Denis de Rougement, French syncretist 

Robert Ambelain,24 and Jean Chaboseau, among others.  In Psyche Reborn, Susan Standford 

Friedman enlightens us with regard to the influence that De Rougement and Chaboseau had 

on H.D.’s work:  

De Rougement’s important fusion of art and religion in the esoteric Church of 
Love may be controversial to medievalists, but his theory of a single current 
of mysticism permeated H.D.’s additional esoteric reading.  W.B. Crow, the 
writer H.D. mentioned in Tribute to Freud, argued for example that “there 
exists one single Pandean or Catholic religion of which all cults are more or 
less modified variations.”  Each religion is “one form of the esoteric and 
divine secret knowledge” which Crow, as astrologer, believed was always in 
part astrological. With his occult base in the Tarot, Jean Chaboseau insisted 
that traditions like the Tarot and alchemy are only parts of a single “Tradition” 
that he called “Hermeticism.”  Hermeticism is more a way of thinking than a 
set of doctrines, he argued.  It “is the more subtle side of Philosophy, the more 
mysterious, if you wish.  It incorporates the totality of ‘secret’ spoken 
knowledge—Kabbalah or the science of letters and numbers, astrology, 
alchemy.  Each has different aspects, but they are held together in a whole.”  
Hermeticism is a “remembrance of a survival of forgotten or dispersed races.” 
But it has been recorded in the temples, works of art, and books of certain 
artists throughout the ages who have been sensitive “to these manifestations of 
Spirit.”  “The principal end of Hermeticism,” Chaboseau continued, “is 
Reintegration—the conquest of divine Knowledge.” (171-172). 

 

                                                 
     24 Robert Ambelain (1907-1997) dedicates his book Dans L’Ombre Des Cathedrales (In the Shadow of 
Cathedrals), which H.D. owned and read, to Fulcanelli, whom he calls the “Architect of the Great Work” and 
“Philosopher of Fire, whose marvelous teaching permits this imperfect sketch of Hermetic Esoterism.” 
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Vitality in H.D.’s texts occurs as the very symbols discussed by characters involved in the 

narrative pulse beneath that narrative’s surface.  The Tree of Life, one of the main 

Kabbalistic expressions of soul in the world and knowledge in Vale Ave, is one, and will be 

discussed in more detail in my final chapter.  “The Tree of Life is a key to occult power in 

both a mystical and a magical sense,” remarks Kenneth Grant in his book on the “Nightside” 

of Eden or the reverse side of the Tree of Life. “Numerous books have been written about the 

Ten Sephiroth and the twenty Two Paths evolved by human consciousness in its attempt to 

comprehend macro-cosmic powers in terms of microcosmic values. Occultism in the West, 

however, has been dominated by interpretations that take into account only the positive 

aspect of this great symbol. The other side, the negative or averse side of the Tree has been 

kept out of sight and sedulously ignored. But there is no day without night, and Being itself 

cannot be without reference to Non-Being of which it is the inevitable manifestation” (1).  

The Trees of Life and of the Knowledge of Good and Evil (“the Tree of Life or Trees” VA 

XXI) as symbol at the heart of Vale Ave and drawn in by inference and invocation into the 

other works deepens our understanding of being and non-being (what ignorance has called 

“good” and “evil,” respectively).   

 Hermetic Definition’s structural architecture is indebted not only to the Cathedral, but 

the “five-petalled rose sauvage/pentagram of the alchemists” (33), which Timothy Materer 

identifies as “the feminine aspect of God’” that “is crucial to H.D.’s interpretation of the 

Hermetic tradition and is related to the importance of Hermes in her poetry” (94). Materer 

dedicates much of his analysis of Hermetic Defintion in Modernist Alchemy: Poetry and the 

Occult, to a deciphering of Robert Ambelain’s25 Dans L’Ombre des Cathédrales (In the 

                                                 
     25 In Robert Ambelain’s case, H.D. may wish to be a literal accomplice in his hermetic designs.  In “H.D. 
and the Angelus Militans,” Suzanne Hobson unearths a letter from the Beinecke Library in which Gustave 
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Shadow of the Cathedrals).  The French Rosicrucian author whom Susan Stanford Friedman 

appropriately designates as a custodian of occult knowledge rather than a Promethean enabler 

of its lore (like Dion Fortune or the Kabbalists, for instance), has a profound influence on 

H.D.’s conceptualization of the vibrations in the stones of her cathedral. Dans L’Ombre Des 

Cathédrales sets out to rescue the reputation and history of Christianity’s “most beautiful 

ornament” (12) from an exoteric perception of it that is just as damaging, perhaps, as the 

bombs that defaced Westminster Abbey during the second world war.       

 H.D.’s poetic return to the Cathedral and its alchemical foundations in order to 

inspirit or regenerate consciousness is an interesting journey made of an effort to celebrate 

the spirit of life in humanity and revive psychology’s favourite child: the psyche.  At this 

point, I would like to introduce the work of Wolfgang Giegerich into my discussion because 

of his insights into this alchemical Christianity, which he believes describes “a process of a 

transformation of the inner constitution of the concept of God” (30).  Giegerich, a Jungian 

analyst known to Jung while the former was a still a young man, develops and challenges 

Jung’s interpretation of the God and Christ archetypes and especially as they are premised in 

Answer to Job.  Early on in a recent essay entitled “God Must Die!  C.G. Jung’s Thesis of the 

One-sidedness of Christianity,” which expands on some of Giegerich’s former hypotheses, 

Giegerich reminds readers of Jung’s position on Mercurius as a “medieval attempt at a 
                                                                                                                                                       
Davidson, the author of the popular Dictionary of Angels and H.D.’s friend and correspondent, writes of the 
possibility of  a secret society: “In her late poems, H.D. increasingly draws the reader into a world of 
specialisms, into a world fully revealed only to a circle of adepts who at this stage in her life included such 
contemporaries as Denis de Rougement and Robert Ambelain as well as historical personages, most importantly 
the leader of the eighteenth-century Moravian Church, Count Zizendorf. In The Gift, written during WWII and 
published only in 1998, H.D. writes about a secret that had once been guarded by the Moravian Church and had 
subsequently been lost (H.D. 1998, 155). This was a “plan” or more accurately still a “secret society” whose 
purpose was to overcome divisions and work towards unity and world peace (Augustine xxix). Perhaps this 
example led H.D. to consider formalizing her own occult connections in a secret society. In a letter dated 
August 1960, Gustav Davidson suggests that, with H.D., he had plans to form a Society of Angelic Lore: “I see 
that Kenneth Rexroth, one of our west coast poets, has written an article on the Kabbala. If we ever get around 
to organizing our Society of Angelic Lore, he may be a good person to invite to join. Robert Ambelain would be 
another, if you can get him to reply to a letter” (Davidson to H.D., 2 August 1960)” (7).  
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compensation for the Christ figure”: “‘Alchemy was well aware of the great shadow which 

Christianity was unable to get under control, and it therefore felt impelled to create a saviour 

from the womb of the earth as an analogy and complement of God’s son who came down 

from above’ (CW 14 § 704, transl. modif.)” (16). Though Jung gets the alchemy part right, 

especially in so much as there is an “inverse mysticism” to the incarnation which points 

consciousness down to the time-bound cycles of earth instead of up towards the timeless 

realm of heaven,26 Giergerich redacts Jung’s interpretation by arguing that Christ’s kenotic 

gesture, long understood theologically as an “emptying” of divinity for the space of a lifetime 

on earth, is in fact a complete relinquishing of this divinity:  

The kenosis means that Christ relentlessly gave up his divinity.  It is a 
voluntary renunciation, his own doing.  The incarnation is one consistent 
downward movement from the height of divinity to the lowest form of human 
existence, that of a slave, and further to the most contemptible form of death.  
Christ went all the way to the utmost end. . . . Instead of a journey or 
metamorphosis, his incarnation was therefore in addition to a loss of status or 
prestige (“he humbled himself”) much more radically a logical or ontological 
form change, a change in his very essence, substance, or innermost nature, in 
his definition or identity, so that we could also think of it as an “alchemical” 
(mercurial) change, e.g. of a putrefaction and mortification.  It was a category 
change (Christ switched from the category God to that of mortal man).” (21-
22) 

 
Furthermore, Giegerich insists that this kenotic alchemy27 was not complete until the final 

cry that Christ makes on the cross—“My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me”—which 

                                                 
     26According to Giegerich, Jung’s understanding of the alchemical or mercurial process involved here is 
impeded by his acceptance of mythic figures as having an independent psychic reality rather than as figures in a 
soul’s mythology: “As psychologists, we must not take at face value and for real what is purposely produced by 
the soul as a means to an end, to do something to itself [like fantasies of damnation].  But Jung falls for the idea 
of the devil.  And despite his long and thorough study of alchemy, he does not develop a mercurial 
understanding of the incarnation.  He comes to the notion of incarnation with its dissociative moralistic mindset. 
And thus, despite his own methodological insight that the fantasy-image has everything it needs within itself 
and that we must not let anything from outside, that does not belong, get into it, he burdens the idea of the 
incarnation with what is external and detrimental to it” (24-25). 
     27 In the Liddell and Scott Greek-English Lexicon, the verb root “kenos” refers to the emptying of things, 
with connotations of vain, empty, inane, vacuous.  There is also a meaning ascribed to a usage by Aristotle: “to 
use the gesture of throwing without anything in the hand, to make a feint” (795).   The link of the motion of 
emptying with that of throwing gestures to the idea of the thrownness into being, discussed above.  
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marks the “absolute loss of God . . . . The complete kenôsis includes the death of God, the 

loss of “having” a God altogether.  Without the loss of God it would only be a partial or 

token ‘emptying.’  And only if he has lost his God has he really, unreservedly, become 

human, nothing but human, and emptied his cup fully” (22).  The death of Christ, then, 

represents for Giegerich “the soul’s need to transform its own self-representation” (35) and 

integrate the archetype of God into consciousness so humankind can fully know itself as 

human.   

 Those who would engage with the representation and assimilation of this content into 

consciousness—the psychologist, the artist, the musician, or the poet, for instance—must 

recognize that the New Testament “characters” and by extension all of the denizens of myth 

are  

products of the soul, as ways of the soul’s speaking to itself about itself, as its 
displaying its highest values and the inner hidden logic of man’s being-in-the-
world as concrete historical loci.  Of course, they are not gods for the 
psychologist.  For him, the soul merely gave one particular truth of itself the 
form of “god,” because in the status in which the soul was when it felt the 
need to do so, it was part of the truth of this content that it had be venerated 
and looked up to as infinitely superior.  The logic of the soul at that time was 
such that the soul at its one pole (itself as the really existing consciousness) 
was not yet up to itself as its other pole, it own deepest, innermost truth, its 
logic. Consciousness could only be aware of the latter as projected out far 
away, high above itself, into heaven.” (“God Must Not Die!” 37) 

 
I will of course be taking up this idea of soul as its own agent in the world when I discuss 

depth psychology, but for now I would like to align Giergerich’s reading with H.D.’s work, 

for her Cathedrals are devoted to an alchemical Christianity that takes two thousand years to 

turn the spirit of God into an aspect of human consciousness.     

 This passage of binding and irreversible death that God experiences through the 

crucifixion of Christ as divinity becomes part of the inner the constitution of man also finds 
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expression in H.D.’s Majic Ring. While at an art exhibit in Geneva, Switzerland, H.D. 

encounters Velasquez’s Crucifixion.  Her viewing of the painting “solved all [her] 

Crucifixion terrors,” which—following the first reference to this painting in Trilogy—one 

might assume arise from the intrusion of two thousand years of Christianity into humanity’s 

being in the world.  This weight produces “the old sense of guilt and fear” along with an 

obligation to an iconographic aesthetic that places Christ perpetually on the cross, “the terror 

of those eyes veiled in their agony” (T 28), always half alive in order to suggest the eventual 

resurrection that takes place after the harrowing of hell.  Velasquez’s rendition of the famous 

Galilean, however, conveys for H.D. a sense of the definite reality of the death of “the 

conventional Christos”: “The weight of the head is literally a dead-weight—the Christos is 

dead—and suddenly there, in the gallery at Geneva, it came over me, why, he is dead—I 

thought—‘why, he is dead’”(36).  She repeats and underlines the short phrase “He is dead” 

multiple times throughout the short entry in Majic Ring for obvious emphasis. Yet she also 

insists on describing the figure on the cross twice, noting the “forward-fall” of his “very 

black hair” (36-7).  At the end of second description, she links this image with one in Trilogy  

by implication: “should the eyes open” (MR 37), then they would open up as “amber” and 

“fire,” as they do in The Walls Do Not Fall.   

 A sense of regeneration pervades the scene in that the very black hair corresponds to 

the nigredo stage, a phase that “unites the body with the spirit” (Roob 79), and the “amber” 

and “fire” invoke the universal spirit released after the processes of alchemical regeneration.  

If Christ rises at all in this vision it will be after his spirit regenerates into something entirely 

new. He will appear in the guise of the mysterious figure of an ascended master with amber 

eyes whom H.D. writes about in Majic Ring.  In order to enter the presence of this master, we 
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apparently must take on the form of the body inhabited during the first days of the soul’s 

evolutionary journey: “He is the first and the last and so we, when we are ready to enter his 

presence, toward the last of this particular phase of our earth-life—not necessarily the end 

however, of this life here—may return to the form of the body when the particular soul or 

inhabitant of that body, first seriously began the quest” (MR  33-34). The reference to “amber 

and fire” recalls Ezekiel’s vision of God in Ezekiel 1:26-28, and in Answer to Job Jung 

comments that “Ezekiel grasped, in a symbol, the fact that Yahweh was drawing closer to 

man” (Psychology and Religion 421).  I also read H.D.’s Christos in this way and regard the 

amber fire that comes through the eyes of the old “conventional” Christ as a more radically 

different modulation of his spirit “drawing closer to human consciousness.”   

  There is a literal subterranean grove of the dead in Cathedrals—whether the bones of 

former priests and cardinals inhabit this underworld, as in the case of Notre Dame, or those 

of the kings, queens, and generals of a country, as in the case of Westminster Abbey—that 

H.D, drawing on the grail legends and certain séance scenes with Bhaduri, might call a 

“Perilous Chapel that had to do with the final initiation tests of the knights of the Grail cycle 

and its saint secret” (MR  57).  The “Perilous Chapel” appears as an “old, half-ruined” Tudor 

church that Bhaduri sees in a vision, but the sense of it could still apply to the convergence of 

history, myth, and the tensions of posterity so much in evidence in Christianity’s elaborate 

temples. These threads of history, these imperfect erasures, are waiting to join up with the 

lives and thoughts of those “knights” whose physical forms are summoned, via their own 

imaginal treasuries, to the cathedral to be brought back to life.  But there is no “sin” on offer 

for redemption.  The “resurrection and hope of paradise” (VA 1) that H.D. proposes in Vale 

Ave involves only resurrection and hope of paradise.  Resurrection, as I read it in H.D.’s 
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sacred vocabulary, implies the constant movement of soul through the living, a vibrant, 

blazing procession, and not the raising of an already dead or outworn consciousness.  Perhaps 

a former member of the secret Church of Love is drawn back to the Cathedral in which s/he 

built a secret in a sculpture, moulded immortality into a rose petal on stained glass, or made a 

dying wish to be buried under the floor of the nave or in the crypt, knowing, as H.D. writes in 

Majic Ring and Sword, that the body is important for the soul’s recognition of itself, each 

bone carrying resonance and energy and life, like ones in the jars buried beneath Crete that 

the isle’s priestesses and priests knew how to seal so expertly and so mysteriously that “life 

was sealed up with the body or the bones or the ashes” (MR 146).  

 When we meet the Nun again in my sixth chapter, we shall uncover more of the 

nature of her desolation in her alchemical Cathedral and of the echo of her influence as 

archetype throughout Vale Ave, but for now we might follow her gaze down to where it has 

fallen and fixed on an imaginal mosaic featuring a stranger’s sandals.  This gaze should be 

directed in prayerful attitude to the designs embossed on the ceiling or some other refinement 

of spirit which “calls one up and out . . . . transcending even the ‘we’” (Hillman “Eros” 26), 

but the magnetic lure of an “ancient vow” draws it into a world abundant with the prima 

materia of soul that “would seem to have a Dionysian hole through which the individual soul 

is drawn into a communal “madness” …. This leakage, or contamination, between souls 

dissolves paranoid isolation and seems required by the soul in contradistinction to the spirit, 

which proceeds, as Plotinus said, from the alone to the alone” (“Eros” 26-27).  If, in her 

isolation, God has abandoned her, soul has found her and plunged her into an Imaginal 

World.  
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V H.D.’s Mythology of the Soul  
 
“This is what Narouz had said …. ‘We must wrestle here on earth against the secular injustice, and in 
our hearts struggle against the injustice of a divinity which respects only man’s struggle to possess his 
own soul.’”  
    —Lawrence Durrell  Mountolive 
 
 The Mundus imaginalis is an intermediate “world” identified by Henry Corbin in his 

work on the Sufi Mystics.  James Hillman defines it specifically as “a distinct field of 

imaginal realities requiring methods and perceptual faculties different from the spiritual 

world beyond it or the empirical world of usual sense perception and naïve formulation.  The 

mundus imaginalis offers an ontological mode of locating the archetypes of the psyche, as 

the fundamental structures of the imagination or as fundamentally imaginative phenomena 

that are transcendent to the world of sense in their value if not their appearance . . . .  [their 

value] is always ontologically more than actuality and its limits” (Archetypal Psychology 15).   

 Henri Corbin’s own definition of “hierohistory,” which Robert Duncan identifies as a 

history “that takes place entirely in the souls of poets and philosophers” (521), may clarify 

further what I mean:     

  Profane history sees mankind as mankind has created itself; History is the  
  creation that man regards as his own, and of which he is the result.  Sacred  
  history or hierohistory reascends to events that are prior to the world, prior  
  to the destruction of the Temple, because it is by this Temple that I was  

created, and its Imago exists within me. This is the key to my hermeneutics, 
the sacred norm which determines the ascent from world to world. 

       (qtd in Wasserstrom 177)   
 
The form of Corbin’s Temple exists almost in Platonic dimension and calls out to the time-

wearied human personality through many invisible or mysterious mediums like poetry, 

dreams, desires, fantasies or pathologies and draws this personality to it for its own sense of 

fulfillment and resurrection in the world of time.  The Imaginal Temple, in service to the 

soul, becomes the architect of the human even as it is being built by him.  Such “sacred 
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norms” trace the nature of soul in H.D.’s work and the tensions of being—both incarnational 

and evolutionary—that strive to resolve into a remembrance of origins and of the existence of 

the soul before its fall into time. 

 In Mirror and Metaphor, psychotherapist and scholar Robert Romanyshyn reminds 

us that the imaginal has a sacred or “hierohistory” of its own and this kind of history 

  is not the cultural-historical world.  But, again like the image, it shows  
itself through the material world, as breakdowns of the cultural-historical time 
bound world that are breakthroughs of a timeless world.  The imaginal is the 
chiasm of the historical and the eternal, a pivotal world, like image is the 
visionary pivot of things and thoughts.  In the language of Jung, it is the world 
of the archetypes playing themselves out through history, preserving and 
transforming fundamental human experiences. In the language of quantum 
physics, the imaginal is the quantum field of possibilities before its collapse 
into local space-time.   (213) 

 
Romanyhsyn also invites Harold Bloom into his discussion.  Bloom claims that the imaginal 

world “has no name except poetry itself” and Romanyshyn takes up this challenge of 

describing the imaginal by way of its own discourse: “The soul that arises from the abyss 

speaks in a poetic voice, and the imaginal world of soul is an aesthetic landscape” (214).  

Because imaginal rumination allows for respite from the rigidity of fact-ordered time, the 

fluidity it offers will enable me to address seemingly enigmatic moments in H.D.’s work—

like her experience in Hermetic Definition of giving birth at the age of 74—as more than just 

metaphorical offerings. The induction of an imaginal aesthetic in my work will also lend 

credence to my analysis of versions of sacred history in H.D.’s texts that cannot always be 

addressed thoroughly through more conventional modes of historical or literary analysis. 

Armed with Corbin’s teachings on “hierohistory,” H.D.’s readers can enter Westminster 

Abbey in Sword, Notre Dame Cathedral in Hermetic Definition, and Edward Dyer’s 

childhood manor in Vale Ave as H.D. does and understand what aspect of consciousness has 
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been drawn into them (Corbin’s Imago, like the Imago of the (Hebrew) temple, that creates 

consciousness and then suspends it into moments of “mundane” history)  and has animated 

them throughout the ages unbeknownst to the poet herself until the “magical wand” of a pen 

brings the lost dimensions into sight.   

 In her later years, H.D. matures from a middle-aged tired woman” into “a girl or a 

child again” (“H.D.” 194).  A depiction of this process occurs in Majic Ring, in which H.D. 

tells us that “it is only a child that could literally, expect to see God” and then vivifies this 

biblical gleaning imaginally by recounting her experience of “seeing God” on the deck of a 

ship in Greece in 1920 with Peter Rodeck.  Though she “was approximately the same age as 

her ordinary rational or material or physical self [34]” (168) at the time of the trip, her 

encounter with the Divine confirms that she has indeed been growing up and into a 

childhood.  In the very last line of the novel, the transformation of both the H.D. of the 1920s 

and the H.D. of the early 1950s (who is currently revising the novel) has been realized: “In 

the last encounter, the woman is no longer recognizable; the child is 2 or 4 or 6” (169).  One 

could make an obvious but erroneous conclusion here in supposing that now, as a child or a 

woman with the heart of a child, the poet is finally ready to die and face an encounter with 

“God” in the afterlife. However, I read this and many other of these instances of aging in 

response to hiero instead of biological history as the readiness of the new child, born of the 

dying personality, to emerge into the next incarnation.  In his “Introduction” to Majic Ring, 

Demetres Tryphonopoulos helpfully suggests a reading of final section of Majic Ring as a 

“rehearsal of the tripartite ritual of palingenesis . . . . The narrative ends with a vision of 

H.D.’s entry into the “holy of holies” (249), her return to the source of light.  H.D.’s union 

with the light, a hierogamia or marriage of the human with the divine, proved necessary, it 
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seems, for H.D.’s future work” (xxxvii).  After this sacred romance with divinity, H.D. 

becomes epoptes.  This final stage of the mystery, as Tryphonopoulos writes elsewhere, 

marks “the telos of the palingenetic process. Epopteia means the state of   “having seen” and 

is a general term for revelation. It is exoterically represented by metamorphosis or 

theophany. Metamorphosis exoterically expresses the moment of sudden change, the moment 

of revelation, the epopteia” (“History of the Occult Movement” 104).   

 The revelations do indeed give H.D.’s future writings more intense visionary 

expression as her former crystalline lyrics take on hues of amber and fire, but just before the 

epopteia, there is the sacred conception and the birth of the goddess’s sacred child. Karl 

Kerényi comments that at this stage in the mysteries the hierophant, officiating at night and 

“under a great fire …. proclaims in a loud voice: “The Mistress has given birth to a holy boy 

Brimos! that is the Strong One to the Strong One” (Eleusis 92).  “Brimo,” however, “is 

primarily a designation for the queen of the realm of the Dead, for Demeter Kore, and Hekate 

in their quality of goddesses of the underworld. . . . She then gave birth in fire: the goddess of 

death gave birth. What a message!  In the flame of the funeral pyres which blazed round the 

cities of Greece, the dead—one would have thought—were turned to ashes or at most to 

shades” (Eleusis 92-3).  We can never truly know what went on at the mysteries: Kerényi 

clearly expresses the idea that any myths in association with them known to us are “a public 

introduction” and have nothing to do the “innermost secret, the arrheton” (Eleusis 26-27). 

The rites of Eleusis preserved the sacredness of secrecy and were enacted at a time when 

there were still passages to the Underworld and elaborate steps involved to descend to the 

gates of Avernus.   
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 Now, in the 1950s, entrances and exits had eroded because of global wars that had 

created schisms among nations and in the collective consciousness within which had 

circulated norms of behaviour.  Moreover, the legacy of Freud and psychoanalysis had, via 

an Adamic legacy of naming, opened up entrances for the realm of the unconscious, the 

unseen, and the uncanny to stream into the world of consciousness.  “Increasingly it began to 

appear that the mind might be a vast labyrinth,” Alex Owen observes in The Place of 

Enchantment: British Occultism and the Culture of the Modern, “possibly only ever partially 

knowable, and possessed of a hidden but frighteningly powerful realm that interacted with 

everyday consciousness” (119).  There was also a more immediate stake in the dead as astral 

forms were summoned to mingle with and walk amongst the living in the popular revival of 

spirit mediumship and séances that had captured the fin de siècle Victorian mind.   

 When explaining how it is that the worlds of the dead and of the living are able to 

touch, opening up new channels of communication and inspiring a hunger for different forms 

of spiritualism in those affected by the war, H.D. asks:  

                        Why did they [the R.A.F. battalion destroyed in the Battle of Britain] 
  come back?  How did they come back? A barrier had been broken.   
  The debris that cluttered the streets of London, sometimes left a  
  half-house open, like a doll-house or stage-set.  One looked into rooms  
  in another dimension.  So I think this is externalization of people’s private  
  lives ….  One looked into one’s own interior private life, a life shut off  
  until now, even to oneself.  (Sword 57) 
   
This passage in Sword speaks symbolically on many levels, and one of its most poignant 

ideas concerns that of the small, walled house of the individual personality (the “sleeping 

mind”) now coming into contact, nakedly, with the realms of those who have just died and 

have expanded beyond themselves.  Sword attempts to bridge Trilogy’s “schism in 

consciousness” (T  36) and its “before-and-after schism” (T  40) with the materials of what 
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comes through the gap.  I plan to apply what H.D. says about figurative schisms in religion 

and war within and among countries and literal schisms of buildings and landmarks brought 

about by the bombing of London to her own creative practice.  In Sword and Vale Ave, for 

instance, H.D. does not return to the religious schism instigated in Reformation and played 

out on the Elizabethan stage because she is particularly interested in engaging with the 

historical details of this period.  Instead, her intuition uncovers evidence of what the schism 

produces—a cleaved consciousness (both separate and joined, as Adam and Eve are in Eden) 

and the breaking down of embedded walls of thinking that banishes the soul to either heaven 

or hell.  In this way, soul is able to meet with transitional and shadow aspects of the 

personality that emerge from the resulting, more clearly delineated, liminal spaces of 

thinking and perceiving.  War allows us to be “like a ghost” as H.D. writes in Tribute to the 

Angels, entering “a house through a wall” but perhaps “still not knowing/whether (like the 

wall)/we were there or not-there” (20).  

 Ultimately, the birth of the sacred child—which was in fact the archetypal conception 

of the soul’s next journey—could not be done in the Telesterion28 of H.D.’s private world 

because the secular or public world was now becoming, figuratively at least, this “house of 

the highest initiation”(Eleusis  47). The identity of the “child” and its message would be “the 

answer . . . given by many to the whole world” (“H.D.” 205). Throughout H.D.’s later works, 

tensions between secrecy and revelation abound, not because of a yearning the poet has for 

confession, but because the ancient instinctual impulse to preserve mystery conflicts with her 

contemporary task of transmitting it and telling its story. “Resistance and secrecy,” Hillman 

argues in Suicide and the Soul, “are based upon the unknown and the unknowable at the core 

                                                 
     28 Kerényi gives more of an etymological history of the Telesterion as a temple “so called because here the 
goal, the telos, was attained.  Teleo, “to initiate,” is derived from this noun, and telete, a general term for the 
celebration of mysteries or similar rites, is related to the same root” (Eleusis 47). 
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of psychic life” (177). Hillman also explains why this psychic life is so keyed in experience 

and character to the Greek mysteries:  

In Greece those who took part in the greater mysteries—and there could be 
thousands present at a time—never told what took place, and to this day we do 
not ‘know,’ in the scientific sense, precisely the content and sequences of 
these mysteries. They did not tell for fear of death, because a mystery in 
which one  participates creates not just secrecy, not just discretion, but an 
overpowering silent awe which makes impossible telling someone who did 
not share the same  experience. The participators themselves do not ‘know.’  
Religious life depends on such experiences, and a house of God springs up 
wherever a mystery has occurred. . . . One cannot report about a mystery, 
because one cannot speak about what one is in.  ‘About; means ‘from the 
outside,’ and to go there where report is possible one would have to leave 
where one is.  The participant in a mystery is still in as long as the vessel is 
closed.  To step out of a living experience by telling about it means to share 
no longer this livingness.  It means death.   

          (176-7) 
 
On the one hand, a revelation of the mysteries of what she had experienced during the wars 

and then conceived as her psychic and physical faculties broke down in 1946 would imperil 

H.D.’s quest for the “re-living” that so inspirits her later works.  For, as Hillman outlines 

above, the act of revealing mystery instantly diminishes the psychic being and vitality one 

has taken from it.  However, according to her comments in Majic Ring, H.D. saw herself in 

the role of the Ancient Mariner, and her task was to find a way to express the mystery that 

would both conserve and convey: “I was left, but one day someone would listen to my story, 

and then I too would be young again and my friar or monk or nun’s habit would fall away 

and disclose me, like the traditional image in a pantomime, as no witch but a good fairy.  I 

would tell the story and then it would fall away like the albatross, when the Mariner blessed 

the sea-serpent” (78).  To bless death—the same death to the mysteries that Hillman speaks 

of and the same spectre of death symbolized by the H.D.’s “sea serpent” and representative 
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of the astrological 8th house of death29—and honour its role as lover of the soul in the 

conception of the sacred child may perhaps impede the poet from complete expression of the 

mysteries for readers, but the act of the consecration of death nonetheless allows her to cast 

off that bindingly fascinating “nun’s habit” (a habit so safe and yet so compelling that it 

transforms into a character) that she had metaphorically donned in Switzerland during the 

revision of Majic Ring and the writing of the other late works and regain an inner youth. As 

the “habit” of psychical costume and circumstance “falls way,” it leads to the epopteia noted 

above, and H.D. continually navigates the threshold of death with full knowledge not only of 

her own immortality but of the revelation of her soul’s journey, which “was already pre-

determined before the child Delia was born” (MR 72).   

 The idea of soul that continually grows younger as the body ages so that the soul may 

eventually be born into a new life and continue its journey into death is in fact a notion that 

H.D. may have encountered in Realms of the Living Dead, a book by theosophists Harriette 

Augusta Curtiss and her husband F. Homer Curtiss that H.D. owned and read: “[Those] who 

pass on during old age or after a depleting illness grow younger until the period of the most 

                                                 
     29 In a letter to Bryher about a dream H.D. had bought to Freud’s attention, the poet notes: “In trying to 
describe the actual dream-day source of the caterpillar-beetle, I explain to F[reud] … apoligetically [stet], that I 
have been especially reading a romantic-literary book on astrology.  I said I had been especially reading of the 
various phases of Scorpio and that the “house” of Scorpio was November, the birth-day “house” of my father” 
(April 28th, 1933).  The editors add that the astrology books mentioned in the letters between Bryher and H.D. 
during the final week of April were likely those of Evangeline Adams’s Astrology: Your Place in the Sun 
(1927) or Astrology: Your Place Among the Stars (1930), “both of which she owned and used for many years.  
Sharing little with the pragmatic and deterministic approach of astrology manuals, these books approach 
astrology as a complex psychological and philosophical system in which classical planetary deities function as 
psychic forces embedded within the individual.  Astrological “Houses” structured H.D.’s dream sequence, 
much as they structure a natal chart, which is a map of the planets’ placement in relation to the twelve 
constellations of the Zodiac at the moment of birth. . . .  For H.D., psychoanalysis and astrology were not 
mutually exclusive but rather reinforcing systems of thought.  What inspired her was the mirroring blend of 
these alternative ways of thinking about human psychology and the symbolism of human thought. 
     Important to the dream, H.D. tells Bryher, was that Freud’s sun sign was Taurus (bull), whose ruler is Venus, 
a double link with Eros that apparently delighted Freud, in spite of his disdain for astrology.  Equally important 
for their analysis of H.D.’s relationship with her father was Scorpio, the sun sign of Professor Doolittle, born on 
November 12, 1840” (Analyzing Freud  191-2).  
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perfect state of vigorous maturity or the point of their Soul development is reached.  And 

they remain in this perfected state until they leave behind them the dense astral body and pass 

on into the higher Realms.  Never is there old age in this or higher Realms” (91-2).  The 

Curtiss’ imply that the rites of old age and illness that culminate at the end of a life 

regenerate the soul so that it may continue its passage through the ages. Of course, the soul is 

immortal: we cannot “save” or “imperil” it.  But H.D.’s spiralling narratives, so reflective of 

this journey, speaks of this mystery in which soul allows us to play a role in the continuity of 

its stories because our participation develops these stories. The living of life entails soul to 

be, to have its being-in-the-world, but the act of aging is necessary for the soul to be inducted 

back into the perpetual youth of immortality in the realms beyond the earthy planes.  In the 

logic of spiritual evolution, one is born old, having involved away from the immortality of 

the spiritual source, and then becomes increasingly younger as evolution brings 

consciousness back to this source.  The body loses the most mundane expression of the 

“elements of life” like the colour of earth, the heat of fire, the water of emotion, and the 

breath of air as it approaches the threshold of death because it becomes saturated with a 

different light—the “fires of God” as the theologian Hans Ur Von Balthazar calls it and the “I 

shall be what I shall” (����) energy of the Hebrew Scriptures—that eclipses the last traces of 

the body’s life on earth.   

    This movement of falling into and out of the journeys of being, which is usually 

preceded by some sort of dizzying ecstasy, finds expression in many of H.D.’s works.  The 

“mythical birds” of Trilogy’s Flowering of the Rod, for instance, follow instincts beyond 

ones of mere survival like the “will to flight”: 

but who knows the desperate urge 
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of those others—actual or perhaps now 
mythical birds—who seek but find no rest  
 
till they drop from the highest point of the spiral  
or fall from the innermost centre of the ever- 
      narrowing circle? 
 
for they remember, they remember, as they sway 
        and hover, 
what once was—they remember, they remember— 
 
they will not swerve—they have known bliss, 
the fruit that satisfies—they have come back— 
    (119-120) 

 
 Like these birds, who fall through the gyres of the ages (“from the highest point of the 

spiral/or fall from the innermost center of the ever-narrowing circle”), remembering “what 

once was,” so Lucifer falls into Vale Ave because of an invocation, and this fall also 

conscripts him into the act of remembering.  In the same poem, Elizabeth Dyer traverses the 

sephiroth on the Tree of Life from the very top to a path that falls even lower than Malkuth—

the Tree’s lowest sphere and the realm of the “Dark Queen” of manifestation (VA XXI).  This 

she does in her alchemist Uncle’s attic when her husband is “away at sea.”  Even H.D.’s 

private séance experiences—recorded in Majic Ring and attended only by the poet herself, a 

cloud of R.A.F. pilots, and a “tripod table” that “has been left in [her] London apartment by a 

friend …. originally … property of the poet, William Morris”  (“H.D.” 187)—draw the astral 

forms of the soldiers, now part of a “world of beauty” (S 54), down into communication with 

the mundane world again through her table.  

 Visitors from the astral or imaginal world, however, do not appeal to the Nun as 

much as they do to H.D. or Elizabeth Dyer.  Likely she has been trained to mystical 

aspirations, for these are often coveted experiences in monasteries and convents.  The 

Christian mysteries, whether those that are supposedly part of the Mass or those that are the 
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private lot of a mystic’s encounter with the ineffable, are encoded with what Karl Kerényi 

describes as “the orientation toward an essence or being outside the diversity of our natural 

existence” (33).  In his Eranos lecture on the archaic mysteries of the Kaibeiroi, Kerényi tells 

his listeners that Christianity shares its mystical tendencies with “the pagan philosopher 

Plotinus, whose mysticism was no longer that of the ancients.  He was preoccupied with the 

“flight of the one to the one” . . . .  that is, man’s exit from the world in which he as an 

individual is “alone” (�����), to achieve union of his whole being with the universal “One.”. 

. .  If [this “One”] is interpreted as purely supernatural, as in Christianity, or if it is in some 

other way opposed to the manifold world of nature as in other religions of redemption, then 

mysticism is also a striving for redemption as a liberation of man from all natural ties” (32-

3).   

 To seek ecstasy through a descent, then, is an ancient course of an “inverse” or 

mythical mysticism that searches for divinity on the earth, in the home, in the thoughts, in the 

body itself; such inverse seeking rarely acknowledges the possibility of the mystic’s aim of 

“direct and personal awareness of a transcendent authority” (Blond x). “Depth,” notes James 

Hillman in his pioneering work Re-visioning Psychology, “reverberates with a significance, 

echoing one of the first philosophers of antiquity. . . .  ‘You could not discover the limits of 

the soul (psyche), even if you traveled every road to do so; such is the depth (bathun) of its 

meaning (logos).’  Ever since Heraclitus brought soul and depth together in one formulation, 

the dimension of soul is depth (not breadth or height) and the dimension of our soul travel is 

downward” (xi).  The myths, Greek, Egyptian, Roman, Hebraic, tell the same story.   

 The turn in archetypal psychology from mind to soul foreshadows the recent 

scholarly trend called the “theological turn” which addresses, according to Jungian 
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psychoanalyst Greg Mogenson “the shift from the linguistic focus of postmodernism in 

general and deconstruction in particular to a focus upon that subject whose development by 

means of a succession of God-images, and culminating in the death of God experience of the 

19th and 20th centuries, has been constitutive of modern consciousness” (1). Mogenson’s 

discussion of the theological turn is an apt introduction to the motif of the volte face in 

H.D.’s work, which speaks to her own pronounced “turn” to soul in her later works as a way 

into an understanding of “modern consciousness.” H.D.’s visionary status and her writing 

“upon time” instead of in time, as the motif of the fairytale in Sword attests, confirms her as a 

poet seeking expression of the immediacy of her own time. Cynthia Hogue and Julie 

Vandivere elaborate this distinction in their “Introduction” to Sword and their choice of 

“nether regions” to describe the place of soul that H.D. explores connects their insights with 

the work of depth psychology:  “Other female modernists were, of course, engaged in 

investigating how to think politically in the 1930s and 1940s.  Virginia Woolf, Storm 

Jameson, Nancy Cunard, and Sylvia Townsend Warner, for example, were all thinking 

creatively and compellingly about how to link the political to the aesthetic.  The Sword Went 

Out to Sea does not resemble any of their works, however; instead, H.D. is interested in 

exploring the nether regions of the soul of the individual and the soul of civilization.  She is 

thus continuing a trajectory begun in Trilogy and The Gift of moving beyond the political and 

toward a spiritual solution as a goal in itself” (xvi).  Robert Duncan entertains a similar 

observation: “These three— Pound, Williams, and H.D.—belonged in their youth to a 

brilliant, still brilliant generation that began writing just before the First World War and 

publishing in The Egoist in London, in Poetry and Others in America. They alone of their 

generation—and we must add D.H. Lawrence to their company—saw literature as a text of 
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the soul in its search for fulfillment in life and took the imagination as a primary instinctual 

authority” (H.D. Book 216). 

 The volte face to which I refer above constitutes a moment in H.D.’s life in which she 

received a rather abrupt and violent “repudiation” from a man whose presence occupies all 

the works discussed in this study with the exception of Hermetic Definition: Lord Hugh 

Caswall Tremenheere Dowding, one time Air Chief Marshal of the Royal Air Force. I shall 

say more about his (imaginal) part in H.D.s life and works in my other chapters, but here it is 

sufficient just to point out that H.D. had cherished the hope that she and Dowding would 

work together because of their mutual spiritualist interests.  But Dowding did not have the 

poetic depth or occult turn of mind that H.D. did.  “I do not care for modern poetry …./music 

or astrology” he wrote to H.D. in a letter whose contents she partially recorded in Vale Ave  

(LIV).  When she began receiving messages from his R.A.F. soldiers that spoke of their love 

and respect for their chief as well as later messages that alluded to the approach of another 

significant war, Dowding rejected these, calling them “trivial and uninspiring” (qtd. in Hogue 

li).  The narrative of Sword records his final repudiation of her and her “work” and his desire 

to end communication with her several times.  Hogue and Vandivere suggest that the 

“repudiation” was more gentle in nature than Sword would have readers believe, and that the 

violence with which H.D. portrays the volte face attests more to her reception than 

Dowding’s delivery of it (S xxxi); I am inclined to agree with them because I believe that 

H.D. was making an “inner” turn at this time that her outer circumstances, like a showstone 

with symbols in its glassy depths, reflected. In the figural world of the soul, where nothing is 

as it seems, obsession is not a psychosis, but a pathology. Depth psychologist Thomas Moore 

enlightens us in this regard: “What if we were to take obsessive attractions not as aberrations, 
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but as pathos in the old sense:  a passionate piece of life trying to break in? …. The 

improbable loved one is not simply a screen on which projections are cast; rather, the 

affected person has been nudged out of the circle of reason sufficiently to see an angel or 

demon embodied by the loved one. . . . From the soul point of view, it is disastrous to 

“withdraw” the projection,” since obviously the soul has a great hunger for the particular 

mundus imaginalis, the imaginal world, evoked by the loved figure” (220-1).  Not 

surprisingly, H.D. uses the same language to describe her part as a soul figure in Dowding’s 

life.  In Vale Ave she admits that “remembrance” has brought her to “this hour/in which I 

strive, with or without/the litany and prayers, to save identity,/the Man—Angel or Devil” 

(XXVII).  

 A Beloved’s repudiation—a violent and emotional volte face—whether it be of a 

subconscious, conscious, or circumstantial nature, is not a mode of indifference or rejection, 

as H.D. frequently indicates in Sword.  In one of the first introductions of Dowding’s 

rejection of her messages, she writes: 

But if he had said in the beginning, firmly but politely, that he was not in the 
mood for receiving messages, or if he had said as he said at the end, that he 
only took messages from his own people or his own “circle,” I would not have 
let go  my own defences. I was undefended when he struck me. What he said 
was, “This thing is utterly impossible.” (S 32) 

 
 The idea of divine and mortal repudiations—from the crafty way in which Cassandra 

repudiates Apollo on Troy or the disturbed manner in which Eros leaves Psyche, his arm 

throbbing from the burn of a drop of oil (an unsanctioned or illicit anointing!)—are in fact 

initiations into forbidden regions of knowledge that take one into the subversive lives and 

soul’s memoria (darkened passageways into being) of the “other.”  The obsessions of Sword 

endorse the moment of repudiation or vicious rejection as symbolic indication that the one 
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renounced has in fact entertained a love that transgresses his or her personal boundaries of 

comfort, familiarity, and knowledge.  It is the light’s love for darkness; the soul for the 

human body; Lucifer for Lilith.  

  The “turn” can be dangerous or corruptive—as it obviously was for H.D., who 

suffered a breakdown in 1946 because of her experience with Dowding—introducing “alien 

elements” like the one in H.D.’s alembic of crystalline substances into the purity of the 

existing projection of consciousness. For the phenomenologists the “turn” to theology 

corrupts philosophy because it introduces “into phenomenology a god—the biblical God— 

who does not belong there” (Janicaud���� Here the alien element is the search for soul and its 

fledgling introduction into human consciousness as the alchemizing of thousands of years of 

evolving divinity.  It is the work of this study to explore this realm of soul in H.D.’s later 

works as a continuing presence within existence which demands acknowledgement, even in 

concert that the human world might find extreme: like death.30  I believe that H.D. is drawn 

to Freud because of the initial impulse of his work to position death at the centre of existence, 

as she points out in Tribute to Freud (“Eros and Death, those two were the chief subjects—in 

fact, the only subjects—of the Professor’s eternal preoccupation” (103 ); and she is willing to 

go beyond the “deadlock” of these two forces in his work and open up their mysteries into 

life to be entered in and explored, for, according to Hillman these mysteries spark soul.  

                                                 
     30 Though H.D. vivifies by adding her own poetic fire to such terms from the history of religion as “God” 
and “Soul,” in my analysis of her work I would like to follow Hillman’s rhetorical example and speak of soul as 
the agent in the “fantasies” of life.  At the beginning of Re-Visioning Psychology, Hillman introduces the 
expression of his study in this way: “In this book I shall frequently use psyche or soul as the subject of the 
sentence, making statements such as ‘the psyche claims, hungers, needs,’ ‘the soul sees,’ ‘the psyche reflects 
upon itself.’  This way of speaking has wider rhetorical implications.  For to give subjectivity and intentionality 
to a noun means more than moving into a special kind of language game; it means that we actually enter into 
another psychological dimension.  The noun takes on consciousness, it becomes personified” (1). 
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(“Soul,” as is well-known, was not a concept that Freud was eager to explore; that was the 

province of Jung and the “anima”).   

  Because soul comes into focus beyond the “personified literalism” of the human 

body, personality, and range of actions in the world—and comes alive into our field of  

inquiry when the issue is death, or love, or religious concern with spirit, then it follows that 

the soul would have a life of its own.  History, myth, and to some extent psychology, often 

fancy the soul as feminine; this anima figure is also a generative power of the earth, as 

H.D.’s metaphor of it as a “garden-worm” implies (MR 154).  The gods have always had 

jurisdiction over creation.  Their association with the Kabbalistic Malkuth, the physical world 

or “the throne of the daughter,” always bears within it the divine goal to make the universe 

manifest. Acts of creation involve separation, as the story of biblical Genesis conveys.  But 

the soul of humankind is an entirely different entity from this Divinity.  It has authority and 

an individual divinity of its own. It projects its own dramas into the world of creation.  The 

biblical story of Eden is the story of the soul’s revolt.  One of the most exquisite passages in 

Majic Ring is a midrash on the Matthew 10: 34-37, the general idea of which is Christ’s 

warning of his presence in the world as one of division and inversion. Here Christ says to his 

attendant disciples:  “Do not think I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to 

bring peace, but a sword …. whoever does not take up the cross and follow me is not worthy 

of me.  Those who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will 

find it.”  The “cross” and “sword” should be introduced in H.D.’s imagining not as agents of 

persecution, no matter how closely she borrows from the New Testament language, but as 

esoteric means of eluding the drama of separation that plagues the physical world because 

separation is the foundation of its very creation. In intratextual gesture, H.D. elicits the 
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difference in nuance between what Christ says in Matthew and how these words have been 

falsely perceived as an invitation to violence in Christianity’s two-thousand-year reign by 

those who have “lost” the “instinct to approach the eternal verities, in a direct, dynamic and 

uncompromising manner” (MR 25):   

  The word is a mystery, it is the beginning of creation, it is a cult or creed,  
  it has sharpened swords, burned villages, built monasteries.  It is a house  
  divided against itself.  It has painted pictures, carved images or it has  
  smashed picture-windows with stones and it has mutilated sacred effigies.  
  It has spread crimson and gold on high-altars or it has torn down woven  
  tapestries from refectory walls and it has spat upon them.  It has made a  
  man’s enemies those of his own household for the Word that was God,  
  spoke.  The Word that was God said, I bring not peace, but a sword. 
        The word was God and God moves in a mysterious way.  The Word  
  moved up stream and down stream, for the Word was incarnate in the  
  House of Fishes and the two Fish move in opposite directions.  The Word, 
  itself God, did not differ from God and the eternal laws of harmony and  
  harmony-in-discord that God had ordained from the beginning. (MR 25) 
 
In my reading, this passage recovers the traditional definition of “logos” (word) as account or 

story from its meaning as the sharp edge of reason by practicing yet again that inverse 

mysticism that makes wonderful alchemical formations in H.D.’s texts.  The narrative slowly 

draws “the Word” from its position of hostility as a “house divided against itself” down into 

a healing stream represented by the “House of Fishes,” which is the 12th astrological house 

ruled by Neptune and where “secret enemies” might be covert familiars or semblables.  That 

“the Word was incarnate in the House of Fishes” alludes to its real identity as the soul.  

Evangeline Adams, the author whose astrological treatises had a great influence on H.D. and 

her writing, considers Neptune (the ruler of Pisces) a figure of the soul:  “Ah, Neptune is the 

soul! And does not this fit the sea? Is not the sea at once infinitely calm and infinitely air-

hungered? Does not the sea take strange shapes, break up the light into a myriad 

fantastically-colored flaws ? Illusion, and art, chameleon and dragon, that is the sea ! Is not 
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the sea now tender and adorable, sun-kissed; now terrible in its torment, a whirl of insatiable 

desires?” (481).  If we recall Krell’s summation of Dasein as “the kind of Being that has 

logos—not to be understood derivatively as reason or speech but to be thought as the power 

to gather and preserve things that are manifest in their Being” (19-20), we might apply it here 

to H.D.’s retelling of the story of God as creator.  Soul whirls through the creations of deity 

and the creations of human fantasies—“painted pictures,” “woven tapestries,” “carved 

images”—iconoclastically, for it knows no law but its own and manifests its own being as 

harmony-in-discord.  Intent on gathering and preserving evidence of its own being-in-the-

world as utterly distinct, soul is its own “cult or creed” and its mysteries have been 

considered both “good” and “evil.” 

 In this mysterious movement of soul, we see the movement of Eros under the lamp, 

who awakens from deep sleep and from the dark imaginal night of his own world and into 

the day one, governed as it is by years and days and moments and hours, and yet at the same 

time he turns away from Psyche and this world, preparing to take flight now that her gaze has 

demanded he limit himself in some visible form.  It is this moment of myth that I would 

define as the true instance of “soul”: whatever “soul” is, H.D. intuits that encounters with it 

open up “a chasm, a cave, a monstrous fissure/in time, a breaking of law” (VA III) in the 

physical world and human-governed course of events. “Soul” is not Psyche, curious but 

unfocused consciousness within the body, and Eros, the primordial flame of desire that 

kindles the first blush of creation, entwined in passionate but blind love-making, but rather 

the moment in which the young girl holds the lamp over her lover and anoints him with a 

drop of oil, wounding him into a mortality that brings the darkness of primordial chaos into 

the sphere of the corporeal.  Eros is not strictly “the body,” as some mythographers would 
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have us believe, Eros is the primordial desire of being to know itself through the act of 

separation.  Chaos slowly becoming aware of itself as chaos.  The quest for knowledge, for 

what has happened, for why spirit would chose to cloak itself in form only to be lost at the 

moment of union with soul and flesh, comes from the abyss itself:  but the searches cannot be 

lead by the restrictive fears of a rational or conscious mind, as Elizabeth Dyer of Vale Ave 

and the Biblical Eve discover; these heroines approach the Edenic Trees and “gaze” into their 

own hearts only when their husbands—masculine companions who might counter their 

burgeoning intuition with the rigidity of conventional, ordering thought—are “away,” Hugh 

directing his ship, the Seaspray, toward the uncharted vistas of the New World and Adam 

delighting in Linnaean games of classifying and naming animals.  My third chapter explores 

the riches of the Eros and Psyche myth in greater detail, but I introduce it here because it is 

mythology’s greatest known parable of soul.  

 Ultimately, archetypal psychology’s relationship with soul, the elaboration of which 

informs the next section in this chapter, is very Blakean in nature, as this quotation from 

Hillman corroborates:  

 
[Soul’s] distinction from body is only in terms of literalism, the literal notion 
of body, encased in skin, out there.  This notion also distorts soul into some 
sort of pious ghostly vapour, running the physiological machine as a little 
invisible subject in a control tower. But the moment we realize body also as a 
subtle body—a fantasy system of complexes, symptoms, tastes, influences and 
relations, zones of delight, pathologized images, trapped insights—then body 
and soul lose their borders, neither more literal or metaphorical than the other. 
Remember: the enemy is the literal, and the literal is not the concrete flesh but 
negligence of the vision that concrete flesh is a magnificent citadel of 
metaphors. Putting soul inside man also neglects that man, too, is a 
personified literalism—no more an actual real container than soul. (Re-
Visioning Psychology 174) 
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Duncan writes of H.D. that she becomes “confused in the web of many incarnations” (H.D. 

Book 219) but this magic of walking amongst the illusive boundaries of “personified 

literalism,” which, according to Duncan in the same passage, aligns the poet with the 

“imagination of Blake and Victor Hugo,” imbues H.D.’s work with a deep presence of soul.   

 
VI Edward Dyer: Depth Psychologist?  

 In the caravansary of characters journeying through H.D.’s later works and leaving 

elegant, lightly tread trails that give more of an impression of being rather than the long 

development of a life, I notice a certain pattern emerging.  The Dyers collect at the dinner 

table just as any 16th or 17th century family might, the Midrashists and ancient Cabalists like 

Vale Ave’s Freud play expertly at introducing genius— “messages”—into the works, the 

Alchemists puzzle over secret things in night-shrouded laboratories, Lilith and Lucifer 

involve and evolve in the very architecture of Vale Ave ’s poetic structure—  and in all of 

these I perceive a glimpse of the first “depth psychologists,” presences or people whose 

being-in-world includes traces of learning from the Greek Mystery Cults and their 

palingenesic rites, which later carried over as a fiery desire to produce soul alchemically 

from Great Works and ended up as search for the Soul of the World. According to the Depth 

Psychologists, our soul imagines us into existence, our Dasein is its fantasy, not the other 

way around: we may imagine what the soul may be, we may even name this animate site of 

creation a “soul,” but we might not come even peripherally close to an understanding.  

 Some of the pioneering minds in the field of Depth Psychology (alternately known as 

“archetypal psychology”) are, according to James Hillman: Hillman himself, Rafael Lopez-

Pedraza, Patricia Berry, David Miller, Edward S. Casey, Paul K. Kugler, Murray Stein and 

Wolfgang Giegerich (although, as I demonstrate in the “Cathedral” section, Giergerich’s 
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work often challenges that of both Jung and the Depth Psychologists; still, he has been an 

important voice in the evolving concept of “soul”).  This post-Jungian form of psychoanalyst 

has, in my opinion, much in common with what Demetres Tryphonopoulous has called 

“metaphysical occultism” in his noteworthy work on Ezra Pound entitled The Celestial 

Tradition: A Study of Ezra Pound’s The Cantos, which reads this long poem as an instance of 

palingenesic literature “structured on the model of a cultic initiation” (101).  Tryphonopoulos 

distinguishes “metaphysical occultism” as “different from the practice of theurgy or occult 

arts. I take “occult” to mean the whole body of speculative, heterodox religious thought 

which lies outside all religious orthodoxies and includes such movements as Gnosticism, 

Hermeticism, Neoplatonism, Cabalism, and Theosophy. Occultism always involves 

mysticism, a belief in the possibility of gnosis, or direct awareness of the Divine attained 

through myesis, or ritual initiation” (xii).   Jung himself was interested in these niches and 

subcultures of Western religious history, and the very hybridism inherent in their nature as 

mystically occulted presences inspired his formulations about the unconscious (Giegerich 

“God Must Not Die!” 59-60; “Birth of Man” 39ff).   

  Depth psychology does not attempt to “heal” or “cure” those ostensibly troubled 

personalities who are drawn to its methods: it has one rigorous and unforgiving telos: to 

know soul through the subsidiary clues of life itself.  The legacy of Corbin’s imaginal world 

and Jung’s study of archetypal patterns, depth psychology extends these traditions forward, 

but in doing so the psychology “has to go back to their [Corbin’s and Jung’s] predecessors, 

particularly the Neoplatonic tradition via Vico and the Renaissance (Ficino), through Proclus 

and Plotinus, to Plato …. and most anciently to Heraclitus” (Hillman “Archetypal 
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Psychology” 16).31  According to archetypal psychology, human life is “irrevocably 

immersed in soul . . . soul is an insurmountable meditation in all human activities” (Barreto 

115).  Soul is a human mode of being, but, like Eurydice in H.D.’s poem of the same name, it 

also has its life, both subterranean and imaginal, and these images, sometimes personal, often 

foreign, enchant and compel, order and repulse, unravel and rethread the tapestry of our 

every day life and the thick wool of necessity that is bound within. And its structures run 

deeply, almost unfathomably, beneath our existence.  Eurydice as a figure of soul is both 

newly-wedded bride and her own fervour of presence (CP 55) desired by primal life 

(Aristaeus) and by death itself.    

 Hillman tentatively sets up a mandate for depth psychology, which suggests that to 

respond to loss of soul, one must find “soul” and to find it one must attempt to know (gnosis) 

it:  

  As Freud and Jung both attempted to discover the fundamental  
  “mistake” in Western culture so as to resolve the misery of man 
  trapped in the decline of the West, so archetypal psychology  
  specifies this mistake as loss of soul which it further identifies with 
  loss of images and the imaginal sense.  The result has been an  
  intensification of subjectivity (Durand 1975), showing both in the  
  self-enclosed egocentricity and the hyperactivism, or life-fanaticism,  
  of Western (rather, Northern) consciousness which has lost its  
  relation with death and the underworld.  (Archetypal Psychology 33) 
 
Every encounter with death is individual.  The “drives” or instincts that lead toward death, 

the perceptions and feelings about it as an “ending,” and the act of death itself occur on an 

intensely individual plane.  There is individuality in the approach to the underworld and once 

there, one’s life above on earth and one’s personality therein are merely “shades.”  Where, if 

you think about it, does Psyche (the mythical Psyche) spend her time?  In a kingdom in 

                                                 
      31 Hillman also notes that “Corbin’s works on Avicenna, Ibn’ Arabi, and Sohrawardi belong also in this 
tradition as does the work of Kathleen Raine on William Blake [1758-1835] and on Thomas Taylor, the English 
translator of the main writings of Plato and the Neoplatonists” (16).   
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which she is revered as a goddess, in a  Palace of Imaginal delights owned by primordial 

creativity itself, in the Underworld demanding of Persephone a box of the goddess’s secret 

beauty, and then on Olympus giving birth to Rapture.  Never do we encounter Psyche in any 

objective setting.  “In this way, the poetic basis of the mind [psyche] takes psychology out of 

the confines of the laboratory and consulting room, and even beyond the personal 

subjectivity of the human person, into a psychology of things as objectifications of images 

with interiority, things as the display of fantasy” (Hillman Archetypal Psychology  34).   

 Everything around us constitutes an extension of the symbolism of the psyche.  

Objectivity is a relic from an alternate dimension. The role then of “fantasy” in Depth 

Psychology is important, and I cite Hillman in some detail here:  

  For archetypal psychology, “fantasy” and “reality” change places and  
  values.  First, they are no longer opposed.  Second, fantasy is merely  
  mentally subjective but is always being enacted and embodied  
  (Hillman 1972a, pp. xxxix-xl).  Third, whatever is physically or 
  literally ‘real’ is always also a fantasy image.  Thus, the world of so- 
  called hard factual reality is always also the display of a specifically  
  shaped fantasy, as if to say, along with Wallace Stevens … on whom 
  archetypal psychology often draws, there is always “a poem at the heart  
  of things.”  Jung stated the same idea (CW 6, § 18): “The psyche  
  creates reality everyday.  The only expression I can say for this activity  
  is fantasy.”  And he takes the word “fantasy” “from poetic usage”  
  (CW 6, §743).  (Archetypal Psychology 34-5). 
 
and 
 
  … following Jung I use the word fantasy-image in the poetic sense,  
  considering images to be the basic givens of psychic life, self-originating, 
  inventive, spontaneous, complete, and organized in archetypal patterns. 
  Fantasy-images are both the raw materials and finished products of the  
  psyche, and they are the privileged mode of access to knowledge of soul. 
  Nothing is more primary.  Every notion in our minds, each perception of 

the world and sensation in ourselves must go through a psychic organization 
in order to “happen” at all.  Every single feeling or observation occurs as a 
psychic event by first forming a fantasy-image. . . .  Here I am suggesting both 
a poetic basis of mind and a psychology that starts neither in the physiology of 
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the brain, the structure of language, the organization of society, nor the 
analysis of behaviour, but in the process of imagination. 

               (Re-visioning Psychology  xi). 
 
The adjectival caress that “archetypal” or “depth” lends to psychology suggests a jouissance 

and an implosion of psychology beyond its initiatory frontiers and deeper into itself towards 

its own foundations.  As such, and because depth psychology springs from a “poetic basis of 

mind,” H.D. could be said to have the same hand in the inception of archetypal psychology 

as Hillman, Corbin, or Heraclitus.  Her poem “Erige Cor Tuum Ad Me in Caelum” certainly 

brings “soul and depth together in one formulation” and redirects the search for soul from the 

expanse of sky, which spirit is said to inhabit, to the complex treasure map of earth:  

 
  [L]ift up our eyes to you? 
  no, God, we stare and stare, 
  upon a nearer thing 
  that greets us here, 
  Death, violent and near.  (CP 479) 
 
In this poem, there is the magic of an “inverse mysticism” displayed in the poet’s anger as 

she turns once pious eyes from the celestial sphere to an earthly one in which the wisdom of 

every dead sparrow and broken weed bring us closer to the “worth” and understanding of the 

mysteries of life and death and their place in the imaginal coordinates of the “kingdom of 

God.”  

   
VII The Painted Lady  
 
 In an informal prologue to The Painted Lady, a romance novel written by Ursula 

Bloom in 1945, a year before the composition of The Sword Went Out to Sea, an omniscient 

voice reveals a charming legend about the painted lady butterfly.  The prologue features a 

vignette from the childhood of the protagonist’s—Madeline’s— father. Bloom’s 
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chronological offering of  Madeline’s ill-fated experiences in life and love has very little in 

common with Sword, yet its premise of a woman invested with fierce independence because 

of these tragedies as well as its adoption of the painted lady butterfly as thematic emblem 

link it to Sword.  I quote the Prologue in full because of its relevance:   

  
The painted lady 
Flits here and there, 
Seeking warmth, and sun, 
And all loveliness . . . . 
 
So. 
     The boy saw the butterfly scintillating against the vivid May sky; she was tawnily orange, 
her wing-tips of jet were spotted white, and she fluttered low across the grass veiled with 
cow parsley, like a lace spread. 
 ‘Look,’ he said to his mother, ‘it’s a painted lady!’ and he watched the butterfly as 
she moved restlessly from grass frond to flower. 
 ‘She has come to lay her eggs and die,’ said his mother. 
 ‘Must she die?  She looks so pretty that it seems a shame.’ 
 ‘I know.  When I was a little girl I was told a legend of the painted lady, that she 
cannot live without sunshine and warmth.  She needs them all the time, and, centuries ago, 
before the Ice Age, when England was tropical, the painted lady loved it.  She still 
remembers it, believing that we are still in those times, and flies here for warmth.’ 
 ‘It’s very warm to-day,’ said the boy, wiping his freckly forehead with a soiled 
handkerchief. 
 ‘Yes, but it won’t last.  She thinks that it will stay warm for ever, but England cools, 
and then she realises that she has flown North only to die.’ 
 The butterfly flitted from them; she poised for a moment above a may tree, which was 
weighed down with its thick, cream foam of blossom, then she rose, and, spreading her 
radiant wings, flew away. 
 ‘It’s a pity,’ said the boy, regretfully.  (1-2) 
  
A butterfly who seeks out a mythical England and remains in the hope that somehow “it will 

stay warm forever” in sympathetic allegiance to the country’s “dreaming soul within” (Blue 

Fire 82) corresponds evocatively to the content of Sword, which features butterflies and a 

female character of that name who represents the soul.  In one instance H.D. writes: 

   Saint George had killed the dragon.  He had become in my imagination,  
  a symbol of England.  I was not the damsel out of the Roman de la Rose,  
  who knelt in faded blue in the Kareno fresco.  I was not that painted lady.   
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She belongs to another world, another England.  There was a swarm of them – 
or a flock.  (151) 

 
 At the end of Sword, another character, the widowed Rose Beauvais, speaks longingly of her 

husband’s quest to find the glittering plains of Lyoness, a mythical “Avallon” that is also an 

England left untouched by the Romans, a “small empire of San Graal,” (S 258) and, in poetic 

homage to William Morris, an “acre of undying men”(260); Beauvais yearns to find this land 

with all of the radiant freedom and hopefulness of Bloom’s butterflies. Sword also welcomes 

natural painted ladies that flit on the blossoms in Switzerland where H.D. writes the novel; 

but then there are mythical painted ladies who appear to be very small sparks of soul encoded 

with messages to Lyoness; these “mythical painted ladies” send messages “as in a crystal” 

through their colours and the patterns of their flight: they are a living heliograph (S 151).  

 Hogue and Vandevere offer this description of the Painted Lady in the introduction to 

Sword: “The painted-lady is at once the butterfly of that name (in French, La Belle Dame), 

Psyche (the awakened Soul of Trilogy), and a symbol of restorative, classic values (Beauty 

and Truth).”  Before I read the introduction to Sword ,  I had entertained the same idea about 

Trilogy, and especially with reference to the woman in white who carries the “unwritten 

volume of the new”; however, my perceptions of the figure of “Psyche” in Trilogy was more 

of a soul awakening, than one awakened.  The white gown that Psyche wears in Trilogy or 

Rhea—another spectre of soul—wears in Majic Ring strikes the mind’s eye almost as a 

nightgown, and by association we see Psyche in the bed of the god of love at the moment of 

his literal awakening and her figurative one.  In an early essay on Trilogy, Susan Gubar 

describes the mollusc in The Walls Do Not Fall as “protected in precisely the way the poet 

craves asylum: neither fully alive nor fully dead, half in and half out, the mollusc in its shell 

becomes for H.D. a tantalizing image of the self or soul safely ensconced within the person 
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or body, always and anywhere at home” (300). And, as Aliki Barnstone aptly notes in the 

Introduction to the New Directions Edition of Trilogy  released in 1998: “Trilogy is not a 

closed text, written for itself, but one that opens up the Book of Life, and shows the reader 

the blank pages on which she or he can write “the new.”  When the Lady becomes “Psyche, 

the butterfly,/out of the cocoon,” the spirit is free to fly, displaying, creating, and recreating 

the beauty of the soul” (xvii).  In Trilogy’s pages, then, the spirit is “neither alive nor fully 

dead” and, though “free to fly,” it has, in my estimation, not yet done so—it has yet to come 

fully alive through the creation of the soul and its truths and beauty.   

 The young lady in the white gown does not journey over the limits of time and page 

into the evocative biblical past set out Flowering of the Rod, though glimpses of her flash in 

the mysterious form of Mary Magdalene. But she is not Mary Magadalene because Mary 

Magdalene is steeped in the legend and lore of the past from “the tome of ancient wisdom” 

(TA) and though the Magdalene moves seductively she does not move lightly.  “The Painted 

Lady,” whether a natural or mythical butterfly or a character who walks through chapters and 

eras of time as if she had never known boundaries,  is an appropriate designation for a very 

powerful aspect of soul in these later works of H.D.’s.  This aspect is occulted and feminine, 

like the anima, with all the beauty of a woman’s soul that has, in old age, awakened and 

matured. It is masculine too, entering the most intimate rites between the conscious and 

unconscious mind with all of the passion of the Light Bearer introducing the primordial 

chaos of the “old dark” into his marriage bed. 

 Lilith is another powerful aspect of soul who awakens throughout the sequences of 

Vale Ave and Hermetic Definition.  The legends of Lilith hint of a mythic or semi-divine 

presence whose antiquity reaches as far back as that of the Hebrew God. She troubles the 
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rabbinic mind, which condemns her “to life” and the world of form as a vengeful demoness. 

Exiled by God from Eden, she stands outside of his mercy and absolution for eternity. Lilith 

is often encountered as the first wife of Adam who rebelled first against her husband and his 

quest for sexual ascendency and then against God because of the latter’s decree that she be 

submissive to her mate; because of this mythology, she has had a profoundly resonant 

presence in feminist writings, criticism, and poetics.  But the ambiguity at the heart of her 

myths suggests that Lilith has never “rebelled” or protested against God because Lilith has 

never known a “god.” She comes from the night, speaks the hidden language of nature, and 

haunts the ruins of abandoned villages, not the Babelian walls of civilizations; when she does 

encounter Adam, one of God’s first creations, she does not really know the correct protocol 

of interaction with one so obviously foreign to and separate from her realm of rich 

connection and unity behind natural phenomena. Echoes of this Lilithian motif sound in 

Jewish apocrypha like the midrash, which consider Lilith a renegade not only because of the 

dispute over sex but also because she forbids God to divide her into “male” and “female” 

components as he does Adam. In H.D.’s words, the night goddess or “Seraph” “tests” not 

“Adam” and “Eve” but the “pre-Adamic” and “pre-Eve” form of the androgynat primordial” 

(VA 1; I). The phrase connotes a certain way of seeing in which Lilith can discern no polarity 

between male and female, only an androgynous expression of wholeness.  

 We see her first in a tree in Vale Ave, for in Kabbalistic imagination, Lilith is the Tree 

of the Knowledge of Good and Evil and the serpent-tempter in the Garden who would lure 

Adam and Eve away from the voice of God and into his mistress’ sphere of operation. In 

Kabbalah and Criticism, Harold Bloom notices that “Kabbalistic texts awaken into a peculiar 

vividness whenever Lilith is invoked” (45). The Satan of Milton’s Paradise Lost suggests in 
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Book IX that this “tree” may have existed even before the “gods”; his exposition on Eden is 

undoubtedly meant to be read rhetorically, especially in the highly charged atmosphere of 

Christian didacticism that envelops the poem’s landscape, but once asked, the question still 

remains, commemorated in ink and meter:  

  The gods are first, and that advantage use 
  On our belief, that all from them proceeds; 
  I question it, for this fair earth I see, 
  Warmed by the sun, producing every kind, 
  Them, nothing: if they all things, who enclosed 
  Knowledge of good and evil in this tree 
  That whoso eats thereof, forthwith attains 
  Wisdom without their leave?   (541; emphasis added) 
   
In occult circles, the serpent is both tempter and redeemer (Wang 204), pure, radiant life-

force that can be directed with the manoeuvring of the will. This vibrancy transforms into the 

goddess of Vale Ave, no “serpent that God cursed” or Eve “born” of a “man-rib,” (VA I) but 

the Tree of Knowledge Itself, a glorious feminine potentiality-of-being that, along with her 

semblable, the Tree of Life, H.D. embeds in the very structure of the poem. The name 

“Lilith” comes from the Hebrew word “night” �	�	��and the writers of the Hebrew scriptures 

know her as a night or screech owl (Isaiah 34:14). Vale Ave ’s portrayal of communion 

between Lilith and Lucifer (the one who does rebel against God) emphasizes the union of the 

divine feminine with the independent of spark of creation that falls from heaven; eventually 

the union between the two produce souls for the human race, just as Psyche and Eros give 

birth to the figure of Rapture who descends to earth to balance the faint spectre of hope that 

issued from Pandora’s box as punishment for Prometheus’s bold theft of feu sacré, which 

became a spark of soul in humankind because of the ability it conferred upon it as creator of 

worlds (“civilizations”) of their own.  The Promethean fire corresponds symbolically to “let 

there be light” of the Hebrew God.  
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 In midrashic legend, this night demoness mates with such bedfellows as Samael and 

Lucifer and gives birth to hundreds of souls who perish daily beneath the sea. Lilith appears 

prominently in my final chapter. Vale Ave gives her reverence and presence by imbuing those 

children with life; they become human forms who retain something of their mother—a figure 

who knows no god—in H.D. metempsychographical poetics.  In this way Vale Ave itself is 

Eve bringing life (chava) and re-living into its figures and, by extension, into its author.  In 

Hermetic Definition, Lilith passes through the transformative portal of Judgement at Notre 

Dame Cathedral, and the portal’s alchemical power restores the goddess to her former pre-

Edenic glory, symbolized in the poem as a “lily” (Hobson 8).  Linda Falorio, who writes 

about the night side of the Kabbalistic Tree of Life, breaks from biblical tradition and 

associates the dark feminine with the “I am” energy; Falorio suggests that the inner life of the 

Cathedral resonates with this dark feminine and when disillusioned congregants come into 

the Cathedral looking for the hierophant they find only Lilith in the ruins of the sacred 

labyrinth.  She is “mute,” “implacable” except for a single phrase that confirms the centuries-

long absence of the deity:  “There is no god where I am” (31).   This aspect of Lilith reflects 

the desire of the broken seeker—like one in Küsnacht, perhaps, who invokes this night 

goddess—to see beyond the everyday transactions within the mundane world.  

 Lilith and the Painted Lady are also two archetypal representatives of semblables—or 

“familiars” who “have the power of life and death/over each” (VA L).  Such provocative 

presences are resonant figures in H.D.’s texts and I will define the concept here as it applies 

to my study.  Like Psyche pregnant with the reality and essence of Eros, which will mingle 

with her own sense of being, a semblable (small “S”) is any figure within the poem who can 

absorb the reality of the other, alchemize it in the womb of its life, and then reflect back the 
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outcome of this alchemy.  “Love” (defined in Majic Ring as an opening toward or 

“recognition”(21) of the other so that conception within life is possible) is the primum mobile 

that travels from heart to heart and begins to awaken and inform each figure with a reality far 

different from the role that the individual plays in his or her incarnational drama. In H.D.’s 

mythical considerations, the twin-soul or twin-spirit is the most sacred and powerful of all 

semblables.   
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Chapter Three 
The Erotics of Continuity and the Psychomachia of Discontinuity in The Sword Went 

Out to Sea, Helen in Egypt, and Vale Ave 
 
Plasterer, crude mason, 
 
not too well equipped, my thought 
would cover deplorable gaps 
 
in time, reveal the regrettable chasm,  
bridge that before-and-after schism, 
 
(before Abraham was I am) . . . 
    —H.D., The Walls Do Not Fall 
 
 
I Eros, Psyche, and the Lamp  
 
Along these ways, Eros and Psyche reveal their meanings—here, now; there, then.   

—Robert Duncan, H.D. Book 
 
 During H.D.’s long stay at Dr. Rudolph Brunner’s private Nervenklinik in Küsnacht, 

Switzerland in the spring of 1957, the oppressive healing process of a broken hip took on the 

role of Hermes Psychopompus and led the aging poet through the palimpsestic layers of her 

own consciousness as she worked on Vale Ave.  H.D. had always relied upon an archetypal 

guide to assist her in the shaping of unconscious forces in order to release the Galatea of the 

unconscious from the sculptured rigidity of the conscious mind, and up until this point 

Hermes Trismegistus, “patron of alchemists,” oversees the spiritual operations in Trilogy, as 

do many of Kabbalah’s angels.  “His province is thought,/inventive, artful, and curious” (T 

63) notes H.D. in Trilogy in 1944 as he guides her psychical wanderings through the 

plundered and blitzed landscape of fragmented and traumatized consciousness (reflected in 

the material world by the shattered landscape of war-torn London) in order to fashion a 

“tribute to the angels.” The Benefactor of thieves and the poetess steal orations and poems 

from sites of pagan knowledge, “collect fragments of the splintered glass” from a bombed 

London and “melt down and integrate” these findings with the “fire and breath” of the 
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mercurial god.  But if H.D. needed the “fire and breath” of her patron to combine the 

fragments of the visible world with the subtle currents of its animating forces to produce the 

visionary sequences of Trilogy and the prima materia of understanding, then she was still 

trapped, like Freud, in the operations of the everyday.  As Liz Greene maintains in her 

reflective work on the Tarot and Jungian archetypal criticism, “Hermes was not a god upon 

whom one could rely for the ordinary decisions of everyday life” (Mythic Tarot 23).  

Inevitably, he becomes bored and leaves the alchemist to her own devices.  There is only so 

much of the prima materia with which the alchemist can play before becoming frustrated at 

its inability to transform completely into the philosopher’s stone.   

 H.D.’s breakdown in 1946 had started the melting process requisite to “dissolving 

consciousness and getting closer to the unconscious” (von Franz, Creation Myths 195), but 

now she needed to find a new guide to take her beyond the coterie of the uninitiated outside 

the gates and into the Underworld itself.  Her return to Brunner in 1957 brought with it the 

disturbing but essential conditions of physical decay and open, festering wounds: “But at 

your age,” the Doctor warns, “the bone won’t set” (VA LI).  H.D. had to invoke an inner 

guide, the darker face of Trismegistus: Hermes Psychopompus, the conductor of souls into 

the infernal realms of Hades.  He was most willing to visit Switzerland, for in the world of 

Hermes Psychopompus, according to Karl Kerényi,  

  there is naturally also entropy:  this is the night in another sense, in an  
  Hermetic sense, the night of the psychopomp.  The night of generation and the 
  night of dying, do we  not carry these in us? . . . .  [Hermes Psychopompus] is 
  most likely the same dark depth of being from which we all originate. Perhaps 
  for this reason Hermes can so convincingly hover before us, lead us on our 
  ways, show us golden treasures in everyone through the split-second timing 
  which is the spirit of finding and thieving—all of this because he creates his 
  reality out of us, or more properly through us, just as one fetches water not so 
  much out of a well as through the well from the much deeper regions of the 
  earth.” (Hermes 96-7)  
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Restricted physical activity coerced H.D. into transferring her desire for movement to her 

inner stage, where the list of dramatis personae announced that the role of Hermes would be 

played by Robert Ambelain, and Hermes’ path to “deeper regions” included progressions 

through the magical rituals Ambelain included in his books. 

 The Nervenklinik “cared for drug addicts, alcoholics, the emotionally disabled, and a 

few of the physically ill,” notes Barbara Guest in her storied biography of H.D.’s life. “It was 

a refuge for those who could not manage life on the outside” (305).  H.D. was counted 

among Dr. Brunner’s guests first in 1946, when the trauma of WWII and the rejection of Air 

Chief Marshal Lord Dowding—the Commander-in-Chief during the Battle of Britain 

(1940)32 and a man with whom H.D. felt an intense spiritual connection—prompted her 

concerned long-time companion and friend Bryher (Annie Winifred Ellerman) to fly her to 

Switzerland for treatment under the esteemed doctor’s supervision.  Barbara Guest’s 

narrative designs charming tableaux of H.D.’s first two periods of convalescence among 

centuries-old buildings and a cozy fraternity of doctors and patients.  The milieu suited H.D. 

even though she had relished her long and solitary “writing sabbatical” in Lausanne and 

Lugano in the years between her sojourns at the Klinik.   

 “She was in a sort of “earthly paradise,” writes Guest, eager to preserve the  Edenic 

ambience of the Klinik in her chapter on H.D.’s time at Küsnacht, “which in the last section 

of the nearly completed Helen, she turned into ‘L’Isle Blanche,’ the Leuki, where the happy 

dead of Helen roamed” (305).  Something in the Swiss air inspired and nurtured creative 
                                                 
     32 Detailed studies of H.D.’s relationship with Lord Dowding include accounts in the works of the following 
authors:  Barbara Guest Herself Defined (1984), Susan Friedman Psyche Reborn (1981), Jane Augustine 
“Preliminary Comments on the Meaning of H.D.’s The Sword Went Out to Sea”(1996), Helen Sword “H.D.’s 
Majic Ring” (1995), Jeffrey Twitchell-Waas “’Set in Eternity but Lived In’: “H.D.’s Vale Ave” (1998), D. 
Bruce Ogilvie “H.D. and Hugh Dowding” (1987), and Cynthia Hogue and Julie Vandivere, Introduction to The 
Sword Went Out to Sea (2007). 
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genius, and the list of esteemed company that had sought healing or inspiration in 

Switzerland includes Hermann Hesse, Denis de Rougement, T.S. Eliot, and Carl Jung, among 

many others. Hesse was a friend of H.D.’s—she reveres the poet and his work in Sword; De 

Rougement, as Friedman recounts, wrote of a mystical and secret church of love that inspired 

H.D.’s esoteric readings; Eliot, a fellow modernist, had a nervous breakdown in 1921 that 

placed him in a clinic in Lausanne, where he spent his days convalescing under the care and 

therapies of Dr. Vittoz and working on the famous The Wasteland;33 and Jung spent his time 

in Küsnacht and Bollingen, two “psychological topoi,” according to Wolfgang Giegerich, 

which allowed the psychoanalyst to live out two different lives, the Aquarian one of 

“scientist who dug up facts, nothing but facts, about the soul” at Küsnacht and the Piscean 

one of fantasy in the Tower at Bollingen, where he felt himself the “age-old son of the 

mother” (“Birth of Man” 47).    

 The 1953 stay particularly, in which H.D. visited the Klinik after a major intestinal 

operation, shadows her days in Vienna with Sigmund Freud in 1933-34; here the spirit of Dr. 

Freud enters the Küsnacht masque as both Drs. Brunner and Eric Heydt. (It would take two 

men at least to play the part of H.D.’s ‘Papa’ and psychoanalysis’s esteemed benefactor!).34  

H.D. especially honoured Heydt with her attention and the favour of her perspective on “the 

mind’s workings, her knowledge of psychodynamics, her love for … unusual, eccentric, even 
                                                 
     33 According to Matthew K. Gold, Dr. Vittoz played the metaphorical role of midwife to The Wasteland. The 
doctor’s treatments were an important part of the poem’s conceptualization: “Eliot’s letters show that he was 
influenced by Vittoz’ book, and The WasteLand contains echoes of (and, in one case, a direct reference to) 
Vittoz’ therapy. Vittoz may not have realized it, but he was treating both poet and poem. The poet was perhaps 
the simpler case to cure, for the sickness of the poem was embedded in its core” (533).  It appears that the Swiss 
doctors, Dr. Vittoz and Dr. Brunner, made significant contributions to the poetic process of these distinguished 
modernists.   
     34 Guest also records that the scene at Küsnacht inspired H.D. to re-work her earlier material on her sessions 
with Freud: “The Freud material (so in key with the atmosphere of Küsnacht and her conversations with Heydt), 
‘Writing on the Wall,’ was sent to her.  She would tell the story of her analysis, or discipleship, whichever 
attitude she chose to take, in her own way.  H.D. writes a story of a woman who came to a far-off place in 
search of a self she had lost.  We are not convinced  that she found this self.  Her encounter with Freud is more 
a fable, or story, than the account of analysis.  The book came to be called Tribute to Freud” (306-7). 
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strange personalities” (Heydt qtd. in Guest 306).  As for Dr. Brunner, he invited H.D. to stay 

in his own house, Am Strand, and took care of her physical well-being in order to stave off 

untimely advances from the raffish Thanatos.  With his brother Thanatos temporarily in 

hiding, at certain times behind the course of Freudian analysis and at others in doses of well-

administered medicine or rest, the livelier Eros—the passionate lover sufficiently though not 

thoroughly tamed by a mother—could inspire the scene and render H.D.’s days at Küsnacht 

similar to those of the courtly gatherings at the palaces of Queen Elizabeth as they are set out 

in Elizabeth and Essex by Lytton Strachey or by H.D. herself in “The Queen” chapter of  The 

Sword Went Out to Sea.   Even the rhetoric of the correspondence exchanged between H.D. 

and her younger “courtiers” hint at such a scene; in a letter to Norman Holmes Pearson at the 

time, for instance, she tells her future literary executor that Heydt had become jealous of her 

fondness for her American “chevalier.”  “‘Tell ‘Papa 2’ not to be jealous,’ remarks Pearson, 

revamping H.D.’s nickname for Freud, “I am not jealous of him, but only of his chance to be 

with my lady” (qtd. in Hollenberg, Letters 152). 

 Later H.D. moved to the upper floor of the Klinik’s Sanatorium, which was just a 

glass passageway away from Dr. Erich Heydt’s apartments in one of the buildings named 

“Geduld”—literally “patience” or “A state of patience.” According to Guest’s descriptions 

and some of the letters that H.D. penned to her friends at this time, the Klinik Brunner of 

1953 seemed like a 20th century Palace of Eros with Erich Heydt, a young “psychiatrist-

doctor,” playing a face of Eros himself.35   

                                                 
     35 Here is my brief retelling of the Eros and Psyche story with quotations from Robert Graves’s 1950 
translation of the entire Golden Ass by Lucius Apuleius (67-99): Apuleius’s tale places its five royal 
protagonists—a King, a Queen, and three daughters —in an unnamed city.  The elder princesses are quite 
becoming, as royalty in mythological dramas tends to be, but the third, Psyche, possesses that rare beauty 
usually found in fairytales and indicative of something beyond its physical origins.  When word spreads of this 
beauty, foreigners and residents alike gather around the palace every day hoping to catch a glimpse of the 
princess.  When she emerges for daily walks or outings they pay her all of the respect and honours normally 
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reserved for Aphrodite.  No one had ever seen any of the gods in living form before, so everyone assumes that 
Psyche is Aphrodite’s avatar and that the goddess has finally deigned to walk amongst mortals.  Aphrodite’s 
shrines and temples at Paphos, Cnidus, and Cythera are abandoned by priest and plebeian alike: the “actual” 
replacing the imaginative (or imaginal) that temple rites and cult statues are designed to evoke.  Although 
Aphrodite burns with fury at her diminishing popularity and the neglected condition of her altars, the state of 
human ignorance enrages her even more.  She is a powerful deity, after all, the “original source of the elements” 
(68), and the people have insulted her not only with their presumptions that the primeval and multidimensional 
nature of love can be confined to a human form, but also by their contentment with empty veneration instead of 
the pursuits of understanding or experience.  Everyone secretly fears the Janus-headed nature of love and 
passion (Aphrodite’s own housemaids are Habit, Anxiety, and Grief!), and the people must feel a certain relief 
in worshipping “Love” from a distance. (This idea is represented in the story by Psyche’s lack of suitors—king, 
prince, and commoner alike keep their distance).  Psyche herself longs desperately for the self-knowledge that 
union (marriage) with another would bring, but cannot  articulate exactly what it is she needs to do or learn, and 
so she remains miserable and spends her days in envy of her two sisters who have by this time been married to 
kings of distant lands.  Finally her father intuits that there may be some sort of cosmic disturbance involved and 
travels to the oracle of Apollo at Miletus, whose Pythia double-talks the King into believing that Psyche will 
eventually be wed to a monster.   
 Because the union will apparently take place on a mountain, the whole kingdom escorts Psyche in 
mournful procession to the appointed place.  There the West Wind takes her to a beautiful palace.  At this 
palace, invisible servants attend her every wish, while desires thought but not spoken materialize out of thin air.  
At night a tender lover delights her on the marriage couch, but tells her that she will enjoy these privileges only 
if she does not ever see his face.  If she does, he warns, they will be parted forever.  Despite the ecstasy of her 
day in an enchanted palace and a husband she calls “the soul of my soul” (73), Psyche begins to entertain 
doubts (these are allegorically denoted by her sisters coming to visit her at the palace).  Now newly pregnant, 
she decides to indulge her doubts fully and uncover the identity of her husband.  What if he really is a Typhonic 
monster whose appetite demands satiation from the burgeoning life forces of a plump wife and a juicy morsel of 
a foetus? The oil lamp spills.  Eros awakens and suffers intense physical pain caused by hot oil and the searing 
emotional pain inflamed by betrayal.  The palace and all within disappear while Psyche sobs in utter despair.  
Eros now decides to tell her why she was a guest at his palace: his mother Aphrodite had demanded that he 
pierce Psyche with one his arrows so that she would fall in love with the lowliest beggar; instead, Eros—who 
tells her his name is Cupid— wounded himself and became infatuated with the mortal princess.  At the close of 
his reminiscence he flies away.  Psyche then performs three impossible tasks under the authority of Aphrodite, 
for which she again fortuitously obtains the help of supernatural servants, mostly animals, birds, and the 
personified elements of nature.  These tasks are her teachers.  An attentive allegorical reader might infer that she 
has come to grasp the meaning behind her superlative beauty and the circumstances of her sojourn at Palace 
Eros.  At the end of the tale she marries Eros/Cupid in a ceremony upon Olympus, and Zeus makes her 
immortal to ease Aphrodite’s concerns about lineage.  Everyone from the Seasons to the Muses attends the 
divine nuptials, and soon after a baby girl, Rapture or “Pleasure,” arrives to commemorate the events of her 
parents’ extraordinary courtship and marriage.   
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Figure 1. “Villa Verena,” Dr. Rudolph Brunner’s Privat Nervenklinik (Yale Collection of American Literature, 
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library) 

 

“I am in a fabulously romantic 18th Century Manor House, with a garden to match; the roses are especially 
beautiful and most of them have been brought from Versailles; I have a bowl of them on my table now; the 
exquisite Gloire de Dijon is a special favourite of mine, with its in-curved gold petals.” (H.D., letter to Norman 
Holmes Pearson, June 11, 1946) 
 
There is a certain quality of topothesia to descriptions of these buildings (Figure I), as if 

Guest wishes her readers to view them with the same imaginal mind’s eye as the original 

bardic inhabitant. Villa Verena’s glass corridor, for instance, is a literal piece of architecture, 

but its composition accentuates a structure whose exterior makes visible an interior; the 

lovely, windowed walkway formed a symbolic crossing that linked the promise of restoring 

that which had been lost with an actual restoration (“sanatorium” comes from the Latin for 

“curative”), provided that occupants developed the evolving states of patience necessary for 

their cure.  In similar metaphorical coincidence, the Klinik had shut down unexpectedly the 
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year the longest and most ontologically intricate of H.D.’s poems—Helen in Egypt—was 

published, just as the Palace of Eros had disappeared at the moment of Psyche’s figurative 

and Cupid’s literal awakening.36   

 Apuleius’s myth imagines Psyche—the human “spirit-mind”—in a tripartite drama, 

her costume for each scene a face of the Triple Goddess.  At first she is a young bride facing 

the “monstrous” fears of an impending marriage.  After the marriage her unseen 

bridegroom—that force of antiquity drawn from the “old dark”—crowns her Empress of his 

world and of his Palace of the erotic, and the couple’s night time revels soon result in 

pregnancy. But conception effects loss, not birth: a series of trials brings Psyche to the 

Underworld to find the mystery of Persephone’s beauty. Here she becomes Hecate, initiated 

into the dark roots that nurture life when she opens Persephone’s box and falls into a sleep of 

death.  With this subterranean beauty on her brow, Psyche’s once recalcitrant bride groom 

finally and ardently notices her.  She succeeds in drawing the old dark down into a form that 

can be recognizable to the human spirit and he honours her quest and her newest knowledge 

of immortality by transporting her to a celestial afterlife on Olympus.  Martin Lowenthal, a 

psychotherapist who has devoted a book length study to the archetypal and alchemical 

significances of the Eros and Psyche story, summarizes the concept of eros as an urge toward 

the manifestation of possibility, which is at once both “boundless and bound”: 

    With time, the gods and goddesses needed to assert their own  
  autonomy and primacy.  As they recognized the spark of Eros in  
  themselves, they conceived that they had created it and could  

                                                 
     36 Again I use Guest’s narrative as my source, which is a kind of biographical midrash arranged around some 
pertinent facts and correspondence about the poet’s life: “Without warning, Dr. Brunner’s son, who had 
inherited the sanatorium on the death of his father, decided in the spring of 1961 to sell the Nervenklinik.  H.D. 
at seventy-five was faced with eviction from her ‘haven or heaven.’. . .  The sanatorium had been her home, 
with interruptions, ever since her breakdown in 1946.  She was a nun forced from her cloister” (331).  I admire 
Guest’s metaphorical deliberation of H.D. as a “nun forced from her cloister.”  The nun in Vale Ave feels a 
certain strange desire, for which she is unusually penitent (V) and H.D. dresses herself and her writing in grey 
nun habits and metaphors often in Hermetic Definition.  
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  cultivate it in their own ways.  So double-sexed Eros, the father/ 
  mother, was first split into father Eros and mother Aphrodite/Isis 
  . . . . . each carried the flame of Eros, this unstoppable impulse to  
  generate and to relate.  And each was a parent of this fire and a weaver  
  of the nets of connections, developing its potential in its own way,  
  thereby infinitely elaborating the possibilities of manifestation and the  
  threads of connection.  Eros as father/son and Aphrodite as mother/ 
  daughter wove between all creation—gods, elements, seasons, worlds,  
  creatures, and humans—threads of emotion, desire, and connection  
  that hold together the fabric of relationships for the universe.  (5-8) 
 
Though Psyche becomes pregnant with “infinitely elaborate possibility” in the Palace of 

Eros, she gives birth to her daughter Rapture only after a gestational period of aging and 

death in the Underworld.  Like Psyche, H.D. felt a strange potency in her recovering body, 

which she tried to express through her later poems: both Vale Ave’s Elizabeth Dyer and 

Helen (in Egypt), for instance, become mothers in mysterious circumstances, as if birth as a 

narrative event in poetry (the repository of the soul’s memoria) can not take place until after 

the demise and death of a physical body.  

In a letter to Lord Dowding penned in 1945, H.D. elaborates on her role in 

intensifying the contours of life with deep peerings “into history and beyond time itself” 

(Bache 185). She approaches the infinitesimal dimensions of “soul” with an understanding 

that the animating energy behind human life is not generated solely by an individual or an 

individual life but comes from a far more collective flame that is somewhat akin to what 

Helen Sword refers to as the “raw psychic power” (“H.D.’s Majic Ring” 351) that manifests 

through Arthur Bhaduri and within H.D.’s séance circle and corresponds, perhaps, to the 

same earthquake energy that Elizabeth Dyer senses beneath her uncle’s utterance of Ralegh’s 
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name (VA XVI).  Such an evolutionary will to power left to itself could bring about a house 

divided;37 it takes an initiate to refine it into something endemic to human understanding:   

  Bhaduri can not follow the intricate psychological build-up; he can see  
  a picture, project it—then he “forgets” it.  He can not weave the threads  
  into the background. . . . Well, we all need each other but the weaving of   
  threads from one pattern to another, from one state of being or perception  
  to another, is in a sense, my personal concern.  
                                                (qtd. in Sword, “H.D.’s Majic Ring” 351-2)                           
 
The phrase “weaving of threads from one pattern to another” recalls Lowenthal’s 

pronunciation of the world of manifestation as Eros, “the unstoppable impulse to generate 

and to relate,” owned and cultivated by the skilful manipulation of deity in order to create a 

rich nexus of relationship through which we can come to know ourselves and our being-in-

the-world (5-8).  H.D.’s “personal concern,” the carrying out of which was enhanced after the 

1946 breakdown, involves engaging the soul’s memoria to uncover and thread into life not 

only the images and patterns of Eros but his other faces as well—Phanes, the revealer and 

Thanatos, the tension of non-being that men and women propitiate as an implacable spectre 

of death. What we shall soon see in Hermetic Definition is just how these threads of 

possibility manifest.  The tapestry that one god or goddess may have woven in deference to 

an archetypal possibility—Hera, for instance, and her tapestry of familial bonds and men and 

women in monogamous dance of procreation—might be unravelled by Aphrodite in the same 

way Penelope unravels the death shroud of Laertes because she hopes that the old King and 

his family line might live again on the island of Ithaca if Odysseus returns. The definition 

and role of the “soul’s memoria” in H.D.’s texts now necessitate a little elaboration.   
                                                 
     37 One of its manifestations might be the bomb, as described symbolically in Elizabeth Willis’s article on 
H.D., the bomb, and the Postmodern: “As a physical demonstration of America’s new strong-armed 
international identity, the Bomb had created a new territory somewhere above international law and, as far as 
lay understanding was concerned, above Newtonian physics, in the uncharted world of relativity, chance, and 
the specialized vision afforded by unapproachably expensive telescopes and microscopes. It was secret, and it 
was beyond seeing” (84-5). 
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 Back in Küsnacht, hints of the old myth plainly trouble the idyllic Swiss scene. The 

tale complements H.D.’s enquiry into the theme of patience and what it means to be a 

“patient” during these years at a Klinik that dealt with ailments—“addicts, alcoholics, the 

emotionally disabled”—that often elude physical causes, with the uncertainty of remedy 

breeding both caricature of and blind faith in the virtues of patience.  The residents at 

Küsnacht were not subject to the examinations of Dr. Brunner or the questions of Eric Heydt 

as much as they were at the mercy of the “soul’s memoria,” an appellative created by James 

Hillman to describe a cache of images that are “not established, not static in [their] 

signification” but that lie just beneath the “too stable bedrock” of the conscious mind (The 

Dream and the Underworld  129); the term is akin but not identical to the Jungian “collective 

unconscious.”  In simple terms, the collective unconscious houses archetypal images to 

which the entire racial memory of humankind has access, images that have troubled, 

enhanced, or inspired the flow of consciousness throughout the ages of history. But from that 

flow each soul has a secret cache that is its own vulnerability and its own spark of originality, 

like the Icarean flame of death that immortalizes by disrupting one’s path in the general 

economy just as it makes mortal the one whose life it ends.38  

 To dislodge these restorative images from the habits of familiar thinking, a shock of 

either  physical or psychical “pathological deformation,” as James Hillman explains it, needs 

to occur, which would “restore to an image its capacity to perturb the soul to excess that, by 

bringing an image close to death, concurrently makes it live again” (Dream and Underworld  

130).  In imaginal conversation with Jung, Hillman understands “pathology” as an opening 

                                                 
     38 “General Economy” is a term that belongs to the French philosopher Georges Bataille, which he defines in 
contradistinction to the political economy.  The general economy thrives on freedom and works through 
intricate exchanges of luxury, excess, and expenditure; it corresponds to humankind’s natural life and the 
energy cycles of the earth.  See Bataille’s The Accursed Share for his development of this concept.  
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presented by the soul, which uses its ability “to create illness, morbidity, disorder, 

abnormality, and suffering” so that the personality may “experience and imagine life through 

this deformed and afflicted perspective” (Re-Visioning Psychology 57; “Athena, Ananke” 

31).  Thomas Moore continues the definition by adding that the inability to repress this 

summons of the soul is “pathos in the old sense: a passionate piece of life trying to break in” 

(SoulMates 220). Moore, Bataille, and Hillman thus meet at the old Greek root where the 

abnormal or pathological becomes the secret sign of the wealth of the soul.��An excess of 

time, pain, frustration, and passionate excess of feeling.  All of these are the handmaidens 

and adversaries of patience, a term so indefinite that its mere mention conjures simultaneous 

images of an unhurried and tolerant expectancy as well as a resistance to circumstances 

exogenously imposed.  The concept has even been used with midrashic distinction in the 

sense of a text obliged to accept a particular interpretation, explanation, or image that it may 

not wish to acknowledge.  By way of example, the Oxford English Dictionary features a 

sentence in a preface to a 17th century document about Protestants. The document eloquently 

demonstrates author William Chillingworth’s need to reassure prospective converts of the 

connections between Catholics and Protestants, connections that the texts and tractates of a 

burgeoning religious movement might disdain: “[T]heir xxxix Articles are patient, nay 

ambitious of some sence wherein they may seem Catholique.”  Patience, then, is another 

“plaster, crude mason” that might “reveal a regrettable chasm” while striving to “bridge a 

before-and-after schism” (T 54). The healing of the hip forces H.D. into a state of “patience” 

that differs from Schwester Trude’s understanding of “patience/geduld” as condition of grace 

dependent upon the timing and good will of a deity.  H.D.’s suspension in “patience” obliges 

and shocks her into the acceptance of an “interpretation” of her circumstances, where body, 
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hospital room, doctors, and figures of the past come to her—some, like Ezra Pound or 

Sigmund Freud, from deep exile within her imaginal world—and require initiation into 

excesses that can no longer be expressed through mundane interaction or the sensual 

movement of the body.    

 Heydt, like Apuleius’s Eros, has literal and figurative apartments in “Patience” and 

among “patients.”  In the classical story, there is no urgency in the god’s honeymoon trysts 

with Psyche after she arrives at his celestial home (access to which also comes via a 

transparent conduit: the West Wind). Apuleius may christen his ancient erotic protagonist 

“Cupid” or “zealous desire” (Lewis 203), and the name may anticipate the nightly activities 

that take place in the enchanted bridal chamber, but the new bridegroom still gradually and 

deliberately draws from Psyche all of her doubts, fears, and daemons, every pathos,39 

psychosis, and pleasure of the soul that convolves through lingering states of desires satiated 

yet vigilantly exposed and examined.  In the same way that Cupid, with stealth, marks out the 

vulnerabilities of unsuspecting victims by the tip of his arrows but does not engage in the 

rituals of intimacy himself, so Heydt was an object of erotic fascination amongst the Klinik’s 

inhabitants.  Often his actions more than his words would elicit an associative sensation or 

memory: “Surrounded by adoring female patients who were upset by his engagement, Heydt 

was continually ‘going-coming, coming-going,’ behaviour that recalled [for H.D.] Richard 

Aldington’s dallying with a number of women before finally leaving H.D. for Dorothy 

Yorke” (Hollenberg Letters 208).   

                                                 
     39 Here is Thomas Moore’s Definition of “pathology”: “The Greek Dictionary says that pathos means the 
opposite of “do”; it means “to have something done to you,” and it is also the passive form of poiein or poetry.  
We are made poetry by our pathologies.  Our lives are made into stories, and the most soulful moments may 
well feel unusually dramatic.  Soul is the poetry of our lives, most strongly felt when the god is asking to be 
admitted.  We are the stuff on which the soul’s themes are imprinted” (228).  
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With Heydt’s guidance, H.D. “worked through her intense feelings about Pound and 

the repressed emotion centered on the birth of her stillborn child in 1915,” records Susan 

Friedman in Psyche Reborn (20-1).  The young analyst’s “importance to [H.D.] is recreated 

in both her poetry and prose:  he is the model for Paris in Helen in Egypt; he is the caring but 

often uncomprehending Germain in Sagesse; he is the steady support in End to Torment, 

H.D.’s memoir of Pound; and he is the “magic mirror” reflecting everyone’s secret self in 

Magic Mirror” (Psyche Reborn 21).   At the end of the classical story, Psyche’s Eros-Cupid 

is fully incarnated as an anthropomorphic deity, just as the works Friedman catalogues above 

give birth to the distinctive archetypal possibilities in Heydt.  “It is Amor that Erich calls 

back” writes H.D. in Majic Mirror (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 207), and Heydt’s hermetic 

capacity to wake the god from the slumbering depths of the chaotic mind inspires H.D. to 

explore the nascence of his abilities.  She is not, however, naïve enough to neglect her own 

role in this “alchemy of memory”: it is her quick-silvered pen that has written the lines of 

continuity into view, despite the inspiration and the terror of revelation that accompanies a 

visit of this faceless yet powerful god.         

 This chapter begins to uncover how H.D. in her later works—Sword, Vale Ave, 

Hermetic Definition, Helen In Egypt—patiently bears the richness of the paradoxes of 

interpretation that emerge from a recovering body, which gives birth as it ages, from a 

recovering consciousness, which is seduced by and integrates the dark that repulses it, and 

from the perennial conflict and convergence between spirit and soul that trouble the path of 

all who chose to come into human incarnation. There is a reversal between the interplay of 

continuity and discontinuity in H.D.’s work arising from her astute responsiveness to the 

larger contextual circumstances of her time, and, as Friedman notes in Psyche Reborn, her 
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“quest to avoid the destruction wrought by ‘racial separateness’ by linking the personal 

dream with the myths of everyone, everywhere . . . .  In short, the foundation of H.D.’s 

esoteric involvement was the dual dimension of modernism: the awareness of fragmentation 

and the consequent search to create new meanings” (176).  I define “discontinuity” and 

“continuity” in the same spirit that enlivened my discussion of “Erige Cor Tuum Ad Me In 

Caelum” and the drama of separation in “H.D. as Mystical Midrashist”: “Discontinuity” 

refers to the caprices of the “sleeping mind,” a “monophasic” operation of consciousness at 

the level of the ego within the transactions of everyday living.40 An analogous image might 

be that of Psyche resting contentedly in the canopied bed of the god of desire, that 

embodiment of all primordial mysteries, and yet doing so in complete ignorance of the 

immense privilege. 

 Adam and Eve have a similar experience in Eden before a talking serpent tutors them 

in a wisdom that differs from the God of the garden.  Before the serpent embarks on its 

winding course through Eden, the spirits of earth (Adam, adamah) and life (Eve, chava), 

bound by mortality, become aflame with passion for their own creations and are willing to 

stay in a world of enchantment, complying blindly with the enigmatic dictum of the higher 

power (Eros, the God of the Hebrew Scriptures) to suppress the desire to see or know It in 

any revelatory way.  There is a disconnect with, or an ignorance of, the world of an 

awakened soul who can mediate and solicit on behalf of the enchanted and often miserable 

                                                 
     40 I will be using the term “sleeping mind” in reference to this type of consciousness because of the phrase’s 
origins in Gnostic theology and because of its significance in Jung’s The Seven Sermons to Dead, but there have 
of course been many other nominal designations: the Freudian “ego” being one of the most popular and 
adaptable.  The term “monophasic consciousness” has been defined by anthropologists and scholars Laughlin, 
McManus, and Aquili as “ego identification with experience derived from a single range of phases that excludes 
other alternative phases. For North American culture, the only ‘real world’ experience is that unfolding in the 
sensorium during the ‘normal’ waking phase (which includes many subsidiary phases as ‘high,’ ‘sleepy,’ 
‘drunk,’ and the like), and is thus the only phase appropriate to the accrual of information about self and the 
world” (155). 
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human consciousness instigated by the first acts of creation.  In Kabbalistic cosmology, 

writes Thomas Karlsson in his account of the “nightside” or inverse side of the Tree of Life, 

“God must engage in acts of schism in order for creation to occur, and separates unities 

within Itself in order to design and initiate a world apart from the divine sphere: “[The fact 

that the destructive principle lies behind the Universe] can at first seem paradoxical, but it is 

the dividing force that enables manifoldness and individual existence.  Without this force, 

everything would melt together. . . .  The dividing force is the tool that is necessary to create 

life from other life, but is also the very same force that cuts off the thread of life” (55).   

 What we might discern from such myths as Eros and Psyche or the stories set out in 

the biblical Genesis is the spectre of psychomachia:  the awakening consciousness often 

experiences a battle within the soul (in which the soul fights for connection that chaos might 

disperse) precipitated by powerful attractors beyond immediate sensual apprehension or 

gratification; during the battle it wakes up in a fallen world or in exile from the sphere of 

infinite possibility in Eros’s palace.  The consciousness then begins to harbour an intense 

desire to build bridges between the landscape of separation, shadowed by the god it once felt 

but could not see, and the lost realm of the god who almost let Itself be seen.  This bridge of 

continuity extends beyond genealogy and its indiscriminate production of more human 

bodies through sexual acts that simultaneously compel human mating yet mock the emptiness 

of a union that takes place because of those deep and often unconscious instinctual drives 

made famous (but no more conscious) by the work of Freud.  Thankfully, the “Professor was 

not always right,” as H.D. writes infamously in Tribute to Freud (101), and we can become 

our own demiurges if we learn secrets of connection from our own soul’s memoria.  

“Continuity” then, refers to rebellion of Luciferian proportions, when the awakening 
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consciousness holds the lamp up to the Revealer himself—as Elizabeth Dyer does, for 

instance, in Vale Ave—breaching the god’s dictum of separation by interrupting the darkness 

and attempting to unify what god has separated.  Instead of engendering pale versions of 

ourselves arbitrarily through the act of conception and birth we can empower our own birth 

through the act of death.   

 
The Weave of Soul Bonds in Hermetic Definition  
  
 Apuleius’s narrative in The Golden Ass affirms that everything about the Palace of 

Eros speaks to the nature of desire and the temperament of its owner; yet the god himself 

wishes to remain anonymous, untouched.  Before he falls in love with Psyche—a young 

princess whose name means “soul” or “butterfly” and who allegorically corresponds to the 

kindling of being that animates the human body—Eros, newly incarnated into the pantheon 

of the younger Olympian gods, still retains the quality of isolation that Orphic myth gives 

him in his primordial heritage as one of the first elements of creation born of Chaos, Wind, 

and the great goddess Nyx or Night (whom H.D. introduces into Trilogy and Vale Ave as 

Lilith).  Nyx’s dark and arcane child has many faces, but perhaps the one most apposite to 

the ensuing process of creation is “Phanes,” a word Robert Graves translates in the glossary 

of his Greek Myths as “Revealer” (from “phanus”—torch).  “Eros, like Osiris or Lucifer (if 

He be the Prince of Light whom the Gnostics believe scattered in sparks throughout the 

darkness of what is matter), is a Lord over us in spirit,” recounts Robert Duncan in The H.D. 

Book.  This chimerical force  

   is dispersed everywhere to our senses. We are drawn to Him, but  
  we must also gather Him to be. We cannot, in the early stages, locate 
  Him; but He finds us out. Seized by His orders, we “fall in love,” in  
  order that He be; and in His duration the powers of Eros are boundless.  
  We are struck by His presence, and in becoming lovers we become 
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  something other than ourselves, subjects of a daemonic force previous to  
   our humanity, that, as Hesiod pictures Him, “unnerves the limbs and  
  overcomes the mind and wise counsels of all gods and all men within 
  them.” Eros is a primal authority, a cosmic need. Men knew His terrors  
  before they knew anything of Him as Cupid, before men had arrows.  
                (H.D. Book 28-9) 
 
The terrifying task of becoming a lover recalls again that moment in the Cathedral in which 

the congregant apprehends the absence of God; it is the longing set out in the Book of Job to 

see the object of desire, God Itself, in form, even in the knowing that the moment will empty 

one’s memoria into one’s life and forever change the relationship with soul. H.D. takes on 

the task of Eros described above by Duncan with a certain craftsmanship, for the birthing of 

the past into the present in recognizable form takes detachment, a measure of a pantomimic 

objectivity that creates the illusion of intimacy through acts of interpretation while preserving 

the most private desires of the interpreter.  

 The concept of Eros as Phanes also gives another glimpse of an aspect of soul— 

especially in the relationship to Psyche. What were the longings of Phanes and what form did 

he take on when he finally chose his own child—Aphrodite, or the visible face of the 

primordial ocean—as his own mother?  Enter the aporia of the human soul.  In Gnostic 

imagining, the human soul is the consequence of Sophia’s (wisdom) desire to be reunited 

with the Divine.  There is a desire, in other words, for what is created to return to its source: 

in this desire comes the formation of a distinct consciousness, which grieves Eros.  The 

awakening soul had operated in an economy of desire, tailoring her wishes to the dictate that 

she never look upon the face of her benefactor-lover. “Psyche was to inherit all, on the one 

condition that she not seek to see her Eros in the light,” Duncan declares in his H.D. Book 

(81). Her blind love for Eros—for his mystery—has given him a certain presence in the 

human world.  The Grecian Princess is a rare beauty whom everyone admires and yet no one, 
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king or commoner, dare marry.  This is the beauty of the soul, exquisite in its alien 

uniqueness and yet requiring any who would possess it to look fully upon the anarchic source 

of its origins.   

 Phanes as “revealer” (or “interpreter”) must take the form of the past (the “longing”) 

to a point outside of itself in order to, literally, flesh out its dimensions.  What comes out is 

manifestation—a glimpse of a forbidden world that emerges in the entire archetypal 

“processus” we have come to know as mythology, or, in an expression of translation, the 

crafting (“logos”) of the story (“mythos”).  Heydt similarly pulled forces of revelation into 

H.D.’s world, but concealed himself in a paradox of disclosure, as Freud did twenty years 

earlier, by maintaining a connection with H.D. that was “less a doctor-patient relationship 

and more one of friends who engaged in explorative conversations on literature, and the life 

of the unconscious” (Guest 306).  Usually an interpreter becomes one with the material 

interpreted but H.D. reverses this process by incarnating the interpreter into the “womb of the 

poem.”  This reference points not only to Hermetic Definition as a “womb” for Lionel 

Durand, but to a vibrant metaphor for Vale Ave that Robert Duncan offers H.D. in a letter.  

 When Duncan—the last perhaps of H.D.’s “favoured courtiers”—expressed an 

interest in reading Vale Ave  the summer of 1959 and received a draft in 1960, he wrote her a 

letter in which he described the poem as one that notices reincarnation less as a doctrine than 

a “sharing of loves.” Poetry, according to Duncan in the same letter, is “a womb of souls, 

which we as poets attend. In these poems of yours I at first find data of person, the fable of 

the actual ‘poet’ H.D.; then that sense fades before the intensity of the poem as it unfolds 

lifes, lives—all the persons become persons of the reader as me, and I in turn have gathered 

up having been present where the poem is present” (qtd. in Bertholf 22-23).  Duncan 
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suggests that everything we think about takes on a life of its own: hence, our “memories” 

take a shape of their own.  Every book in an H.D. poem betrays midrashic presence, an 

animate “field of ensouling” (Duncan, Bow ii) that has a genealogical continuity spawned in 

the mind of the author.  

 “[T]he “Vale,” the farewell, is followed by the “Ave,” the hail of re-discovery, after 

the parting, or of Birth after Death,” writes H.D. in response to this letter from her raptly 

attentive new protégé.  And, as I have mentioned in my second chapter, she tells him that the 

seventy-four short sequences were “written two years ago, when I was so deeply frustrated 

with my broken bone . . . . I can’t say that I “re-member” the re-birth sequence of “Vale,” but 

I lived it & live it.  The lines are conventional — no experiment, a re-living” (qtd. in Bertholf 

10).  This response implies that the threads of Vale Ave are woven from more than the mere 

distaff of memory; just as Homer’s Penelope41 does the secret work of unravelling the shroud 

                                                 
     41 I would like to emphasize that the Penelope who belongs to Homer is one whose “suffering as she fends 
off rude suitors is usually set in the context of their violation of Odysseus’ home,” as Susan Stanford Friedman 
indicates in Psyche Reborn  (236).  H.D. envisions another Penelope in “At Ithaca” (1924), one whose stream of 
consciousness takes her beneath the surface of her own name and role as Odysseus’s Queen through to the 
secret desires of her heart — “I prayed that only one/of those that I had spurned,/might stoop and conquer 
this/long waiting with a kiss” (CP 164) — and then back again to rational orderings of the conscious mind, 
which are represented by the goddess Athena.  Athena dispenses justice, wisdom, and inspiration for creative 
arts with useful functions, like weaving.  In the famous myth, she springs fully formed from the head of the 
father “uncontaminated by a corporeal mother who might link her with the physical and instinctual world which 
we share with animals” (Mythic Tarot  43).  Her fully helmeted form, sword and spear all suggest Athena’s 
cunning in redirecting passions of youth or folly into the channels of higher authority.  The Athenian goddess’s 
role in the Arachne myth is less the bringer of hubris to her boastful suppliant and more the keeper of life’s 
woven patterns of light and dark that requires the skill and omniscience of divinity.   
      The idea that no mortal could possibly perceive and craft a scene of life without sensing the “terrible 
beauty” of the whole is one that appears indistinctly in “At Ithaca” as well, although it will only be fully 
developed in Helen in Egypt.  Like the proud Arachne, Penelope finds her work “beautifully interwoven” and 
“would keep the picture and the whole” (CP 164), but Athena “steels” her soul, with a pun on “steels,” no 
doubt, and sends her visions of Odysseus, “his chariot and his shafts,/I see the arrows fall,/ I see my lord who 
moves/ like Hector, lord of love,/I see him matched with fair, bright rivals and I see/those lesser rivals flee” (CP 
164).  This isolated and frustrated Penelope, who would exchange the years with her husband and the wisdom 
of her solitude for “a kiss,” matures into the fully lucid Helen of Helen in Egypt who has “embraced Hades” and 
begins to read the hieroglyphs of Eros and Thanatos in order to understand the roles of the Trojan and Greek 
heroes as “lords of love” in connection and continuity with the elaborate tapestries of lives that each one 
experiences.  “I reflect, I re-act, I re-live” says Helen, and now “the molten ember/of the Dark Absolute claims 
me” (HE 196).  The “molten ember of the Dark Absolute” evokes images of the possibilities of creation, even 
those that arise on paths of destruction deliberately taken or moulded, as in the paradoxical act of unravelling a 
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of Laertes so that she may, in the fullness of time, reconvene with a path she feels to be the 

most authentic, so H.D. must also remove the death-veil or mystery that “shrouds” the 

experience of death and the essence of life.  

Such mysteries H.D. captures in the verses of Hermetic Definition.  “Red Rose and a 

Beggar” and “Star of Day,” the first and last sections of the poem, explore the poet’s curious 

romantic attachment to the handsome, Haitian-born Lionel Durand (1921-1961), who had 

come from Paris to visit and interview H.D. in April of 1960 after the publication of her 

autobiographical novel Bid Me To Live.  Durand dazzled the bedridden H.D. with “suavity, 

charm, simplicity, kindness” at the meeting itself (H.D. to Norman Holmes Pearson, qtd. in 

Hollenberg Letters 268), but afterwards, in another example of the volte face that was such a 

dire spectre—a spectre from the memoria—in many of H.D.’s romantic attachments since 

Pound, the chief of the Paris bureau of Newsweek wrote disparagingly of the novel and, after 

a brief correspondence, stopped writing to H.D altogether. H.D.’s “diary notebooks,” 

according to Susan Stanford Friedman, “record her passion for him, her pain at his double 

rejection, and the power his image retained in her dreams” (Psyche Reborn 146).  When 

Dowding repudiated H.D.’s séance messages and visions in 1946, H.D. noted the 

significance of the movement several times in Sword: “[H]is sudden volte face served to 

drive in the impressions deeper, to heighten my perception and act as a sort of flint or whet-

stone to sharpen my mind” (126).  Durand’s rejection of H.D. and her work betrayed him 

more than it did H.D. because it introduced alien aspects of his personality into their 

friendship; however, the impressions this volte face left brought the mystery of his entrance 

into H.D.’s life into imaginal consideration. In both cases, H.D. felt a bond or “weaving” of 

                                                                                                                                                       
shroud — a symbol of the elaborate cultural rituals that might obscure the reality of death —that restores time 
and life to the depleted psychical treasury of an aging yet sentient Penelope.   
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soul with these men that refused to materialize in the physical world despite the evidence of 

recognition: revival of romantic feelings on her part, passionate or sudden repudiation on 

theirs; still, the bonds demanded expression into some “state of being,” as she had said in her 

letter to Dowding. When Durand died of a heart attack exactly nine months after their first 

meeting, H.D. knew that she had somehow played a role in “birthing” this death experience 

for him.  His forceful crossing from his own life into H.D.’s dreams suggests that the images 

of his personal memoria were filtering through his consciousness, drawing him closer to H.D. 

and invading her nights so that he could be birthed through the power of her imaginal realm. 

The imaginal tracking of Durand begins as H.D. envisions him walking the streets of 

Paris bringing the magic in his Haitian background into the city (HD 4).  As he approaches 

Notre Dame Cathedral, she prepares to honour him as one would a deity, with ritual and 

offerings of “burnt resin and pine-cones” (HD 5). It is likely that she believes she can recall 

Durand to the Cathedral with the Orphaean sounds of her verse so that he can undergo his 

own regeneration: “‘All this is involved with Ambelain and my reading of Dans L’Ombre 

des Cathédrales. . . . I have not finished Star of Day—that is, the death is a sort of Christmas 

‘birth’” (H.D. to Pearson, qtd. In Hollenberg Letters 288).  Ambelain’s central teaching in 

Dans L’Ombre des Cathédrales involves an analysis of the architecture of Notre Dame as a 

story that tells of the spirit of the Goddess in the Cathedral; the Goddess in all of her 

manifestations sends out a vibrational lure to the souls of those who have at one time or 

another been contracted to her because of their ancient vows.42   

                                                 
     42 Many modernists were enthralled by the Cathedral and its lushly sentient symbolism.  In The Birth of 
Modernism:  Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, W.B. Yeats, and the Occult, Leon Surette, diverging from the popular 
consensus that Pound was a critic of Yeats’s symbolism, discusses Pound’s treatment of Notre Dame Cathedral 
in his Cantos as similar to the Yeatsian consideration of symbols as authentic manifestations of the past. Pound 
also presents his Notre Dame in stark imagist tradition by giving an immediate impression of the inner world of 
soul. In his conviction that the “body is inside the soul,” Pound admits to the influences of Blake and of the 
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In an experience that recalls the Nun’s in Vale Ave, H.D.—her “nun-grey about [her]” 

(HD 55)—feels the very imprint of Durand himself, like an apparition of imperfect erasure in 

the stones of the Cathedral.  Hermetic Definition becomes the mediating ground, then, in 

which Durand can return to the Cathedral; there his winter death can, in the nurturing 

“darkness” (repudiation) of his connection with H.D., be resurrected into a birth:     

  So it was in the winter, 
  it was in the depth of night, 
  just as my Christmas candles had burnt out, 
 
  that you were born 
  into a new cycle, 
  one of the zodiac angels, 
 
  one of the countless others, 
  yet remaining yourself, 
  integrated with the Star of Day  
 
  ….. 
 
  I wrote the rosary  
  in September, 
  you were on the way;  
 
  it was six months 
  since that first meeting, 
  and a little over nine months to the day, 

                                                                                                                                                       
theosophists: “It is not entirely clear in canto 83 just what Yeats was admiring, but fortunately Pound returns to 
the recollection in canto 113 (788-9):  
 
That the body is inside the soul –  
                      the lifting and folding brightness  
                               the darkness shattered,  
                                       the fragment.  
That Yeats noted the symbol over that portico (Paris).  
 
The “symbol” is the statue of the Virgin Mary over the door of the church. Notre Dame stands “inside” the 
symbol esoterically. The symbol is “outside” because it is the soul, the essence, not the matter, or accident. 
Mead and theosophy believed that “the body is inside the soul” and not the other way round as dualistic 
Christianity believes. Pound inscribes this perception in canto 83 in a tag from Scotus Erigena: “lux enim / ignis 
est accidens” (“light is an attribute of fire”). The esoteric meaning is that it is the power or energy that is 
fundamental, not the manifest appearance. The symbol is the power itself, not its manifestation. Hence, Notre 
Dame stands “inside” the Virgin's effigy, for it is she, not the church, that is authentic and essential” (189). 
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  late winter (it was very dark, 
  just as my Christmas candles 
  had burnt out), 
 
  that you were born, 
  (you had died, they said), 
  integrated with the Star of Day. (HD 47-8) 
 
 
When H.D. herself walks through the three portals of Magic, Alchemy, and Judgement at 

Notre Dame (HD 8-11) she encounters the soul essence of Durand in a setting of Christmas 

candles—possibly, as Pearson comments on a draft of Hermetic Definition in the Beinecke 

Library, those “Moravian Beeswax candles of which H.D. was so proud”—evocative of the 

atmosphere of a Christmas mass. This atmosphere is often charged with a sense of divinity 

even if only in symbolic remembrance.  In Care of the Soul, Thomas Moore offers a brilliant 

commentary on the archetypal significance of the midnight Christmas mass:  

At the beginning of midnight Mass in the Roman Catholic Church  
the choir chants, “Puer natus est nobis.”  “A child is born to us.” Christmas is 
the celebration of Jesus as infant and divinity entering the human arena. This 
motif of the divine child is common to many religions, suggesting not only the 
childhood of God, but also the divinity of childhood.  Just as the mythic 
mother is a foundational principle of all life, so the divine child is an aspect of 
all experience.  Jung, inspired by mythological stories of heroes’ childhoods, 
described the child of the soul, the archetypal child, as everything that is 
abandoned, exposed, vulnerable, and yet divinely powerful.  Once again we 
find the richness of paradox, a Janus-faced archetype of both power and 
weakness in play at the same moment. (49)  
 

As the main spectacle of the mass, the Eucharist, whether held at Christmas or on any other 

Sunday, fulfils a certain fantasy of not only absorbing or consuming divinity, but of being 

divinity. What anoints Durand’s childish, capricious spirit with the divinity Moore writes of 

is the willingness of the Goddess to relinquish the child into his own heroism, “vulnerable yet 

divinely powerful.”  H.D.’s passage through Notre Dame’s portals transforms her into an 
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aspect of the Goddess.  She births Durand into an age of his own, “into a new cycle,/one of 

the zodiac angels,/one of the countless others,/yet remaining yourself,/integrated with the 

Star of Day” (HD 47). “Star of Day” falls under the patronage of the goddess “Saïs,” whom 

Pearson helpfully identifies in his notes on the draft of Hermetic Definition: “There is some 

affinity in the grandiose self-proclamation of Athena or Isis (really perhaps Neïth) at Saïs in 

the inscription cited 9, 354C (“I am all that has been and is and will be . . .”).  The notion of 

self-begetting was conspicuous in Egyptian thought . . . Hapfner may be right in suggesting 

that the meaning ‘I came from myself’ concerns the name Neïth.” The association of Saïs 

with the tetragrammaton and the “I shall be what I shall be energy” points to the invocation 

of a very powerful agent for Durand as his death ushers him into that liminal space between 

being and non-being (the sun that rises and sets between two horizons).  The goddess-creatrix 

will help Durand as a creator of his own world; though he creates in “small grandeur,” he 

does so with the power of “the whole circle of the sun” (HD 46).   

In Psyche Reborn, Friedman remarks on the freedom H.D. feels once Durand has 

been birthed into his own age and world and the poet remains alone and content in her Klinik 

room: “Giving birth to her poem frees [H.D.] from Durand’s possession of her being . . . . 

Durand’s “birth” into immortality across the threshold of death in the completion of the poem 

restores her autonomy” (151). Durand’s entrance into immortality “across the threshold of 

death” would not be as much of an issue at stake in H.D.’s incarnational aesthetics as his 

resurrection or regeneration after his death. The incantational verses and generic status of 

Hermetic Definition as metempsychographical writing initiate Durand into his own epopteia 

and integration with the journey of his soul, drawing the significance of this journey into a 

new cycle of his own creation.    
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 With its insistence of tracing what can be born of a woman who has alchemical 

access to the imaginal, Hermetic Definition might be considered a poem invested in 

plundering the soul’s memoria.  The Goddess of the poem prevails with the type of force that 

“a shock of pathologized deformation” would entail and “draws the veil aside,’/unbinds [the] 

eyes, /commands,/write, write or die” (HD 7).  In another sequence in the second part of the 

poem, “Grove of Academe,” H.D. reflects upon a patient’s tense dance of imposition and 

endurance by exposing the futility of a childishly religious tantrum that might be the 

suppliant’s tonic for timely emotional relief:   

  How wonderful to strike my breast  
  and cry, “I have sinned, I have sinned,” 
  but you, Seigneur, won’t permit me this; 
 
  darting straight like fire, 
  I remember your Baal, your Ishtar, 
  my bones remember …   (42) 
 
All of the men and women who visit the sections of Hermetic Definition and step in and out 

of the free verse of its lines are members “of a congregation whose reality [is] myth” says 

Norman Holmes Pearson beautifully in the introduction to the poem.  The ghostly form of 

Notre Dame Cathedral and the shadowy Isis temple upon which it was built structure the 

architecture of the poem with poetic lines that convey impressions of what it would be like to 

worship in a place beneath and within which there are occulted energies just as H.D. senses 

beneath her penitence the censure of the Seigneur behind the seigneur.  The “Seigneur” of 

this spiritual fiefdom is French poet Saint John Perse, whom H.D. formally greets as the 

“lord” of the sacred territory in “Grove of Academe,” Hermetic Definition’s43 second 

                                                 
     43 Shannon Hengen presents an original and convincing thesis in “H.D.’s Prosodie À Clef:  Saint-John Perse 
and Hermetic Definition,” an article that acknowledges alliterative patterns in Hermetic Definition.  She argues 
that H.D. “uses a kind of prosodie à clef in her last book of poems, including as she does reference to Saint-
John Perse through the repetition of the consonants s and p, his initials, in the opening sequence of Hermetic 
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movement, but “Seigneur” is also the spirit of the poem which “won’t permit” a bed-ridden 

suppliant to take comfort in customary yet deadening symbolic exchange.  Having rescued 

the term from its Christian designation as the “Lord” of the Christian Bible, H.D. also 

resuscitates it by drawing it into the poem as its animating force.  The poem will not allow a 

prayer to a distant “seigneur” in the interior of a confessional or at the altar of a private klinik 

room; instead, like Job’s friends, it would prefer its mythocongregants to curse God and die 

so that they will be reborn to a new life with their own daemons in attendance as midwives.  

It fires up memories within H.D.’s body and her own broken bone: her mind “remembers” 

the Baal and the Ishtar in Saint-John Perse’s poem Exil, but the healing of her bones—the 

chance that they will finally “knit together”—depends upon the “re-membering” of her 

psychic memoria, which significantly features two historical adversaries of the Hebrew God 

—Ishtar and Baal—who perturb the superficial personality seeking self-interested repentance 

(rapid healing for physical ills) for arbitrary sins and bring it close to death so that something 

more authentic will live again:  Baal and his consort Ishtar come through Perse’s text so that 

they can come from a new knitting of H.D.’s bones.  And who else to preside over the 

knitting than Isis, who gathers the limbs and corporeal fragments of Osiris after they are 

scattered by Set in an erotics of discontinuity?    

 There is something in the poetess’s “bones” that remembers that prayers are futile if 

they are directed beyond and not within, if they are directed to the demiurgic—the impulse 

that creates the illusion—and not to the authenticity that erases and eclipses illusory “truths.” 

                                                                                                                                                       
Definition” (32).  H.D. makes use of these “acoustical techniques” to honour Perse implicitly and to weave his 
influence throughout the poem.    I would like to expand on her insights with the observation that the subtle but 
persuasively alliterative “s” in the poem, even in the short example I use above, also whispers of and reverences 
“spirits” in the text—among them “Isis”—that the loud vocal liturgies of the Cathedral would neglect. Vale Ave 
also features excessive rhythmic and alliterative play with the initials “H” And “D” for “H.D” and “Hugh 
Dowding.”   
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We might also gather from this fragment from Hermetic Definition that the “patience” to wait 

upon the healing powers of an absent seigneur or upon the devices of one’s body is an 

exercise in futility; and yet to forge ahead in a frenzy of impatience stirs up the erotics of 

discontinuity, as Set did when he could not tolerate the slowly growing power of his brother 

Osiris when he spread lessons of cultivation and civilization throughout the earth.  Isis, 

patiently, goes about the alchemical task that will unite the Lord of the Living (Osiris the 

Taurean Seigneur, teacher of the arts of civilization) to the Lord of the Dead (Osiris the 

Scorpionic sovereign of the Dead who grants understanding of cosmic cycles that give 

surface or earthly tilling its meaning).  If the “other” upon whom we project our fear of 

discontinuity (physical death, for example) is willing to wait, he or she will draw us out of 

ourselves, sometimes at the expense of a part of herself. This is also the background against 

which the relationship between H.D. and Heydt was fraught.  He became for her a contender 

in a drama that the Klinik staged but that H.D. directed.  Heydt himself would not fully 

realize the impact he had on H.D., nor was it necessary for him to do so.  In her Palace 

Brunner, a comedic sketch was taking place between the main acts, and this sketch featured 

one of the servants as a face of Eros, invisible yet present, at least until the arrival of an 

appropriate Deus ex machina.     

 Apuleius’s initiatory story highlights the plight of a young woman whose outstanding 

beauty arises from her desire to move beyond the limitations of what she knows of herself; 

this is also the context of H.D.’s Helen in Helen in Egypt.  At the beginning of the tale, 

Psyche may be a young girl, but after her underworld journey she may also be an old woman, 

an archetypal Hecate or a Helen after the battle of Troy, whose life with its patterning of 
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sorrow, trauma, and joy extends before her mind’s eye.  All three archetypes: virgin, mother, 

crone are invested with the interest and hence the beauty of Eros.   

 Surrounded by the invisible servants of literary stimulation and tantalized by the 

pervasive promise of wishes fulfilled, H.D. developed a desire to hold the oil lamp up to the 

face and body of her experiences in Küsnacht, as Psyche does to the force behind all that she 

encounters at Palace Eros, to “see her Eros in the light.”  The action throws the darkness into 

relief.  Moreover, in the moment when Psyche holds the lamp up to Eros she sees herself as 

separate from her desire, and so the longing, the intense psychomachia, begins.  We might 

read the darkness as H.D.’s obsession44 with Heydt, the erotic splitting of the mind, the 

demiurgic impulse to create imperfectly yet compellingly (cf. “Pygmalion”).  Though Heydt 

helped H.D. to find emotional relief over her early relationship with Ezra Pound, enabling 

her to “voice deep, painful feelings of rejection and loss” (Hollenberg Letters 199), his 

presence in her life was more a stimulus for the birth of her imaginal world into the 

dimensions of her poetry, since H.D. felt that entry into this world demanded suffering.  This 

H.D. confided to Bryher right after she had broken her hip, telling her companion specifically 

that “her fall and subsequent confinement are punishment for having enjoyed [a recent] trip 

to America” (Hollenberg Letters 190).  These instances of very personal confessions are, 

according to Raeffala Baccolini, characteristic of H.D.’s later work, particularly the poems 

written after Helen in Egypt.  The confidences do not show up as intimate disclosures to 

friendly confessors but as moments of “violation of the norms of decorum, unabashed 

candor, resistance to the pressure to conform, and psychoanalysis . . . .Vale Ave and all of her 

                                                 
     44 Certainly Bryher resented H.D.’s fixation with Heydt, as she informed Pearson in a letter on December 
19th, 1958: “I have stuck by Hilda now for forty years but it is as if I were nothing to her and believe me, it is 
not gay to come back here.  She said she was glad to see me so that she could talk to me about Heydt [Bryher 
had just returned from Heydt’s wedding in New York]” (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 199). 
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late poetry make use of personal material in a perspective that can thus be associated with 

confessional poetry.  The shattering of the self and the painful labor of reconstruction are 

placed at the center of the poem in such a way as to make the poet’s vulnerability—a central 

trope of confessional poetry—and the pattern of repudiation an embodiment of civilization” 

(“Figures of Memory” 148).   

 Although I do not hear the voice of Vale Ave or Hermetic Definition as particularly 

confessional in timbre, I agree with Baccolini’s emphasis on the aesthetics of confession as a 

contextual condition of H.D.’s writings.  However, the reason behind my reluctance to see 

the autobiographical moments in the poems as particularly confessional in nature has to do 

with the occult themes and motifs that by their very pervasive presence swear the works to a 

certain encoded secrecy that brings them into the province of soul.  Hillman offers these 

comments on the nature of secrecy to the soul:  

To keep a secret means etymologically to keep something apart, separate.  Secrecy is 
basic for individuality.  In a family, for instance, no individual personalities can 
develop unless members keep some secrets with one another  
and other secrets from one another.  What you keep secret keeps you apart,  
and in your secret life you begin to discover your individual soul.   

By telling a secret one lets another into the sacred preserve of one’s individuality.  
One keeps one’s secrets until one feels that the other person with whom one is about 
to share a secret also views it as sacred.  (Suicide and the Soul 173) 

 
Vulnerability, once it passes the threshold of the poems, enters the imaginal world of soul 

and cannot exist in the same form as it did outside of this space in the same way that the 

fierce judgement of monotheistic religion dissolves at the portals of Notre Dame in Hermetic 

Definition and releases Lilith and the other fallen angels from their imprisonment in a 

shadowy archetypal realm. Vale Ave especially transforms vulnerability into a secrecy that is 

“the sacred preserve of individuality.”  This poem is a “farewell,” hailing no audience but the 

author herself, to whom it might offer the secrets of re-living.  H.D. mentions as much to 
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Pearson shortly after the writing of Vale Ave: “I was keeping my series Vale Ave very dark—

now, I want you to have it . . . . it was just as well to be so ‘alone and apart’ while I was 

doing Vale Ave” (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 206).  Pearson becomes the “other person” first 

inducted into this readership, and, as he does with all of H.D.’s writings,45 he acknowledges 

that what may appear to be confessional—like her infatuation with the “air marshal and the 

time in bed” in Vale Ave—has instead “meaning in the structure” (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 

253) of the poem.  

 Sequence XLVIII of Vale Ave provides an instance of this alchemical change in the 

“nature” of vulnerability.  The sequence opens with the moment in the battle of soul when 

Eros flees the palace; emotions of “bitterness,” “fear of fear,” “helplessness,” and alienation 

crowd into H.D.’s room and fight to gain the upper hand by manipulating the mind into 

believing in this hopeless identity of itself as “being lost,” as well provoking the pen into 

capturing it. H.D. looks over to the pile of letters in her room, sent to her by “hosts of 

friends.”  Any one of these friends could hear her story and confirm through expression of 

sympathy the edge of H.D.’s vulnerability rather than “the fire, the frenzy” of her vitality. 

The letters, however, remain unanswered as Lucifer and Lilith drop in via the sudden flare of 

the Luciferian torch that inspires a frenzied opening of the “Egyptian lily.”  When H.D. 

recalls the fire and the lily, they are set off by a dash, as if some archetypal power has indeed 

broken through to erode the trail of ruthless emotions: “O, that was long ago, the fire, the 

frenzy/and the Egyptian lily—”(XLVIII).  In the next few sequences, “bitterness” and “fear” 

slowly dissipate because the fire and the lily have summoned a strange empowerment into 

the poem: the empowerment experienced by an Egyptian semblable of H.D.’s—a young girl 

                                                 
     45 In one example of so many instances, when Pearson writes to H.D. after he had received Trilogy’s 
Flowering of the Rod, he tells her: “I cherish it as I cherish life itself” (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 56). There is 
also the spiritual beauty that Pearson discerns in H.D.’s work; see his “Foreword” to Hermetic Definition.   
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“not grown … a child without grace” (VA XXXVIII)—as she is overpowered by the urgent 

sexual advances of an Egyptian solider.   

Before the forced sexual conjunctio, the Egyptian soldier, though no reader of 

hieroglyphs, “knows and sees/and turns to appraise” a symbol of a “purple lily in an alabaster 

vase” (VA XXXIX).  The “foster-father” of the child, a learned scribe, has just discouraged 

the soldier’s interest in his daughter; but in a surprising volte face, this scribe becomes 

obsequious—“my Lord, I am your servant” (XXXVIII)—and then remarks on the soldier’s 

success in a foreign campaign (XXXVIII).  As with all moments of controversion in H.D.’s 

work, there is a secret or “deep impression” within (S 126); here we might read the 

“hieroglyph” of the soldier’s success provocatively; he replenishes the image of himself as 

the successful conqueror of the foreign lands, like the replenishing of the land from the Nile’s 

generous waters, from an imaginal store drawn up through realms of soul.  In the ancient 

world, soul was seen as a passionate eruption into life, conquering the periods of banality to 

which everyday living is prone.  Hillman tells us that Socrates was the first to acknowledge 

soul in this way: “Socrates always uses the word soul with exceptional emphasis, a 

passionate, beseeching urgency” (Hillman Myth of Analysis 78-9). As the soul of the land 

brings forth images of the source of power, the generative power deep within the lilies of 

earth, the soldier’s desire for the female body, and especially the “vulnerable” yet “divinely 

powerful” embrace of the child, overtakes him with “urgency” (XL).  The child herself feels 

“agony” as she submits to the urgent caresses of the soldier, delivered in alternating rhythms 

of aggression and tenderness; yet there is “no fear” in the child’s acceptance of the act (XL).  

The watery realm accepts because it bears within it all potentialities, including the one of its 

own conquest.  The sequence unfolds the sexual union through images of the Egyptian delta, 
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a God who separates with the urgency of sexual passion and a Feminine principle with a 

darker face—these are natural forces that sanction the soldier’s efforts to spin out his tales of 

being-in-the-world, of victory in war, and of his very existence as a “one of Pharaoh’s men” 

(XXXVIII).   

The soldier’s imaginal tale, even in its pronounced urgency, is only a part of a much 

larger story of being: H.D.’s at Kusnächt.  “The ego originates against the Gods,” Hillman 

theorizes in essays on Eros: “The ego steals its light from the lumen naturae, and the ego 

expands not at the expense of primordial darkness, where there is no light to be had, but at 

the cost of childhood’s godlike, dimmer light  of wonder, of imagination, and the symbolic, 

natural mind.  Creativity through the ego is necessary and yet is a theft, a sin, a Luciferian 

fall” (46). To awaken fully, Psyche must rouse Eros from his own sleep, and this awakening 

is an act of theft.  In the sequence the Egyptian girl’s “childhood,” her “godlike, dimmer light 

of wonder, of imagination, and of symbolic natural mind” is stolen from her as she is forced 

into sexual submission; the result, however, is the very flowering of the (poetic) landscape 

itself, and the urgency of desire along with the immediacy and generativity of soul in the act 

“appeases” the older semblable, H.D., and offers her the promise that she will continue to 

flower. The “ravished flower”—ravished by time and age and the sudden withdrawal of the 

life force—regenerates as it steals the right to be desired back from the beloved through the 

usurpation of his own desire nature and the hieroglyphs that are part of his imaginal sphere.    

  At the end of the story of Psyche and Eros we find the beginning. The light of the 

lamp, though it betrays to Psyche the form of a beautiful young god, can never dissimulate 

what Psyche’s instincts had detected all along: that there was a monster in the Palace whom 

the Princess herself had brought from her father’s kingdom and had been within her all 
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along—a daemon of inspiration and of destiny. Of course, as Psyche’s stay in Palace Eros 

lengthens and she becomes pregnant, her burgeoning form and overwhelming curiosity about 

the identity of her husband curtails her free-spirited wandering through the Palace’s treasured 

halls.  Suddenly there is this desire to understand what exactly it is she had created and with 

whom and for that she must travel to her inner world.  H.D.-as-Psyche in Kusnächt felt the 

same impeding aspiration for inner expression, a Christmas drawing down of divinity into the 

body before the birth of the divine “child” (the birthing of Durand into his own death 

experience).  In “H.D.’s Helen in Egypt: Aging and the Unconscious,” Brian Brodhead 

Glaser eloquently proposes the reasons behind H.D.’s compulsion to express this inner 

world, the perception of which was like a showstone that could bring her through the “glass 

of outer weariness” (Yeats 49) of age to something exceptionally precious within: 

  The conflict between H.D.’s inspired mythologizing of her life at the start  
of her convalescence and [Erik] Erikson’s emphasis on a wise resignation in 
old age, viewed as an event within the Freudian field of influence they share, 
suggests that there is more to integrate than memory at this stage of life. The 
“other room” of the Freudian mind—the “unexplored depth in man’s 
consciousness” and the “universal world of the dream” that H.D. felt he had 
led her to understand—seems to assert strongly its own claim to a vitality that 
does not age, giving the lie to wisdom’s poised address to death. How does 
one integrate this inner life that has never been marked by time, that has 
always seemed to be at once ancient and undying, into a conscious life shaped 
by one’s sense of inevitable finitude and the consequent interest in 
retrospection, understanding, and historical synthesis?  (101) 

 
The psychologist to whom Glaser refers—Erik Erikson—was a follower of Freud and 

theorist of the emotional stages of the human life cycle.  He saw the phase of old age as one 

in which there should be a quiet deference to the wisdom garnered throughout the other 

phases of life and “a detached concern with life itself, in the face of death itself” (Glaser 

100).  H.D.’s antidote, as Glaser outlines above, was the rekindling within of what Psyche 

had found in the Underworld, the “vitality that does not age” and the “inner life that has 
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never been marked by time, that has always seemed to be at once ancient and undying.” 

Glaser argues that H.D. works out the synthesis of this “undying” inner world and the 

“inevitable finitude” felt in the outer one in Helen in Egypt.  I hold that she brings this being-

in-the-inner-world into Vale Ave as well. 

 The release from the Klinik Brunner in 1946 motivated H.D. to try to decipher the 

significance of her restlessness.  In “H.D. by Delia Alton”—H.D.’s  own commentary on 

much of her work following Trilogy—H.D. remarks that the R.A.F. séances inspired 

recognition of herself not as a “middle-aged tired woman” but as “a girl or a child again” 

(194).  Her earliest autobiographical writing and “Freud Writing” are “a step toward age,” 

but her writings about Elizabeth Siddall and the Pre-Raphaelites are a “labour of love, and 

the love of the child fulfilled or re-incarnated in the grown, the middle-aged woman or the 

“very old” woman can again be re-incarnated” (“H.D.” 194). The process is more than just a 

gesture of taking on an ancient mask or persona in order to penetrate the submerged channels 

of the autobiographical psyche, as H.D. did in her earlier lyrics; this writing is a 

metempsychosis of the mind, which implies that H.D. undergoes a transformation that 

requires her, as an “old woman,” to give birth in some new way, to “re-incarnate” the latent 

content within herself.  Archetypal presences like the perpetually virgin Mary or the eternally 

youthful Isis (who never ages in order to match the immortal nature of her underworld lord 

Osiris) no longer held the appropriate “book of the dead”—whether this be the papyri 

funerary texts buried with the ancient Egyptians or the prayer missals of eloquent yet penitent 

verse, pointing the reader toward mercy for the soul—to help the poetess incarnate what 

Susan Friedman has dubbed the “oracular voice of the unconscious” (Psyche Reborn  74), a 
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voice that will, when solicited by invocation and teased with interpretation, spill out the 

secrets of the spirit or essence of mind and personality.   

 As H.D.’s writing deepened into interiority, she abandoned waking consciousness and 

its masks entirely: the mask may have been a way to enter an altered state of consciousness 

but it was only an early stage of initiation.  Later stages, documented in the later poems, go 

through a process best described by Hillman in his essay “Athena, Ananke, and the Necessity 

of Abnormal Psychology”:  

 
  When we think psychologically about the fantasy of the locus of  
  Necessity in the deep body, then neither bodily death nor body-therapy  
  are the issue, for both have taken “body” literally as flesh.  Rather, the  
  deeper we go, the more we come upon what “cannot be otherwise.” The  
  further we interiorize, the more our psychic necessities take on body as  
  we become drawn into an attentive caring for (therapy) and imaginative  
  understanding of the necessities that rule the soul through its psychic  
  body, its images deep inside, the mythic depths inside its fantasies. (53) 
 
Only Lilith and Hecate would do as guardians from now on, for only these two goddesses 

could reproduce without the biological mechanisms of sperm and ovum, using instead the 

cycles of reincarnation as substance for the human forms that would carry their spirit into 

earthy dramas and hold their minds and hearts in inescapable enchantment. 

The sacred marriage and birth of the child cannot take place unless there is betrayal 

(Eros of Psyche and Psyche of Eros, or the soul of its desire and desire of its soul) and the 

utter stillness of the final task: the Stygian or deathly sleep—beauty—to which Psyche 

succumbs. Lowenthal summarizes the final stage in this way: “In completing the fourth task, 

Psyche dies to her old form.  She is then reawakened by Eros, who now embodies love as a 

disciplined and inspired force.” (106). Though appealing, his reading of the myth requires 

further elaboration.  Psyche has indeed “died to her old form,” but because of this death she 
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would not resemble the love-sick princess of the first movement of her story, just as H.D. felt 

an increasing sense of inauthenticity in her later years if she wrote under her own name.46  

The poet had journeyed far since Erza Pound had pinned her initials to the prescient and 

precise black fire on white of her Imagist verse.  Eros himself, however, has not come to 

embody anything.  Hillman describes the peculiarity of the god this way:  

Eros has no past; he is of the Gods, is conceived to be ever young, ever 
renewed, a youth, a flame, a quickening arrow.  Eros is the original 
revolutionary, always  outside history.  The anima, on the contrary, has levels 
of culture going back through history and down into nature.  The myth of 
Apuleius presents these aspects of Psyche in terms of her family and her 
human history.   

        (Myth of Analysis 110) 

Eros “shall be what he shall be,” no matter the ending of the story or the trials of his lover, 

and if he becomes an “inspired” and “disciplined” force it is only as he is mirrored in the 

relationship with Psyche.  She bears the mark of her initiation in Underworld well, which 

involved a kind of Daedalian task of resurrecting herself and then sanctioning her life with a 

shape and force of her own design and her own nomoi (laws) after Eros—the primordial 

quickening and the awakening of desire to take on form—had utterly abandoned her.  At the 

end of the tale, when Eros makes the decision to marry her, his decision does not rest on 

anything Psyche has done for him.  Psyche has let him be so that he can come into an 

                                                 
     46 In 1948 H.D. sent a letter to Pearson from Lugano, Switzerland that attests to this authorial enchantment 
she practiced upon herself in order to both encounter and evade the intimacy of writing.  She admits to her 
newly appointed literary executor that the deliberate creation of the pen name and alter-ego Delia Alton 
authorizes the dissolution of her responsibilities as author while synchronously allowing her to draw herself 
intimately out of her own work: “I have been so very happy with this ‘novel.’  I am writing it under a real nom 
de plume, I mean, one that fits me and fits the book, so it is not actually H.D. writing it. . . .  It started � the 
nom de guerre  (literally), as I wrote a volume about the experience in the war and last war, myself and friends 
in London, and it is too near and too intimate for H.D.; anyhow, I could not have written it as H.D.  All this in 
time, I call the first volume THE SWORD WENT OUT TO SEA” (qtd. in Hollenberg Letters 76).  Like the mythic 
Tree of Life, The Sword Went out to Sea touches worlds beyond the one immediately perceivable by the five 
senses.  Naturally then, the writing of the novel would require that H.D. delve into the layers of her own identity 
to the erasures therein in order to find an author, a “self,” authorized to cross boundaries between individuality 
and ubiquity that would “fit” her better than the ones that had come before. 
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existence for her; her tasks and underworld journey have given her a new way of “seeing 

Eros,” the original impetus behind her desire, and of letting him “be” through the flow of her 

life.  Psyche’s new autonomy makes her “over Love, a new Master” (T 10). 

 H.D. also shared this tale in 1957 when a slowly setting bone and the sterile reality of 

“an arm-chair in a room,/a bed, a table” (VA LVI), the furnishings of her “cell of intimacy” 

(Bachelard 228) at the Klinik Brunner, roused her demons; she felt herself a poet led to the 

“Purgatory” (LVI) of an inner world that was swiftly eclipsing the boundaries of her outer 

one. She rebelled. She began to write poems with alternative modes of seeing; Vale Ave, for 

instance, is a poem of showstones and gazing glasses that brings in the help of the alchemist 

Edward Dyer and, by association, John Dee.  In the fifty-first section of Vale Ave H.D. tells 

us that her first attempts at insolence were restrained, merely prayers to an unnamed deity, 

perhaps an envoy of Asclepius or Christ appetent in the healing of the physical body. She 

oscillated between “being” and “nothingness” as Gaston Bachelard defines the “drama of 

intimate geometry” (218) that takes place when one has become either psychologically or 

physically immobilized and begins to feel the great tension and disproportion between inside 

and outside, or, as we might gleam from Vale Ave, between the “here, there; there, here” (II).  

In her “cell of intimacy” at the Klinik Brunner, H.D. learned the alchemist’s deliberate art of 

birth and re-living, which took the place of the erratic stakes of biological birth and 

conception that is often the prerogative and burden of the younger woman. 
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II  Cell of Intimacy  
 
In this drama of intimate geometry . . . . we absorb a mixture of being and nothingness.  The center of 
“being-there” wavers and trembles.  Intimate space loses its clarity, while exterior space loses its 
void, void being the raw material of the possibility of being.  We are banished from the realm of 
possibility. 
      —Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space 
 

“You want to know what has happened and why you are at Kusnächt,” Bryher had 

written in 1946 in response to H.D.’s confused, exasperated queries. The same letter tells its 

intended recipient that she was “taken very ill” and “did not know any of us”; after a few 

paragraphs outlining details of H.D.’s voyage from England to Switzerland and a fabula spun 

amongst immediate friends in order to conceal the truth, it ends in a formidable but practical 

hand:      

  I beg of you only to listen to the wise counsel of Dr. Brunner, eat  
  well and sleep well, then we shall be re-united sooner.  It is no  
  question of sanity or otherwise, it is just that you, like hundreds 
  of other English people, have suffered a terrible strain through war  
  and lost temporarily your memory.  Switzerland is full of people  
  being helped to be well.   (qtd. in Guest 278-9) 
 
Bryher blames neither insanity nor ill-health for H.D.’s confinement, but rather a loss of 

memory, and perhaps the words of the letter inspired H.D. to reflect upon exactly what kind 

of “memory” she wished to recover in order to speed recovery. H.D.’s writings from this 

moment forward suggest that the memory she recovers is a gnostic remembrance of infelt 

acquaintance,47 in which a casual stranger (Durand) or a famous war hero (Dowding) turns 

                                                 
     47 To acquire gnosis—a familiar acquaintance with a person—means to engage with the daemonic forces that 
simultaneously shadow and supplement the personality. According to Bentley Layton, the editor and translator 
of The Gnostic Scriptures, the Greek word gnosis translates not only as “knowledge,” but, more intriguingly, as 
“act of knowing” (9). The Ancient Greeks, Bentley tells his readers, could differentiate between two kinds of 
knowledge; the first was objective or absolute knowledge�recognition that something “is” the case. Greek 
identifies this type of knowledge as eidenai.  Gnosis, the other distinction of knowledge, signifies knowledge of 
acquaintance; gnostic knowledge, then, forges links to its object or subject. Moreover, eidenai, which Bentley 
also connects with the French savoir, derives etymologically from the Greek eidos (form), with all its fuller 
implications of the eidolon (image) and the imaginal world. 
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out to be one’s deepest semblable (familiar), as the paradox in the Greek concept of �	��� 

(zenos, friend and stranger) implies. “You did not know any of us,” Bryher continues in the 

same letter, as H.D. endured “the ecstasies and disorders of the mind,” psychotropic gifts that 

she would eventually see as a “form of the spirit” (Hogue et al.  xvi).  Perhaps in the initial 

stages of her internment, H.D. reflected on what it meant to “know” someone genuinely; to 

identify the origin of the body, which is, as William Blake eloquently expresses it “a portion 

of Soul discern’d by the five Senses, the chief inlets of Soul in this age” (Marriage of Heaven 

and Hell  210).48  If “Switzerland” was truly “full of people” with the same need for help, 

then the schism of memory and remembering appeared to be more pronounced to H.D.’s 

thinking than Bryher or even the psychoanalysts were willing to admit.49  H.D.’s poetry 

                                                 
     48 Many scholars have commented on the resonance between the works of H.D. and William Blake.  Tony 
Trigilio takes a comprehensive look at visionary strategies in the work of  Blake and H.D. in “Strange 
Prophecies Anew.”  Alicia Ostriker, a poet and writer who regards H.D. as a spiritual mother and whose first 
scholarly offerings on H.D. opened up the mystical dimensions of Trilogy and the early poems, comments in an 
edition of  The American Poetry Review that  “To read H.D., early and late work, is like reading early and late 
Blake” (qtd. in Gilbert 12). (See especially Ostriker’s Writing Like a Woman, University of Michigan Press, 
1983). Duncan, perhaps, articulates the connection most poetically in the H.D. Book, in which he weaves the 
poet’s identity into the movement of soul within the natural order:  
  
 The ratio between the worm and the star, the identity taken in the mollusc or the wild-goose,  
 may isolate H.D. from her contemporaries.  Deeply as Ezra Pound drank at the fountain of  
 Yeats’s occult lore, though in The Cantos, as in The War Trilogy, angelic powers appear and  
 parts of the poet’s being are in the past, though the ant looms large in reflection, the poet’s identity 
 does not become confused in the web of many incarnations.  But the same confusion that isolates H.D. 
 from her contemporaries unites her with the imagination of Blake and Victor Hugo” (291).  
     49In the H.D.Book, Duncan comments on Freud’s take on the war and the break down of communication and 
how this theme develops in some of H.D.’s individual poems: “The war experience had revealed a division in 
which one side could no longer communicate with the other.  Freud writes in Thoughts on War and Death: 
 

It rends all bonds of fellowship between the contending peoples and threatens to leave such a legacy of 
embitterment as will make any renewal of such bonds impossible for a long time to come. Moreover, it 
has brought to light the almost unbelievable phenomenon of a mutual comprehension between the 
civilized nations so slight that one can turn with hate and loathing upon the other.  
 

But this abyss of incomprehension appeared not only between opposing states, but, within each state, between 
the few antipathetic to the war itself and those obedient to or sympathetic with the war. In the poem ‘The 
Tribute,’ H.D. sees the ‘we’ and the ‘they’ divided by a will on the part of the ‘they’ not to hear, not to see—a 
resistance against beauty and any hope of peace, but also a compulsion towards ugliness and war, a conspiracy 
that these shall be the terms of the real. The City of the Gods, ‘set fairer than this with column and porch,’ no 
longer, as in the poem ‘Cities,’ what once was or what will be, the city of an historical task, is now in ‘The 
Tribute’ a dwelling place of youths and gods ‘apart’” (190-1). 
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following this letter reveals that she was thinking beyond the literalness of holding a person 

in memory, although certainly this abstract notion of acquaintanceship was not unrelated to 

knowledge, as Bryher’s colloquialism suggests.   

  The phenomenology of the poetic imagination allows us to explore  
  the being of man considered as the being of a surface, of the surface  
  that separates the region of the same from the region of the other.  It  
  should not be forgotten that in this zone of sensitized surface, before  
  being, one must speak, if not to others, at least to oneself. . . .  By  
  means of poetic language, waves of newness flow over the surface of 
  being.  And language bears within itself the dialectics of open and  
  closed.  Through meaning it encloses, while through poetic expression,  
  it opens up” (Bachelard  222).   
 
 The pseudo-doors of memory, Bachelard hints in The Poetics of Space, do not open up 

easily or forgivingly, especially when fettered to expression in language and its “dialectics of 

open and closed”; upon encounter, they warn of the perils of secrecy and trespass: “Is there 

one of us who hasn’t in his memories a Bluebeard chamber that should not have been 

opened, even half-way?  Or … that should not even have been imagined open, or capable of 

opening half-way?” (224). Memories are like a threshold, but they are not the whole house.   

 During one of his seven visits to H.D., and in a moment of intimate admission—

which H.D. curiously calls “an ordinary statement” even while placing the admission in the 

extraordinary context of her vision of Hallblinthe, the sea-king, and those who, near to 

encountering and hence grasping the significance of their own death, the king gathers into the 

ship—Dowding tells H.D. that he no longer has reason to live.  He makes the admission after 

a conversation about his house, part of which “had been destroyed” and was awaiting full 

repair.  The Air Marshal displays a certain weariness in the conversation, as if the literal 

bombing of his house had symbolically exposed the figures of his inner world, “a life shut off 
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until now, even to [himself]” (S 57). Perhaps his “chicks,” the RAF pilots under his 

command, were once his own source of life: 

     “It was Hal Brith or Hallblithe, the sea-king who gathered them together.  But it 
was the sky-king, Nenu we called Z, who had helped and sponsored them, “Well, try 
it.” We presume that someone had charge of these things. It couldn’t happen to 
ordinary people, in ordinary times.  It had happened to them because they wanted to 
live and had gone on living.  It had happened to me because I wanted to die and had 
gone on living.  That first time he came in, when he stood before the fire-place, Lord 
Howell said, “I have nothing to live for.”  I remember exactly when he said it. I had 
heard that part of his house had been destroyed.  He lived on the outskirts of London, 
near the air-fields.  I said, 

 “It’s terrible to think of - you of all people.” 
 He said, “Why–of all people?  We all have to suffer together.” 
 “But surely now–they’ve put your house in order?” 
 I thought of Lord Howell having what Randolph called priority.   
 “They’ve boarded up some of the windows,” he said. 
 I didn’t know what to say. 
 “There’s so much to look forward to,” I said, just to fill the gap.  He said, 
 “I have nothing to look forward to.  I don’t want to go on living.” 
 It was just an ordinary statement.  It didn’t call for sympathy, it didn’t need  

an answer.  (S 148) 
 
But H.D. does answer with Vale Ave, Helen in Egypt, and Sword—“the answer . . . given by 

many to the whole world” (“H.D.” 205). Where Dowding had despaired of seeing the whole, 

H.D. takes his own personal mythology and weaves it into dialogue with cosmic myth.  In 

the case of his first wife, Clarice, for instance, whom I shall introduce again in the final 

chapter, H.D. labels her a “Princesse Lointaine,” an “old fairytale ideal” (S 57) who brings 

rescue and wisdom from other realms of being: “His last book dealt chiefly with 

communications from his Princesse Lointaine.  This was the lady he had married and lost, 

soon after the first war.  I can not say that I was entirely convinced of the authenticity of all 

these communications, but I did feel that he had faithfully cherished the memory of his wife” 

(S 60).50  Dowding married Clarice Vancourt in 1918, but after two years of marriage she 

                                                 
      50 Perhaps H.D. must slip in a “repudiation” of her own here of Dowding’s messages in order to get at the 
heart of the matter of his Princesse Lointaine.  
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died, leaving him to care for their infant son. In A Summer Bright and Terrible: Winston 

Churchill, Lord Dowding, and the Impossible Triumph of the Battle of Britain, David E. 

Fisher offers a profile of Dowding and the infamous battle of 1940 along with Dowding’s 

later interests in spiritualism and theosophy.  Fisher’s description of the period following 

Clarice’s death seems in keeping with the metaphysical sentiment of The Sword Went Out to 

Sea; he describes Dowding’s marriage almost as a hiatus from life, a foray into the imaginal: 

“There are those for whom the life of romance is not intended.  For Dowding it had been a 

brief excursion into another world.  His son would grow up to be a fighter pilot under his 

command; his wife, so soon lost, would return to comfort him in his worst time of need.  But 

he knew nothing of that as yet” (44-45). 

My study, following H.D.’s own poems and late novels, harbours interests in 

Dowding not as historical writings present him or as he might be remembered by others— 

though these accounts are helpful as tensive work points or for imaginal clues—but as a 

version of the Master of the Air in H.D.’s soul’s memoria.51 In this I am following the intent 

of H.D. herself, who writes in Majic Ring “I tried to conjure up Howell’s [Dowding’s] setting 

or background, rather than Lord Howell himself” (81). Why does her involvement with him 

—as sudden, briefly enacted, and poignant as it was—bring her to the brink of  a “death” that 

was as much a fantasy of the soul concerning the body as it was physically demonstrated by 

                                                 
      51 Lord Hugh Dowding is something of a presence in H.D.’s later prose and poetry and everything of an 
enigma in her knowledge and interaction with him. Like most of the men and women who attended Dowding’s 
lectures at the Theosophists’ Society, H.D. did not know much of Dowding biography besides what he himself 
had offered in his books. Friedman’s early study comments this way: “The idealized male hero on the Viking 
Ship took many forms in her art; one of them was William Morris, the builder of the séance table and the man 
H.D. considered her spiritual father . . . . But in her eyes, the most important manifestation of the “Prince 
Lointain” was Lord Dowding.  She believed that Bhaduri’s vision of the Viking Ship presaged her meetings 
with Dowding, their spiritualist work with the dead pilots, and his betrayal of their relationship.  The RAF pilots 
had selected her to be their Cassandra of atomic doom, but neither Dowding nor the materialist world was 
willing to hear her message of future wars. . . .  Dowding was the idealized “heros fatal” not only in Helen in 
Egypt, but also in White Rose and Red, The Mystery, and Vale Ave” (  Psyche Reborn  187). 
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infirmity? The idea of death as one of the soul’s fantasies of the body derives from Hillman’s 

account of death in his book Suicide and the Soul, and in concert with this idea we might 

even envision death as one of the stations of battle in the personal psychomachia: 

        If one stands for psychological life, as the analyst must, physical life 
  may have to be thwarted and left unfulfilled in order to meet the soul’s  
  claims, its pressing concerns with redemption.  This seems to go against  
  all common sense, all medical practice, and all rational philosophy of   
  mens sana in corpore sano.  Yet the experiment of life continually throws 
  up examples where the body is only second, and every neurosis shows this  
  priority of psyche over soma.   
             This tension of body and soul is crystallised most clearly in the  
  problem of suicide.  Here, the body can be destroyed by a ‘mere fantasy.’   
  No other question forces us so acutely into facing the reality of the psyche  
  as a reality equal to the body. (23) 
 
Just as decline of the body as husk might release another aspect of self into the sphere of life, 

the “real self” (MR 6) of the man behind the “stranger” compels H.D., and she costumes this 

spectre in many personae—Hugh (Elizabeth’s cousin in Vale Ave), Fabius, Achilles, Ralegh, 

Howell—so that she might tryst with him and draw him out to make his acquaintance, or, 

more accurately, to have acquaintance (gnosis) of him. He may be found in mystic or 

“counter-history” (Corbin), in the unfolding imaginal of the Summerdream, an unfolding of 

history that is, according to Corbin “ultimately more true” than “profane history.”  This 

dialectic of the self and the stranger finds archetypal expression as “angel” or “devil,” as 

Hugh and Elizabeth say in Vale Ave, and, more precisely, the “angel” and the “daemon.” 52   

                                                 
     52 In Malcolm Godwin’s Angels: An Endangered Species, the author writes a highly suggestive passage 
about the devil, as if Lucifer’s fall takes place alongside the creation of the sacred text and the development of 
religion: “Originally the Devil was the dark aspect of God.  Mal’ak represented the side of God which was 
turned towards humanity.  This concept was oddly translated into Greek as angelos or “messenger.”  This 
emissary was actually the “shadow” side of God which was able to communicate with mortals, the bright side 
being too fierce for mortals to bear.  As the Hebrew religion developed, so the Shadow evolved; first into the 
Word, the Voice or Touch of God and then into a separate entity having its own free will.  However, with 
separation, the dark, destructive aspect became predominant.  By the time the New Testament was compiled the 
Shadow had passed through the intermediate stage of ha-satan, the neutral Adversary, to become Satan, the evil 
opponent of the Good God” (81-82).  
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 In 1946, H.D. realized that however well-intentioned Bryher’s words and actions may 

have been, memories of friends and lovers past, although comforting, were not enough to 

bring about the healing she required.  Hers was a malady that transcended corporeal and even 

personally-melded emotional bounds. Certainly The Sword Went Out to Sea, the spiritualized 

autobiography H.D. edited vigorously while at the Klinik in 1946 and, in her opinion, her 

literary Great Work, examines the coordinates of individual and collective memory that stir 

and silhouette contemporary circumstances.  Sword’s premises—which are developed in 

H.D. last long poems—make clear that the masterminds of war could no longer be identified 

as merely “Achilles,” “Hector,” “Dowding,” or “Hitler,” but “Helen,” “Andromache,” 

“H.D.,” and “Bryher” as well; it was now up to H.D. to don an Odyssean courage and hold 

counsel with their shades, and she expertly saw a connection between those who inhabited 

subterranean realms and the personae (“masks”) of character in literary texts.  Sword, Vale 

Ave, Hermetic Definition, and Helen in Egypt are the result of her libations in honour of the 

speech of these shades.  Many of these later works also insist upon looking into questions of 

why war erupts from peace, a deceptively innocuous abstraction.  “Rest in peace” becomes a 

menacing mantra instead of a comforting cliché when that rite refers to the deaths of bodies 

on a mass scale.  Plutarch once reflected that “the soul at the point of death has the same 

experience as those who are being initiated into the Great Mysteries” (qtd. in Eliade 

Primitives to Zen 302), and his conviction was translated in psychoanalytic understanding, 

first by Freud and his followers as an underworld unacknowledged by the conscious mind 

that hosts the darker, repressed aspects of the psyche, and then by Jung as a collective 

unconscious, owned and navigated by all humankind, which shadows the conscious mind.   
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 It is in the mind in its role as excrescent ego that conceals the vibrancy of the 

untamed spirit, a lesson H.D. learned well in 1946 when mental collapse besieged the 

fortifications of her own mind and left it exposed to the wonders and mysteries of the darkest 

night of the soul (“Lilith” comes from the Hebrew for “night”).  After her breakdown, H.D. 

began to feel history differently and welcome it as hierohistory and as an act of soul. Though 

history had never really approached her from behind in a straight line, its incidence in her 

youthful days was kinder and full of promise, granting inspiration and even healing from its 

fashionably refurbished pedestal in burgeoning Modernist thought and aesthetics. When the 

“cloud of witnesses” came through the William Morris table, however, and the Second 

World War so unsettled the civilized psyche that it brought with it the voices of the dead, 

whether literally through the medium’s art or figuratively through the fast rising tides of the 

collective unconscious, history opened up in schism before and within H.D. About this 

apocalyptic consequence H.D. felt with each ghostly visit to her table, Helen Sword writes:   

  Mediated by neither Bhaduri nor through a protective buffer of arcane  
  personal symbolism, the R.A.F. communications introduced a starkly  
  apocalyptic note to H.D.’s previously redemptive modernist pattern of  
  cyclical destruction and resurrection.  Indeed, they edged her toward  
  precisely the kind of psychic breakdown from which she had once  
  hoped her spiritualist experiments would protect her.  Faced with the 
  prospect of a “break in time” that she would not be able to mend with  
  her poet’s pencil, H.D. eventually retreated, at least for a time, into the  
  fog of mental collapse.  After her recovery, she never again attempted to  
  contact the spirit world, and the notion of an irreparable shattered future  
  � a time in which time itself, human history as we know it, might no  
  longer exist at all � remained for her an unspeakable and unredeemable 
   spectre.” (Ghostwriting Modernism 129). 

 
Though they communicated from a different realm, an “Avallon” of enlightenment (S 31), 

the “dead” RAF pilots still tapped out themes of apocalypse and bombs and a Third World 

War: all subjects that frighten and disorient in their own right.  But Helen Sword’s 
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assessment inspires me to discern that what is even more “unredeemable” for H.D. than an 

apocalyptic ending to the world is the disappearance of the “human” in history because of the 

usurpation of the technical and the mechanical born of a “terrible race for more scientific 

knowledge” (S 33).53  Even if the earth did not (at the time of H.D.’s writing) experience an 

atomic apocalypse, she still regarded in terror the possibility of the progressive replacement 

of the human spirit by a strictly technological or Daedalian animation—Ares’s ring of iron or 

stone that excludes as opposed to Mercury’s spiralling wand of the elements that reconciles.   

H.D.’s writings after Trilogy are like that explosion of light atop the hermetic 

caduceus, from which we might trace intersecting paths of ancestry and mythology. Hermes’ 

snaking wand allows the god to traverse the physical world and the underworld with ease and 

symbolizes the consistent exchange between being and nonbeing; a touch of it gives shape to 

and takes shape away from the dead. Shape is revoked, of course, as the wand releases the 

shade from the corpse and then restored when its lighted top directs the corpse to the 

Underworld where it is introduced to all the treasures of the subconscious mind which must 

necessarily be stored there.  A touch of H.D.’s own caduceus-pen brings an ancestral heritage 

into sight, but this lineage does not come from the same fictitious engendering as that of the 

Theosophists of the time, whose “claims of direct ancient lineage and historical continuity . . 

. . are a constantly rediscovered fiction” (Tryphonopoulos, “History of the Occult 

Movement” 21).  Direct descent from Helen or Hermes Trismegistus no more interests H.D. 

than continuing blood lines through procreation.  But the continuity of the spirit of their 

mythology in her “books of the dead” (which the later works are in that they guide the 

                                                 
     53 H.D. admits in Sword that she does not really fear total annihilation; her concern is to save something of 
humankind through time rather than save humankind in time: “Garry (Bryher) and I were not afraid of the atom-
bomb for ourselves.  Having sat up all night through so many raids, we agreed that the bomb would be quick, 
anyway.  That was the short view or the selfish view to take of it” (34). 
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consciousness through the landscapes of the under and after worlds) is another matter 

entirely.  Only through the hieros gamos of life (“asleep”) and death (“awake” VA III) can 

mythical and historical characters “be birthed” and brought back into the present day and into 

the poem; the dying H.D. writes them again into existence, and each turn and sequence of 

Vale Ave winds down from the source of the imagination, through the central column of the 

caduceus, and to the very root of the origins of this “death-life.” 

 From 1947 onward, H.D. sets in motion her own serious study of reincarnation, not as 

a “vague, mystical commonplace” (she had been chastised by Dowding in one of his many 

letters to her for talking about reincarnation), but as a ‘sense of continuity that inspires . . . 

the intimate communion or communication that renewed [her] faith at the end of the war-

years” (“H.D.”  195).  The experience of relationships before and during the war and their 

transformation on the page into patterns of meaning: that was alchemy; but the knowledge of 

relationship with emphasis on how the soul navigates and creates the constellation of body, 

spirit, and mind/self—that required the psychopompic insight only a study of reincarnation 

or metempsychosis could provide.  The “alchemy of memory” in The Sword Went Out to 

Sea, Vale Ave, Hermetic Definition, and Helen in Egypt involves intimate trysts with the idea 

of reincarnation as the sense of grasping at and articulating “unrecorded states of mind or 

being.” My argument in the second and third sections of this chapter explores the results of 

the connections between the dead and living selves of the pro and antagonists in the 

aforementioned works.  An explicit example of this kind of correlation appears in the final 

section of Vale Ave, in which H.D. lists the alchemical circle of participants who have helped 

to distil the poem’s consciousness into its finest awareness of spiritual essence (“may these 

deliver us/from all iniquity, questioning, and distrust”).  
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Bryher’s stern insistence on H.D.’s need for sustained medical attention, for instance, 

perfectly links her to her presiding angel described in Ambelain’s Kabbale Pratique named 

Melahel or “Dieh”—and in an irony that surely did not escape H.D.’s notice—his right hand 

rules over plant based medicines and philtres even while the left “causes illnesses and 

plague” (139).54  Bryher’s presence in H.D.’s life always appeared to spark a Blakean dance 

of contraries important for creation and progression, and in this case her acute concern for 

H.D.’s physical healing and resulting directives for plenty of food and rest had spurred 

restlessness in H.D. that became the impetus for future spiritual writings.  One of the most 

striking examples of this rigid balance and play of energies between the two women occurs 

in the small séance circle lead by Arthur Bhaduri during WWII and attended by H.D., 

Bryher, and Bhaduri’s mother, May. Of the rigid balance and play of energies—Bryher’s 

sceptical and H.D.’s submissive—H.D. comments: “I wasn’t tired as I so often was with the 

four of us, but Gareth and I seemed in some way to negate each other.  When I was alone, the 

table came to life immediately” (S 27).  The small family’s willingness to engage in séance at 

their Lowndes Square flat already opened them up to possibilities of thought and feeling that 

transcended concerns of the war-time everyday, and their affiliation with and admiration for 

the Indian Bhaduris challenged expected standards of social conduct.  H.D. offers lengthy 

comments in Sword about the emotional and energetic atmosphere of the séances and often 

notes the effect Bryher’s presence has on her; there is a well-intended heaviness to Bryher 

and her concern, perhaps much the same as Freud’s influence on H.D., which, once 

combined with H.D.’s own less grounded, more occulted energy and then removed, creates 

the necessary bain marie for H.D.’s thought and writing to “come alive” (S 27).   

                                                 
     54 The Angels in La Kabbale Pratique rule over different days of the year and H.D. assigns them to her own 
circle of “angels” and “devils” according to the birthdates of the latter.   
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 In her “Preliminary Comments on the Meaning of H.D.’s The Sword Went Out to 

Sea,” Jane Augustine summarizes this atmosphere of spiritualism in WWII London:  

It was not considered heretical, insane or socially stigmatizing to consult 
mediums, clairvoyants and clairaudients under these emergency conditions. 
On the contrary, members of all classes and religious denominations or sects 
did so to allay their fears and to receive solace and hope. Messages received 
from those recently killed in combat assured the grief stricken survivors that 
their loved ones were living on and had successfully made the transition to 
happiness in a ‘better place’ …. A whole body of literature, written records 
disseminating such messages, sprang up and flourished during both world 
wars. Lord Dowding’s 1945 book Lychgate is an example of this sub-genre.  
In it he gives details of his belief in the scientific validity of psychic 
communication through his own experiences in a medium’s ‘home circle.’ 
(123-24).   
 

Ironically, just as the ever-growing popularity of séances with mediums began to redress 

ordeals of physical death, loss and separation, they threw into greater relief the yawning 

abysses among the body, mind, and soul, dressed in philosophical, religious, and theological 

language as life, being, and the afterlife.  It was no longer a question of “Did the soul survive 

the body after death” but “What was the soul and why did it survive the body after death?”  

Entertaining the interrogative, symbolically speaking, opens up a passage in the mind that 

then leads the mind to become captive to this paradigmatic limbo.  

 
Dowding, revenant or devil at Westminster  
 
The phrases from his letters, I remember.  His words, I remember, his gestures, the occasion of his six 
visits and the intermediate occasion of my seeing him at Westminster Abbey.  Then, he didn’t say 
anything.  It was our fifth time of meeting.  I said, “It’s nice to see you, Lord Howell.”  I had to say 
something.  It was hardly “nice” to see him, it was like meeting a revenant.  It was meeting a 
revenant. 
     ~ “Revenant,” The Sword Went Out to Sea 
 

To H.D., the grey-eyed Lord Dowding was an enigmatic rather than a charismatic 

figure, although he did exude charisma from behind a well-ordered, reserved façade that 

drew hundreds of mourning women—many relatives of his deceased RAF pilots—to his 
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spiritualist lectures. For reasons both overt and obscure, H.D. saw in this man a gateway into 

the archetypal world, a way to enter myths.  After her meeting with Dowding, famous yet 

chiaroscuric characters like Walter Ralegh or Achilles take on the hues of an inner life, 

emotions and presence. “I was haunted, obsessed by a slim athletic figure in a short kilt” she 

writes in the “Wintersleep” section of The Sword Went Out to Sea, a novel or, in H.D.’s 

words, a “roman veçu” (fictionalized memoir) that was not published during her lifetime. 

The kilted spectre, who was attending a memorial service in honour of the Battle of Britain at 

Westminster Abbey on September 16th, 1945, may have seduced H.D. back into the intricacy 

of emotion and revelation that she experienced on the Scilly Islands near Cornwall in 1919 

and documented in Notes on Thought and Vision, a tiny collection of visions and 

philosophies featuring the burgeoning artistic voice of her younger self.  While recovering 

there from many of the ordeals that had befallen her during the first World War, H.D. began 

to see beyond the perfection of execution and the evocation of meaning in superlative works 

of art to portals of discovery within them that were visible only to an initiated consciousness 

that she calls the “over-mind.”  The cartography of the over-mind seems to resemble the 

physical brain, with a metaphorical right sphere that encloses an akasha of transcendentia 

(“eternal changeless ideas that [the artist] had grown aware of, dramas already conceived that 

he had watched” NTV 24) and a metaphorical left that bequeaths a more personal 

iconography. 

 Those who begin to perceive with the over-mind are, in H.D.’s schema, Pygmalions 

who fashion allotelic works with the craft of higher vision and the chisel and rasp of their 

own private desires.  “Certain words and lines of Attic choruses, any scrap of da Vinci’s 

drawings or the Delphic Charioteer had a definite, hypnotic effect on me.  They are straight, 
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clear entrances, to me, to over-world consciousness,” H.D. remarks, anticipating that the 

verse and prose she creates from this consciousness will “urge” readers “to get out of the 

murky, dead, old, thousand-times explored old world, the dead world of overworked 

emotions and thoughts” (NTV 24).  Leaving the world of the mundane in answer to the call of 

the over-mind inaugurates a quest for authenticity, which differs from the modes of 

subjectivity normally associated with the production of art.55  The artist takes on a mask to 

buffer the intrusion of critics, distilling the “I am” energy of creation with the adoption of a 

persona in order to disentangle oneself from the other—even the other of thought and being 

—in order to fully grasp oneself as “subject” of one’s life.  And yet, like poor, perplexed 

Helen amongst the colonnades at the outset of Helen in Egypt, the poet-artist-mystic 

sometimes becomes identified with the mask and begins to call the force that filters through 

the limited entrance of holes in the eyes, nose, and mouth—in short, the senses—inspiration.  

But “inspiration” is actually the infusing of one’s own spirit with one’s own created form, 

and Jed Rasula suggests “that poetry begins to lose touch with its voice-over—its inspiring 

double and alien prompter—when it appropriates voice for the purposes of subjectivity . . . .  

Poetry may be a struggle in words against the allures of subjectivization” (274).  As such the 

over-mind is similar in definition to the quicksilver rumoured to activate the statues of 

Daedalus. These “entrances” were parts of an “over-world consciousness” that led to a more 

nuanced appreciation of the mysteries of the forces of life that sparked love, hate, desire—all 

overtures of connection to another—or the very animation of the human body.    

                                                 
     55 The distinction between authenticity and subjectivity I owe to Jed Rasula’s “Poetry’s Voice Over” and its 
careful scrutiny of poetry’s traditional association with subjectivity. His essay notes that authors, critics, and 
philosophers have often regarded the crude materials of artistic creation as “raw sensory experience,” which is 
the “electromagnetic energy required for animating the “Cartesian cogito” and imbuing the work with truths 
that surpass common perception. This influential but misguided aesthetic “shorthand” (274) engrafts biography 
onto poet/artist in its mission to understand the poem’s thematic and contextual genealogy as a product of the 
poet’s conscious and subconscious fermentation of the fruits of biography. 
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 The statuesque human body enlivened with the “quicksilvered” impulses of the over-

mind recalls H.D.’s perceptions of Lord Dowding in Sword (“Lord Howell” is the mask he 

wears in the novel). On that September day in Westminster Abbey, a highly stylized cultural 

ritual remembered and commemorated a well-known war hero and his actions in a pivotal 

battle; it was an event marking a past that could birth a future of freedom, but H.D. imbued 

the “electric force of the lines and angles” of Dowding’s “priest-like body” and dress with 

vatic significance; he was the saviour of a nation because of his strange communion with 

archetypal energy and the “god-like” contemplation he inspired in others.  Here a human 

being was being exalted and commemorated—the memorial a heightened ritual that could 

stand for the public’s view of Dowding’s persona inextricably linked with the event of the 

Battle of Britain.  When Dowding falls from military favour shortly after, the man himself 

may have trouble unsettling the two things (man and machine, man and battle) just as the 

public too wonders how they should classify a man of strategic brilliance with one of 

theosophical aspiration.  One is reminded of Paul Fussell’s words in George Plimpton’s 

Writer’s At Work Series about the dynamics of the improperly remembered past that presses 

him into the service of literature to remedy the disservice of representation:     

  The war is deep behind everything I do.  It taught that the public 
  world is largely a delusion created by directors and actors and  
  lighting men.  I would read accounts of so-called battles I had 
  been in, and they had no relation whatever to what had happened. 
  So I began to perceive that anything written was fiction to various 
  degrees.  The whole subject — the difference between actuality  
  and representation—was an interesting one. And that’s what  
  brought me to literature in the first place.  (qtd. in Shaughnessy 200) 
 
 H.D.’s “God” is a god of imagination whose meditations on humanity seem to inspire him— 

perhaps these meditations take forms as “archetypes” behind the human mind in the same 

way the war becomes daemon of inspiration for Fussell.  
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 “H.D. found herself, in every respect, in extremis on unknown boundaries and strange 

thresholds” observes Albert Gelpi in the Introduction to Notes on Thought and Vision.  

“Strange thresholds, it seems, that she stepped through in order to access and then transcend 

the heightened images that the great artists of the past had discovered in Muses’s territory of 

drama, idea, music, science, song” (NTV  23).  These are the works of art of an artist who 

detaches from exclusive perceptions of the narrow, sensual mind and begins to distinguish 

himself as a Luciferian or demiurgic creator: a mythological figure identified in Plato’s 

Timaeus and many first to third century Gnostic texts as the flawed creator of the material 

world and the “interior or ‘fallen’ projection of the true Supreme Being.  The Demiurge is the 

‘shadow’ or metamorphic, inverted Double of a “Prime and Ineffable Creator,” a “Primal 

radiance” who sets forth pure intents for creation but does not actually descend into the dark, 

earthy forge to pursue the details and craftsmanship of these intents” (Lash Twins and the 

Double 24).  “Inspiration,” may be the province of Primal radiance, but the task of the 

demiurge56 is also the lot of the earthly artist: “sheer, hard brain work,” as H.D., concludes in 

one section of Notes on Thought and Vision (26).  Of this lot, supernatural and natural 

artisans undoubtedly harbour certain resentments.  As a distraught Psyche who asks for 

awakening (in Trilogy, in Sword )—for the twin or person who would give form to all of 

life’s longings and desires and to the yet unknown part of oneself—H.D. bravely holds the 

lamp up to the world and it reflects her back to herself; Eros—the lesser part of Phanes, like 

                                                 
     56 In Kabbalah and Criticism, Harold Bloom links the Gnostic Demiurge with the emerging literary poet: 
“To interpret is to revise is to defend against influence.  We are back at the Gnostic formulation that all reading, 
and all writing, constitute a kind of defensive warfare, that reading is mis-writing and writing is mis-reading.  
This formulation is Gnostic because for the Gnostic the unknown God is every precursor and the demiurge of 
misprision is every ephebe.  Yet every new poet tries to see his precursor as the demiurgic, and seeks to look 
beyond him to an unknown God, while knowing secretly that to be a strong poet is to be a demiurge” (64). 
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Jehovah, a tricked up version of ����, the tetragrammaton57—is “tricked up,” thinking he, as 

Demiurge, could love the soul of a human people without the exchange of necessary 

knowledge. Vale Ave develops this theme through the quest of its patrons, Lucifer and his 

consort Lilith, who are the archetypal masterminds behind mysteries of incarnation and 

creation that include the Hegelian amalgam of attraction, repulsion (“repudiation” in H.D.’s 

metaphysical lexicon), and synthesis.  In Kabbalistic imaginings, the only face of “God” that 

man can understand is the one reflected in the principles of sacred geometry — shapes and 

forms—that are used in the creation of the world.  Harmony, transcendental reflection, and 

balance—and “balance” some might call “karma”—do have their charms, but they keep 

creation on firm, circumscribed routes, like visitors following the paths of a well-designed 

but nonetheless contrived labyrinth. Creation and ornamentation without the animation of an 

evolving consciousness would constitute the landscape of the “murky, dead, old, thousand-

times explored old world, the dead world of overworked emotions and thoughts” that H.D. 

describes above.  

 A Luciferian creator has, like rebellious Light Bearer of Biblical lore, found herself in 

a world of her own making, only to realize that she has reversed but not erased the originary 

materials of creation and that the impulse to create has in fact been all along the instrument 

of a greater force.  Despair leads to thoughts of unoriginality, but the creation in turn leads to 

a more intimate understanding of origins. This is the Pygmalion of H.D.’s The God (1913-

1917), who sits in his darkened workshop in despair, just as H.D. sat on the Scilly islands or 

in the Klinik Küsnacht, the captive of the over-mind and its spells of madness.  Once again 

she was upon this threshold, and her “obsession” was not the consequence of centuries of 

                                                 
     57 The unpronounceable Hebrew tetragrammton is “tricked up” — rendered inaccurate and even ridiculous 
by the misleading pointings added to it that misguided Christians pronounce as “Jehovah.” 
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adoration of a warrior/soldier archetype that had found its way into the subconscious of the 

poet, but an unconscious yet profound connection between herself and Dowding which H.D. 

sensed as an intangible, oneiric connection she wished to explore more fully; in other words, 

she wished to release the archetype from the man in order to examine it, expound its 

mysteries, and see what else Dowding was made of.  He appealed to her as prospective 

candidate for this search, but only her post-1946 poetry would determine why. “There is 

already enough beauty in the world of art, enough in the fragments and the almost perfectly 

preserved charioteer at Delphi alone to remake the world,” she writes in Notes, “[w]e want 

young men and women to communicate with the charioteer and his like.  We want receiving 

centres for dots and dashes” (26).  These later poems and works would act as these receiving 

centres, translating those centuries of artistic codes into the play and battle among archetypes 

to find the elusive divinity within.    

 
Dowding, Menadel or “angel” in Vale Ave   
 

In the same way that she had sensed the silhouette of Dieh in Bryher’s rigorous 

patterns of rescue and remedy, H.D. also searched out and assigned a ruling angel to all in 

her intimate circle, and each angel contains both an overt and occulted face.  Lord Dowding, 

the Lord of Air in Vale Ave and hero of both an historical and literary drama, finds protection 

under the kabbalistic aegis of Menadel. According to H.D.’s favoured Martinist author 

Robert Ambelain, Menadel corresponds to the holy name “Alla” (Kabbale Pratique 274), the 

name with which H.D. christens Dowding in her poem.  The two had only seven fateful 

meetings, and although none was particularly romantic or amorous in nature, H.D. believed 

that her brief but “spiritually erotic” presence in Dowding’s life would bring him closer to his 

own secret motivations and suppressed inner life—it was as if pieces of Dowding himself 
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had died that day with the startling number of R.A.F. soldiers who had perished in his 

famously orchestrated battle.  Vale Ave tells us that Dowding  

  flung the weight of “England’s treasure,” as he wrote of it, 
 
  into the balance and the balance swayed and hesitated,58 
  and his heroic wings held and his wings beat back 
 
  the enemy, and in the silence there was all of this, 
  and of his thousand English pilots dead.59  (LV) 
 
 “In the silence there was all of this”: as she pondered Ambelain’s description of 

Menadel/Alla, H.D. must have seen the haunting parallels between Menadel/Alla’s role as 

the angel who, if invoked between the hour of 11:40 am and noon, serves to protect against 

slander, helps to deliver prisoners, and brings comfort and light (“des lumières”) to those 

who have not received news for long periods of time (most probably from those they love) 

and Dowding’s role as commander of R.A.F soldiers whom he affectionately referred to as 

his “chicks.”60  If the angel turns his face, however, he then becomes a patron of all who flee 

                                                 
     58 In Helen in Egypt, H.D. once again takes the “blame” from Dowding’s shoulders by transferring his 
actions to the “magnetizing” gesture of “Fate” or “Destiny.”  When Dowding’s act is weighed against the 
feather of Ma’at (the natural order), there is perfect balance:  “So the pictures will never fade,/while one 
neophyte is left/ to wonder again at the boat  ….. so the Goddess with vulture-helmet/is myself defenceless,/yet 
crowned with the helm of defence;/he had lost and I had lost utterly,/but for the wisdom of Thoth;/Amen-Thoth 
held the balance/as it swayed, till it steadied itself/with the weight of feather with feather;/it was Fate, it was 
Destiny,/as a magnet draws ore from a rock” (66-67).        
     59 The imagery and rhythmic cadences of this sequence recall Tennyson’s Charge of the Light Brigade; both 
poems acknowledge an “alien” or “transhuman” (Hillman)  silence to episodes of war: an element of mercenary 
luck or fate (“flung”) that is almost bestial or theriomorphic in its supernatural determinants.  Hence the role of 
the horses in Tennyson’s poem and the “heroic wings” of Vale Ave , which do not only refer to Dowding’s 
physical and metaphysical heraldry as it is set out in Sword, but to “an entangled madness of animal and man.”   
“This transhuman force” writes Hillman in A Terrible Love of War, “shows up in the frenzy of combat; one man 
or a small group become possessed by what General Creighton Abrams calls “a crazy force.”  A galloping horse 
can be is instigator, for as any rider knows, a horse can suddenly shy at a shadow or an invisible phantom, 
become possessed, and wildly panic. The error-filled bravery of the charge of the famous light brigade in the 
Crimea (1854) was an entangled madness of animal and man. . . . In Greek myth the horse was a gift of 
Poseidon (the stormy brother of Zeus), who ruled the oceans and the coursing unstoppable rivers; but it was 
Athene (daughter of Zeus) who gave the Greeks the bridle.  In that Crimean “valley of death” we can recognize 
divine forces as work.  Riderless horse, berserk without bridle” (77-8).  
     60 Robert Wright, one of the men who took part in the infamous Battle as a navigator in night fights and 
afterwards became a close friend of Dowding’s, wrote a book about his Air Chief Marshal mentor entitled 
Dowding and the Battle of Britain (1969).  Lord Dowding himself pens the Forword and Wright includes as his 
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from justice (Kabbale Pratique 274).  When H.D. began receiving messages through séance 

from R.A.F. members—Vale Ave’s and Sword’’s “cloud of witnesses”—who had died under 

Dowding’s command—the soldiers persistently implored her to relay to Dowding their 

urgent desire to communicate freely with him about the future effects of the Hiroshima bomb 

and the war in general on the world’s populace.  H.D. invited Dowding over for tea shortly 

after her encounter with his men, but when she began to tell him of the messages and of the 

love his “chicks” sent him, Dowding “looked very white and thin suddenly” (S 32).  Her 

mediumship disturbed and unsettled him, and although he visited H.D. again he refused to 

listen to any more messages and soon after abruptly ended contact with her.  Nor, it is 

implied in Sword, does Dowding receive the same messages from these pilots in his own 

séance circle (32).    

 H.D.’s chiaroscuric connection of Dowding to Menadel/Alla may resonate with 

Dowding’s perception of himself as the deliverer and protector of those who could have 

become prisoners of German forces; the alignment also offers another insight into H.D.’s 

own perceptions of her relationship with Lord Dowding and his complex psychical nature.  If 

Dowding was indeed driven by a need to protect and deliver—not only prisoners but “light” 

or knowledge and correspondence and connection to those exiled from intimate contact—he 

would certainly resent H.D.’s appropriation of this role.  Suddenly he becomes the one 

slighted by his own chicks and bereft of news for a long period of time.  At the time of this 

meeting, H.D. describes Dowding’s sudden change from complete willingness to listen to her 

news to a rapid rejection of it as a “volte face” (S 33), a complete turn of face.  He turns 

against the illumination necessary for him to “rescue” and “deliver” in a different, futuristic 

                                                                                                                                                       
epigraph a quotation from Dowding’s official dispatch on the Battle of Britain: “In the early stages of the fight 
Mr Winston Churchill spoke with affectionate raillery of me and my ‘Chicks.’  He could have said nothing to 
make me more proud; every Chick was needed before the end” (5). 
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terrain of possibility, thus shadowing these potent qualities and taking on the darker aspects 

of Menadel as one who flees from justice.  In early Kabbalistic imagining, “justice,” 

partnered with mercy (Chesed or Gedulah), sits on the right hand of the Creator or Primal 

Will (Kether) and balances the forces of “law [and] separation” represented by its opposite 

“severity” (Geburah, associated with the Greek God Aries).  H.D., impulsed by her R.A.F. 

companions, hoped that Dowding would be the dispenser of a metaphysically-inspired justice 

—namely mercy—and would communicate the necessary information to a world that had 

begun playing games with high Plutonian stakes and little spiritual direction. When Dowding 

refused, H.D. took on his own darkness as an alembic for the transformational work of Vale 

Ave; her poem became her work of “justice.”   

 When, in 1957, the staff and companions urge states of patience—“Geduld”—upon 

H.D., her rebelliousness against her outer condition with all the fire of her inner world also 

inspires her to think of Dowding (“we’ve hardly named you through the years,/but you were 

there—and here” VA LI).  The German word for patience more than likely directs H.D.’s 

attention to the semi-homonymic Hebrew word Gedulah and her own poetic mission of 

mercy. Gedulah, also known as Chesed, is the sephira or energetic essence of mercy on the 

Kabbalistic Tree of Life. “When I was in the company of Gods I loved and was loved, “ H.D. 

writes in Trilogy, echoing the enchanted tone of the first part of  Yeats’s “Two Trees,” but 

now, abandoned by the lover, she begins to channel her seditious energy into the writing of 

the poem, and the unfolding Vale Ave unveils for H.D. the indispensability of Dowding’s 

cruel volte face as the ultimate success in the dispensation of her wisdom, for Gedulah must 

be in balance with Geburah—the sephira of power and justice governed by the war gods that 

whirls in the constant motion of “tearing away all that is useless, undesirable, or outdated.  
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We see the action of Geburah in the fire sweeping a blighted and dried forest, in a war which 

tears down a diseased society, or in any situation in our lives where we are forced to begin 

anew” (Wang 83).  If mercy only were to dominate “all would melt together in an 

undifferentiated lump without identity” and if Geburah were sole master “it can cause 

everything to disintegrate into incoherent particles” (Karlsson 34).  One without the other, 

whether the task be the nuanced architecture of a Cathedral, a strategic battle plan or a poem, 

would cause the balance to “sway” and “hesitate” (VA LV) and result in catastrophic physical 

and psychical loss.  In Vale Ave, H.D. pictures the “stranger” within Dowding who deals out 

the life-giving act of demolition or repudiation as the dragon in the Book of Revelation. This 

dragon attacks H.D. or “Teli”—her kabbalistic name and aspect of god—necessarily, since 

the attack saves her from romantic thralldom61 and enables connection with divine otherness: 

“The enigma in how God reveals Himself, whether in words or in visions, lodges as an 

otherness in the depth of human experience” (Zornberg Murmuring Deep 31).    

                                                 
     61 “Romantic thralldom,” a popular phrase invented by Rachel Blau DuPlessis, describes a phase of H.D.’s 
biography and the youthful grip of infatuation that held poems like “Red Roses for Bronze” in thrall” to the 
other. “Romantic Thralldom is an all-encompassing, totally defining love between unequals,” explains Blau Du 
Plessis,  
 
  Such love is possessive, and while those enthralled feel it  
  completes and even transforms them, they are also enslaved. . . .  
  Thralldom insists upon the differences between the sexes,  
  encouraging a sense of mystery surrounding the motives and  
  powers of the lover: thus it begins with and ends in sexual  
  polarization (H.D. in thrall to romance/men).  Viewed from 
  a critical, feminist perspective, the sense of completion or  
  transformation that often accompanies thralldom in love has 
  the high price of obliteration and paralysis, for the entranced 
  self is entirely defined by another.  I do not need to emphasize 
  that this kind of love is socially learned and that it is central in 
  our culture.  (“Romantic Thralldom in H.D.”  406). 
 
Elsewhere Blau DuPlessis discusses the ways in which H.D. transforms her own vulnerability to these romantic 
“psychocultural scripts” by examining the conflicts they produce within a spiritual context of unification.  She 
is not convinced that H.D.’s attempts are wholly successful, but concedes that the transposition “builds a new 
structure of relationships” and a new family order of questers whose bonds are based on the strength of the 
quest and not the subjective perceptions of an “other” (415; 425). 
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“I do not care for modern poetry,” Dowding writes H.D. early in their correspondence 

(VA LIV), not knowing that the weight of his emotional loss and the map of his spiritual 

journey are spun and held within the palimpsestic intricacy of Vale Ave.  Throughout the 

poem, H.D. brings her readers, Lord Dowding among them, to the realization that all of 

“time” intersects at the points of “meeting” (ave) and “parting” (vale) with archetypal 

disguises of ourselves: the Battle of Britain may never have happened without the creation of 

Vale Ave, and Vale Ave exists because of the events of Lord Dowding’s life.  H.D. sees 

Dowding’s role in the Battle of Britain as congruous with the spirit or logos of being that 

manifests as the “word” or “will” of God and “the eternal laws of harmony and harmony-in-

discord that God had ordained from the beginning” (MR 25): “[Dowding] himself was a wisp 

of steel—a word of the Spirit, if you will, and a sword that had worked God’s will, as we all 

know. It had happened before” (S 46).  The designation to Dowding of a “sword that had 

worked God’s will,” associates him even more pronouncedly with Geburah, whose symbol is 

a sword. Geburah’s dance with Gedulah or Chesed ensures that one learn how to have 

“perfect control” of Geburah’s “source of great power flowing outward” before “being 

trusted with the abundance of the Fourth Sephira [Chesed]” (Wang 84). The price of 

Dowding’s encounter with Geburah and its great destructive powers is the siphoning of his 

own life force until he is a revenant (S 96).  The Air Marshal’s alternating moods and 

statements such as “past lives don’t matter” testify to a desire to forget the wounds of the 

past, a dead wife, and thousands of “sons” killed in service to the erratic blaze of Geburah in 

life. Mercifully, he is gathered and reintegrated into a “re-living” in H.D.’s healing verse, 

which, as mentioned above, was placed under the tutelage of the arts of patience or 

Gedulah/mercy.   
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Men like Aldington (shell shock after WWI), Durand (heart failure), and Dowding 

(revenant) approach H.D. (are drawn to her, “walk into her” (Hermetic Definition 50), 

unknowingly through the imaginal realm when they are either approaching a literal or 

symbolic death or have experienced death. (“Death,” of course, I define as psychical death: 

the seeming loss of soul).  H.D. is their Hecate Psychopompus and can “rebirth” these 

revenants through the imaginal agency of her poetry.  Though only an aspect of them comes 

to her—the “Hugh” (first name and thus most intimate part) of Lord Dowding or the “Scrag” 

of Aldington, for instance62—it is the “angel” or “real self” of the man that appeals to her 

vision of hierohistory and the promise of “re-living” or presence in the continual journey of 

the soul throughout the ages of history that her verses may restore to him. The man himself, 

however, may “repudiate”—the volte face the aspect of him, the daemon, the driving force 

“forgetting women” (Helen in Egypt)—running away from soul and falling back into the 

incarnational sphere, leaving her holding the old cloak of personality.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
62 Twitchell-Waas classifies the softer aspects of these men as the angel or lover within: “Whereas the moments 
of consummated love may appear at first sight to present the aggressive virile male taking the passive woman, it 
is the woman whose power draws the lover from out of the soldier.  The instincts of Eros and death lie within 
each man, both Lucifer and Adam, Angel and Devil.  As soldiers, these men represent the  mortal, worldly 
powers: the State, patriarchy and the values that perpetuate war and separation.  Yet within them lies the lover, 
evidently dormant or relatively powerless in the face of society’s expectations until called forth by the female 
lover” (208). 
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The Soul and Its fantasies of Redemption (The relating of Trilogy’s “resurrection myth” 
and “resurrection reality”) 
 
God’s plan is other than the priests disclose … 
    —H.D., Helen in Egypt 
 

In H.D.’s poetic theology we find that the personality of the human—often 

metaphored through such arts as astrology and psychology and so obscure in its complexity 

because it is alien to the soul and to the inner essences of consciousness—is a simulacrum, 

and the presence of this personality within the drama of life makes Vale Ave’s characters and 

its author feel they have lost the reality behind the mask.  Yet the epigraph to Sword reads 

“It’s not lost. This will go on somewhere,” and it is almost as if H.D. and Jung “cached” in 

on the same lode of the collective unconscious for this insight into the continuity of life, for 

her epigraph echoes one of Jung’s comments on Gnostic theology:  

Through dismemberment … the divine spark got into everything, the divine 
soul entered the earth … It is also the mystery teaching that if the light is put 
out completely by apparently inimical forces, there is everywhere a spark of 
light which is the condition that guarantees a later resurrection. So we should 
never consider a thing as permanently lost.  If it is apparently extinguished, it 
has simply transformed into a sort of dormant condition, an incubating 
condition, which means the inauguration of a new change. 

                                                                              (qtd. in Zabriskie 441)   
 
If nothing is lost, then nothing needs to be redeemed. So why do Christians feel—

H.D./Elizabeth Dyer once among them as the former had said, caught in the frustration of 

immobility caused by a broken hip, “ ‘I’ll try rebellion,’/for my prayers, I felt had failed” 

(LI)—that resurrection (of the body so that it can, in more perfect state of alliance with the 

soul, be entertained in heaven) necessitates redemption?  The tracks of “redeem” lead us to 

its Latinate basis, where the verbal energy of redimere conveys a sense of “buying back, 

“recovering by purchase” or “fulfilling by promise” (OED) in the hopes of filling the void of 

loss with something even more valuable than the thing vanished.  In the Vulgate, which 
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serves as the inspiration in the ensuing tradition of Christianity, “redemption” centres in well-

known definition on the eradication of “sins”; what humankind perceives as its sins— 

transgressions against a divine order—causes the loss of a little bit of the life of the soul or 

spirit that must then be bought back through the suffering, mutilation and/or death of the 

body.  These are the consequences of purchase and are carried out to prove the worthiness of 

the body as substitute for the life of the soul.  Although this redemptive act of Christ 

supposedly transcends historical constraint and extends towards all souls and bodies, no 

matter the century or country, devout followers of the god-man still emulate his example in 

the hopes of their own “redemption.”  In other words, they are mired in states of loss, 

sometimes indefinitely—as H.D. was in Switzerland—even though the ancient purchase was 

presumed adequate enough for absolution.  Lack in all its forms—illness, poverty, desertion, 

depression, destruction and so on—is the rampant disease of the Western historical mind, 

whether Christian morality governs this mind or not, and often induces more of its own state 

in the ones who experience it: as if these unfortunates seek the figure of redemption through 

suffering even as they panic at the notion that this figure may in fact be spectre.    

 The cry to replace what is absent may be more than a Christian fantasy and have a 

foundation in the primordial setting of creation mythically described as light that withdraws 

from its original source and condenses into the limits of corporeal materiality.  In Betty 

Rojtman’s assessment, “the existent is defined by the very thing that is taken away from it in 

order to make it exist . . . .  What remains between our fingers is a vibration, the perception 

of a relationship” (160). Panic in the wake of loss—whether of physical prowess through ill 

health, for example, or spiritual prowess through psychic breakdown—calls for the 

incubating condition of an interior spark which flails outward and down from its Luciferian 
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path above as its renegade leader “falls” to earth, burning through the seeking of Christian 

adherents and exposing their ascending thoughts and hopes of redemption as a futile 

expedition grounded in their distorted perceptions of “life” as a system of rewards and 

punishments that “spoil[s] the hope of Paradise” (VA XLI).  The Luciferian path that blazes 

through Vale Ave teaches instead that “Resurrection and the hope of Paradise” (VA 2) is the 

proper messianic destiny of humankind.  Whereas Hillman declares in Suicide and the Soul 

that the soul cherishes the fantasy of redemption, H.D. recovers the soul’s equally potent 

longing for resurrection unfettered by any need for a saviour and represents this longing in 

the invocation of the primordial archetype of the “Light-bearer” (VA I).  Redemption is not a 

state of being enslaved to the past and hoping for ransom; redemption is in fact resurrection, 

a drama of exchange in which the repressed parts of the self must be released through 

performance.   

The tension between those who are currently members of the church—or have been 

influenced by Christianity—and the actual dogma of the church does not only come about 

because of a discrepancy of belief, but because of a revised relationship between the living 

and the dead. “Below the events are the ancestors drawing new history into old patterns,” 

notes Hillman in archetypal acknowledgement of this overflow of ancestral heritage into the 

newest expressions of tradition (War 46). The original founders of the church—a “cloud of 

witnesses” like H.D.’s inspiring RAF pilots, perhaps—cloaked in myth and rumour as they 

have been, have a different perspective on the church and the scope of its spiritual intent 

from the vantage point of death than they did in previous incarnations, and this new intent 

flows through any who are aligned with the energy of the church; they watch the congregants 

—the newest incarnational reflections of themselves—live their lives through and against 
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church doctrine, and keep fuelling the “rebellion” of the congregants (just as the very missal 

does in Vale Ave ) because these ancestors are part of the laughter, part of the Luciferian 

evolution that is calling the congregants forward into their own knowing and wisdom about 

the spiritual realm. Redemption, then, might be metaphorically expressed as a battle that 

belongs to the ancestors of ancient and Christian mythos, though the lines are drawn by 

affiliation of spirit rather than attention to genealogy.   

The church on the other hand stands steadfast in contradiction and, whether in the 

throes of its own birth pangs in the 17th century or at the mercy of theosophical inquisition in 

the 20th, clings hard to dogmatic fantasies of salvation that are measures of its own survival. 

“I believe that spiritualism may well turn out to be the salvation of the world,” Lord 

Dowding once said in a keynote address at the International Spiritualist Federation in 1960.  

He clarifies his statement with the following, excerpted from The Times of that same year:  

  People find the teachings of the Churches inadequate. They turn from the  
priests to the scientists, and the teachings of science are basically materialistic.  
A fresh revelation is required and as the Churches are quite satisfied with their 
ancient creeds and dogmas, some other body of people in touch with the 
invisible world must supply the deficiency.  Mystics and recluses may come 
near to the truth, but their teaching cannot reach the general public. It seems 
that spiritualists, through their living contacts with the unseen, have perhaps 
the best opportunity to attaining to some approximation to the truth, and of 
getting it accepted by the world at large.  

    (“Lord Dowding’s Call for ‘A Fresh Revelation’” 4)  
 
In the years preceding this speech, Dowding made admirable attempts to disseminate his 

messages about the “invisible world” and the inadequacies of the Churches to the “world at 

large,” but H.D. felt that his message could have been much richer and truer had they 

collaborated in their efforts and had he married his brand of encounter-with-the-invisible-

world to her more intuitive presence within it. When Dowding tells his audience that 

“mystics and recluses may come near to the truth, but their teaching cannot reach the general 
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public,” he unwittingly hints at a deeper paradox: that he with his heart for housing 

knowledge in the minds of the greater collective could not follow the intensely personal and 

profound “mystic” and “recluse” author of Trilogy, “Eurydice” and a large collection of 

personal séance notes: her own unorthodox verses of “salvation.”  For these, although they 

had “reached” him and enticed him to the home of their source, had also begun to form roots 

within that “b[ound] the heart husk” (T 35) with an intensity that Dowding could or would 

not endure (S 125). He explored little beyond the immediate evidence of life beyond the 

grave that assured earnest spiritualists of a continuing existence.     

 H.D., however, saw a complexity to continuity and salvation in the dense web of 

connection beneath them.  To her salvation as resurrection consisted of “the story of the 

retrieval of souls who have become lost for a while in the rebounding echoes of repeated 

human existence” (Bache 163). All of those “apparently extinguished” parts of the soul, 

forgotten, incubating, unrecognizable and, perhaps most importantly, exiled into “otherness,” 

are the weft of life, and we weave around them, unconscious, until they become caught in our 

web as flaws of structure that threaten the integrity of the whole yet preserve the possibility 

for eventual integration.  The metaphor of drama and catharsis also “play” crucial roles in the 

hermeneutics of her work; the governing trope of Sword  is the play and Vale Ave  in itself is 

a mystery play.  However, their dialogue and adaptation of the metaphor are not simply about 

life on earth as an imitation of some Platonic art or as  signifying nothing more than an “act” 

in the masterpiece of spiritual evolution, though the suggestion of these ideas is certainly 

there.  Rather, the “meta-mystery-play” is so intricately constellated in H.D.’s later works 

that it throws into relief specific elements of the Edenic drama of separation, a drama that the 

author and her contemporaries were still starring in centuries later, though they had long lost 
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the script.  This governing motif also reveals how we dramatize those dismembered divine 

parts of ourselves in such a way that catharsis is no longer possible as simply a reflex of 

identification leading to a purge of poisonous emotions.  From astral temples, in form only in 

the imaginal, to the curved foundation of the Parthenon, curved by the architect “in order to 

make the foundation look straight” (S 84) and extended around its own present and into a 

future stage of masked actors before the audience in the theatron, through to participants at a 

memorial service in Westminster Abbey and a band of broken, ill, initiates in Switzerland, 

the imaginal stage of history hosts its human participants in order that they may know 

themselves better.  

For centuries, personalities and “bodies” have played a significant role in the drama 

of separation and redemption: this is a point that both H.D. and Dowding take up in their 

incarnational aesthetics.  At some of their first meetings and in his initial letters to her, 

Dowding tells H.D. that “Reincarnation is not a thing that matters” (S 18;46).63 She records 

elsewhere that Dowding had written in one of his books of a “bomber in the desert who had 

thrown away his bodies” (S 87). Dowding’s theosophist beliefs suggest that past life “bodies” 

or personalities can have a powerful hold over the personality as they are “littered” in the 

desert of consciousness.  

But just as Durand will do later in 1960, Dowding invades H.D.’s imaginal world and 

she dreams of him and his anxiety about the tensions inherent between being and non-being 

(“nothingness”): 

                                                 
      63 In his notes to Majic Ring, Tryphonopoulos includes a letter that Dowding sent to H.D. on November 15, 
1943, in which he elaborates on this reincarnational philosophy: “The importance of knowing about past lives is 
that we may realise the extreme unimportance of the present personality which seems to us to occupy such an 
important place in the scheme of things.  The personality is nothing; it is the individuality which inhabited all 
these masks of flesh which is important and eternal” (207).  
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     Lord Howell, true to type, replies, “But we need not worry about what 
happens to our bodies when we are dead.” 
     “But these things are important,” I say.  “You wrote somewhere of 
someone sloughing off, not one but many bodies.  He was running across the 
sand, throwing off his bodies like old clothes.  You can’t leave desert cluttered 
up with old bodies.” 

“But,” Lord Howell said, “we won’t have many bodies, you and I, to throw 
away. We will step out into nothingness.” 

In my dream, this did not alarm me.  However, a body is a useful 
appurtenance. Why throw it away?  (S 73) 

 
The “haunted” Lord Dowding’s acceptance and exploration of reincarnation were not as 

indifferent as he would have H.D. believe (here the “true to type” refers to his conversations 

with her in waking life).  The loss of soul he experienced as he flung “England’s treasure” 

into the balance of life and death symbolized by the Battle of Britain64 induced in him such a 

hunger that he longed to breach the psychical abyss—that constant fleeing from and seeking 

of being that is part of its “thrownness” into the world—with connections forged in the iron-

clasp of immortal continuity.  In this, as most who have followed the narrative of war know, 

he was not alone.  It appears that H.D. was correct in her imaginal location of Dowding’s 

attachment to the personalities and bodies as agents in a drama of redemption that might 

bring meaning to a life that might have otherwise spun out to nothingness.  In a book on 
                                                 
      64 Note that I write “life” and “death” and not “good” and “evil.”  I do not believe, following H.D., that the 
Axis powers or the Allies represented either side of either dichotomy.   There is instead the looming death of a 
previous way of life, fully outfitted in the years preceding the war with substantial cultural capital, and the 
rather capricious “life” of the soul.  Britain won the Battle, but she did not win back her life before the Battle of 
Britain.  Michael Sebek, in “Rebirth Fantasy and the Psychoanalytic Process,” remarks on the complexity of 
engaging in the “rebirth fantasy” at historical intervals of severe trauma: “The rebirth fantasy has certainly the 
archetypal quality defined by Jung (1950, 1998) and admitted by Schafer (1970). This quality, which is 
interesting in itself, refers to the ancient archaic character of human nature. I believe the totalitarian object, 
being a primitive, pre-genital mixture of the maternal and paternal cruelty, domination and expansion and 
forming a background of tyrannies in the long human history, also belongs to the archaic traits of human nature. 
But this approach is of little help in searching for the individual meaning of rebirth and totalitarian vicissitude. 
From the clinical vignette at least it is possible to infer that the rebirth fantasy contributed to the creation of the 
analytic patient, or better still the analytic pair. The rebirth fantasy can serve as the part of the unconscious plan 
to get rid of the almighty or totalitarian figures of the childhood and their descendants in later life. The rebirth 
fantasy is also acted out by the mass of people during revolutions aimed to free people from a totalitarian 
political system, as it happened 10 years ago in Central and Eastern Europe, with the end of wars being usually 
celebrated as the rebirth of New Life” (231). 
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Dowding’s role in the creation and use of Spitfire planes in Britain, Leo McKinstry takes a 

short detour into Dowding’s curious clinging to the significance of past lives in shaping the 

personality of the present incarnation.  McKinstry cites from a letter Dowding wrote to Lord 

Beaverbrook (Max Aitken, the controversial Canadian-born baron who became Minister of 

Aircraft Production in 1940) in 1964.  It is almost as if Dowding begins to see the larger 

patterns in his personal mythology nearer his own death in 1970 that H.D. was weaving in 

her works back in 1946-1961: 

  In his [Dowding’s] later years he became convinced that he had been  
  a Mongol chief in a previous life, as he told Beaverbrook in a letter  
  written in 1964.  Even more bizarrely, in the same letter he claimed that 
  both he and Beaverbrook had been chosen by divine will to save Britain 
  in 1940: 
        I am telling you this because I think it more than probable that your  
  part in the battle was laid down by the Lords of Karma as a result of some 
  action of your own in times long past.  Looking back on my own life, I can 
  see how events conspired to put me at the head of Fighter command at the 

crucial time, instead of Ellington as Chief of the Air Staff, as I had been told 
in 1935 that I should.  I don’t know if you, with your widely different views, 
will think that it is all nonsense but to me it is an integral part of my life.  I 
think perhaps that the above will account for the way in which two such 
dissimilar characters as you and I were brought together and enabled to work 
harmoniously for the preservation of our dear country.  (241) 

 
But Dowding never quite grasped the metempsychographical nuances of his mythology in 

the way H.D. does, especially in Vale Ave and Helen in Egypt. Initiate in the ways of the 

ancient Egyptians, H.D. had a distinctive understanding of bodies and personalities: unless 

they are “mystically cut” and then “cauterise[d]” in the fiery act of remembrance, they can 

recharge and animate powerful bonds among the living and the dead.  In Winter Love, a 

“coda” H.D. wrote to Helen in Egypt, the poet describes the phoenix-like secret within the 

process of embalming to which Helen has become privy during her time in Amenti: 

O unseen and unknown,  
wrap me round and round 
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with Egypt’s linen as the dead are wrapped, 
mystically cut, cauterise 
as with fire, the wound from which 
 
the heart and entrails were drawn out; 
a shell? a shattered heart? 
no heart is left to heal. 
   (109) 

 
H.D. understood that a “body is a useful appurtenance” and that we not only need to create 

parts of ourselves to engage in an earthly drama, but we need a “showstone consciousness” in 

order to understand why we create these dramas. Moreover, the soul in its paradoxical 

autonomy, both the lover of the body and woven of its own cloth, recognizes the earthly 

dramas through the bodies who have participated in them, as I have discussed in my section 

on the esoteric life of H.D.’s cathedrals in the second chapter (MR 33-34; 146).  Relieved of 

the wounds stored in the “entrails” and “heart”—although these organs are preserved in 

canopic jars as “sealed up” records of the mysteries of life  (MR 34)—the personality can 

rejoin the soul’s journey with purified intent.   

 
III Thanatos, or the Room Before And After The Lamp  
 
Eros and Thanatos are branches on the same old tree 
          Rooted in the soil of shadow and light 
If God was separated from the dark twin, the Devil 
         Could he know the soul of mankind? 
   —Thomas Karlsson, “Abraxas”  
 

The 1945 memorial ceremony at Westminster Abbey commemorating the Battle of 

Britain, a ceremony that has also taken place every year since then, helped immortalize Lord 

Dowding in his role as victorious Air Chief Marshal in the Second World War. The bequest 

of immortality, however, was conferred on a “ghost” (S 84), a mere shadow who attended the 

event as an exile. When H.D. gathers or draws Dowding into the imaginal realm for 
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regeneration, she also inherits an understanding of his ostracism from this realm of the 

animate soul—represented by Eros in relationship with Psyche—that has resulted in his 

“return” to life as a revenant.  In A Terrible Love of War, Hillman observes that the soldier of 

war bears archetypal allegiance to a god whom the Greeks and especially the Romans saw 

not as some contained figure but as “a phenomenon of dreadful power . . . .This force had to 

be held from exploding into civil life. . . .  The Romans felt Mars to be a collective danger 

and for their own security placed his cult outside the city walls in the ‘field of Mars’” (88).  

Though the lines in later centuries between the fields of war and villages and towns may have 

been less incisively drawn, they remain ingrained in human consciousness: an “iron-ring,” as 

H.D., borrowing from the war vocabulary of the 20th century, calls it in Helen in Egypt. 

Hillman elaborates on this “iron-ring” as a literalizing of the “psychic wall between the more 

human and inhuman areas of our being”: 

  The geographical placement of Mars outside the city walls in a field  
of his own literalizes the psychic wall between the more human and inhuman 
areas of our being. . . .  The wall must hold for Mars to do his work, even if by 
the slow deadening process that kills the life of every trace in the heart of 
“back home.”  The god whom the solider serves kills the “life-soul,” and the 
trooper who survives comes home a revenant. 
     To say that the god is in the style, the style is the god displayed, means 
Mars is thrust, like the forward, straight piece of spear, lance, and bayonet.  
This style turns encounters, including ordinary human relations, into scenes of 
in-your-face close combat. (War 89; emphasis added) 

 
Dowding’s angry repudiation of H.D. and her messages at a civil tea meeting held in her 

London flat certainly suggests the volte face inherent in a Martial style of encounter, turning 

“ordinary human relations, into scenes of in-your-face close combat” and confirms the Air 

Marshal’s return as a revenant in whom the overflow of Geburah’s force and severity have 

brought about disequilibrium; the “life-soul” of mercy, portrayed in Vale Ave  not only as the 

“patient” flow of Chesed or Gedulah but also as one of the pillars on the Tree of Life that 
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balances the other one of “rigor” (XXI) and in the sephira of Tiphereth, “beauty … the centre 

and the Sun” that could also be the outline of the human soul: “an altar in the temple,/ the 

shadow outline of an upright man” (XXIV), has been lost, “killed” along with the thousand 

pilots dead yet awaiting resurrection through the visionary verses and sentient encounters of 

the poet with her Morris table.  

 A very early and influential essay by Friedman, entitled “Creating a Women’s 

Mythology” (1977), advances the idea that the premise behind “authentic selfhood” in Helen 

in Egypt “for both men and women involves a rewriting of patriarchal traditions and a 

creation of a women’s mythology” (400).  She argues that the androgynous ideal that H.D. 

portrays in the epic does not entail an “androcentric ‘fusion’” but a “new polarity that places 

the women’s world at the centre of the life force.  From this perspective, Helen is able to 

wipe out the patriarchal images of women that destroy her potential selfhood.  Freed from the 

negative burden of distorted tradition, Helen can simultaneously understand her particularity 

as woman and her universality as human” (400).  Although Friedman’s early work has and 

continues to influence my own—especially Psyche Reborn, which I use extensively in this 

study—I cannot help but follow many of the scholars since who have moved away from the 

idea of “rewriting” and the exclusivity of H.D.’s works as parts of a “women’s mythology.” 

Sherri Williams, for instance, favours the trope of “translation” instead of “revision” in 

“Translating Helen: H.D.’s Helen in Egypt,” and the editors of the recent edition of The 

Sword Went Out to Sea, along with the novel itself, broach the vying possibility of the idea of 

the “Twin” in H.D.’s work as an image that might undermine the poet’s deference to the 

androgynous ideal.   
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 H.D.’s meetings with Lord Dowding and his repudiation of her bring her to terrifying 

realizations of the possibility that the male and female principles may never come together in 

an alchemical fusion on the earth plane.  Here, after all, is a man who admits over and over 

that—unlike Pound, Aldington, or even the more literary Durand—he does not like modern 

poetry or care much for those arts of initiation into the dark underworld realms that act as 

crucibles for sacred union. Yet Bhaduri had once narrated to H.D. a vision about the Air 

Chief in which Dowding held some indeterminate profession in “Elizabethan 

England….disguise[d] as a means to a Spiritual end” (MR 5), and the talents necessary for 

the “Spiritual end” Bhaduri isolates as a poetic essence hovering behind Dowding’s guarded 

personality: “He has had important functions to attend—but you know, his tongue is often in 

his cheek. . . . His secrecy is intense—wild animals wouldn’t draw his secrets from him. But 

his profession is not his real self. He could have been an actor, there is poetry, too, here” (MR 

6). As Hogue and Vandivere point out, these séances mark a time in which H.D.’s 

“connection to [Dowding] became more erotically spiritual in the séances: they were to be 

linked by the ‘fire of divine love’” (xxviii). The last reference comes from another séance 

vision of Bhaduri’s that discloses a Tudor church with a mausoleum for H.D.’s 

consideration; it appears that a man and woman sit near a tomb decorated with “effigies of 

children round the base” (MR 39).65 So animate is the mausoleum—with the impression of 

revenants, perhaps—that Bhaduri “wants” to “lift [the] slab” of the tomb (MR 39).  He senses 

the presence of an angelic woman above the scene who wishes to join with the man in the 

                                                 
     65 The progression of images from Bhaduri’s first vision in this short sequence of a hesitant Dowding 
wishing to speak of something important but refraining from doing so and then “writing,” maybe letters to or a 
book (Many Mansions, Lychgate, perhaps)  about the “young people in spirit” who keenly attract him because 
of his “interest [in] youth—but not just youth either, it’s the young idea” (MR 39) to the image of the couple 
with the dead children reinforce the motif of loss in Dowding’s current life in the form of his dead “chicks” or 
R.A.F. pilots, as well as the motif in former lives of a great yearning for (and perhaps continuous loss of) youth, 
innocence, and free-spirited, airy explorations of invention and progression.  
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vision, taken by implication to be Dowding, in the latter’s desire “to do good” and find “the 

middle path” (39).  Later on in Vale Ave H.D. will supply this “middle path” for Dowding 

when her own semblable, Elizabeth Dyer, guides the dead spirit of Dowding’s semblable 

Walter Ralegh—the man involved in a profession “as a means to a Spiritual end”—through 

the middle pillar on the Tree of Life (or the majic ring of the soul’s influence that can bring 

discordant energies in the personality’s being-in-the-world into harmony). The path—which 

is the poem—directs the forces of mercy and destruction— rendered figuratively as the 

pillars of “form” and “force” on the tree—into a new expression of being. 

 The “fire of divine love” pervades Bhaduri’s charming tableau, and “is kindled, even 

as a beacon to light the way on, to others” (MR 39; H.D.’s emphasis).  Undoubtedly H.D. 

would consider the “fire of divine love”—the spiritual fire that, perhaps, burned within her 

passion for Dowding and consumed her into a re-living after her break-down—as just as 

insistently governed by Aries as the aggression within Dowding that results from the 

constraints of being silent or keeping from view “his real self” (MR 39; 6) and that he 

expresses as a soldier-pilot during the war.  An inspired reading of Evangeline Adams’s 

depiction of the Martian archetype might have reinforced for H.D. the dangerously 

combustible yet vividly energetic connection between lovers and the soldiers:   

  Life is a sacrament, and the energy of Mars is the red flame of the fire  
  upon the altar. Mars is manhood; he is the knight vowed to serve his lady;  
  and that lady must be to him the ideal, adored and not to be attained. Only  
  at the end of his knight-errantry may he look for his reward. He is a  
  warrior ; his duty is first to his liege lord. 
       So, then, let Mars rear his fiery crest upon the heavens. He is the  
  chosen guardian of the fortress of the soul. . . . Without Energy, Being  
  itself could not manifest; Motion is necessary to Matter if a Universe is to  
  exist. But this Energy and Motion must be directed and controlled. It must  
  not be allowed to dissipate, or to escape in ways unwilled. (317) 
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 One cannot eradicate or “wipe out” patriarchal images on earth any more than one can use 

the arts of battle to defeat the Arian archetype. To eliminate this side of the polarity and its 

collective cache of images would be to erase simultaneously any matriarchal and feminine 

images as well and move in a motion contrary to the harmony-in-discord that soul introduces 

through any divinely-appointed conduit, as we have noted previously in Majic Ring’s image 

of the Word with-and-as God that resides in the “House of Fishes” (25).  H.D. might have 

tried, in earlier works, to bring one side into greater privilege than the other, as exemplified 

in “Eurydice” perhaps. But the entrance of the Chief Air Marshal in H.D.’s life indicated to 

her that Ares/Mars would never go away, and so she inducts him into the 

metempsychographical realm of her later poetry, which lays siege to the borders of classical 

and ancient literature by exploring the idea that archetypal characters who have been the 

subject of much study and speculation and who are integral to the movement and evolution 

of human consciousness are often trapped within their own literary legacies and need to be 

initiated into their own lives and into the greater wisdom of the soul. “It is in the mystery-life 

of poem and novel, picture and drama,” writes Duncan in the H.D. Book,” that Helen and 

Christ emerge as eternal persons of our human spirit, and again and again must be drawn 

from their conventions into their own life. Here the high and independent selfhood of each 

work of art is the vehicle of the reincarnation” (534). 

Dowding-as-revenant appears as Achilles—a hero-turned-literal-shade in the Trojan 

War and an equally haunting revenant, a “mountain and a grave”—in Helen in Egypt (6). 

According to H.D.’s narration in Sword, Dowding appears unmoved, spectral, at the 

memorial service, just as Achilles does in Hades when he hears from Odysseus that his war 

exploits are celebrated above.  In Book II of the Odyssey, for example, Achilles and his 
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fellow Greek soldiers are lingering close by the gates of Hades as Odysseus arrives for 

directions home.  When he sees his old friend, Achilles asks Odysseus why he has visited this 

“dwelling place” for the “breathless dead” (II. 604-6).  Even after Odysseus’s assurances that 

Achilles still retains his honour and good reputation in the upper world of light, Achilles 

continues to pout and lament the parts of himself that he has left behind in the world above.  

This “world above” is, in fact, the present; Achilles now lives as a shade of that present life, 

which, if he could see it, actually frees him from the constraints of manifest form and opens 

him up to conjectural and formless possibility—what we might term “the future.” But 

Achilles insists that he would prefer to retain a role in earthly life, even if the price of 

passage is (re)incarnation as the poorest beggar, a persona he prefers even more than the one 

of the King of Hades himself (Odyssey II.486-91).   Both Dowding and Achilles have lost 

something of themselves that they wish to have again.  This “something” corresponds to the 

“self” that becomes “invisible,” like “Hugh” or “Scrag” in the fields of war, but that lends an 

emotional robustness and thus a tension of being to the terrifying presence of non-being or 

discontinuity that threatens the soldier in times of war.  H.D. pities Achilles his ignorance, 

and his appearance in her Helen in Egypt introduces the spoiled hero to the richness of the 

underworld (the unconscious) and the chance to be a powerful creator—an initiate, not 

simply a channel of force and action—by acknowledging and integrating the daemonic and 

shadowy aspects of his psyche.   

 The interplay between a discontinuous existence under the spell of illusion of 

continuity, and a desire for continuity that necessitates a disconnect with what has come 

before also sets up a dialectic that brings time-hollowed concepts of “good” and “evil”—so 
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emphatically debated in the post-WWII culture from which H.D. penned her most spiritually-

complex works—into sharper focus. Since evil, as understood mystically/kabbalistically, is 

the separation and isolation of those things that should be united.  So long as 
man absorbs this separation into his being — this is the meaning here of the 
eating of the fruit, which belongs to the “fruits of the soul”—he creates 
inauthentic, false systems of reality, productive of evil—i.e., that which is 
separated from God. (Scholem Godhead 70)   

 
The prevalent motif of semblables in H.D.’s later works inspires me to define evil 

kabbalistically, as does Denise Levertov in her early yet renowned “appreciation” of H.D. 

(1962). Though Levertov’s piece addresses H.D.’s imagist poems and Trilogy, it is still so 

acutely relevant to the later works:  

She showed a way to penetrate mystery, which means, not to flood darkness 
with light so that the darkness is destroyed, but to enter into darkness, 
mystery, so that it is experienced.  And by darkness I don’t mean evil;  not evil 
but the Other Side [sitra ahra], the Hiddenness before which man must shed 
his arrogance; Sea out of which the first creeping thing and Aphrodite emerge; 
Cosmos in which the little speck of earth whirls, and in the earth ‘the 
dandelion seed.’ (183)   

 

We think of war as “evil” because of the lives it claims, the cities it destroys, the minds that 

crumble beneath the force of its terrors, but it is more complexly a product of the tensive 

interactions between continuity and discontinuity. The archetype of the soldier, for instance, 

expresses the ego’s blind need for glory and immortality and the soul’s need for an 

“inhuman” encounter with Thanatos, “Lord Death,” in order to shatter the body so that the 

“ultimate truth” and being of the soul may come through (Hillman War 68).  H.D. herself 

appears to understand this mysteriously foreign working of the soul through life—

emblematized in the form of war.  As her Helen reads the hieroglyphs at Karnak/Luxor and 

draws the powers of the god into herself she learns that “it was God’s plan/to melt the icy 

fortress of the soul,/ and free the man” (HE 10). We have then an image of Eros before the 
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betrayal of the lamp and hence in his guise as Thanatos, a primordial force that wished to be 

left alone even as it was being drawn into a scene of startling intimacy with the human soul.  

Eros may be willing to be drawn down and seduced into this intimacy, but Thanatos, even 

though Hillman christens him “Lord Death,” is not of the same tradition of underworld 

guardians as Hades or Osiris.66 These underworld guardians are always gatekeepers and 

rarely creators.  Like the Greek Hades, who wins his phantasmic nether world by lot and thus 

becomes its initiate and adjudicator but not its creator, or the re-membered Osiris, who 

experiences rebirth as a Lord of the Dead after dismemberment through the rites of 

primordial chaos (Set), Tartarean custodians always find a shadowy world intact upon their 

arrival, inhabited by such creatures as Hecates, Hels, Fates, Eryinnes, multi-headed dogs, 

jackal-embalmers, and scales outfitted to weigh hearts. In much of Homeric literature Hades 

designates a realm in which the departed congregate, but are not animated with the “passion 

of conjuration” (Scholem Kabbalah and its Symbolism 121). Its dark patron, though moody 

and remote, will interact with those who enter his realm and still retains enough of the 

imprint of the world of the living to empathize, from time to time, with the human plight, as 

he did when Orpheus brought his evocative sounds into the regions of the dead.  

Thanatos, on the other hand, appears in Aeschylus’s Niobe, one of the few early 

Greek sources featuring this abstract primal force, as a “god who loves not gifts, and from 

whom persuasion stands apart” (Gantz 5).  Whereas “Eros” is drawn down into his own life 

in the palace with Psyche, Thanatos comes and goes. Hillman writes:  

By not inhibiting the death, Socrates’ daimon acted in accordance with eros 
psychopompos, the ‘Eros with crossed  legs and torch reversed . . . the 
commonest of all symbols for death’ in later antiquity and in Orphic thought.  

                                                 
     66 Freud was one of the first, of course, to identify and classify the drive of Thanatos, or the death instinct, 
and its potent pull of the personality towards an inorganic state.  The nature of Thanatos and its relationship 
with the psyche gains even more in imaginal stature throughout the 20th century.  
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Eros leads the soul, not only as the Freudian life-instinct separated from and 
contrary to Thanatos; Eros is also a face of Thanatos, has death within it (the 
inhibiting component that holds back life), and leads life into the invisible 
psychic realm “below” and “beyond” mere life, endowing it with the 
meanings of the soul given by death.  (Myth of Analysis 78) 

   
Germany provides an imaginal example of a country influenced by the spirit of Thanatos.  In 

Germany’s burgeoning pre-war fantasy of itself, the country harboured a wish to be left alone 

with its symptoms—recovering from the first war, harbouring decadence, dealing with the 

destruction of older structures—so appropriately fantasies of purity began to take hold of the 

imaginations of the governing classes.  The soul’s memoria of Germany harboured a dark 

core that was attuned to nothing but itself because of the national quarantine the country 

experienced after the first world war and the way in which it collapsed in ruins after the war; 

these ruins hid or obscured the Luciferian spark of the human spirit. It was this energy that 

could have influenced German leaders at the level of the subconscious, bringing them and 

their nation to the brink of death.  Like the disparaged body of pre-WWII Germany, there are 

in each of H.D.’s later works forces that wish for isolation, whether these be more abstract 

ones—like death—or contrarian sparks within human beings like those H.D. intuits are in 

Lord Dowding: “I do not mean that as a man of the world, he feared hysteria or hero-worship 

from me.  He had dealt with that sort of thing all his life.  It was the thing beyond hero-

worship, the impersonal or the fear of de-personalization that he dreaded” (S 46).  There is 

also Lord Dowding’s “ordinary statement,” noted above, that captures a loss of hope and 

desire for life (S 148), H.D.’s impression of him during their correspondence: “Of the last 

letter I had the impression of remoteness, isolation, starry coldness like a cloud-nebula” (MR 

11), and his infamous “repudiation” that testifies to rigid desire to stand apart from the 

regenerative powers of death-within-life. The “pillar of cloud,” however, is as important to 
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the quest as the “pillar of fire” that lights the way.  In midrashic gesture, H.D. transforms this 

“starry coldness” into a cluster of astral (and astrological) forms that invest Lord Dowding 

with renewed presence. In many ways, regeneration/resurrection stands in contradistinction 

to continuity, especially theosophical notions of continuity, the latter suggesting attenuation 

of the same and the former renewal and variation upon the theme of the “same.”   

 H.D. is invited by the RAF soldiers found through her Morris table to tell the “true 

tale,” a polyphasic story that unfolds in the Book of the Dead that comprises her later works.  

She was once the “seer” who advised the members of the Viking Ship in Sword’s series of 

past-life vignettes, to search not for a “summer-land”—the theosophical version of the astral 

world—but a “Summerdream,” which uses the power of the imaginal—the dream—to spark 

regeneration of those seemingly inertial forces that are the legacy of Thanatos. Without those 

inert forces there would be no creation, so they must be invited—invoked—to join in. 

Dowding’s “amateur dabbling in psychic matters” (VA LIV) masks the paradoxically severe 

obsession of the spiritually dead with revivification and meaning in life accrued through 

metaphysical certainties. He is “Gyges,” a parabolic figure renowned for the way in which he 

plays out the script of his desires beneath a cloak of invisibility, and to H.D. the “true” 

Dowding has become invisible and cannot recognize these very deep-seated psychical 

desires. The inertial sparks of the “dark” are the prima materia of the psyche, and they 

demand not necessarily release, healing, or integration but recognition and cultivation to 

elicit the greater truths that are the clay of the artist.   

 In the story of “Gyges,” told in Book II of Plato’s Republic, a Lydian shepherd named 

Gyges chances upon a ring of invisibility located in true Trojan horse fashion on a corpse 

situated in a hollow bronze horse. At this point, Gyges remains ignorant about the powers of 
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the ring, but when he wears it to an assembly for shepherds in service to the King everyone 

there begins talking about him as if he were not attending at all and this strange behaviour 

tips Gyges off about the nature of the ring.  Armed with this weapon of invisibility, Gyges 

travels the kingdom and the palace halls collecting secrets and classified information and 

manages to become one of the King’s envoys. He then seduces the Queen and the two of 

them murder the King so that Gyges can ascend the throne. At a very basic level, the story of 

Gyges examines the concept of justice: would a just man act unjustly if he had the advantage 

of a cloak of invisibility veiling his actions?  That is to say, a removal of the moral structures 

imbedded by thousand of years of legacy within the conscious mind?  Helen in Egypt and 

Vale Ave  reveal a different side to Justice, and one more in keeping with the tarot trump of 

the same name and the balancing forces of Geburah and Gedulah.  There are hidden and 

inverse laws in the Universe that are known to the initiate, in this case Helen in Helen in 

Egypt and Elizabeth Dyer in Vale Ave, and these often trump the “iron-rings” of invisibility 

that lure Greek soldiers, Renaissance men, or RAF chiefs into forgetting the “hearth” in 

favour of the “terrible love” of war or the intrigue of exploration.    

 There is an intriguing relationship between the “iron ring” in Helen in Egypt, 

articulated by Achilles and seven other Achaean kings as an “iron-circle” of “fame” that will 

ensure world domination and “Immortality” (HE 52), and the ring of Gyges in Vale Ave  that 

ensures invisibility (and hence immunity from the consequence of actions).  Invisibility 

comes at the cost of the necessary transgression of collectively inspired moral boundaries—  

both the Lydian Shepherd and the British Commanding Officer have held the power of life 

and death over others, and both chose death—and Immortality is believed by the hero to 

arrive through fame and the iron-fast Babelian bonds among those in power. (Because of 
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Dowding’s “choice,” the real man becomes invisible, lost with the R.A.F. soldiers in the 

Battle of Britain). Both Gyges and the Achaeans play a terrible, deadly game of “All-Hid” in 

which their competitors do not at first receive the chance to seek.  Yet the careful measures 

of H.D.’s verse reveal that invisibility and immortality have permeable bounds, exhibiting a 

transparency that acts as an Achilles’ heel and forms a bridge between worlds.   

 When Achilles and the Greeks, so intensely interested in their own desire to live 

forever, make the Trojans immortal by the edge of their swords, when Gyges grants King 

Candaules of Lydia immortality because of a craftily executed coup, and when Dowding 

loses the lives of “his thousand English pilots” (VA LV) in battle only to enable them to 

“find” immortality (“Lost we are found” (29) former RAF pilot Ralph spells out to H.D. in 

Sword), all three unwittingly allow these individuals to become their seekers.  “Death” upsets 

the carefully laid plans of those who would both hide and seek because it is not an “iron-

ring”—holding enemies or fears or traumatic experiences securely away from us—but a 

diaphanous partition that restores balance and allows them to come through and seek us out.  

Realms of the Living Dead makes this point more expertly.  Augusta and Homer Curtiss tell 

us that strong thought forms will return a dead solider to an earthly battlefield, but there he 

will find it quite transformed:   

When in the flesh it was quite easy to know on which side they were fighting; 
friend and foe could be distinguished merely by their uniforms, but now all is 
different, for to the astral sight the real forces back of the war (good and evil) 
are plainly seen, and the aura of each man who is truly and heroically fighting 
for principle, even though mistaken, is illumined by the light of his ideals, the 
light varying in color and brilliancy according to the strength and purity of 
these ideals. (70)   

 

The Curtisses and H.D. are not presenting immortality as the pipe dream of the church in 

response to the overwhelming stimuli of social, cultural and physical adversity.  “Religious 
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thought,” argues Benedict Anderson, “responds to obscure intimations of immortality, 

generally by transforming fatality into continuity (karma, original sin, and so on).  In this 

way, it concerns itself with the links between the dead and the yet unborn, the mystery of 

regeneration” (11).  When the Enlightenment brings with it “the dusk of religious modes of 

thought” (11), the secular need for “transformation of fatality into continuity, contingency 

into meaning” translates into the nascency of the nation state and its attendant nationalism.  

However, as I will discuss in subsequent chapters about schism in the age of the 

Renaissance and the Enlightenment—the flight of Minerva’s owl from the Church’s 

buttresses does not do away with humankind’s general preoccupation with reasons for being 

and the obsession with personal mythology—both an identification with or against one’s 

perceived “nation” are examples of such a mythology; these identifications or stories are not 

true or untrue: they are either in the process of destruction or creation.  Immortality in the 

poems does not constitute a reward or express itself through modes of judgement; the poems 

—Vale Ave especially—deliberately expose any idea of nationalism by blurring lines of 

genesis and relationship among characters to penetrate the “mystery of re-generation.”  The 

precise relationship between the dead and the unborn is essentially a non-relationship 

because there are no dead and no unborn; there are no seekers and no hiders. Only perception 

makes the “I am” energy splinter.  

  Helen in Egypt’s Achilles internalizes the wrong “ideals.”  He feels frustration in the 

afterlife (even though, paradoxically enough, he is living out an experience of the 

immortality coveted in Troy) because his understanding of the “tokens” and “rings”(HE) of 

Immortality is informed by petitions to men, male gods, and masculine tradition when the 

mysteries of the intersection of unbroken consciousness with the cycles of existence belong 
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to realm of feminine creativity and manifestation. Helen in Egypt extends a tireless search for 

Thetis during which Helen comes to the realization that goddesses (harbingers of the 

subconscious for whom “accidents” are in fact synchronicities) do not really make mistakes; 

the Styx affair in which the ankle or heel of Achilles is left out of the ritual of dipping is 

intentional.  Of course, we can never be sure of the length of time a mortal should be held 

beneath Styx’s waters in order to gain immortality without drowning, but the mythic 

examples of Demeter and Demophon and Isis and the young prince suggest that drowning in 

a sacred river, like burning to death in a sacred fire, is impossible.  Only our human eyes, 

represented by the earthly mothers in these myths, see differently and long to protect us from 

such transcendental ventures that, although patronized by the gods themselves, burn away 

what we know of our mortal selves.  Demophon lay hovering on the brink of eternal life after 

Demeter had doused him with sacred fire for four consecutive nights; but he was doomed to 

retain the sleeping mind after his earthly mother interrupted the process.  Yet, as Walter 

Starkie maintains, “there was still left a portion of immortal spirit in Demophon; he grew up 

different from other children and he was filled with immortal longings that made him wander 

far from his ivory tower” (In Sara’s Tents 3).  

 The “immortality” granted by Styx consists of a process in which past life traumas 

return to the watery realms of unconsciousness and leave the ego free to pursue its course of 

heroism and differentiation and attain its goals of fame and worldly honour.  But Thetis 

leaves a “heel” untouched by the waters (but touched by herself, the Waters), a partial trauma 

that ensures Achilles will always be hers and will be hers again after his brief role in earthly 

dramas. The poem brings through the voice of an ironic chorus (“Styx, was it?”) as “his eyes 
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cleared/and the smoke drifted away” (HE 252) and Achilles sees Thetis in Helen and Thetis’ 

secret of immortality via mortality comes into view:  

  she had promised him immortality 
  but she had forgotten to dip the heel 
  of the infant Achilles 
 
  into the bitter water, 
  Styx, was it? 
  O careless, unspeakable mother, 
 
  O Thetis … 
  so she failed at last 
  and worse than failure, 
 
  the mockery, after-death, 
  to stumble across a stretch 
  of shell and the scattered weed, 
 
  to encounter another 
  whose eyes slant in the old way; 
  is she Greek or Egyptian?  (HE 253-4) 
 
Male gods (Saturnian) may be interested in reproduction, tradition, and posterity—all things 

closely associated with memory and a carrying of the lustre of the past into the future—but 

the realm of Immortality transcends these constructed limitations and reveals where the pain 

or trauma of past incarnations is a gateway to areas in which we are just not in accord with 

what is “mortal” but are bound to an inheritance that is immortal.   

 
Azrael as a face of Eros and Thanatos  
 
 Trilogy asks “what is War/to Birth, to Change, to Death?” (67), and the answers can 

only be given by its patrons, among them Hermes Trismegistus—champion of thieves, 

alchemists, and poets—and Azrael, “whom God helps,” a rather capricious angel of death 

who destroys with his left hand (the microcosm) what he bequeaths with the right (the 

macrocosm).  From the depiction of Azrael in Gustave Davidson’s Dictionary of Angels, we 
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get the impression that this angel, along with Lucifer, is one of those long-established “fallen 

angels” who spend centuries in the shadow under the tutelage of a Divine Father in order to 

study patiently and thoroughly the nuances of creation.  As a reward for Azrael’s learning, 

Higher Powers entrust the angel with the task of separating the soul from the body at the 

point of death.  But no angel can withstand the shadow of the Divine unscathed, and Azrael 

attracts from the world of mortals as much suspicion and mistrust as Lucifer; both are 

associated with Satan, Lucifer by the Christians (because they first make his acquaintance in 

the Hebrew Scriptures as the Canaanite Helel ben Shahar, the morning or day star, born of 

the Dawn (Isaiah 14) and Azrael by the Jews (because they first make his acquaintance in the 

peripheral folkloric and apocryphal texts as an angel of destruction).  None of the 

descendants of Adam can truly bring themselves to make friends with death, it seems, or its 

traditionally symbolic custodians, although H.D. attempts to befriend them in Trilogy and 

Vale Ave.  From Azrael’s mythical biography, Gustav Davidson recounts the following:  

  In Arabic tradition, Azrael is “forever writing in a large book and  
  forever erasing what he writes; what he writes is the birth of a man,  
  what he erases is the name of the man at death.”  When Michael,  
  Gabriel, and Israfel failed to provide the 7 handfuls of earth for the  
  creation of Adam, the 4th angel on this mission, Azrael, succeeded;  
  and because of this feat he was appointed to separate body from  
  soul. . . .  Oriental legend has it that Azrael accomplishes his mission  
  (i.e. bringing death first and separation afterward) by holding an apple  
  from the Tree of Life to the nostril of the dying person. (64) 
 
Surely, as redactor extraordinaire of the Book of Life, Azrael would appeal to H.D., as do all 

of his Arabic, oriental, and Judaic costumings: “The Angel names are more or less traditional 

O[ld] T[estament], though I use the Mohammedan name for planet Saturn, ruler of time and 

death, Azrael” (qtd. in Pearson’s foreword to Trilogy ix).  Poems that get their bearings 

vertically, from the mystical as opposed to the mundane, and that sift through the 
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mythomystical history of the individual and the collective in order to bring meaning to (from 

a human perspective) the wounds and ruptures of time, need an expert editor to oversee the 

erasures of birth and death.  Not death as erasure from life, but those moments of “being” 

begotten from the opportunity of death (the casting off of “old clothing,” of narrow 

synecdochal leanings of consciousness that no longer serve the evolution of the part or the 

whole).  Although she is a visionary and a poetic medium, H.D. cannot do this herself and 

has often forfeited the influential mode of the authorial voice for the tabula rasa experience 

of the pupil.  Her characters are less those in search of an author as she is an author in search 

of characters from the annals of history, mythology, and legend (although these “sources” are 

privileged differently in the poems to represent in her “Book of Life” (and Book of the 

Dead).  H.D. invests with being mythical characters who would otherwise be lost or 

misrepresented as one-dimensional spectres of everyday life.   

 Azrael offers knowledge—the apple from the Tree of Knowledge—to the nostril of 

the dying person before the moment of death; in this reversal of the Genesis myth, we have 

not life tempted by the utter sensuality and knowledge that death (separation) will bring, but 

instead we have those who are already in a fallen state wishing to once again to go through 

the schism to greater wisdom.  “Lovest thou not Azrael,/the last and the greatest, Death?” 

asks the narrative voice of Trilogy, offering readers the chance to insert their own midrashic 

gesture, to embrace the Saturnine constriction of life in order to become acquainted with its 

nature.  Azrael (the “face” of Death) seems also to appear  to H.D. in a feminine or creative 

form of the imperative: “Write, write, or die” and unmasks the realities behind Trilogy’s 

seven daemons—Isis, Astarte, Cyprus, Gaia, Lilith, Eve and “one born before Lilith and 

Eve” (Trilogy 157), severing their bodies (clothed by the legends of history) from their souls 
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(the true reality) through symbol; H.D. (and other characters, like Kaspar) then begins to see 

who they really are.67  The Azraelian perspective within the poems and their manufacture is 

actually like Blake’s envisioning of the soul and body in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, a 

play of contraries that interact and, from the interaction, new creations arise.  Contraries 

cannot be collapsed in a unity, or else “what is human” will cease to exist. If we remove our 

consciousness from the physical body, we no longer see it as alive (symbolized in “death”); 

but the (potentially dead) person has taken on another way of seeing.  After death, the 

Blakean soul no longer sees itself as a sensual being, grounded in the material world, but as a 

spiritual being; the “shell” is cast off and disintegrates. In the same way, we could say that 

when a seed no longer wishes to see itself as a seed but as a tree, it casts off its husk.   

 In Sword, H.D. consistently associates Dowding with an “eagle,” thus investing him 

with his own Azraelian aspect: “Lord Howell was that ‘lone eagle’ that Ben Manisi said, 

hovered about the table.  Manisi had said, ‘He has a nest somewhere.’  The nest was the little 

tripod-table of the poet, William Morris.  The full-grown eaglets, hawks or falcons had flown 

off, but they were still one flock or family. They understood each other without speaking, but 

they wanted others to understand them, as well” (139).  In its highest octave, the Eagle is the 

Phoenix, the mythological bird whose vibrant rise from its own ashes calls attention to the 

entangled aspects of life and death; as a symbol, the phoenix has inspired many writers and 

artists to reflect beyond this duality and visualize the passage of death as nothing more than 

Pygmalion’s fire, releasing the true spirit or self from the prison of what it knew before (the 

flesh). The song that the Phoenix sings after its rebirth catches the attention of those for miles 

                                                 
     67 In my reading, the “one before Eve and Lilith” is all at once the soul, Psyche, and the Painted Lady of 
Sword—and the story of the soul is finally told in Vale Ave  as well, comprising not only the originary 
expression of its form (Lilith) but all of her avatars throughout the ages. 
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around and inspires a keen introspection within its listeners upon the magical mysteries of 

life and the unseen motivations behind their own corporeal journeys. 

   
Freud as Ezra-Azriel  
 
 A reading of Tribute to Freud might reveal H.D.’s realization that she had to get past 

Freud (at the door way) to get into the underworld and the web of connection/continuity.  But 

becoming a disciple of Jung (or taking up more of his readings) and even elaborating Freud’s 

work (exclusively) would not be the right clavicula nox.68  Instead she had to interact with 

Freud on the (astral) level on which he accessed the Underworld, just as she does Dowding 

and Bryher and everyone else; she had to find, acknowledge and get to know him (gnosis) as 

Ezra-Azriel in Vale Ave.  H.D.’s sessions with Freud in 1943-44 introduced her to the ways 

in which this “Master,” with the keys of acknowledgment and articulation, opened gateways 

into the foreign yet familiar world of the psyche.  She envisioned Freud as a Cerberus or 

Anubis who “would stand guardian at the gate” of the unconscious and “turn the whole 

stream of consciousness back into useful, into irrigation channels, so that none of this power 

be wasted” (TF 103).  These are impressive, if misguided, powers of healing that H.D. 

intuited that Freud had received from a former life as an “ancient Cabalist,” perhaps “none 

other than Ezra-Azriel returned” (VA LXVIII). These powers of healing confer upon him the 

distinction of a psychoanalytic midrashist who tells stories of the body and mind.  As an 

ancient Cabalist, Freud had found the hidden doctrine of creation in a past life: some of its 

sparks he shares in his time as “Sigmund Freud,” while others are delivered as messages later 

to passengers on the caravel in Vale Ave ’s realm of death. Perhaps there is a touch of irony 

also in Vale Ave’s choice of Freud as “Ezra-Azriel”: of all the Kabbalists who contributed to 

                                                 
     68 “Key of Night” (from among Lilith’s collection!). 
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the Zoharic tradition, Ambelain stresses Ezra-Azriel as the one who insisted on an unfaltering 

faith in the secret doctrines of God and creation: “It is not enough to know the Bible, the 

Misnah, the Haggadah.  All that is vain if one has no faith, if one does not aspire with 

confidence, in the lassitude of the ordinary course of life, to the sublime and mysterious 

Merkabah” (Kabbale Pratique  19).   

   Yet the mating of Freud’s shadowy past life and his Cereberian present confines him 

to that liminal doorway between the everyday and the eternal, a position which requires him 

as “old Janus . . . old Captain January” to “[transfer] the occult or hidden symbolism to the 

occult or hidden regions of the personal reactions, dreams, thought associations or thought 

‘transferences’ of the individual human mind.  It was the human individual that concerned 

him, its individual reactions to the problems of every-day” (102).  Freud had earned the gift 

of the “glance back” into the Underworld, but he perhaps feared and lamented that the 

journey might cost him something precious, as it did Orpheus, and so he clung stubbornly to 

the gate of “personal reactions” rather than to the richness of the realm beyond.  He 

cautioned his patients and readers to beware of the fantastical, folkloric, and generally 

misleading charms of religion; instead he attempted to lead them to the acceptance of their 

own labyrinthine selfhood as their sacred text and psychoanalysis as its hermeneutic impulse. 

To focus exclusively, however, on the synchronic concerns of an individual is merely to 

guard and preserve the organs necessary for revitalization without experience of their 

symbolic function.  Like a Ka imprisoned in a tomb that examines the Book of the Dead but 

is unwilling to decipher its life-giving codifications, so too did Freud stand in the mind’s 

catacombs. As one of nine Egyptian light bodies, the Ka is the etheric double of the deceased 

In uncovering the nuances in the Egyptian Book of the Dead, Rowena Pattee Kryder’s 
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identifies the Ka as the etheric double of the deceased that still clings tenaciously to the myth 

of a life lived and must be placated by the food and fine offerings traditionally left in the 

tombs by the relatives of the deceased.  This etheric double, Pattee Kryder contends, “also 

holds a self-image through a subconscious latency, which by itself, may be very limiting.  Its 

aim is to define the physical body, give it energy and form, but also the Ka has desires of its 

own.  It could be said to be the subconscious and body image. The Ka has a sort of 

imagination, within limits, that influences the body image through subconscious fears and 

desires” (Robes of Light 3).  So Freud theorized about the habit of the subconscious to siphon 

off the vitality of the personality if the former remained an uncanny and unrecognized spectre 

within the individual human mind and stood firmly at the limits of this theory.   

 If Freud had dared venture into Hades, he would have conceded—as H.D. did—that 

the mythologies of the subconscious were not only woven from the moment of birth.  The 

ka/subconscious spins its own mythological web—“the secrets kept were greater/than we 

dreamed of or dared dream” (VA LXVIII) and H.D., who was very familiar with Budge’s 

translation of the Book of the Dead, saw the imagination of Freud’s subconscious mind—his 

Ka—project for him a personal mythology that extended all the way back beyond his own 

birth.  Something in his lifetime as Ezra-Azriel stirred a longing for immortality, like 

Orpheus the poet-singer or Achilles the warrior. According to H.D.’s séance notes, Freud had 

chosen H.D. as his psychopomp, the weaver of his being from mortality into immortality: 

“H.D. received (via Bhaduri) the séance message in which Freud’s spirit told her, ‘you are 

the instrument�you will prove the work of this Master (Freud) did not represent a finality 

but a THRESHOLD’” (Sword Ghostwriting Modernism 126). Vale Ave  begins to cross this 

threshold.  
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 As the midrashists guessed and the Kabbalists grasped, one could not pass through 

the doorway of the text into its unspoken subtexts with an open sesame of mere reading, 

historical study, or exegetical hermeneutics, although persistence at these tasks may wear the 

door down a little, thinning out a slight crevice through which one might obtain a certain but 

curtailed peek.  Freud, Achilles, Dowding—all stand at the gate at crucial transitional 

points—and, as archetypal representatives of Cerberus and Anubis, all fail to enter.69 Karl 

Kerényi’s study on Asklepios outlines the symbolism of the divine Greek physician’s canine 

companions (whom he also associates with snakes) as “offered by nature itself … . [and 

expressive of] the turn for the better at the brink of the underworld” (32).  H.D. develops this 

idea in Sword when she ponders her meetings with Dowding  (Lord Howell) and what his 

eyes could and could not psychically perceive:  

I am for the moment, trying to see myself with his eyes.   But I am 
immediately aware of another pair of eyes, the grey-glass eyes that stared out 
of the white face, just thirteen days later, at the Abbey.  Perhaps those eyes 
saw too much.  Perhaps Lord Howell was trying to spare me the Hell into 
which I walked, in my fever and delirium, last spring. (97)   
 

Here H.D. implies that Lord Howell reflects a face of Cerberus that discourages the ill-

prepared initiate from entering the Underworld.  The instinctual (bestial) nature of Cerberus 

that often results in his vicious lunges at mortals and shades corresponds to an aggressive and 

perhaps protective conscious instinct within the psyche that precludes entry into shadowy 

realms.  Perhaps H.D., as a middle-aged woman in 1945 London (and the three faces of 

Cerberus correspond to the three faces of Hecate), feels she is as yet unskilled in taking on 

the rigours of the Underworld.  These “skills” come to her later as she lies in Küsnacht, an 

old lady and rightful initiate of the mysteries of the unconscious.   

                                                 
      69 In Vale Ave, H.D. recalls the “venom and the anger” of Dowding in the language of the Book of 
Revelation “as of a Dragon standing guard before a door” (LIX; emphasis mine).   
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 Another face of Cerberus-Anubis assures one of protection during initiation, and the 

former’s association with the body’s organs also has echoes in the Hecate cults of ancient 

and Hellenic Greece; under the goddess’ auspices dogs were brought into her temples or 

ceremonies performed at crossroads in which they were rubbed against the bodies of ailing 

individuals in the symbolic assurance that the victim’s ailments were being transferred onto 

the animal.  “Transference” was also part of the Freudian analytic repertoire.  H.D., however, 

preferred a more Asklepian knowledge: Asklepios who dared to navigate the secrets of the 

dead and learn the process of resurrection; like Christ, the knowledge he acquired centered 

on the enigmatic statement of the “kingdom within.”  In order to inherit the Asklepian 

mantle, H.D. recognized that she “must find new words as the Professor found or coined new 

words to explain certain as yet unrecorded states of mind or being ….  We retreat from the 

so-called sciences and go backward or go forward into alchemy” (TF 145). As Hogue and 

Vandivere note about the literary aspirations of Sword : 

  H.D. is interested in exploring the nether regions of the soul of the 
   individual and the soul of civilization.  She is thus continuing a trajectory  
  begun in Trilogy and The Gift of moving beyond the political and toward  
  a spiritual solution as a goal in itself.  H.D. confronts the ecstasies and 
  disorders of the mind, which she sees as the form of the spirit. . . .  The  
  contemporary origins of such mystical quests for an Eternal Truth lie in a  
  cultural response to what Alex Owen terms, discussing fin-de-siècle  
  occultism and its roots, “soul sickness.”  (xvi-xviii) 
 
H.D.’s poetics subtly question the value of retaining recollections of war—a “crass blunder” 

(S 37)—within cultural memory in order to increase the chance of perpetual peace.  1939 

marked the beginning of a second, not first, world war, and to H.D.  it appeared that the 

poet’s task was to unearth the prima materia that lay beneath patterns of violence and peace 

and use it for transformation: to simply “remember” these states in order to subdue them was 

as naïve as the prevalent belief activated at the beginning of the first world war in a return to 
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a Homeric age of heroism.  H.D. had a been a friend and student of Hermes Trismegistus for 

some time, and was schooled in the first steps of the alchemical process—but now, to truly 

understand the soul through the via nocturna of the psyche, she must come to know a darker 

face of her patron.  The quest in creating and reading poem involves less the alchemical 

transformation of consciousness as the query into the very heart of the prima materia, 

although the latter foments the former.  But what is a soul beyond the label given by the 

nescient mind to that repository of ontological mysteries that has plagued it even before the 

inception of Plato’s Republic? When Duncan wrote an Introduction to his 1968 collection of 

poetry entitled Bending the Bow, he called the soul the “life-shape of the body,” and poetry 

“the ever forming of bodies in language in which breath moves, [a] field of ensouling.  Each 

line, intensely, a soul thing, a contribution; a locality of the living” (ii).  Anything through 

which one can capture the fleeting progress of the breath—like speech and words—

constitutes a form of ensouling.  This absence of context exists not necessarily because of 

lost vellum or pointed redaction; instead—paradox of all paradoxes—the absence exists more 

in the imaginal realm of our consciousness rather than in the voluminous tomes of history 

books.  Historical context does matter, and fragments offer symbols of self and spirit that we 

seed along the way of our earthly journey in order to remind ourselves of who we are, but we 

should also remember that a sacred text enables knowledge and reflection about human 

nature and genesis.  In this sense, Biblical interpretation is not a morality but a consensus of 

understanding.  Its tenets require not that we get them “right,” but that we open up the text so 

that it can live and breathe.  H.D.’s later works—fields of ‘ensouling’ bringing the web 

beneath life, the workings of Moira into the tangled web of the “sleeping mind.”  
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 Duncan crafts his philosophy of the soul after reflection upon the phenomenon—or 

perhaps more accurately the “entity”—of war.  Far from being a “legacy” of all the social 

and political ills that build up over the course of humankind’s history, war, he argues, 

“breaks out at a boundary we name ours . . . . and we no longer inhabit what we properly 

thought our own ”(Bending the Bow i).  Forms of societal governance and classification (like 

language) form a system of kinship among humans that obtains even or especially in 

instances of division.  At moments of clefts or schisms, the patterns and effects of the system 

that nest within subconscious mind of its followers emerge along with invisible webs of 

emotion like hate, envy, spite, and malice that join afflicted parties just as intimately as if 

they were caught in a lover’s embrace. It is the paradox of the Hephaestian net, because in 

the myth the god of the forge longs for the embrace of something that he rightfully owns but 

that he can never learn to access.   

 This chapter has delved into the psychomachia of the soul in H.D. mythopoetics and 

the nuances of its battles once thrown into existence as it forms a fantasy of body and mind.  

Afterwards, there is the ongoing dance and struggle when these “phantasy” figures turn back, 

like Orpheus, in awareness of its beauty and autonomy. The soul enters life silently, perhaps, 

like the poison of betrayal among friends, who were once players together in an innocent 

drama of some merriment, to borrow an image from one of H.D.’s séance sessions with 

Bhaduri in Majic Ring (76). Hermetic Definition, Helen in Egypt, Sword, and Majic Ring 

have all contributed richly to the discussions in this chapter, but the next three chapters will 

bring Vale Ave  and its motifs into sharper focus.  The theme of these chapters will be one of 

a midrash on the soul and investigation into it as “the mysterious property of that which 
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incarnates and expresses itself through the time-bound and earth bound medium of an 

individual personality” (Greene, Neptune 332).  

 From England to Eden, the path of the poem follows  the voices of two children who, 

while playing an innocent game of “All-Hid” in their alchemist Uncle’s house, stumble upon 

invocations that allow the ensuing “processus” of poet, characters, and readers alike to 

engage with some of the most profoundly encoded and mysterious symbols of creation 

itself.70 Like the Fool within the Tarot’s Major Arcana, readers embark on a Dionysian 

journey of “meeting” and “parting” with shades of themselves that are not quite themselves, 

the lure of the poem drawing them to what seems at first a private autobiographical journey 

but ends up being, as H.D. says analogously of the premise of The Sword Went Out to Sea, 

“the answer . . . given by many to the whole world” (“H.D. by Delia Alton” 205).  A séance 

of four héros fatals, a cloud of witnesses, a psychoanalytic midrashist, and the web of 

consciousness of the poem’s readers that catches and devours meaning, provide and project 

this “answer” to the whole world. H.D. first uses the word “processus” evocatively, 

reminding readers of the triumphal procession of the Tarot where the Fool, like Icarus, adopts 

wings to fly above his own effigies; he oversees their journey through life’s dramas and 

watches as these hollow shadows of himself are burned by the light of the sun, just as effigies 

were in historical triumphal processions (“We were one flambeau for the world to see” (VA 

X).71   

                                                 
     70 See my 5th Chapter, “Hidden in the Attic of the Mind:  The Sequences of Vale Ave and the Patronage of 
Lucifer,” for my reading of the seventeenth section as the initiatory sequence of the poem and the innocuous yet 
influential childish actions behind events in the overall narrative sequence.     
     71 As J. Frazer notes about late Medieval-early Renaissance spring festivals: “Finally, after the procession 
has paraded the principal streets in this majestic manner, the effigy of Carnival is taken to the middle of a public 
square, stripped of his finery, laid on a pile of wood, and burnt amid the cries of the multitude, who thundering 
out once more the song of the Carnival fling their so-called ‘roots’ [radica — a huge leaf of the aloe or agave] 
on the pyre and give themselves up without restraint to the pleasures of the dance” (Golden Bough 399). 
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 The image of the “cloud” lends itself to midrashic consideration of Exodus, as the 

editors of the Literary Guide to the Bible point out: “[T]he column of fire/smoke signals the 

main issue of the book: the question of whether man can behold God or not” (61). H.D.’s 

séance sequences here transform this premise in Exodus into whether or not “the answer” 

also corresponds to the process of life after death illuminated in the Egyptian Book of the 

Dead, “which is the magical manual of the body’s metamorphosis into a khu (glorified 

spirit)” (Nightside 38).   To the Egyptians, the Khu was the subtlest body of light, the 

“subtlety of the light of nothingness.  The ground of being is, for the Khu, in the Void, the 

Source of all.  Through dissolution in the mystical experience the lower bodies may 

reorganize in an alchemical transformation. This is destroying the personal myth and coming 

into the cosmic myth” (Robes of Light 11).  Twitchell-Waas offers further clarification when 

he describes H.D.’s writing and rewriting of her own biography in the later works as 

generally meaningless in terms of achieving resolution with the characters who are part of 

this personal mythology. Because his article addresses Vale Ave, he gives the example 

specifically of H.D.’s relationship with Dowding:  “As the autobiographical experiences are 

taken up and plotted by the writing of the poem itself, the Dowding affair is revealed as an 

episode in the eternal plot of humankind’s unfolding consciousness itself” (225).  The cosmic 

myth of unfolding consciousness to which the answer returns us cannot, of course, be fully 

grasped while we appear as a body (a symbol of dual consciousness that halts the rhythm of 

unfolding), but something of its logos, of its telling, can be grasped within the perspective of 

an imaginal or sacred history, which is set out in the next chapter as an introduction to my 

central readings of Vale Ave.   
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Chapter Four 
“Once Upon a Time”: An Imaginal History for Vale Ave  

 
 

 More valuable than descriptions, but what perhaps is unattainable, would be some 
 means by which the modern mind might reach to an imaginable comprehension of  
 those beings of three centuries ago—might move with ease among their familiar  

essential feelings . . . .  But the path seems closed to us.  By what art are we to worm  
our way into those strange spirits, those even stranger bodies? 

                —Lytton Strachey, Elizabeth and Essex: A Tragic History 
 
 Yes, one day I found myself writing down with trembling fingers the four words with  
 which every story-teller since the world began has staked his slender claim to the attention  
 of his fellow-men. Words which presage simply the old story of an artist coming of age. I 
 wrote: “Once upon a time …” 
     —Darley in Clea, the final book of Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet  
 

The spiritual map would contain various layers of experience, different lives, if you will or 
manifestations of the same life.  But as I have said, it was accordion-pleated—it was pleated, 
yet laid flat. . . .  If you do not like fairytales, it is not easy to understand.  Once upon a time 
…                                                          

 Essex walked out of the palace into Saint Mark’s Square.  The map was pieced or 
 seamed there ….   
      —The Sword Went Out to Sea   214-216 
 
  

 The enticement of legend would have us believe that the ancient family of Jesus 

Christ once landed on the shores of Provence or that a Virgin Queen wished to be Princesse 

Lointaine to the last of her favoured courtiers, a man nearly thirty-five years her junior.72 The 

                                                 
       72 Once again H.D. chooses to include the complex and inverted relationship of an older woman as artist 
(Psyche) and a younger man as muse (Eros) in the “spiritual map” of Sword.   Her “portrait” of Essex differs 
from popular ones of the time, among them the one by C.R.L. Fletcher and Emery Walker in 1909, who write 
the following of Elizabeth’s “last favourite” (157):  “He early was presented at Court, where the Queen did her 
best to “spoil” him; and from his twentieth and her fifty-fourth year she indulged in many flirtations with him, 
but also in many quarrels, in the course of which his hot temper and jealousy allowed her to get the better.  But 
the Queen’s affection for him was genuine, and, at bottom, more of a maternal than of amatory character; she 
was always in anxiety when he went to the wars, which he often did (sometimes against her express command), 
and in which he always behaved himself with conspicuous daring” (170). Much of H.D.’s phrasing and 
inspiration for “The Queen” chapter of Summerdream bears an astonishing resemblance to Lytton Strachey’s 
Elizabeth and Essex: A Tragic History: she displays the figure of the Queen as exhibitive of neither sentimental 
romanticism, a stance favoured by many a historical “novelette” (Strachey 265), nor repressed maternal 
instincts. Essex is one the Queen loves because he is, precisely, “out of the period” (Sword 207): he belongs to 
her because of what they share or had shared once upon (the present) time.  Strachey, of course, develops the 
relationship between Essex and Queen in winding, midrashic biography that “take[s] time to happen in” 
(Zornberg, Rapture 5). H.D. on the other hand, writes a metempsychography full of pregnant absences in which 
Essex’s presence is felt but not always seen in the unfolding or butterfly flight of the soul’s life.    
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censure of history would revoke the fancy of our belief.  Between the two—legend and 

history—H.D. perceives a tear, an absence, or fold obscured by ill-fitting cloth. This chapter 

provides a historically imaginative introduction to Vale Ave, especially through tropes of 

reformation and religious schism, by entering into history as one of the mysteries and 

exploring its role in an alchemy of incubation that eventually inaugurates change.  Its 

readings travel through a mythomythical version of Renaissance history, where servants and 

court players are not only traditionally peripheral figures with finely-honed powers of 

insight, but also carriers of wisdom associated with the secret Cult of Night in Vale Ave; this 

wisdom, as it is released, begins to point up just how fragile the border is between the secular 

(history) and sacred (legend).  

 The imperative in Vale Ave that orders its characters to undertake the dangerously 

transgressive task of remembering (VA I) in order to invoke a new world that will be made in 

its own image and not according to the dictates of a demiurgic deity limited by a fascination 

with “thou shalt not” recalls Eliade’s observation of death, destruction, and “sin” as the 

attempts of humankind from the earliest civilizations to destroy the world and free 

themselves from memories of separation in order to get closer to God or the “power of the 

sacred”:   

    In seeking to modify the subconscious and finally to “purify,” to “burn”  
  and to “destroy” it, the yogi endeavors to deliver himself from memory —  

that is, to abolish the work of time.  And this is no speciality of the Indian 
techniques. A mystic of the stature of Meister Eckhart never ceases to repeat 
that “there is no greater obstacle to union with God than time,” that time 
prevents man from knowing God, etc.  And in this connection it is not without 
interest to recall that archaic societies periodically “destroy” the world in 
order to remake it and consequently to live in a new universe without “sin”—
that is, without history, without memory.  A great number of periodic rituals 
also aim at a collective wiping away of sin (public confessions, the scapegoat, 
etc.), amounting ultimately to an abolition of the past.  All this, it seems to me, 
proves that there is no breach in the continuity between the man of the archaic 
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societies and the mystic belonging to the great historic religions: both fight 
with the same energy, though with different means, against memory and 
time.” (“Time and Eternity in Indian Thought” 198-9) 

 
Vale Ave’s admonition to Lucifer and Lilith is not a blessing or an act of grace for two weary 

souls who have forgotten the divine spark within and must now travel through time in re-

collection.  This imperative in fact demonstrates that H.D. knows the secrets of invocation.  

Lucifer and Lilith are powerful archetypes of the imaginal world, and the poet senses that the 

drawing of their power from the realms of soul into the physical world would, in some sense, 

necessitate that they “fall.”  Presence and form in the world of time signal that consciousness 

has reversed the course of Eliade’s mystic or guru and has engaged in acts of memory, and in 

the recall of these fragments of memory there exists the secrets of the creation of form 

(which is also the behind the formulation of a ritual invocation). As the excerpt from her 

letter to Duncan demonstrates, H.D. wished for a new presence in the world—a “re-living”; 

yet her taking up of the task of representing and engaging acts of memory is done with a 

caution similar to Eliade’s description of the mystic, who, “while continuing to live his own 

time (historic time), preserves an opening toward Great Time, never losing his awareness of 

the unreality of historic time” (“Time and Eternity in Indian Thought” 192).   

 Sword elaborates the imperative in Vale Ave as a remembering that takes place “once 

upon a time,” not once before or after a time.  Readers, authors, characters enter “history” 

midrashically, with questions, and not with assumptions or expectations.  Even those with 

whom H.D. has experienced the knots and twists of the karmic thread—like Lord 

Dowding—must defer to the undercurrents of the work and approach history as one of the 

mysteries.  In an interview with boundary 2, Robert Duncan explains the gravity of making 

an “appointment” with the spectres of history:   
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  So I have read and reread a million different versions of the myth of  
  Christ, Apollo or Orpheus. The simple Orpheus story in the beginning is  
  pretty thrilling. But if it enters the poem, I begin to charge it with its  
  meaning. Now that’s different. Its coming into the poem means that it is  
  mine. I have an appointment with it. So it’s not a business of redigesting.  
  You have to come to know more about it. That’s one of my critiques of the 
  Cantos. That Pound didn't investigate history any further. (4)  
 
Once across the threshold of a poem, characters can divest themselves of the roles with 

which history has “charged” them and come into the authenticity and knowledge with which 

the poem invests them.  But the process is a continual dance of disjunction and conjunction, 

since the identity taken on in the course of a life often holds consciousness spellbound.  As 

such, we cannot find accuracy in historical documents like records of careful transcription, 

documentation, or confirmed fact; these are only records of enchantment, testimonies to 

what, in any given life, mesmerized the mind and kept a person riveted to earthly drama.  In 

Green Man, Earth Angel: The Prophetic Tradition and the Battle for the Soul of the World, 

Tom Cheetham warns of ignoring the subtle “history of perception” in favour of a misguided 

perception of history:  

  [O]ver the course of Western European history from the ancient Greeks  
  to the modern world there have been fundamental shifts in our perception  
  of the relations between ourselves and the world. Thus, the experience of  
  encountering and of knowing something, and correlatively the experience  
  of consciousness and the self are historically variable. . . .  So, when  
  Aristotle says that “the soul is somehow, all things,” and that in knowing  
  something, we are somehow conjoined or united with it we must not  
  dismiss this as archaic foolishness ….  But the experience that Aristotle  
  describes, of some kind of union with the objects of knowledge, is clearly  
  not ours. . . . . Dr. Cranz called the former kind of knowing conjunctive,  
  and the kind of self that experiences the world this way is an extensive  
  self. . . .  On Corbin’s view all the dualisms of the modern world stem  
  from the loss of the mundus imaginalis: matter is cut off from spirit,  
  sensation from intellection, subject from object, inner from outer, myth  
  from history,  the individual from the divine. . . .  We are victims of a  
  continuous withdrawal.  But this implies the ever-present possibility of  
  conjunction, of Return” (2-3).  
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“Return” is of course resurrection of what has fallen deeply into schism and out of 

awareness.  The famous British journalist and friend of Jung, Laurens van der Post, notes that 

“consciousness is the abiding and deepest dream of the unconscious and that as far back as 

one could trace the history of the spirit of man to where it vanishes over the last horizon of 

myth and legend, it has incessantly strived to achieve ever greater and greater consciousness; 

a consciousness which Jung preferred to call ‘awareness’” (qtd. in Nichols 2).  Van der 

Post’s imagery acquaints us with a consciousness that expands and lives even as we begin 

our search to find its origins as a dream deep within the laws of the unconscious.  Legend and 

myth, “synthesized” in Sword and laid out as a map before the reader like the parchment 

before Pericles, might lead the way, but readers must be more attuned to their nuance than 

the frustrated Athenian ruler in the “Athens” chapter of Summerdream.  

 A gossipy servant in Sword makes the distinction between legend and history more 

colourfully. We catch him just as he enters the “green room,” a “tyring house” that 

accommodates rehearsals, costumes, and props and, in Sword’s presentation, lies a little 

beyond a musician’s gallery that leads to Queen Elizabeth’s throne.  Here he finds a 

picturesque mess: a “dais and a throne,” “velvet curtains flung down with some drums and 

trumpets” (S 206), and the strange presence of a lady so fine and so well “painted” with the 

colours of time and human nature that she could be an actress on any stage during any period.  

Marked modestly by the narration as the “Painted Lady,” she stands in calm contemplation of 

the floor-strewn curtain and the Queen’s love for and abrupt dismissal of Robert Devereux, 

2nd Earl of Essex, when the servant interrupts with the aforementioned analogy: “Some say 

him, for example, cut, like you might say, a length off this velvet, patched it to a bit of—well, 

the proper hanging curtain, making a seam in the wrong place, showing up the Italian cloth 
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for what it’s worth” (S 209). The “him” of the rumour remains as mysterious as the secluded 

audience member who hears it, though both Essex and Shakespeare cannot be excused from 

suspicion.   

 The servant is an unnamed steward in “The Queen,” one of many chapters in the 

novel whose design unfolds in a dramaturgic palimpsest and borrows, like the courtly world 

of Elizabeth I, conventions of acting, space, and time from the theatre.  As with all of 

Sword’s chapters, this one begins in medias res: the narrator indulges in a post-play 

discussion with her fellow actors and “friends from Delphi” (S 202) when suddenly the 

members of the Delphian troupe find themselves in a new production in London, England 

where “our costumes were more elaborate, the setting less formal but we were out of the 

same play” (S 204). In Delphi, the friends—companions and conspirators on the ancient 

Grecian stage—are closely associated with the Oracle and produce plays that assist in 

interpretative measure.  It is even whispered among confidantes in Pericles’s circle that the 

youngest actress, Day-Star “had been one of the voices of the Oracle” (Sword 217).  When 

the troupe arrives in London their young girls become ladies-in-waiting to the Queen and the 

men join illustrious artistic circles reserved for the Court’s entertainment.  Servants have 

agency in the novel’s cast; they move secretly and overtly through palaces and villas and stay 

in touch with the rhythm of the narrative and the stories that underlie relationships among 

those whom they serve.  When empowered with these stories, their peripheral comments 

produce an imaginative pastiche of bits of conversation overheard and gathered, as well as 

their own acute insight and make up some of the chapters’ most meaningful (though 

admittedly most tedious) monologues.   
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 Scenes in “The Queen” could have been staged at either Nonesuch Palace, which 

Lytton Strachey tells us entertained one of Elizabeth’s last meetings with Essex before his 

execution for treason against the Queen (215), or in the opulent theatres at Hampton Court, 

Greenwich or Whitehall, which often housed the elaborate Christmas revels to which H.D.’s 

steward alludes when he references the exploits and antics of the Lord High Admiral’s 

players (S 209).  All of these palaces hosted richly appointed festivities both in and out of 

their theatres, for along with busy wardrobe departments and candle-lit, shadow-cast stages, 

there were niches and alcoves that sheltered flourishing artistic ventures, the spirit of which 

Aileen Ribeiro captures in this fine formulation: “Court life was multi-faceted, and it has 

been argued that any discussion of the culture of court ‘must surely include the studios of 

court artists, the study in which Ben Johnson wrote his masques, and the galleries of people 

like the Duke of Buckingham’ . . . . To this I would add the crucial part played by costume at 

court” (Fashion 21).  Dress, language, and even the evolving consciousness of those who 

were regular visitors at the 16th and 17th  century court were inextricably linked to this 

atmosphere, with every well-turned gesture entertaining “notions of theatrical costume, and 

the wider concept of masquerade” (Ribeiro, Fashion 265). Whether they were titled nobility 

staging a private drama for their peers, travelling theatre companies sheltering within the 

environment of their patron, or the Queen’s own attendants, players were respected in this 

“culture of court” and offered “tyring” or “green” rooms as a personal space for preparation 

and rest. 

 Certainly the court players in “The Queen” find a necessary privacy in their tyring 

room, and often their reflective conversations about court politics commingle with their 

preparations for upcoming dramas; indeed, it is in this tyring room and not on stage or before 
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Elizabeth’s throne that we receive the revelation that the steward imparts to the Painted Lady. 

Although the chapter appears to be a play within a play, it unfolds asymmetrically: actors are 

audience members (and often secretive ones) and audience members are actors. This reversal 

appears in the dialogue of one of the girls who serves the Queen and acts as a confidante for 

the stage manager of the troupe:  

   There was something going on out front, or we were in the wings  
  and the throne-room was the stage.  The throne-room was the stage,  
  certainly. “I’m not supposed to go on,” I said, “I’m off duty.” 
       “You can’t miss this,” Scrag said, “he’s come back.” (S 204).   
 
“Scrag” is the aforementioned stage manager.  But he is no “scraggly” relic of better days, 

travelling like a mongrel from court to court in order to make a livelihood from piercingly 

insightful drama masquerading as irreverent harlequinade. Despite the rather diminutive nick 

name, “Scrag” appears to be a very important person who shares in fashionable literary 

circles: “Geoffrey, I mean Scrag, had another name.  It is not necessary to record it here. It 

has already been recorded among the lesser stars of that vast constellation that revolved 

around William Shakespeare. Geoffrey’s “pretty sweeting” may or may not have recognized 

a familiar presence in the person of Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex.  However that may be, 

Essex was there, the Queen was there, Geoffrey and I were crouching in the musician’s 

gallery” (206).   

The narrator senses the “something” taking place in the throne room and says to 

Scrag that she is “not supposed to go on” because she is off  “duty.” Anyone beguiled by the 

charms of narrative linearity would assume that the narrator does not wish to “go on” stage” 

because, being “off duty,” she wishes to enjoy a well-deserved rest.  Here is the first 

mingling of an event with the larger metadrama: because of her ambiguous diction, the 

narrator could be referring to a drama going on in the throne room, but the troupe is not 
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engaged in a scheduled performance “going on” in there. Scrag, however, does not appear to 

find the narrator’s words the least bit confusing, so she must mean something other than a 

deliberate throne room drama.  And indeed she does: she is in fact referring to her position as 

a lady-in-waiting to the Queen.  She is not supposed to be seen in the throne room because 

she is “off duty” and has no status as a lady or courtier’s wife.  Scrag appears to find the 

ensuing throne-room drama absorbing; he entreats the narrator, whom he endearingly calls 

“pretty sweeting” (S 204), to join him in the musician’s gallery so that they can watch the 

beginning of a conversation about Essex and the Queen.  After they watch the “scene” and 

Essex walks out of the throne room, the friends return to their tyring room, but they are soon 

called out of it when the newly arrived (Edward de) Vere informs them that the Queen 

wishes to see them about “a new play” (S 207). Their evacuation gives the steward leave to 

stumble upon an audience with the Painted Lady      

 But whom does the unsuspecting steward actually meet in the green room?  The 

answer is the Soul itself and the very spirit of the novel, represented by the strangely 

spectacular figure of the Painted Lady, who is at once in possession of the charm and 

cunning of Ariadne, the Minoan princess-priestess willing to be consort and companion to 

Theseus, and of the immense creativity within the primal scene owned by the Artemisian 

Arachne. The appearance of the Painted Lady musing over the props in the tyring room after 

the actors have witnessed the throne room spectacle suggests, metaphorically, that after we 

“act out” our roles in the scenes of lives, the soul enters into the very private “tyring room” 

of our experience in order to reflect upon what has taken place and rehearse for the next 

scene in life. Hogue and Vandivere argue that the mythic etymology of the Painted Lady 

admits to complexity, and her name  
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  not only indicates her sacred consort status (as suggested by the fact  
  that she lives in a ‘golden house’), but also constitutes a complex  
  illustration of the dense, associational wordplay and intricate symbolism 
  in the novel as a whole.  The painted-lady is at once the butterfly of that 
  name (in French, La Belle Dame), Psyche (the awakened Soul of Trilogy), 
  and a symbol of restorative, classic values (Beauty and Truth).  (xxxviii) 
 
It is no coincidence that H.D. chooses the Painted Lady in her guise as La Belle Dame 

butterfly as the soul expression of the characters in Sword.  The Painted Lady butterfly itself, 

known as “Vanesse du Chardon” in French, has similar characteristics to Sword’s narrative: 

 
La Vanesse du chardon est un papillon moyen à grand, long de  
27 à 31 mm dont l'envergure varie de 40 à 70 mm au vol en zig-zag. . . .  
Les deux sexes sont semblables.  

(Higgins  371) 
 

[The Thistle Butterfly is an average butterfly, 27 to 31 mm  
long, whose wingspan varies from 40 to 70 mm with flight in  
a zig-zag. The two sexes are familiars.73] 

 
The painted lady (“painted” with the masks and faces of many lifetimes) is a palimpsestic 

figure; she has consciousness between and among lifetimes, a character in each but one so 

evolved that she has not forgotten who had been before. “We have left the painted lady alone 

in the green-room” (S 208)—she is a composite of certain characters in the narrative, an 

informing force or energy from Delphi, who appears when one of these characters are 

combined in perspective and voice with the overarching “I” of the narrative voice.  In the 

middle of the narration by Scrag’s “pretty sweeting” quoted above, for instance, the “I” of 

the narrative voice will be overtaken by a sudden omniscient presence that is also personal 

and thus in tune with the larger fantasies of history.  This new voice enters through a “pleat” 

signalled in the text by ellipses:   

. . . . . 

                                                 
       73 The literal translation would be: “The two sexes are alike.”  However, in keeping with the motif of 
semblables in H.D.’s work, I translate semblables as “familiars.” 
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          There was a sail on the horizon but he did not see it.  It was part of  
the old-oaks, it was part of England. 

Geoffrey, I mean Scrag, had another name.  It is not necessary to record it 
here.  It has already been recorded among the lesser stars of that vast 
constellation that revolved around William Shakespeare. Geoffrey’s “pretty 
sweeting” may or may not have recognized a familiar presence in the person 
of Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex.  However that may be, Essex was there, 
the Queen was there, Geoffrey and I were crouching in the musician’s gallery. 
(S 206)   

      
The narrative above is so textured with perspective that the “I” that crouches in the 

musician’s gallery above combines the voices of the “pretty sweeting narrator,” whom we 

have heard at the beginning the chapter, and the Painted Lady, as well as Delia Alton herself 

(who sometimes recites facts about the Painted Lady with a strange objectivity). The Painted 

Lady reveals to us what we could not have gotten from the “pretty sweeting,” who did not 

even wish to witness the events between Essex and the Queen in the throne room.  Her 

message brings the word “familiar” to our ears, which we know from Vale Ave signals the 

presence of the semblable and the profoundly charged bonds of soul that can bring “life” or 

“death” to other familiars.  Essex—with his talent to enter into and out of periods, rattle the 

solid “old oak” conventions of monarchy and court, and deliver the blow of death to the 

Queen when he breaks her heart and leaves her to rule as a “painted figure-head” (S 203; 

206-7)—is the semblable of the players.  

In the steward’s velvet curtain monologue, which he delivers near the end of the 

chapter, the Painted Lady and Sword’s readers are treated to a retelling, liberal with 

anecdotes, of a debate between the up-and-downstairs servants that questions the originality 

of what they label Summerdream and what we have come to know as Shakespeare’s A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream.  This deliberation about the authenticity and purity of the play—

“Mixing is the trouble” (S 209)—appears to be a hot topic amongst the Queen’s hired help: 
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“‘There was plenty of argument about that in the kitchen.  Cook says, ‘One lot of drums for 

the lot of them; it’s only the play-actors and I wouldn’t know antique-like Athens if I saw it, 

and he was only using Mr. Jonson’s idea, anyway, with all that talk’” (S 208).  With his 

references to the revelries in Summerdream74 and Italian cloth patched carelessly on proper 

curtains, the steward wittingly or unwittingly gives us a clue to his identity.  He betrays 

himself as a pivotal character in the novel’s development, perhaps even more important than 

the Queen herself, by linking himself with an enigmatic figure at the beginning of the chapter 

who has overseen the transformation of the actors at ancient Delphi into Elizabethan court 

players and has led them from an amphitheatre in Greece to their current lodgings in a 17th 

century palace. 

 This figure stands before the threshold of the life the players will experience in 

Elizabeth’s England.  He arrives on the “scene,” just as a distracted H.D./Delia is 

endeavouring to forget Venice and its Grand Canal, which once hosted her honeymoon with 

Aldington/Geoffrey: “[A]s I strive to dismiss this scene, one of my friends from Delphi 

sweeps his ridiculous hat to the floor and with no words but with that grace for which we 

loved him, finishes the gesture, with the plume falling over his shoulder in the direction of 

the throne-room.”  She then adds, almost affectionately, “the ridiculous puffed-hat is out of 

another period and another story” (S 202).  Although there are many stories to which this 

                                                 
     74  As the steward speaks, the Painted Lady might recall not only the carnivalesque traditions and general 
mischief- making with which the English celebrated Midsummer, but also a more ancient resonance, as she 
herself comes from Pericles’s Athens and has connections with the goddesses and their mysteries.  On the 
significance of Midsummer in pagan women’s circles, Zsuzsanna Budapest notes: “In the Beginning were the 
women, mothers of the children, and the children belonged to All—to everyone. Women’s mating customs were 
observed within the sacred marriages and seasons of the religion. On a Midsummer Night women would mate 
with men, as representative of the male principle. Personalities and preferences were put aside in order to 
observe and celebrate the sameness of all humanity. Priest as well as priestess participated in the mating 
sacrament in honor of the Life Force.  Because of this sacred mating ritual, it was virtually impossible, not to 
mention irrelevant, to pair off children with biological fathers. Only motherhood was an unquestionable reality, 
easily observable; fatherhood was wishful thinking or a figment of imagination” (55). 
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character may belong, his curious habiliments almost indisputably place him in the line-up of 

the silently profound archetypal tale of Tarot.  He is akin to the Fool, “out of the period” of 

the old Italian game Tarocchi and of famed Venetian carnivals, and becomes part of Sword’s 

narrative as the harlequin solicited by the social and sacral concerns and questions of the 

narrator.  Questions, like carnivals, take root in the irrational and the unknown; they attract 

well-seasoned travellers from a peripheral world into a very private, often invisible inner 

world of chaotic potentiality to provide answers that seem to the questioner more like oracles 

than “proper” responses.  In Jung and Tarot: An Archetypal Journey, Sallie Nichols advances 

an attractive etymological context for the word “fool” that also suggests possibilities for why 

H.D./Delia’s might choose to outfit her Delphian Harlequin in a “ridiculous puffed-hat”: 

“The word “fool” is derived from the Latin follis, meaning, “a pair of bellows, a windbag”  

. . . . The Tarot Fool occasionally wears a feather in his cap, further emphasizing his 

connection with the heavenly spirit [and] can also be … full of hot air, as the name “buffoon” 

(from the Latin bufo, meaning “toad” and Italian buffare, “to puff”) suggests” (28).   

 But though we may find some Fools of the Tarocchi among the downtrodden 

harlequins in the commedia dell’arte or from among the “grotesque jesters” (Willeford 15) in 

the harlequinade, the Delphian Harlequin is not among them, despite the ridiculous, buffoon-

style hat.  He resembles instead the melancholically wise Fool who follows King Lear out 

into the stormy wilderness—unknown and often unknowable—of the king’s own insanity. In 

his early yet comprehensively relevant study on ancient and contemporary spectres of the 

fool in literature and the arts, William Willeford emphasizes the idea of the fool as an aspect 

of this famed Shakespearean King: “When Lear is stripped of everything but his fool, he is in 

one sense left with a silly plaything, a sign of his impotence and of the futility of his fate.  
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But in another sense his fool belongs not only to the essence of what the king is and has been 

as a man but also to the ambiguities of his office ….  the essential identity of any king 

beneath the insignia of his office” (154). Because of the anarchy and mystery in the human 

spirit, there is bound to be embellishment in its dramas, and the Fool, like the jester of the 

medieval and renaissance courts who was “often upsetting the established order with his 

pranks”(23), always finds wisdom in such buffoonery.75 According to Nichols, to see this 

trickster play and dance  

  is to plumb the mystery of all creation, for his essence is all-inclusive 
  and his paradoxes many.  He strides forward yet he looks backward,  
  thus connecting the wisdom of the future with the innocence of  
  childhood.  His energy is unconscious and undirected, yet it seems to 
  have a purpose of its own.  He moves outside space and time.  The  
  winds of prophecy and poesy inhabit his spirit.  Although he wanders 
  with no fixed abode, he endures intact throughout the ages. (25)  
 
The Delphian Harlequin’s skill at performing within a mode of awareness from another time 

and place makes him an apt candidate to answer the questions with which “The Queen” 

opens: “The war ended?  Pericles came back?” (S 202).  But as one equally skilled in paradox 

he would insist that the recovery of answers, if undertaken, defies the usual ways of looking 

at these questions. Did the war—any war, whether in Athens, in Europe, in the world—end 

with a formal treatise and a conquering of the enemy? The innocence and hope of childhood 

would say yes, but the wisdom of the future would consider the issue with more complexity, 

examining the purposes of the unconscious and its undirected forces, studying the “winds of 

prophecy and poesy,” and invoking the desire to “remain intact” throughout the ages in order 

                                                 
     75 The libido, which the Fool injects into the situation, adds to the sense he brings with him of the 
conventional corrupted by the grotesquerie: “A peculiar and complex ingredient seems to have characterized 
most of the ‘lives’ remembered by Crowley.  This is a certain grotesquerie, a penchant for perpetrating subtle 
and sometimes not so subtle practical jokes, and a sexuality powerful and perverse.  The life of Alexander VI 
exhibits perhaps the most extreme manifestation of this ingredient which also made of Edward Kelly a tiresome 
companion, of Cagliostro so enigmatic a rascal, and of Lévi so subtle a deceiver” (Grant on Crowley and his 
description of his past lives, Cults of the Shadow 120). 
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to gather enough of the spirit of each one to supply a fully pansophical, utterly credible, and 

completely satisfactory answer. 

 Thus the Delphian Harlequin brings H.D./Delia’s company to an era of schism, in 

which the Drama of Separation begins to fray at the edges: in each epoch of schism the veil 

between Life and Death thins, showing up the nature of the latter like the seam that shows 

through on a curtain that has been worn down and then hastily or “sleazily” (S 209) patched 

by fine Italian cloth (the sensuality of life).  When times of schism wear down what is 

“proper,” the holes allow those who do not generally belong—renegades from “another 

period” like Essex—to come through or to try to bring something, either conciliatory, 

revolutionary, or judicious, into the period entered.  And as the renegade interacts with the 

figureheads of the period—themselves reflective embodiments of the energy of the age—the 

fool looks on, sometimes in silent observation, often with humorous intervention, never 

deferential. 

 In his position on the threshold and between the palimpsestic layers of narrative in 

Sword, the friendly Harlequin H.D./Delia describes also functions as a doorkeeper who 

protects the narrator’s consciousness from intrusions.  He takes H.D./Delia’s reluctance to 

probe her soul’s memoria by revisiting her honeymoon memories as an invitation to usher 

her beyond the rigidity of her conscious mind.  Sword goes into details concerning this 

rigidity when H.D./Delia shares her thoughts about the séance experiences with Ben Manisi.  

Memories clutter her conscious mind in claustrophobic fashion, and the séances seem to offer 

relief simply because they allow for expression of this chaos through channels of narrative, 

whether these channels are “fancy-dressed” (VA XLVII) in historical past lives or costumed 

in resonantly mythic dramas.  In many ways, séances held in pre- and post-war periods were 
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akin to plays, a revelry of liminal voice and vision that bred the same robust suspicion and 

obsession with authenticity to which Queen Elizabeth’s servants fall prey when arguing 

about Summerdream. The audiences of a séance, like those of a play, are always engaged 

with mysterious “others,” at first disembodied only to be embodied differently, whether these 

others are actors taking on the “identity of bodies in play” (183)—to cite Keir Elam’s work 

on the intersections of body and language in Shakespeare’s plays—or the medium’s 

channeling of the astral forms of the spirit world.  Even H.D., who was obsessed with and 

nearly spell-bound by every physical and metaphysical aspect of Dowding, had reservations 

about the communications he received from his dead wife (S 60).  The steward (the later 

expression of the Delphian Harlequin), however, understands that suspicions “don’t mean a 

thing” (S 209) when it comes to the healing powers of the Summerdream and its necessary 

intermingling of polarities and nuances of polarities—from male and female, human and 

animal, life and death.  An “end”—“The war ended?”—only really begins once 

consciousness ceases to be captivated by outer manifestations; the destruction of the external 

appearance as it is absorbed into its opposite or even its apposite finally releases a semblance 

of truth: actors show us “illusion of presence” (Elam 182) by giving corporeal expression to 

fictional characters, and mediums give their (often grieving) audience the same as they 

become the voice of the deceased.   

 When the séances bring forth means of expression for troubles on the surface of 

H.D.’s mind and clear a path through it, the “rubble” of the unconscious manifests in the 

everyday thoughts of the narrator:  

  I was quite alone; in my isolation, I re-lived the first war, the second  
  war and pre-visioned a third war.  But friends returned out of the  
  rubble, Geoffrey from an éstaminet in Flanders, Peter van Eck from  
  the ruins of the palace of Knossos in Crete, old Frederik von Alten  
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  from Troy and the devastation of Dresden, Allen Flint from a sunken,  
  marble city and my own childhood.  Their appearance was as startling  
  and as unexpected as manifestations at a séance.  But though I have  
  implicit confidence in the messages of Ben Manisi, none of these people  
  made their appearance or manifested in any way whatever.  May we  
  conclude—as far, at least, as I personally am concerned—that the  
  medium drew upon the contents of my own mind, my conscious mind.  
  Lord Howell was in my mind, at the time of our talks together.  But the 
  others were not.  Thoughts about them would have been unbearable, so  
  I suppressed them.  (S 67) 
 
Unlike Hermes Psychopompus, who arrives from the imaginal and leads the consciousness 

back into it, the Delphian Harlequin swaps the caduceus for the bauble and uses humour and 

a light touch to guide the narrator to a space where she can meet with other personifications 

of her consciousness that might help her imagine her memories into greater meaning. 

(Agatha, the nurse, plays this role of conduit also in Vale Ave). As this defender who can 

maintain flexibility within different psychical levels, the Delphian Harlequin resembles not 

only the traditional Fool of the earlier tarot but also one of a newer complexion from the 

Aquarian Tarot (Figure 2).  Nichols says of this plumed Fool:  

  Unlike the Fools of many other decks, who are pictured moving toward  
  the right (traditionally the direction of consciousness), this wanderer is 
  turned toward the left (the sinister, unconscious side) . . . The Aquarian  
  Fool mirrors the seriousness and the sadness of young people today who  
  have the fate to be born into a world which is foreign in every way to the  
  world which their parents have known. As Margaret Mead has often  
  pointed out, anyone born since World War II is stepping into a scientific  
  and cultural climate unknown and forever unknowable by their parents . . . . 
  both physically and psychologically. No doubt this is the very abyss that  
  Waite’s young page did not see coming. . . .” (36-37) 
 
Because he wears the mask of this Aquarian “wanderer,” the Delphian Harlequin cuts a more 

dashing figure, and one more likely to be in the employ of a questing Prince Lointain than an 

ignorant Lear.  The Delphian Harlequin understands ambiguity and gestures towards it, 

helping H.D./Delia script tensions (“pleats” and “patches”) into the narrative to elucidate 
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further the web of connection amongst those who participate in her life. Now we can meet 

some of the above rubble-dusted “friends” elsewhere, not suddenly in the wings of the 

present day, in the thrall of romanticism, or even in the heightened exposure of their spiritual 

form, but on the stage of narrative consciousness and in a grand metadrama that gives insight 

into how “parts” speak to the whole and how the temporary dispossession from the 

subconscious and from the stagnant linearity of interactions in the everyday can lead to a 

more pronounced ownership of one’s life and history as a timeless art, continually being 

created, rather than as a mere craft bequeathed to a journeyman still caught in the stages of 

sorting and readying materials from the sub and unconscious strata of the mind and heart.  

 Although the Delphian Harlequin can move “outside space and time,” as Nichols 

remarks concerning the Tarot’s Fool, he may not always be welcome at every court, and by 

the time we get to the tyring room of the court actors in 17th century England he is a “length 

of velvet” on the floor, a thing, “lying about this way” that the court and its servants “don’t 

half know the value of’” (S 208).  Coloured Patches and ridiculous puffed hats will no longer 

do at Elizabeth’s more modern court, at least not as the livery of those who serve (to bring 

greater truths to light), and so the steward uses allusion to take on and outfit himself in the 

Delphian Harlequin’s role.  This transition fits with historical fantasy too.  A fact fished from 

the Encyclopedia Britannica indicates that: “By the early 17th century, Harlequin had 

become a faithful valet, patient, credulous, and amorous. . . .  He was amoral without being 

vicious, and, unlike his fellow commedia servants, he did not hold a grudge or seek revenge 

against those who tricked or cheated him.”  “Mere valet,” though he may be, the steward still 

elicits and articulates the subconscious musings of the Painted Lady as “accurately” as a 

séance might.  
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Figure 2. H.D.’s “Delphian Harlequin”:  a “patching” of the Old French Le Fou, whose blindfold signifies that 
he follows the dictates of his own unconscious, and the romantic, plumed Aquarian Fool.  The Aquarian Fool is 
a “new voyager” who “has the capacity to become the Hero-Saviour who slays the dragon and leads us all to a 
new kingdom” (Nichols 36).  He holds a white rose—evocative of the protection and patronage of the Virgin 
Goddess on his virgin quest—in his gloved hand.  (Reproduced from Nichols, Jung and Tarot: An Archetypal 
Journey 25; 27) 
   
 The “something going on out front” in the throne-room cited above refers not to a 

play but to a moment in H.D.’s long fantasy of history in which the Earl of Essex makes an 

apparently illicit return to court. “History may be taken as one of the ways the soul muses,” 

writes Hillman in his Myth of Analysis.  He continues: “For us history is a psychological field 

in which fundamental patterns of the psyche stand out; history reveals the fantasies of the 

makers of history, and at their back and within the fantasies and patterns are the archetypes” 

(126).  The story of the past is an aspect of the soul and necessary to its nourishment, even if 

this “story” does not coincide with the desires of the “imaginal ego”—which arises from the 

memoria—which often centre on “Cartesian” ideals of fact and empiricism.  When the 

imaginal ego fails to own a version of the past it can become charged with the disdain of the 

collective mind and pass into the annals of myth or legend.  Hillman defines history in this 

way:  

  History lets us see through facts into fantasies.  History provides an  
  entrance into the imaginal; it is like an avenue down which we can look  
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  into the archetypal.  To stop with the historical itself, as facts and  
  explanations, is the blind alley of historicism, that fantasy of “what really  
  happened” and that search for “historical reality.”  History must not be  
  limited to a method for understanding the past or the present; for us it is  
  mainly a psychological discipline for gaining archetypal perspective.  
        (Myth of Analysis 220) 
 
The energy of Essex at Elizabeth’s court in “Summerdream” provides an illustration of the 

patterns of hierohistory playing upon the accepted “facts” of history, like the insertion of 

Aquarian energy into a Piscean age of explorers. Essex is a rebellious youth, with all the 

courage and erratic vision of the Uranian/Aquarian spirit, and yet he has no instincts about 

how to put down a rebellion or uprising, as his failed campaign in Ireland proves.  He cannot 

stop something with which he sympathizes—the soul journey of Essex and the violent 

solicitations for freedom in countries under Elizabeth’s Empire are semblable.   

Elizabeth I herself is no stranger to the Aquarian spirit, even though, as an adult, she 

defers to the old order, the country’s “old oaks” (S 206).  Her childhood occurs  during a time 

of schism, where the past was quickly being eroded in favour of a new order. Inheritor most 

directly of the legacy of schism, England’s Virgin Queen had no real “girlhood.”  In Sword, 

clandestine meetings with Essex for a few minutes under the cover of night give the Queen a 

chance to indulge the fantasy of childhood: “She carefully adjusts the folds of the dark cloak 

and draws the hood over the cobweb of frail lace.  Her hands fondle this rough texture as 

lovingly as they had the velvet.  She is a girl again, who never had a girlhood, a tall girl, 

overgrown, awkward but with singular distinction” (207-8).  The rough dark “garden-cloak” 

that the Queen dons for her trysts recalls another symbol of the festival or carnival: the velvet 

domino. The inverted rites of carnival and its code of secrecy that Queen Elizabeth maintains 

in her meetings with Essex transforms a very public old age to a very private youth. In his 

novel Balthazar, Lawrence Durrell insists on the necessity of the domino in the festivities of 
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carnival: “The dark tides of Eros demand full secrecy if they are to overflow the human soul” 

(190).  The Queen also fondles the “rough texture” of the cloak/domino “as lovingly” as she 

“had the velvet”; her gesture motions once again to the patches on the proper hanging 

curtain. Elizabeth appears to understand that moments of historical fantasy that break through 

and “upon” the present are just as valuable as those proper moments. She understands Essex, 

even if she must ultimately confront him in velvet, without the “full secrecy” of the cloak. 

 To access this fantastical moment, however, the narrator must enter through the 

play—she must transform her “I”—which is the agent telling the story—into the “body 

historical”—a “stranger body” than she is, to quote Strachey. She has first to find Essex and 

the Queen. Traces of the latter are easily found, for wherever the woman named Elizabeth 

Tudor might be, Queen Elizabeth I remains in the collective unconscious, a “painted figure 

head” (S 205). Essex, however, is less easily located: unlike the Queen, he “seemed to have 

no affinity with the old Catholic party.  He was cast for another part, in another play.  His 

plot was immature” (S 207).  Strachey summarizes the out-of-the-period Essex this way:  

  The English Reformation was not merely a religious event; it was  
  also a social one. While the spiritual mould of the Middle Ages was  
  shattered, a corresponding revolution, no less complete and no less  
  far-reaching, occurred in the structure of secular life and the seat of  
  power.  The knights and ecclesiastics who had ruled for ages vanished  
  away, and their place was taken by a new class of persons, neither  
  chivalrous nor holy, into whose competent and vigorous hands the reins,  
  and the sweets, of government were gathered. . . . The change came  
  quickly—it was completed during the reign of Elizabeth. The rebellion of  
  the Northern Earls in 1569 was the last great effort of the old  
  dispensation to escape its doom. It failed; the wretched Duke of Norfolk  
  —the feeble Howard who had dreamt of  marrying Mary Queen of Scots  
  —was beheaded ….  Yet the spirit of the ancient feudalism was not quite  
  exhausted. Once more, before the reign was over, it flamed up, embodied  
  in a single individual Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex. The flame was  
  glorious—radiant with the colours of antique knighthood and the flashing  
  gallantries of the past; but no substance fed it; flaring wildly, it tossed to  
  and fro in the wind; it was suddenly put out.  In the history of Essex, so  
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  perplexed in its issues, so desperate in its perturbations, so dreadful in its  
  conclusion, the spectral agony of an abolished world is discernible through  
  the tragic lineaments of a personal disaster.  (1-2) 
  
There are tensions within the characterization of Essex: he is rebellious and yet he wears “the 

colours of antique knighthood and the flashing gallantries of the past.”  His being-in-the 

world is somewhere between legend and history.  There is an overflow of soul into the 

personality, the whole drama and fantasy of an “abolished world.”  In this way, the Queen 

and Essex are semblables, for they act out the soul’s fantasy of history at the expense of a 

personal history.    

Despite its unabashed troping of the theatre, Sword really does seem to ask if stage 

and player are appropriate metaphors for life.  Legend seems so much more suited. Or are 

drama and legend the same? Take, for example, this description in Susan Kay’s Legacy, a 

historical novel about Elizabeth that, although published for public consumption in 1985, is 

by no means a frivolously romantic “novelette” about the Queen but a probing glance at a 

character who appears to “meet us without intimacy” (Strachey 8).  After an epigraph which 

overhears Queen Mary Tudor’s advisor, Simon Renard, say of Elizabeth: “She has a spirit 

full of incantation,” the novel introduces the future Queen Elizabeth I in this way: 

 
  Elizabeth Tudor was a labyrinth. She drew people, without conscious 
  effort, into the maze of her own personality and abandoned them  
  there, leaving them to find their own way out again—if they could. 
  Most found they were unable to, many never even tried.  And those 
  few who succeeded were troubled by a vague sense of loss for the rest 
  of their days.  (Kay 13) 
 
Kay’s description captures that aspect of Elizabeth’s being-in-the-world that incorporates an 

“abolished world,” but as I have noted above, this world exists in both legend and history. Of 

which entity (history or legend) has more authority much has been written, but from both 
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there have been losses.  At crucial—seamed—moments in stories and in history, archetypes, 

like Lucifer, fall from grace. But then, just as The Queen, Scrag, and Vere discuss the most 

fitting theatrical expression for the theme of the next play (S 207), so H.D.—like the painted 

lady—ponders the most apt expression of legend to capture “being” and comes as close as 

possible to describing its perplexing ontological nuances.   

Ultimately, history, drama, and legend are of the same cloth, even if the textiles are 

different because they only take on form in the minds and lives of their audiences.  Both are 

like the dream and our own private theatres can reveal to us the scripts of our own fantasies, 

the way we have mused ourselves into lives. An examination of H.D.’s Sword sets up a 

perfect imaginal history for poems like Vale Ave because the characters in the novel are free 

from all restrictions of narrative chronology and move openly and hauntingly through the 

text.  But in the dramatic sequences of Sword and the alchemical ones of Vale Ave we still 

find nuances of relationship, and just as the actor dons several performative “bodies” to show 

the richness of his relationship to the character he portrays, so the play, like the dream to 

borrow a phrase from Hillman’s Dream and the Underworld, “is a metaphorical version of 

that scene and those players of yesterday who have now deepened and entered my soul” (54).   

 Vale Ave acquaints us with legend not through a telling but through a haunting— the 

definition of which may be the instance in which the observation of an action (ill-fitting 

cloth) does not correspond to an intuitive context (“proper-hanging curtain”) but nonetheless 

adds a seam of richness to the action, as if it were shaded by déjà vu or the performance of 

another, like the contrast between the luxurious green Italian velvet which draws the touch of 

the Queen and a rough, black cape that elicits her love (S 207-8). The direction of narration 

in the poem is once upon a time, not before a time. H.D. writes “once upon a time” because 
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the story, not the artist, has come of age. The distinction, palimpsestic in resonance, speaks to 

time like a zig-zag, a pleat, or an ellipse.  In Sword, “pleats” in history are literally denoted 

on the page by ellipses. A word in one section, when pleated over another section, gives the 

impression of a palimpsestic sense of continuity, a merging of worlds, the influence of the 

dead on the living, the dead sung back into life through the senses of the living.  The editors 

of Sword introduce the “pleating” in the novel as an artistic sense of synthesis:  

  This new circle will synthesize “the dream,” which is also, in the  
  theatrical metaphor to which H.D. has returned throughout Sword,  
  ‘the play’: that is, the eternal mystery play.  Sword’s closing thus  
  makes clear the parallels between play, myth, or legend and how an 
  individual life’s zig-zag “traces of direction” connect past life with  
  present life, historical time with eternal time.  ‘We went on with the  
  play,’ H.D. writes. ‘We followed it to Elizabethan England and we went 
  back to London.’ H.D. concludes “Summerdream” by pulling in one of  
  the folds or pleats from “Wintersleep,” returning not simply to England  
  but to an earlier, artistic (and specifically female-dominated) ideal of  
  culture and civilization that Dowding along with ‘the few,’ whose names  
  are inscribed in vellum at Westminster Abbey, had helped to  
  preserve. (xliii-xliv)  
 
In Vale Ave clothing bears “pleated linen hidden,” “transparencies,” “semitransparencies” 

(LXXI), and history is folded and pleated through the poem rather than mapped; but there are 

no literal ellipses on the page because the poem itself is the result of a “monstrous fissure/in 

time” (III) that opens its contents up to readers.  

In Sword, “Players” (characters) are warned not to be like Arachne—spinning out 

knowledge (history) in talented but gauchely inappropriate form—but like Athena, having 

the wisdom to carve out a sacred space (legend) for fateful necessities and the erratic/chaotic 

movements of cycles that the human mind may only peripherally understand.  A mere re-

telling or re-visioning of a tale, although attention-grabbing, would be dangerous. The central 

and most attention-grabbing “player” is, of course, Elizabeth.  Reigning monarchs have been 
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part of the human fantasy of history for a very long time, and the rule of Henry VIII, 

Elizabeth’s father, and the good Queen herself begin to mark a period when these very 

powerful regal archetypes begin to take on a life of their own.  Moreover, religious 

iconography and relics, invested with the “mana” of religious devotion of the people, were 

now confiscated by the King and Queen; the sacred power of these objects become props in a 

new play, in which monarchy had an almost numinous presence.  Duncan elaborates on this 

unconscious but powerful integration with his usual sense of poetic drama:   

Henry VIII had ransacked the monasteries. “The Church was plundered  
by the palace; the palace became the background for new ritual.” In the 
masques and plays acted in the throne-room or the antechamber the objects 
from the world of religion become stage properties.  “Sumptuous plate and 
linen, looted from the Cardinal’s palace, was shared alike by Montague and 
Capulet.  Juliet’s tomb was, no doubt, magnificently draped in violet.  The 
candle-sticks recalled another canopy, another burial.” In the reality of actual 
life, Christendom and Kingdom fell. But the “original face” remains, for just 
here, in the fall, Christendom and Kingdom fell into the Imagination. In the 
reality of imagined life, Christendom and Kingdom had begun. That one 
image may recall another, finding depth in the resounding, is the secret of 
rime and measure. The time of a poem is felt as a recognition of return in 
vowel tone and in consonant formations, of pattern in the sequence of 
syllables, in stress and in pitch of a melody, of images and meanings. It 
resembles the time of a dream, for it is highly organized along lines of 
association and impulses of contrast towards the structure of the whole. The 
impulse of dream or poem is to provide a ground for some form beyond what 
we know, for feeling “greater than Reality.” (H.D. Book 99) 

   
Perhaps it is fitting that the relics of the private worlds of churches, convents, and 

monasteries find their way to the court and that the Painted Lady zig-zags her way into 

Elizabeth’s court since Sword’’s Queen Elizabeth has a connection to an earlier, esoteric 

England, the one that expresses the country’s “dreaming soul within” (Hillman A Blue Fire 

82); the connection has formed not through any genealogical link—and so the question of 

whether or not the Tudors had the blood of some royal Celt or Saxon in their veins is 

irrelevant—but through her uncanny intuitive knowledge about “the old oaks,” the country in 
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general, and the possibilities of theatre in extending the dimension and influence of her 

power.  She seems to have within her, to cite from Heideigger’s lectures on Schelling “that 

weird (unheimlich) and yet friendly feeling that we have always already been who we are, 

that we are nothing but the unveiling of things decided long ago” (qtd. in Avens 202).  This 

uncanny sense also plagues the Nun in Vale Ave , whom we will meet in the next chapter: 

both Elizabeth and this Provençal sister are bound by institutions structured in the fantasies 

of so many before them, and yet both begin to charm this fantastical realm with the imaginal 

power of the soul and usurp its agency for their own life script. To understand the role of 

England in H.D.’s work and discern just how H.D. “concludes ‘Summerdream’ by pulling in 

one of the folds or pleats from ‘Wintersleep’ ( the “Christmas revels done at “Midsummer”), 

one has to see England— indeed any country—not as a geophysical location but as a 

presence that hosts a “dreaming soul within,” and, according to Hillman, one must turn to 

“theatrical logic” to understand this soul.  Hillman continues: “The nature of mind as it 

presents itself most immediately has a specific form:  Dionysian form. . . .  Dionysian 

consciousness understands the conflicts in our stories through dramatic tensions and not 

through conceptual opposites; we are composed of agonies not polarities.  Dionysian 

consciousness is the mode of making sense of our lives and worlds through awareness of 

mimesis, recognizing that our entire case history is an enactment ….and that to be 

“psychological” means to see myself in the masks of this particular fiction that is my fate to 

enact.  Finally, to view ourselves from within a drama refers to the religious origins, not only 

of drama, but of mythical enactments that we perform and name with the mask of 

‘behaviour’” (Blue Fire 82).  To Hillman and depth psychology “behaviour” is a mask 

behind which we shelter from the true responsibilities of thinking and learning; this 
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sheltering the soul abhors:  “[T]he soul wants to learn psychology, wants thoughtful 

formulations of itself, and…this is a mode of its healing’ (Blue Fire 84).   

 The Greek “schizein” means not only to split, but to “shed” (OED); because the 

word’s etymology clings tenaciously to the history of religion, it has very nuanced meanings: 

a shedding of an old consciousness and the opening of an abyss that joins the two sides. As 

H.D. writes in Sword: “not so much new words as an exact understanding of old words is 

needed” (128).  The “schism” can also have aspects of the volte face, as this term is set out in 

Sword.  Formally, “schism” comes into play during times of religious upheaval, but religion, 

according to its formal definition, means “bondage,” and the bond between the two sides will 

always be there: that bond, that unity, was the prima materia that created both sides and 

through its ethereal threads they will always be linked.  Liz Greene observes that the 

manifestation of this kaleidoscopic pattern of bondage and separation has governed potent 

archetypal energies throughout history:  “The archetypal polarization of esoteric and exoteric 

has carried on into our present time.  As early Christianity once was to Rome, so too are 

Kabbalism to exoteric Judaism, Sufism to exoteric Islam, and the New Age spiritual 

communes to exoteric Christianity today.  Such splits reflect the eternal struggle between 

Neptune and Saturn, as intrinsic to religious institutions as it is to individuals” (Neptune  

222).   

 Soul that follows its own law and transcends the recurrent entrapment of historical 

cycles finds expression in the novel by H.D.’s careful weaving together of superficially 

incongruous strands of personal and communal history to craft the correct tapestry of a life’s 

meaning.   By inviting historical characters—or characters with a history—to be “present” in 

the text she offers wisdom for a personality’s understanding of “self” not as consciousness 
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positioned in the present, but as consciousness continually moving in and out of a deeply 

symbolic web of existence frozen into a period we call the “present” because this time frame 

has more immediacy than others. Once historical characters step across the threshold of the 

text, they are clothed in a different costuming of thinking and the pleats show through 

because they have no recourse to quick patches.  Christopher Bache more eloquently 

articulates this point: “Reincarnation speaks to us of a connectedness to life.  It tells us of the 

existence of deep currents moving through history, trajectories arching across hundreds and 

thousands of years.  It embeds our present in a history that is larger than our physical bodies 

can partake of.  It reminds us that we are essentially spiritual beings whose contours only 

emerge when we look beyond the physical body and peer deep into history and beyond time 

itself” (185).  The next section unravels the tapestry to the days of Elizabeth Dyer’s 

childhood and her uncle’s youthful days in attendance on Queen Elizabeth I.  The Queen 

herself was a priestess of sorts, balancing along with myriad political obligations the weight 

of her country’s earlier legacy: religious schism between the Catholics and the newly 

emergent Church of England. And one who knew the culture, the court, and the Queen’s 

dazzling milieu that was in many ways so toxic to the very soul that it seduced and elicited, 

was Edward Dyer, who, H.D. shows us, understood the alchemy of life, a legacy that his 

niece Elizabeth happens upon while engaged in a childish yet sophisticatedly symbolic game 

of Hide-and-Seek with her cousin Hugh. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Edward Dyer, Queen Elizabeth and the “fall” of the Reformation into the Imaginal Life 
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Since the reign of Henry VIII and throughout Dyer’s own boyhood, England had been 

“convulsed by the savage competition for its soul between the old Catholic Spirit and the 

new Protestant spirit, each intent on usurping the other” (Harpur 128).  Elizabeth I managed 

to keep these tensions “deadlocked, and in a sense spellbound” (Ted Hughes, qtd. in Hapur 

128) during her reign by casting herself into the role of England’s soul in order to cast a spell 

on the English populace.76  For centuries the Catholic Church had metaphored the “soul” as a 

solider trapped within yet mesmerized by a deadly cosmic battle.  Its doctrine of Salvation 

depended upon an inverse alchemical process in which the inner dimensions of human 

experience and consciousness were transmuted into two distinct outer symbols: good and 

evil, Apollo and Dionysus not as brothers but as disparate forces created by the obscure yet 

damning demiurgic impulse of “Free Will.”  Above all, if the script of the Vulgate, the 

Geneva Bible, or any of the earlier English translations of the Scriptures 77 failed to cohere 

before the eyes of a primarily illiterate yet devout populace, elaborate Biblical frescoes and 

friezes of legendary Israelites, ancient feuds, primordial creatures, and pious apostles graced 

European Churches, Abbeys, cloisters, and even the private homes of nobles as a continuous 

                                                 
     76 Harpur continues: “…and it was this tension in part which fostered, and imbued with such urgency, the 
‘third way’—the occult Neoplatonism of John Dee and the Sidney circle” (128). 
      77 Many of the Elizabethans would probably have had a copy of the Geneva Bible (1560), which, according 
to Michael D. Coogan, the editor of The Oxford Annotated Bible “was a convenient size instead of an unwieldy 
folio, and was the first English version to use numbered verses, each set off as a separate paragraph.  The 
Geneva Bible was never authorized, but it became the household Bible of the English-speaking nations for 
three-quarters of a century.  It was the Bible of Shakespeare, John Bunyan and the Puritans” (Coogan  468).  
The Bishop’s Bible (1568), the revised version of the Miles Coverdale Bible (1535), was the one officially read 
in churches.  Many of the Modernists admired and drew on the poetry of the Authorized Version or King James 
Bible (1611).  However, in keeping with the “words-that-hatch-butterflies” hermeneutic approach of H.D.’s 
poetry, I will be using the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible (translated and revised between 1946-
1990) in my investigations of Biblical texts because of a greater faithfulness to the original Greek and Hebrew 
source texts.  My choice also appears to draw the disparate worlds of H.D. and Elizabeth Dyer together in a 
palimpsestic fashion, just asVale Ave does; the translation NRSV takes into account “the new knowledge of the 
history, geography, religions, and cultures of Bible lands and of rich new resources for understanding the 
vocabulary, grammar, and idioms of the ancient languages.  It also returned to the basic structure and more 
natural cadence of the Tyndale-King James tradition” (Coogan 469). 
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visual dialogue with the “souls” of humankind, which doctrinal imagination envisioned as 

astral imprints vulnerable to an amplification of the tortures or pleasures of life depending 

upon the level of morality practised by their corporeal counterparts.  Even in Dyer’s time, as 

shadows from Europe’s reformation obscured the country’s moral compass, stage and setting 

awaited a consummate manager to re-script those moral codes frequently entangled with 

religious doctrine and post new signs for the soul along the forking roads that led to Heaven 

or Hell.   Hillman would define this period of religious history as an experience of an 

imaginal metaphor: “That the soul is experienced as my “own” and “within” refers to the 

privacy and interiority of psychic life.  It does not imply a literal ownership or literal 

interiority.  The sense of “in-ness” refers neither to location nor to physical containment. It is 

not a spatial idea, but an imaginal metaphor for the soul’s nonvisible and nonliteral 

inherence, the imaginal psychic quality within all events.  Man can never be large enough to 

possess his psychic organs; but he can reflect their activities” (Re-Visioning Psychology 173).  

Any period in which the structures of organized religion implode leaves behind shattered 

walls—fragments, ruins—which ruthlessly expose a vulnerable internal psychic or sacred 

reality that cries out for a corresponding vocabulary and mode of expression.  Religion, after 

all and in any guise, is the attempt to solve the enigma of consciousness. 

 The enchantment behind the religious quest and an adherent’s sometimes abrupt and 

often forced departure from it creates not a sense of freedom but a greater hunger for a 

different yet comparable experience.  Ed Block, Jr. elaborates in his study on the theologian 

and humanist Hans Urs von Balthasar: “[R]eligious experience, the numinous and the 

fascination of otherness, persists as long as human beings find themselves confronted with 

mystery and the unknown” (70).  At first and for a very long time the mystery in England 
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was topographical: Catholic Rome and its Pope were “others” who stood far enough away 

from English shores to allow the gap between Italy and England to be bridged with legend, 

wonder, and awe.  But Henry VIII had begun to train his subjects to redirect their gaze from 

Pope to King—symbolically from external to internal — and although his daughter Mary 

would try to guide it back to Rome, her (but mostly her councillors’) bloody policies had 

exactly the opposite effect: they kept eyes riveted to the monarch, eyes that were both noble 

and plebeian and watched and assessed every move.  Mary’s younger sister and rival, 

Elizabeth I, was a consummate strategist and shrewd ruler who had experienced an 

“extended, dangerous lesson in the art of survival” (Greenblatt 19) during her childhood in 

exile from Mary’s court.  Perhaps these refined instincts were responsible for her brilliant 

decisions to sustain the attention generated during the reigns of her father and sister, play a 

sleight of hand that would give the illusion of eliminating an oppressive sense of fear, and re-

mythologize the country’s soul by firmly establishing monarch, not Church, as England’s 

animating force.  

 This she did by creating a Circean drama based on the examples of both the Catholic 

Church and her own infamous father.  Henry the VIII had dressed the English stage in 

elaborate pageantry, pomp, and pretence in order to star in his own “pastyme with good 

company,” this being primarily the sport of marrying amongst high stakes of intrigue.  

Similarly, the Catholic Church had surrounded the human imagination with ornate symbols 

and rituals so that it did not have to shore up its own emblematic lexicon of the sacred.  In 

keeping with the spirit of this metaphysical drama, Elizabeth I used the theatre of her reign to 

transform herself from woman to symbol, from spectator to actor; in true Circean fashion, 

she used her knowledge so that inner essence became outer expression and governed internal 
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politics and foreign policy with a dextrous right hand while cultivating a highly stylized, 

illustrious yet illusionary “Cult of Love” with her left.  In Vale Ave—a poem in which 

consciousness watches itself dancing among, mingling and performing with, and questioning 

the shadows of history—the “forgetting” of the earlier pre-Reformation archetypal projection 

of religion is played out on a monastical/convent stage in an affair between a monk and a nun 

and in sequences of the arrest, trial, and posthumous adventures of Sir Walter Ralegh. And, 

just as Duncan reminds us that the plundering of Churches and monasteries in the 15th and 

16th centuries furnished “the masques and plays acted in the throne-room or the 

antechamber” in which “the objects from the world of religion become stage properties” and 

fall into an imaginal life (H.D. Book 99), so the once precious relics of those characters in 

Vale Ave fall into the imaginal life of the poem.  

 Though Edward Dyer had friends in both Essex’s and Ralegh’s circles, Vale Ave’s 

fantasy of his personal history links him to Ralegh, just as Essex has the centre stage in “The 

Queen” chapter of Sword. Ralegh, however, is nowhere to be seen in that novel, a strange 

absence for one who dedicates his life to experiments dedicated to the soul in a “secret cult of 

Night.”  The reasons for his absence, in my reading, are twofold.  First, the detailed rendering 

of the Queen’s love for the youthful Essex, who, as we have seen in the previous chapter, 

involves her in dramas that remind her of a youth she might have had, frees Ralegh up to 

tryst with Elizabeth Dyer in Vale Ave . If Ralegh had the hearts of both his wife and the 

Queen in his keeping, a third romantic attachment may demean his spiritual search, no matter 

how (al)chemical or posthumous the bond between lovers. In a clever gesture, then, that 

follows the midrashic sense that characters in a text are always present, just often elsewhere, 

H.D. keeps Queen Elizabeth busy with Essex so that she does not distract Ralegh in his quest 
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for soul in Vale Ave.  Secondly, and most importantly, Elizabeth (Dyer) hints that Ralegh has 

actually failed in his obsessive quest for soul, hindered undoubtedly by the shadows of his 

own memoria: “Love is the altar that we burn upon;/did he find that, after his frantic 

quest,/experiments, his journey and the search/everywhere in the old books, Latin and 

Hebrew texts?” (VA XXII).  Unlike Essex, who carries the truths of another time into the 

narrative, and the Queen, who is a priestess of the Cult of Love because of her ties to an 

earlier, esoteric England in which she was privy to the teachings of Eros, Ralegh has not yet 

earned entry to Sword, that work H.D. calls “the final Chapter of the story of the search; its 

sub-title is Synthesis of a Dream” (“H.D.” 187).   

 Ralegh once wrote of magic as a “route to ‘virtues hidden in the center of the 

center’…. [which] ‘bringeth to light the inmost virtues, and draweth them out of Nature’s 

hidden bosom to human use’” (qtd. in Walker 566).  But to help him find these virtues for his 

use, he needs the help of a certain magician; he seeks Elizabeth Dyer out, who is not only the 

niece of an alchemist for whom Ralegh seems to have harboured an eager fascination (VA 

XV), but also, by the associative powers of her name Eliza-beth, a magician of the imaginal 

order of Circe and Semiramis (VA XIX) who are initiates of the “occult power” of the 

goddess and the earth.  After the long hours of study in her Uncle’s attic room, Elizabeth 

knows that magic is not necessarily the conduit to the powerful mysteries of the Universe.  

Instead, as the other poet-magician Robert Duncan notes, those most conversant with human 

nature and its vulnerabilities to living, death, and re-living—like Shakespeare and the 

poets—have studied the strange potency of ontological paradoxes of being-in-the-world: 

“[A] poet like Shakespeare, calling upon his memory of lives beyond his own immediate life, 

had inner knowledge of a woman’s soul in which to fashion a Lady Macbeth as well as his 
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man’s knowledge of Macbeth.  Being was the ground of ambivalence that was the key in turn 

of the universe hidden and disclosed in all things” (128). The next chapter looks at the secrets 

of “being” that the Dyers—Hugh, Elizabeth and Uncle Edward—have come upon during 

their time at Edward Dyer’s childhood manor.  
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Chapter Five 
Hidden in the Attic of the Mind:  The Sequences of Vale Ave and the Patronage of 

Lucifer 
 

My mind to me a kingdom is; 
   Such present joys therein I find 
That it excels all other bliss 
    That earth affords or grows by kind. 
    —Edward Dyer, “My Mind to Me a Kingdom Is” 
 
You are my whole estate;  
I would hide in your mind 
as a child hides in an attic, 
 
what would I find there? 
religion or majic — both? neither? 
one or the other? together, matched, 
 
mated, exactly the same, 
equal in power, together yet separate … 
                —Hermetic Definition  
 
I “All-Hid” 
 
Lizeth? was Lizeth, Lilith in the Tree? 
anger had drawn me back and out of time, 
but now, I see in-time and passionately; 
 
I would recall the symbols, name the Powers, 
invoke the Angels, Tetragrammaton;  
I am far from her now, but she is near, 
 
chalking her circle with its letters on the attic floor;  
step on it, Lizeth, dare Elizabeth Dyer, 
to ponder on the secrets, writ in fire, 
 
in the old book you found in the oak chest; 
“our uncle’s book,” the cousin said and laughed, 
“for this, he was disgraced,” and read a list 
 
of names, “exciting stuff— 
let’s call up Lucifer—do you remember how 
we ran away and hid here, long ago? 
               (VA XVII) 
 
 Vale Ave begins secretly, in an attic in its 17th section, and because of a childish 

pleasure indulged by Hugh and Elizabeth Dyer in the midst of what seems like an innocent 
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game of “All-Hid,” the Elizabethan equivalent of “Hide and Seek.”78 Each of the poem’s 

seventy-four numbered sequences is complicit in its own way in this game of stealth and 

disclosure, but few match Section I’s ambition to masquerade as the beginning of Vale Ave. 

Upon acquaintance with this first numbered sequence, readers become guests and celebrants 

of some privilege and esteem; they are conducted immediately into the secrecy and 

consequence of a sacred rite in which they hear the invocations of ritual without the spectacle 

of robed and hooded figures, stringently choreographed movements, or recurring and 

melodious chants and declarations. The officiants are children, two young cousins caught up 

in a pantomimic Luciferian ceremony that focuses attention on emanations from some 

mysterious Edenic landscape, the familiar strangeness of which evokes wonder about how 

humankind had ever really forgotten its place within whirling spheres of evolutionary 

knowledge. 

 But, as we have seen previously, the “beginning” of many texts calls up a before-and-

after schism that conceals a fraught but pervasive origin, an unbidden, contradistinctive, and 

half-remembered dance of initiation that restrains the work from starting where it wishes.  

Robert Romanyshyn reminds us of Jung’s apprehension about the nature of beginnings and 

his intuition that no creation—whether a work of art, an alchemical experiment, or the 

laboured involvements of life itself—really starts where it begins. What the beholder or 

author of the work identifies as a beginning is really a “circling” of “the unanswered 

                                                 
     78Many childish games admit to a history of mystical influences, as Jill Purce remarks in The Mystic Spiral:  
“Hopscotch is called in German Tempel- or Himmerlhüpfen (temple or heaven hopping), and recalls the 
labyrinth ritual done by the children of ancient Tuscany and Rome ….  Children’s games come from a common 
source and hold on to religious and mythic patterns long after these have become esoteric and disappeared from 
the general culture.  [The] old French form of hopscotch, or marelles, called la marelle ronde or le colimaçon 
(the snail) …  shows, like the mountain of Purgatory or the ziggurat, the different stages on the mystic path” 
(114-115). 
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questions left to us by the ancestors and what we might call the unspoken and unfinished 

business that lingers within our traditions”: 

  This circling, [Jung] says, is the hold of a sustained tension between 
  the two beginnings, the beginnings that are an origin and the beginnings  
  that are made again in the return.  There is a difference that separates  
  these two beginnings, and the philosopher, the lover of wisdom who  
  practices phenomenology, situates himself or herself and is situated in  
  “the strife of the difference.”  Referring to philosophy, he says, “One  
  of the names that the tradition has given to the power of persisting in 
  that strife is imagination.”  (Wounded Scholar  90) 
 

The idea of this “strife of the difference” suits some of the philosophical phenomena H.D. 

explores in The God (1913-1917), an early collection of poetry published during the First 

World War. The insistence of the collection’s title on divine presence ironically underscores 

the search for this presence in the wake of deeply felt absence, and the psychological schism 

between the human longing to reach for a spiritual reality beyond itself and its creations and 

the wake of disturbing external events that emphasize the futility of the search responds to an 

entire post-Enlightenment civilization suddenly thrown back to questions of origin and of its 

role in the design of the monstrous spectacle of war.  Behind the strained rhetoric of “good’ 

and “evil” that plagued both of the 20th century’s world wars—and also plagues, by 

association, the discourses of religion and morality—lies the terror of being playthings to 

forces greater than the immediate sovereignty of technological and industrial advance.  Put 

mythically, there is a burgeoning Pygmalion conscious behind the European, Asian, and 

North American masks of Icarus and Phaeton; the latter enter and leave mythology as 

children, and as such remain phantasmal archetypes who touch upon what Christian Roesler 

calls the “boundless progress of the human spirit” (580). These mythical boys may have 

failed to transcend the ultimate boundary of their ambition, but over their stories the promise 
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of “adulthood” perpetually lingers, whispering of the unimagined yet eternal possibilities of 

what genius could do if allowed to expand beyond its infancy. 

 H.D.’s monologue “Pygmalion” provides an example of the perfect phantastical 

journey of going through beginnings to the origins of things and then into the imaginal world, 

a journey of searingly intimate stages in which, as Robert Duncan so eloquently explains in 

his spiralling prose, “the poet [or artist] begins to have a heightened sense of time and this 

life as informed by his Work.  But our Work, which may have been the alchemical Work, or 

the Work in the Art, is now in a larger sense a Life-Work or evolution of Life in which we 

play our human phase. The poet begins to have a heightened sense of his involvement in a 

great work beyond his work” (H.D. Book 410).  Duncan’s repeated emphasis on the poet’s 

role at both the start and end of this quotation implies that the art of living is not separate 

from a life devoted to art.  But most importantly, his insight and H.D.’s Pygmalion’s creative 

Angst highlight the chiastic relationship between beginning and origin, and these are 

important for the argument I unfold throughout this chapter on Vale Ave.   

 We meet Pygmalion when he is all grown up, subject to the intense eroticism of the 

spiritual quest, and situated right within the Jungian “strife of the difference.” The God 

elaborates the mythical sculptor’s situation with highly emotional inquiries: “Which am I,” 

Pygmalion asks, anxiously testing the limits of perennial philosophy, “the stone or the 

power/that lifts the rock from the earth?/am I the master of this fire,/is this fire my own 

strength?” (CP 49). That he should begin his sculptures with rock, stone, or marble is not in 

question for this Luciferian creator; these materials lie at his feet and in his studio “as of old 

times” (49).  But they are no longer a familiar sight, troubling Pygmalion with a sentience 

behind their immediate presence that hints at origins beyond the forge and beyond the usual 
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ones of vision and inspiration.  Graves tells us that Pygmalion was a Cyprian king and a 

priest of Love (212), and if his reading is allowed to fall in step with the poem by H.D. we 

might picture Pygmalion fashioning the social and cultural landscape of Cyprus with his 

laws, festivals, and ritual (“the grace of Pallas[Athene]”) while he manipulates its psychical 

one with his sculptures: 

  I made image upon image for my use, 
  I made image upon image, for the grace 
  of Pallas was my flint 
  and my help was Hephaestos, 
   
  I made god upon god  
  step from the cold rock, 
  I made the gods less than men 
  for I was a man and they my work; 
 
  and now what is it that has come to pass? 
  for fire has shaken my hand, 
  my strivings are dust.  
 
  …. 
 
  am I the god? 
  or does this fire carve me 
  for its use?  (CP 49-50) 
 
By Pygmalion’s own admission his “creations,” once in his service, are now enlivened by 

“fire”—an animism—outside of his authority and expertise.  They “step from their plinth” 

and take on a life of their own in the phantasies of his subjects as objects of worship and, 

perhaps worse, as archetypal presences imbuing a human world with equal measures of 

Promethean meaning and conflict.  There is responsibility in becoming the “founder of a new 

religion”(TF 37) and in bringing down a Mundus Imaginalis from the mountain, which, like 

the Ovidian world in The Metamorphoses, evokes a wider mythology of transformation that 

has “the power to shape the experience of the present. . . .  [The] change and transformation 
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inevitably produce, metaphorically that is, images within the very fabric of the [community]” 

(Starr-Glass 513).  Pygmalion’s successes in government, art, and religion evoke desire in the 

king-artist to master the secrets of life and death, a desire occasioned by the Cyprian goddess 

herself, who brings to the sculptor a special brand of “be careful what you wish for” alchemy 

that recalls her work in Troy.  The result is the black despair of the alchemists, the 

putrefaction state that manifests in a continual search for origins and meanings.   

 Unlike the craftsman, who takes refuge in the intent of utility or mere representation, 

the artist uses imagination to inspire and produce his work; doing so invites the imaginal—

the fluid and mystical realm between spirit and matter, “utterly real, with its own laws and 

purposes” (Moore qtd. in Blue Fire 6)—down into the immediately perceptible. Then the 

Work79 becomes the creator of the human in his or her phase of evolution, crafting life for 

“its use” rather than the human crafting the work to illumine and heighten the experience and 

pleasures of life.    

 In the Imaginal World, a world that has no sense of linearity and of the limits of 

starting and finishing, the Work of life is truly like Valéry’s poem, never finished, only 

abandoned (even the ending of “Pygmalion” opens itself up once more with a question—

“does this fire carve me for its use?”).  The author leaves the work only to take it up again 

elsewhere because of the ancestors80—whether these be personal or collective—who are the 

                                                 
     79 The “Work” capitalized emphasizes a masterpiece of being that continually weaves through the life of an 
individual ; it is a “weaving of threads from one pattern to another, from one state of being or perception to 
another,” as H.D. explains to Dowding in one of her letters (qtd. in “H.D.’s Majic Ring” 351-2).  The Work 
takes captive the smaller works of art that each individual creates in the hope of reproducing what they can 
know of the Work when it comes to them in such reflexes of the unconscious as dreams, imagination, 
heightened states of emotion like falling in love, or trysts with the acts of births and deaths.   
     80 See Jung’s chapter entitled “The Tower” in Memories, Dreams, Reflections, especially pages 261-4, for a 
detailed look at the ancestral archetype.  Jung initiates the discussion by mentioning a rumour in circulation at 
the time of his  youth that identified his grandfather as an illegitimate son of Goethe.  Whether or not the 
imagined relationship was genuine, it nonetheless inspirited his reflections on Faust, a work which was in fact a 
closer relative to Jung than any member of his family: “The dichotomy of Faust-Mephistopheles came together 
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midrashists of our sacred texts.  Their questions linger in our psyche and keep the spirit of 

our Work alive.  Romanyshyn qualifies the Jungian usage of the “creator’s ancestors” in a 

way that indicates a haunting, an historical presence of the work’s broader concerns and 

questions rather than a mere intertextual lineage or familial heritage:   

  By ancestors I do not mean, nor do I think Jung means, only the personal  
  ancestral line …. The ancestors are that great, silent family that stretches  

down the centuries.  They are the weight of history that lingers as a shadow in 
the margins of our individual and collective thoughts and dreams, the weight 
of unanswered questions that wait to be addressed.  This is what an imaginal 
approach … attends to, this unfinished business in the soul of one’s work” 
(Wounded Scholar 85).   

 
So too do the historical characters of Vale Ave  help their author find continuity, and find her 

way back to the Work, even if their presence troubles more than guides.  What disturbs Vale 

Ave ’s dramatis personae are the limitations of form and the tensions of content : although 

given new bearings in the poem, they sense that they had once belonged to something larger 

than the work but are confined therein because of their integral role in its success, not unlike 

the theosophically resonant image of the soul pressed into service of the body and 

personality, which are its captives even as it is theirs in the dream and drama of life, and 

which, according to Christopher Bache, are “the medium that the soul or spirit chooses “to 

live and work in” (179; emphasis added). “Something happens in these ‘Hermetic 

Definitions,’” Duncan writes to H.D. in April 1961, commenting on the hermetic 

undercurrent that stirs beneath the narratives of her later works and “troubles the waters, so 

that the spirits of the poems contend for place (as if there were a place outside of the poem, 

                                                                                                                                                       
within myself into a single person, and I was that person.  In other words, I was directly struck, and recognised 
that this was my fate.  Hence all the crises of the drama affected me personally. . . .  No solution could be a 
matter of indifference to me.  Later I consciously linked my work to what Faust had passed over: respect for the 
eternal rights of man, recognition of “the ancient,” and the continuity of culture and intellectual history” (262).  
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more real, wherein they would stand).  But there is no place outside the work for the eternal 

ones of the work to stand … .” (qtd. in Bertholf 59).   

 Homeless until the advent of a new life, the ancestors (“eternal ones of the work”) 

await release from the fetters of ignorance, just as our first few meetings with Vale Ave’s 

ancestress Lilith show this untamed spirit—“untamed” within the slumbering or sleeping 

mind—contained by the relative squalor of humanity’s representational powers.  She is 

“cursed” in a tree or “kept” in a cage (VA I, II, IX), two images that symbolize the misguided 

and dangerous perception of the body as mere receptacle for the soul or spirit, a perception 

that produced embittered debates that spanned centuries, misread ancient theologies—like 

those affiliated with Gnosticism—and catered to Christianity’s perverse paradoxes of 

regarding the body as both shrine and sewer.  Lessons from Vale Ave’s Lucifer and Majic 

Ring’s H.D and Bhaduri guide our attention beyond this ill-formed hermeneutic of the 

“barbaric hordes” (VA IX) of unconsciousness and exhort us to understand the body in tune 

with the Blakean vision of the soul’s “imagining” and extending of itself into a particular 

frame of temporal reference. We can follow traces of hair, limbs, ears, eyes back to the soul, 

for the body is “a portion of Soul discern’d by/ the five senses, the chief inlets of Soul in this 

age” (Marriage of Heaven and Hell  210).  The disregard of our physical presence has lead 

us away from profound knowledge of the concord of body and soul—the principal mode of 

perception in classical Greek times and before (also the stage of evolution in which, 

according to Notes on Thought and Vision, humankind had the most unimpeded access to the 

collective unconscious or “Overmind”)—in which the two had “not yet been torn apart, to 

fight through life after life, as to which shall win, as to which shall gain ascendancy, as to 

which shall drag which to heaven or plunge which to hell” (MR  76).     
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 As an ancestral and imaginal work, and one of many works written from Küsnacht 

that H.D. saw as “not just a writing of life, [but] a writing to live” (Chisholm 69), Vale Ave 

marks its place in the strife of the difference between beginning and origin by opening with 

its very first numbered sequence. But it does not here originate. The first and second pages 

are in fact only “beginnings that are made again in return”: the reader literally makes a 

beginning here, returning after the author temporarily abandons the work to the public in 

anticipation of how it may come back to her, just as the Venusian statue comes back to 

Pygmalion in mute testament to his artistic abilities and the scope of his desire to inflame 

with life the soundless indifference of inanimate matter or quiet demise of a disillusioned 

heart.  And the significance of not actually originating in Eden (the topographical coordinate 

of Sequence I) unsettles all we have ever read or heard about our prelapsarian childhood in 

that mythical garden.  The first man and woman may not have been cast out of Eden: they 

may have chosen the burden of “remembering” for a specific evolutionary purpose. 

 Section XVII reveals everything about the poem’s origin, makes possible the 

visualization of Section I, and permits the voice of an aging poet to narrate many of the 

poem’s sequences.  When the reader reaches Section XVII  she begins to realize her 

unwitting role not only as celebrant in an interesting rite but as participant in a literary game 

of “All Hid,” whose rounds have relegated to a hidden periphery the poem’s central 

teachings from a secret school or “cult of Night” (VA XXII). But who are the seekers and 

who hides? H.D. “seeks” from her hospital bed in Switzerland, writing line upon line of 

expiatory verse in order to stave off ignorance, “fear” and “redemption” and strives for 

wisdom, miracles and resurrection (VA 2; XLVIII; LIX; LXVI), but she is also sought by 

others (“I am far from her now, but she is near” XVII), children and Romans and 
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Elizabethans who would peep over her shoulder and beyond the invisible ring of the past—

the one that so intrigued Gyges and stands now among Lord Dowding’s poetic possessions—

to read her words and gain understanding of how they came to be immortal. Vale Ave’s 

processus of characters represents aspects of the poem’s author as she had ascended or 

descended the spiral course of evolution; as such, they can, through the auspices of physical 

death, engage on a path of seeking her out or indeed of seeking each other out, as the two 

children in our attic do.    

   Cousins Hugh and Elizabeth Dyer are the Vale Ave’s bio-fictional offerings to 

renowned and well-loved Elizabethan courtier and alchemist Sir Edward Dyer, and “All-Hid” 

most likely transpires at Weston Manor, their uncle’s childhood house.81  Their births into the 

events of the poem emerge more from their uncle’s alchemical pursuits than any biological 

effort on the part of his brothers or sisters.  Lives that develop from alchemical conjunctions, 

thoughts, emotions, invocations, fragments of conversation, landscapes, myths, or sips of 

poisoned (“spiced”) wine are not unusual in a poem interested in tracing patterns of 

“meeting” and “parting” that follow imperatives to “bear in mind” (“remember”) rather than 

                                                 
     81 All biographical details about Sir Edward Dyer are from Ralph M. Sargent’s The Life and Lyrics of Sir 
Edward Dyer (Clarendon Press, 1968).  Sargent weaves the scarce facts of Dyer’s life with the themes and 
sentiments of his letters and lyrics to produce a life inseparable from textual legacy.  The attic room Hugh and 
Elizabeth play in as children (Vale Ave XVII) and return to as spouses may in fact be Edward Dyer’s childhood 
home, Weston Manor.  Section XII of Vale Ave also implies that Elizabeth’s occult sojourns take place at her 
Uncle’s old home.  In this sequence, a concerned Agatha censures her husband’s suggestion that their charge 
leave London and stay with “kin” : “[T]hey will not want us, Peter, at the Manor,/ with all this talk of plague.”  
Of the inspiration that the young Dyer found from Weston and the surrounding moorland, Sargent writes: 
“Lights and shadows cross the pages of Edward’s boyhood.  A lonely manor in a far region, moorland 
encircling his home; yet pleasant hills not far away, and even closer, the sea: here were the conditions for a 
quiet, contemplative mind.   When later he wished to express the tearful state of unrequited love, his thoughts 
turned to these desolate Somerset moors, overspread from long wintry downpours, as he mused: 
  Shall I, like meads with winter’s rain,  
  Be turned into tears?            (5) 
This imagined vignette corresponds to the forgotten voices of longing to know the self in Vale Ave, voices 
which fall prey to and then risk the net of enchantment that rises “here, there; there, here;/out of the sea. . .”(VA 
II).   
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in body.82  Sir Edward did have siblings, but neither a “Hugh” nor an “Elizabeth” turns up in 

historical records that offer nominal references to the Dyer clan.  The courtier himself, 

although a famous Elizabethan poet and patron of many renowned and prolific writers at 

court, left little by way of textual or biological legacy to appease the insatiable eyes of 

posterity.  Ralph Sargent refers to him as the “bachelor knight of Elizabeth’s Court” (150).  

The induction of this rather solitary figure into Vale Ave’s cast of characters prompts 

speculation about the familial circumstances of his niece and nephew, especially because of 

their distinctive relationship to the poem’s origins.  Certainly its verses suggest that Hugh 

and Elizabeth lead almost as reclusive an existence as their uncle, and this reclusion covers 

many of the intervals between childhood and adulthood: no one oversees their play in the 

attic, parents are always and conspicuously absent, Elizabeth’s guardians in London, where 

gossipers whisper that she spends her days as “almost a nun” (VA XV), are two old servants 

—Peter and Agatha—and a dead mother’s missal, and Hugh explores foreign lands 

unaccompanied and undisturbed by relatives.  In this way, the children are intentionally 

orphaned in the poem.   

                                                 
     82 In Tribute to Freud, H.D. expresses impatience at the Professor’s concern about the safety of his 
grandchildren and his attempt to “introduce” them to her via a long genealogical recitation of names and 
ancestral connections.  Her impatience stems not from a lack of compassion, but from Freud’s misplaced 
anxieties about origins and immortality as derived from biological continuity rather than a soul lineage, 
represented by the Promethean sparks�of knowledge that he introduced into human culture and life: “As [Freud] 
ran over their names and the names of their parents, one felt the old impatience, a sort of intellectual eye-strain, 
the old boredom of looking out historical, genealogical references in small-print school or Sunday-school Bible. 
It was Genesis but not the very beginning. . . .  He would live forever like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in his 
children’s children, multiplied like the sands of the sea.  That is how it seemed to me his mind was working, and 
that is how, faced with the blank wall of danger, of physical annihilation, his mind would work. . . .  I may have 
murmured something vaguely to the effect that future generations would continue to be grateful to his written 
word . . . . But though a sincere tribute, those words were, or would be, in a sense superficial” (62-63). In order 
to convey exactly how Freud would live through his works, H.D. sends him flowers, gardenias: “The flowers 
and the words bear this in common, they are what I want, what I waited to find for the Professor, ‘to greet the 
return of the Gods.’… the Professor knew, he must have known, that, by implication, he himself was included 
in the number of those Gods.  He himself already counted as immortal” (63). 
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 The archetype of the Orphan silently stalks events in Vale Ave, and not only because 

of the questions of genealogy and heritage that lie at the heart of the poem and ancestral ones 

that lie beyond.  H.D. was contemplating mysteries of lineage several years earlier at the time 

of the Second World War when she was engaged in writing The Gift, an autobiography, 

‘almost’ (“H.D.” 188).   What makes the motif of the orphan in that novel archetypal83 

instead of merely thematic or incidental is its correspondence to a private and unseen world 

just behind the usual patterns of childhood experience rather than any direct correlation with 

outer manifestation.  Hence, the narrative does not cater to our superficial expectations by 

presenting a child abandoned by parents; indeed, its etymological references, bound 

inextricably with both a religious and a sacred imaginal history, go to great lengths to outfit 

the young narrator properly in the outfit of family.  We are presented with the soul of a child 

feeling orphaned within the home itself until it uncovers the secret of its lineage, the riddle of 

what has solicited it into incarnation in the first place and into a particular genealogical 

moment in time that seems to be developing in the present but in fact has no real temporal 

                                                 
       83 The archetype, a concept Carl Jung worked over from the oeuvres of Plotinus and Plato, has so pervaded 
speech, psychoanalytic and academic discourse that it needs no introduction or definition.  However, I bring up 
some of its nuances here as context for my study.  I would like to start with Robert Duncan’s classification of 
archetypes as “haunting rumors of the beyond consciousness, of the unknowable, [which] appear as creatures of 
conscious language” (H.D. Book 212), rumours that “seek to arouse the content and form of the individual life 
from the collective unconscious” (H.D. Book 42).  These creatures are indeed the foreign travellers, mystic 
minstrels really, who appear in our myths and fairytales as if the only setting they could possibly inhabit was 
one inimical and antithetical to our outer world and yet profoundly illustrative of our inner world.  But as 
“possibilities of representation” (Jung) of this inner world, their scope of representation is limitless and often 
volatile, especially when they meet other archetypal forms in imaginal dialogue or complexes, fantasies, or 
traumas from the world exterior to their own reality.  The form of the archetype, Jung explains, “might perhaps 
be compared to the axial system of a crystal, which, as it were, performs the crystalline structure in the mother 
liquid, although it has no material existence of its own.  This first appears according to the specific way in 
which the ions and molecules aggregate” (qtd. in Memories, Dreams, Reflections 412).  H.D. says almost 
exactly the same thing in Sword, except the metaphor stands out brilliantly amongst traces of scientific 
language: “We do not need a geometric analysis of our life, in order to appreciate or recognize the fragrance of 
a flower.  But the perfume of a flower can be distilled, adulterated and preserved, though no labelled, crystal 
bottle can ever contain the spirit or the ghost of the flower” (110).  An archetype then, is a resonance caught 
within a life like light refracted within a crystal or a fragrance held within a bottle.  It evokes something that 
was there before, but whose “spirit” or “ghost” can no longer be captured, only abstracted, like the future 
abstracted by prophecy or the quality of a quartz battery to bring forth the intangible suggestiveness of sound or 
movement. 
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anchor.  We have already seen, in the previous chapter, an image of the soul as orphan; this 

was Psyche, the virginal princess who spent her teenage days in despair as outcast in a home 

and kingdom that could do nothing with her extraordinary beauty except worship it as a 

living effigy of Aphrodite.  In a fit of despair, she reaches beyond the imprisonment of her 

immaculate beauty with a longing to see what before she could only touch—the very essence 

of the chaotically generative and primal force behind human life.   If we recall that Hillman, 

drawing on Heraclitus and on the occult tradition of palingenesis,84 declares “soul” to be a 

measure of depth, an “autochthonous urge” of consciousness to “go below appearances to the 

‘invisible connection’ and hidden constitution [which lead to] the world interior to whatever 

is given” (Dream 27), then we might understand why the personality (“virginal princess”) so 

longs for fathomless authenticity of soul (“Psyche”) that she is willing to follow the lead of 

the Delphic Oracle, leave her home behind as one condemned, and face the possibility of 

being devoured by a terrible serpentine monster.   

 In The Gift, the unspoken questions of belonging that come from the soul nourish the 

child protagonist (Hilda) when “childish philosophy or logic” misguides this child (G 51).  

From this interweaving comes a distinctly unique voice, the “Child,” whose unhindered steps 

among the afterworld of the soul, the “memoryscape” that young Hilda inhabits, and the 

landscape of the adult author’s present Diane Chisholm interprets as a necromantic dance: 

“[T]he Child has direct access to adult Hilda’s individual and racial prehistory. . . .  It is the 

                                                 
     84 I am indebted to the work of Demetres Tryphonopoulos for context on palingenesis and the occult and its 
archetypal resonance in the Modernist psyche, particularly his Celestial Tradition, chapter in Literary 
Modernism and the Occult, ed. Leon Surette and his tremendously helpful Introduction to Majic Ring.  In both 
works, he describes the role of the Ancient Greek mysteries in this genesis and revelation of the soul, a concept 
which is one of the most theologically threadbare and yet elusive aspects of human sentience: “The ritual of 
palingenesis or rebirth or soul-making, a paradigm borrowed from occult literature and Eleusinian mysteries 
involves the following progression: katabasis/dromena/epopteia.  Katabasis constitutes the initial stage of the 
palingenetic process, often represented as a literal descent to the otherworld or death; dromena signifies the 
stage of wandering or confusion suffered by initiates; epopteia, the state of “having seen” or revelation, is often 
expressed by light imagery with a soteriological or revelatory dimension” (Introduction to Majic Ring xxvi).      
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Child who preserves and perceives the cryptic vision generated down the line of dreaming 

mystics…[and who] occasionally takes possession of the narrator’s thoughts, though she 

expresses herself in the words of the adult, psychoanalytically informed writer” (88-9).  In 

one vignette in particular in The Gift H.D. retells a story she had heard as a child in which her 

mother’s appointment with a fortune teller results in a prophecy of a future birth of “a child 

who was in some way especially gifted” (G 51).  “Childish philosophy or logic” betrays little 

Hilda into thinking that her mother’s disappointment over the eventual outcome—that “we 

were not any of us ‘gifted’”—is in some way her fault.  She nurses premature feelings of 

alienation: “I can not say why we cared, or maybe the others didn’t care. But there should 

have been a child who was gifted,” but then the mediating presence of the soul rescues her 

with a flash of insight cloaked in the psychoanalytic language that the adult H.D. is learning 

at this time: “How could I know that this apparent disappointment that her children were not 

“gifted,” was itself her own sense of inadequacy and frustration, carried a step further?” (G 

51).  

 The word “gift” becomes charged with the child’s fierce yet self-contained emotion, 

“opens a door” (G 51), and passes through the void of the narrator’s “I” to the imaginal world 

of soul.  When it returns years later to an older Hilda, sensate with history, terrified of a war-

torn present, and yet on the verge of creation, the word has been imbued with meaning and 

forms a “centre or node for the growing branches of ideas or imaginative speculation” (51).  

The spiritual inheritance of the original Moravian Church and its healing “gifts” will do more 

than act as sacred signposts in a brilliant almost-autobiography; these gifts will mend one of 

the tiny rifts in the orphaned consciousness of the infant Hilda as the harsh, unresolved 

linearity of the fortune teller’s forecast and the subsequent disappointment of a mother are 
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smoothed into a circular reunion where Helen Wolle Doolittle receives her gifted child. The 

archetypal Orphan, acknowledges Romanyshyn, is one “who is adrift in time, [and] is present 

in those who have a deep, abiding, and feeling sense of history” (129).   

 The same sense of liminality governs the paths of Vale Ave’s female protagonists, 

who are always reluctant to leave the spaces they inhabit even if the call towards imaginal 

realms sounds more loudly, beckoning them into the mystery of their “woundedness” with 

ever-present promises of disclosure.  “Wounds,” according to James Hillman, are pathologies 

of living and consequences of “fantasies of normalcy.”  In his essay “Athena, Ananke, and 

the Necessity of Abnormal Psychology,” Hillman goes on to discuss the “status quo” as a 

crafting of perception in which the “I” of the personality mediates the influx of inner and 

outer worlds without carefully considering its part in the creation of both.  After years of 

practice—which possibly start soon after the personality forms the renowned “I” of Jacques 

Lacan’s “mirror stage” but most certainly have an origin well back into lives from distant 

centuries—members of a community begin to convince themselves that there really is an 

existing state of affairs “out there” independent of their own existence and imagination.  

Hillman mythically allots fantasies of normalcy to the jurisdiction of Athena who, as goddess 

of arts and crafts, brings to them a sense of technical dexterity that is an extension of the 

teacher and a suitor of the mind and lacks the full complexities and range of meaning of art: 

“[T]o think that objective norms are independent of structures of consciousness and the 

archetypal persons governing them, reveals that we are standing in Athene’s temple. . . .  

Athenian consciousness turns outside to objective “others” (polis) for validating the necessity 

of its perspective. . . . To be normal in any society is to enact a particular style of that 
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society’s fantasy [and] conceals a defense against other archetypal enactments which then 

must perforce be judged “abnormal” (70-1).   

 Fantasies of normalcy allow us to fasten nominal boundaries  like “good” and “evil” 

on cataclysmic or transformative numinosum beyond our control (like death), or to imagine 

our own importance reflected in the events of life or in the eyes of the beloved. H.D.’s 

poetics address the pathologies of her own life and time with a courage and eloquence that 

Hillman would admire; however, her works rarely enter into a discourse of normalcy, even at 

the pressure points of fantasy within cultural or societal norms. Because H.D. is able so 

expertly to delve beneath the surface of the normal without acknowledging it as surface, she 

also knows that there is more to Athena and has encountered her imaginally “elsewhere, as 

guardian of the labyrinth” (S 172).   H.D.’s “Athené,” as I shall elaborate later, holds an 

Ariadne’s thread to the labyrinthine maze of our personal mythology. The goddess can create 

a sanctuary within the normal for the “alien” sides of our personality.    

 In Vale Ave, this personal mythology is often imaged in the form of angels and devils.  

Like the cabal of fallen angels in the first book of Paradise Lost, forces that have existed 

before divine sanction of any kind do not really know their own names, much less their own 

minds. They may, however, come into an awareness of how they are regarded by humankind 

when humankind itself becomes conscious of them by giving them names and, like 

prelapsarian Adam, by trying to focus a little of this adversarial vitality through these labels.  

Lucifer conveys this lesson much more eloquently to the children, H.D., and the adult 

Elizabeth Dyer in the ninth section of Vale Ave: 

  … men gave new names to us, many names, fabulous, 
  but Lilith was the first that God cursed outright, 
  and Lucifer’s became that sinister name, 
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  while man himself rebelled and fabricated meteor and flame, 
  such as the thunder once alone proclaimed, 
  “death-dealing such as this, comes but from God”; 
 
  could aves and could prayers control 
  these man-made meteors, God knows 
   I would be penitent enough ….   (IX) 
 
The reference to the dispossessed angels in Milton’s Paradise Lost, whose names are 

“blotted out and razed/By their rebellion, from the book of life” (362-3) gives impetus to the 

uncomfortable thought that what the children of Adamic tradition feel they have named and 

conquered on earth is merely a “renaming” of concealed but autochthonous forces, entities 

who “among the sons of Eve/Got them new names…./Then were they known to men by 

various names,/And various idols through the heathen world” (364-75). Lucifer takes us back 

to the core of “man’s” ignorance; he intimates that Christianity’s refined New Testament 

God cannot seem to shake the dark, ancient traditions of the tribal storm gods like the 

Hebrew Yahweh or the Babylonian Zu. The authority of these Semitic gods lies far from 

earth; they are sky and mountain deities, ever expanding, empowered by elements like rain 

and thunder that can simultaneously bless and curse the earth, and celebrated with spears and 

warrior customs.  Zeus is a more recent avatar, and he inherits from them his primary 

symbol, the thunder bolt, a light—in contradistinction to the devouring belly of Kronos 

(time), the watery depths in which Okeanos reflects us back to our selves, or the earthly 

mines in which Ouranos imprisons his sons the Cyclopes, far from the celestial gaze of 

heaven85—that ignites visions of invention and inspiration: but the same illuminating vision 

                                                 
     85 In the Greek New Testament, the word for heaven is the same as the name of the Greek Deity “Ouranos.”  
Hence, in Matthew 3:2, for instance, John the Baptist literally says “Repent, for the kingdom of Ouranos has 
come near.”  The verse puts forth a suggestive vision of the return of this erratic, rebellious Sky-god, who 
comes back to gaze on his children, disappointments all, and condemn them to an even more stifling fate than 
the lock-down in the bowels of the earth (far from the celestial lights of Heaven).  These future horrors are 
catalogued in terrifically graphic metaphors in the Book of Revelation — not even the author of Revelation can 
fully envision them.   
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can also be a means of instantaneous destruction and intensifies “man’s” desire for control, 

whether this control be in the anthropomorphic form of “death-dealing gods” equipped with 

“meteor and flame” or  sophisticated, spiritually bereft scientists who seek to irrigate their 

barrenness of heart with the life force of others. This they cull and gather through such death-

dealing contemporary inventions as military weaponry and atomic bombs.  In Eliot’s “What 

the Thunder Said,” the section of The Wasteland to which the thunder image above directly 

corresponds, we hear a “sound high in the air/Murmur of maternal lamentation” (Wasteland 

502), just as H.D., the Nun, and Elizabeth choose the penitence of prayer and contrition to try 

to “control these man-made meteors.”  However, the poet and her ancestral expressions of 

self learn Lucifer’s lesson well and realize the futility of their actions.  Likely Yahweh, Zu, 

and Zeus have never been in a church and rarely visit their temples.  They cannot or will not 

be confined to man-made images, nor can they really be controlled by the psychical energy 

projected onto these images.  Unless the women find the courage to enter into their own 

realms of soul, they will be caught, parched and imperilled, in “the empty chapel, only the 

wind’s home./It has no windows, and the door swings” (Wasteland 502).    

 When we are felled by lightning, thrown by something “out-of-the ordinary,” and 

drawn to our wounds—then there is entrance to the soul’s memoria.  Elizabeth, Julia, and the 

Nun of Provence are all orphans in their world and, like the Dyer children, “belong to another 

time and place.”  Moreover—and here I borrow an idea from my sixth chapter—their 

“semblable” (male likeness or familiar) does not recognize them, which further orphans them 

into the darkness of their own interiority.  For Elizabeth-the-young-widow the “death-

dealing” force is plague, but even in the face of this erratic threat she does not wish to leave a 

London that is all at once a “holy city to her,” its topography resonant with ancient goddess 
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worship and mysterious Celtic inventions, and a reassuring backdrop to her fantasies of 

normalcy.  But Weston compels her to return to its attic, to revisit memories of Ralegh and 

the rumours of his death, and to suffer again the loss of a husband at sea (this time her 

cousin, Hugh), and when Elizabeth returns to the house in which she spent much of her 

childhood she finds, just as the child Hilda does in The Gift, that everything around gives off 

a sense of sentience that points her back to possible origins.  Just as Achilles is Paris’s father 

in Helen in Egypt (the slain king who dies at the hand of his child), Elizabeth uncovers 

secrets similar to those that Helen discovers when in session with Theseus:  strange, mythic 

genealogies that make Achilles the “father” of Paris also render Elizabeth her uncle’s 

ancestor and not his niece.  She discovers that she was and is a part of the ancient Cult of 

Love—the “secret cult of Night” whose legacy the “Lords and atheists,” Edward Dyer and 

Ralegh among them, pursue with dedicated search, even though they question their own 

membership in it (VA XXII).  In Elizabeth’s own words: “… there were furtive, secret 

worshippers …. I shared the curse/that fell upon my Lord and atheists” (VA XIV).  Julia and 

the Nun have similar tales and do not go willingly into a future as/with H.D.; she encounters 

resistance when she encounters them in their imaginal worlds.  The Nun, raw and bleeding, is 

in fact in the midst of her own woundedness brought on by a virulent round of self-

flagellation, as if she would stay an orphan exiled in time and history86 rather than face a 

transformative eclosion initiated by the helping hands of the author and her 17th century 

accomplice.  

  Thus, the Orphan archetype offers a perspective that permits us to see the function of 

history in Vale Ave in a different way.  History and Biography in the poem are not genres or 

                                                 
�����86 “For Plato the tale of exile and return was rooted in his desire to educate the Greek soul and awaken it 
from its state of mimesis to one of anamnesis, a shift that would free the soul from its condition of exile and 
ignorance” (Romanyshyn “Orpheus” 56). 
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compendiums of fact but tensions, often creatively bringing characters to a crisis of 

consciousness that allows them to evolve; they look upon history with the hopeful yet 

suspicious gaze of the Orphan (i.e. “do you belong to me?” “Do I belong to you?”).  

History—which might be defined as an individual’s or collective’s sense of its own presence 

throughout time—is in fact a “disruption” to fantasies of normalcy in the same way that the 

Greeks would picture the events and stories of the past as woman and Muse, appreciating 

them as ethereal shadings of inspiration rather than driving daemonic intrusions or “death-

dealing” gods.  Clio’s parents are Memory and Thunder (Mnemosyne and Zeus), but, like 

most of Zeus’s objects of affection, Memory does not yield to this god of unbounded 

inspiration lightly or willingly, and so the act of copulation becomes a “strife” between 

maternal imprints of the past and paternal exploitation of the present, with the eventual issue 

of art and history suspended between the inner worlds of fantasy and intuition and outer ones 

of manifestation, materialism, and action. The myths of Pygmalion and Troy also speak of 

this “liminality” because they feature societies on the verge of forgetting the animism in 

matter and citizens who, with the desperation of a conquered people reluctant to leave a 

burning city, succumb to their daemons and try to evoke in their work or in their experience 

of exile what they had before felt naturally. We follow a spiralling, instead of a linear, 

archetypal path then, from the ancestors (origins) to the Orphan (the beginning running away 

from its origins) to the Imaginal Community (descendants of the ancestors).  

 The intuitive understanding that a self behind the drama of personality journeys 

through this “meta-genealogical” spiral makes all autobiographies “autobiograph[ies] 

almost,” to borrow a term from Jane Augustine’s Introduction to The Gift.  Augustine 

introduces the generically elusive sense of “almost” and “autobiography” in The Gift as “a 
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spiritual practice deeper than recollection, genealogical curiosity, or literary gesture and 

devoid of nostalgia.  It recapitulate[s] the commitment made by [H.D’s] Moravian forebears  

. . . . [to] universal peace, racial tolerance, and understanding among hostile cultures, 

including the native tribes … in the North American wilderness” (3).  H.D. is more fanciful: 

“The author has the privilege of trimming or paring, of concentrating or expanding, where it 

will best suit his purpose or where his purpose will suit him—suit perhaps, in the old 

Victorian Sartor Resartus manner” (“H.D.” 188). The Gift, then, traces a certain 

consciousness—the one embryonic within the commitment made by the earliest Moravians—

through its many dramas, finding different costumes and settings to express its 

heteromorphic existence within various communities, countries, and historical, metaphysical 

and textual contexts. One of these contexts is, of course, H.D.’s childhood in Bethlehem, 

Pennsylvania, but there are others equally valid and compelling, like her desire to reclaim the 

community of her ancestors not with pedigrees of blood but with the map of the unconscious 

or the greater self.  The novel, H.D. explains, “is a story of Death and Its Mystery” (“H.D.” 

188) and follows themes in the work of the same name by Camille Flammarion, not least the 

assumption that “Death” and “Mystery” are honoured as wise teachers and fertile 

protagonists, as fecund, perhaps, as Mamalie or Helen and Charles Doolittle themselves.   

 H.D.’s quest for a more fulfilling and expansive engagement with the self can be 

situated within modernism’s acute concentration on an inner world left exposed by the 

disruptive crumbling of its own semblable—the outer world so invested in strictures of 

normalcy.  The works of Freud and Nietzsche, among others, had popularized the notion of 

the “ego” near the turn of the century, though in the intensity of their investigations, along 

with the cultural climate of the early 1900s and the anarchy within culture, mores, and social 
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hierarchy that people experienced as they approached the middle of the century exposed the 

idea of an autonomous “I” as a house built upon sand.87  Literature, drama, art, and the 

general aesthetics of the time deepened into character, language, and colour, bypassing form 

and plot or rendering these conventions subordinate to an ever-widening vortex of 

consequence and human character.  There was an emergence of a “new subjectivity,” Alex 

Owen points out in her historical biography of British Occultism and modern culture, and “it 

began to appear that the mind might be a vast labyrinth, possibly only ever partially 

knowable, and possessed of a hidden but frighteningly powerful realm that interacted with 

everyday consciousness” (119).  By the time that Yeats and Blackwood had broken away 

from the Golden Dawn and formed their own order and the Theosophists were hosting 

lectures on diverse spiritual topics, advanced occultists had traversed the war-time abysses of 

disintegration and found their way back to the speculations of self in ancient hermetic texts:  

 
  Occultists understood that teachings which spoke of the “Realization 
  of the Microcosm as a representation of the Macrocosm” [i.e. “As  
  Above so Below”] were directing attention to a direct correspondence  
  between the fully realized “inner kingdom of the self and the “outer”  
  realities of the cosmos.  Similarly, they recognized that the “merging  
  of the Ego into the realm of Macrocosmic beings” referred to the  
  interrelationship of “inner” and “outer.” This, the correlation of the  
  different inner worlds or levels of self-consciousness with the outer  
  worlds of nontemporal reality, was one of the great secrets imparted  
  to advanced occultists  And much advanced occult activity was  
  dedicated to mapping this relationship as Adepts sought to perfect a  
  disciplined, controlled, and fully self-realized consciousness capable  
  of acknowledging and transversing the permeable boundary between  
  the personal self and the spiritual “other” of the other world.  
         (Owen 129) 

                                                 
     87 It would take poets like H.D. to bring the general consensus to a more nuanced understanding of Freud’s 
work by amplifying “Freud’s insight into the magical thinking that constitutes occultism” (Materer 10).  In my 
next chapter, I discuss H.D.’s casting of Freud as an ancient Cabbalist further in Vale Ave, and implicit in this 
argument is Freud’s own idea that one’s caution of or resistance to a subject is in fact a threshold to a latently 
buried aspect of self as well as his “secret inclination towards the miraculous which thus goes half way to meet 
the creation of occult facts” (Selected Works 22:53, qtd. in Friedman Analyzing Freud 119).  
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Influenced by the occultism and developing psychologism of the 1900s, but not captive to it, 

H.D.’s later works bypass the bourgeois stake in the post-Enlightenment phenomenon of self, 

which rises in contradistinction to the oppressions of the social milieu, and returns to the 

Renaissance pursuit of self in relation to soul.  Not only did the religious upheaval of the 

Renaissance mirror the circumstances of Europe between and after the world wars, but also 

the definitive—indeed atomic—splitting of religious certainties offered the chance to get 

close to the dark and chthonic prime material of that substance. The child narrator in The Gift 

carries within her the bequest of the theosophists, the archetypal Adept ready to illuminate 

the fault lines and gaps within the terrain of the everyday and the mundane. Later he will 

emerge in character as an alchemist in Vale Ave.  But until she can “stumble on” the kingdom 

within, the “treasure of the individual life and of its racial and biological inheritance,” she 

will remain, as I mention above, an orphan in her own home “buried under the accumulated 

rubble of prescribed thinking, of inevitable social pruning and trimming of emotion and 

imagination” (The Gift  50). 

 An orphan, even if she eventually locates her birth parents, can only really imagine in 

ghostly shape the life that she may have had with these relations; yet that life, its inherent 

possibilities, and the obscure intentions behind her conception (union) and abandonment 

(separation) are the orphan’s true inheritance because these are the psychopathologies of the 

self behind the “normal,” everyday drama of a youth raised by those to whom she has no 

biological allegiance.  In the same way that disease frustrates fantasies of health, the orphan 

is thrown often and harshly from an assumedly ordinary family structure—constructed and 

cemented though this structure may be over the centuries—and comes face to face with a 

“psychopath” emerging from the turmoil—a part of herself which “cannot be accepted, 
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cannot be repressed, and cannot be transformed” (Hillman “Ananke” 56).  That which 

“cannot be transformed” must of course be lived out: in this way we tempt the “self” into 

totality.  The “self” and its provinces, according to H.D. “contain cells or seeds which can be 

affiliated to the selves of people, living or long dead. . . .  A bit of me can really “live” 

something or a word or phrase, cut on a wall at Karnak.  But really “live it”….  Then, I am 

for a moment … Egyptian; a little cell of my brain responds to a cell of someone’s brain, 

who died thousands of years ago” (The Gift 51).  As with any drama, the seamless linearity 

of setting, dialogue, action and character is the play’s gift to the audience, not the actual 

experience of the actors.  When actors are not on stage, the audience assumes that they are in 

character, just elsewhere.  But in fact the exiting of the stage transforms linearity into 

liminality, and returns the actor to him or herself.  The analogy perfectly suits the role of 

history as the self-aware sense of characterization and the fantasy of communal and familial 

bonds in Vale Ave, all of which are invoked in the poem in a meta-narrative that continually 

asks: Who are we when we are not on the stage of our lives, when our psychopathologies cue 

us to exit? And is this space of the imaginal to which we are conducted by these 

psychopathologies similar to the realm of death to which we are conducted by our 

“biopathologies”?              

 Much like Benedict Anderson’s “imagined community,” in which participants are 

drawn together implicitly through a ring/image of communion based on imaginative 

constructions of their own identity and ideas of themselves, H.D.’s own “inheritances” of the 

past and present—from her William Morris tripod table,88 to Dowding’s letter, to the many 

friends and family members only thinly masked in her autobiographical writings—form an 

                                                 
     88 “The Delphic tripod is no sinister property of an alien, dangerous cult.  It is the homely and home-y old-
oak table of that most sane and most lovable of poets, William Morris” (“H.D” 214). 
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“imaginal community” that can be described midrashically.  Midrash participates in forming 

or illuminating imaginal communities by drawing from the text the voices of all members 

who are searching for others in virtual kinship, but are limited by the perceived inertia of ink, 

page, and textual geography.  The “extravagance” of midrash, ensures that nothing is left 

unquestioned and boundaries like punctuation, absences, or even death are virtually erased 

within this vibrational hermeneutics.  Characters evolve through the consciousness of others, 

who are interested not only in who they were in the Bible, but also who they are outside of it.  

However, no matter where a character is in the text or texts, he, she, or it is still drawn to 

others by the sympathies of the mundus imaginalis, a Heraclitean landscape in which the soul 

is bound by and knows no law but its own. This Imaginal Community functions not through 

a dialectic of belonging/not belonging, governed by internalized “image[s] of communion” 

(Anderson 6), but is approached by its members through fantasies of exile, by their fear of 

what they have created in the wake of thought; in this place everything from drama, to 

biography and history, become a mythology of soul.  It is in fact the intricate inner map of 

personal desire, not the outer world of biological symbiosis, that inspires the face and figure 

of succeeding “generations.” “The question of language and of race,” Robert Duncan tells us 

in his “Afterword” to a collection of poetry by Edmond Jabès, which he admits brings him 

into the “imagination of [his] deep self” even though he is neither French nor Jewish, 

“becomes deeper as it speaks to touch upon something more real in the writer/reader …. Is 

the “foreignness” of a language or the “exclusiveness” of a race of the very nature of the 

frontier of our common humanity?” (105-5).  Within its own imaginal community Vale Ave  

reverses the forward thrust of biological imperative (progression) by summoning many of its 

protagonists back to their ancestral homes.  The ensuing “processus” of “meeting and 
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parting” compels Elizabeth, Hugh, and Sir Edward to return to the sombre moors of Weston 

even though their responsibilities or preferences may be pledged elsewhere.  

 Historical testimony insists that Sir Edward’s final days were spent in seclusion at 

Winchester House, his place of residence during Queen Elizabeth’s reign, but Vale Ave 

assumes that he retreats to the solace of his boyhood abode upon the accession of James VI 

of Scotland to the English throne in 1603.  To the celebration of James’s coronation London 

brought an awful plague, one of the worst epidemics ever, as if it could not quite bear to 

supply the same numbers of its population to acclaim the Scottish prince as it had the Virgin 

Queen.  The newly-widowed Elizabeth Dyer visits the Manor when her own life becomes 

imperilled in her London home.  “Talk of plague” in the city’s streets, unfounded rumours 

about stolen visits to the quay at the Tower of London, and secret pregnancies from Tower 

trysts throw “Lady Elizabeth’s” physical, mental and social well-being into precarious 

balance (VA XII).  Upon her arrival, Dyer welcomes his troubled niece to Weston and invites 

her to dine with other members of the family, including her favourite cousin Hugh (VA XVI).  

The latter greets her fondly; at the close of the meal he takes her up into Weston’s attic and 

reminds her of lively childhood revels away from the disciplinarian gaze of adult custodians 

(children are usually travelling and hiding everywhere in an H.D. text, which gives them the 

chance to overhear stories). He calls her by a childhood pet name—“Lizeth”—which 

becomes a palimpsestic entrance (because of the ill-effaced erasure of the syllable “ll” 

(Lilith) beneath “ze”) into the 17th section and H.D.’s own hospital room in Switzerland.   

 Elizabeth’s sojourns at her uncle’s Manor, whether they occur in the memory-veiled 

visits of childhood or the secluded days of her second marriage, reveal her fondness for 

Weston’s attic chamber/alchemist’s lab. Here she hides when her cousin-spouse “Hugh’s 
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away at sea,” as she confesses in Vale Ave’s twenty-first section, and here she stays to study 

the “old prints” in her uncle’s collection of kabbalistic lore. This attic chamber is Vale Ave’s 

unconscious: it overhears and contempers the alchemical experiments of men, the mimicry of 

children, and a woman’s desire for knowledge into a dream-like synthesis that produces the 

poem itself. Although incognito in the first numbered sequence of the poem (VA I), the attic 

is the theatre in which a notorious fallen angel takes centre stage and imparts in soliloquy a 

provocative version of ancient biblical lore before an audience of two eager children and a 

bed-ridden poet in the penumbral pause of reminiscence.  And in Küsnacht, the poem’s 

periphery, H.D. herself—“far from [Elizabeth] now”—eavesdrops on the supper at Weston 

and overhears Hugh revive his cousin’s childhood nickname as he tenderly addresses her as 

“Lizeth” and tempts her with the offerings of the table: “’Lizeth,’ he said, ‘drink your red 

wine, eat this’” (VA XVI).   

 “Lizeth? was Lizeth, Lilith in the Tree?” (XVII) asks H.D. knowingly as she 

acknowledges that her rebellious feelings at the Klinik have clouded the showstone of the 

poem’s interior (“anger had drawn me back and out of time,/but now, I see in-time and 

passionately”).  This “anger,” however, also inspires her to speak to the Lilith in the tree: that 

is to say, to same rebellious essence of evolution within the branching consciousness of the 

poem’s 17th century heroine. “Step in it, Lizeth,” she enjoins from Villa Verena’s guest 

room, and the line simultaneously decrees that Elizabeth Dyer step into the circle of 

kabbalistic glyphs that she has chalked on the attic floor and Lilith “step into” the sequence 

and into Elizabeth’s name so that this primordial Serpent-Seraph (VA 2) can “dare Elizabeth 

Dyer,/to ponder on the secrets, writ in fire,/in the old book you found in the oak chest” (VA 

XVII). The Elizabeth who accepts the dare is not only an older, widowed version of the 
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young child who participates in All-Hid, but an Elizabeth coming into awareness of the 

liminal aspects of her personality which have hovered about her since the initial “spark” of 

her creation, just as the legendary queens Helen, Guinevere, and Semiramis—

unapologetically sovereign in their own private worlds—surround Lucifer (VA XIX).  

Elizabeth Dyer is an almost unmistakeable semblable of the Helen in Helen in Egypt who 

lives in an eternal present and reads hieroglyphs at Karnak in order to understand her own 

influence as, in Charlotte Mandel’s lovely and perfect assessment, “initiator” and “chief dice 

thrower” of the “poetic quest” and as the “the power of the poet’s dreaming self” (155).  But 

whereas Helen finds knowledge as she enters into the darker dimensions of her own 

archetypal daemon—the “Muse”—Elizabeth stands most closely to Lilith, a version of the 

Moirae, Vale Ave’s “Muses.” Alive in the eternal present, away from Hugh, away from her 

long dead Uncle, and on her own, but suspended in Weston’s attic in the 1600s, Elizabeth is 

one from whom H.D. is “far” (VA XVII) historically but to whom the 20th century poet “is 

near” in consciousness (VA XVII).  

 When Elizabeth does move into her chalked circle with the “old book,” she uncovers 

an astonishing secret that only H.D., ironically, can decode: Elizabeth finds the very 

beginning of the poem so that H.D. can begin to understand why and how Vale Ave unfolds in 

her mind. A voice emerges from her circled ritual—Hugh-as-husband—and he delivers a 

deeply encoded message in the fragment of an innocent recollection.  (We should remember 

that H.D. regards memories as dangerous presences, imperfect and animate).  Suddenly the 

“old book” has an owner and the poem an occulted origin:  

  “[O]ur uncle’s book,” the cousin said and laughed, 
  “for this, he was disgraced,” and read a list 
 
  of names, “exciting stuff— 
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  let’s call up Lucifer—do you remember how 
  we ran away and hid here, long ago?”  (VA XVII) 
 
Hugh’s words suggest that the cousins were once well-acquainted with nooks and niches of 

the attic, staring hopefully, perhaps, into their uncle’s gazing glass or finding—while in the 

process and play of hiding—remnants of secret alchemical trials in its dusty alcoves from 

experiments of “long ago.”  In my reading, one of the “secrets, writ in fire,/in the old book”89 

is the knowledge that the children are the ones responsible for the recitation of the invocation 

to Lucifer in section I of the poem.  After they become bored with “All-Hid,” they exchange 

one game for another and begin to rehearse words from the old tome owned by their uncle.  

They indulge in games of imitating Dyer, calling up Lucifer with the book’s invocations and 

releasing him from the depths of their childish, and so perhaps even more imperious, 

archetypal unconscious, where before he might have been sleeping peacefully:     

  We would name you Light-bearer, 
  pre-Adamic, of the sacred Luciferum  
 
  no Dark Majesty, but Light-bringer, 
  an Angel as God first created you.  (VA I)  
 
 When their voices intersect with the aging H.D.’s prayer at Küsnacht in the 20th 

century (LI), the poem can finally begin, and H.D. places the words of the children’s 

invocation and those of the prayer of her present self in the first numbered sequence of the 

poem because these incantations have called the Light–bearer to shed light on the depths of 

                                                 
     89 “Writ in fire”: Hélène Domon offers a concise definition of this complex metaphor of primordial writing: 
“The Engravings of the Written Torah [body of Jewish law and scripture] were written with ‘white fire,’ the 
engravings of the Oral Torah were written with ‘black fire.’ These engravings could be read only if they were 
superimposed as ‘black fire on white fire.’ … according to Kabbalistic interpretation, the ‘white fire’ of the 
Written Torah consisted solely of the primordial consonants, vocalized through the power of the Oral Torah’s 
‘black fire, which consisted of primordial vowels (“‘Black Fire on White Fire’: Kabbalah and Modernity”  125).  
“Writ in fire” also alludes to the very secrets of creation in Kabbalistic cosmology, secrets of an originary 
writing, a writing beyond text, language, and form that would purify our knowing and introduce us to the key of 
creation, if we could ever understand it instead of merely being consumed by its mysteries.    
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the soul’s memoria, which brings the events of the poem into sharper focus.90 “We would 

name you Light-bearer,/pre-Adamic, of the sacred Luciferum,” (VA I) the children cry in the 

attic after they become bored with their game of “All-Hid,”; a change of pronoun then 

indicates that the patient at Klinik Brunner enters the chant: “for it is true that I called to 

you,/it is true that you answered,/ “‘it was not serpent that God cursed,/it was Adam’s first 

wife, Lilith,/who spoke in the Tree” (I; emphasis added).  

 When the evocators in the rite recorded in Section One call out “We would name you 

Light-bearer,/pre-Adamic, of the sacred Luciferum/no Dark Majesty, but Light-bringer,/an 

Angel as God first created you” (VA I), “would” gives the invocation’s diction a subjective 

nuance, as if the two not only choose to call this archaic force “Lucifer” but also do so in 

response to a specific context—for instance, “Although they have called you Satan, we would 

name you Light-bearer.” Because “the book” is the 17th century shadow text of Ambelain’s 

Kabbale Pratique (VA LXI), it would be safe to assume that another of its fiery secrets deals 

with angels and demons before they were given “sinister names” by humankind (VA IX), 

perhaps as older forces intrinsic to “the law that drags the snail across the grass,/that turns the 

falcon from his course,/that drives the lion until he finds/the lioness with the cave” (VA IX).   

These are not only instinctual movements devised by nature but an evolutionary will to 

power and immortality.  Part of the secret of immortality is found in defiance of the goddess, 

a turning away from the Magna Mater and her earthly cycles of birth and death (as Mary, for 

instance, realizes at the end of The Flowering of the Rod after she falls under the influence 

and intuitive tutelage of Trilogy’s daemon, to whom the poem gives the human face of Mary 

                                                 
     90 Even Lucifer’s earliest standing with H.D.’s is one of  a force of memory, as this quotation from an earlier 
draft of Vale Ave  in the Beinecke Library demonstrates: “Lucifer,/Light-bearer, resurgent;/help me to 
remember.”  However, her depiction of Lucifer in the published version positions him as more of a Promethean 
figure than a spark of memory.  (See Majic Ring, p. 31, for the possibility of Lucifer as the “Fire Bird,” a great 
master).    
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Magdalene).  Images of the snail recall the spiral-shelled nautilus, the falcon converges with 

the Yeatsian image of the same bird in “The Second Coming,” whose flight towards the 

“ever-widening gyre,” Timothy Materer reminds us, “symbolizes the approaching dispersal 

of the unity of a civilization” (31), and the lion resonates archetypally, if not naturally, as the 

King of the animal realm who must nonetheless follow the biological choreography of a 

greater law. After Hugh and Elizabeth restore his proper name, Lucifer’s answer to their call 

inspires awareness that God requires neither the burden of wearisome labour (“toil”) nor the 

excess of genealogy (“bear no children”) but the propitiation of memory (“only to 

remember”).  

 Perhaps it is no coincidence that the poem’s real beginning hides in its 17th section, 

that readers, protagonists, and a poet often find themselves in 17th century England, and that 

“All-Hid” is a fitting introductory theme for a poem in which we have to search for sources 

and recognize that the analeptic first numbered section has been made possible because of 

something that has happened elsewhere. Vale Ave often exhumes spontaneous links of 

synchronicity cached in chronology. It delights in exposing the illusion of continuity in 

chronology by initiating the reader again and again into the idiosyncrasies of asynchrony and 

synchronicity: the weave and texture of lives form through points of contact with everything 

in the immediate context, and not because of the progression of days on a calendar.  As the 

poem’s images of involution and evolution illustrate, humankind is in fact younger at death 

than at birth, because it is closer to an ageless source; death is simply the erasure of the veil 

between eidenai (what we can know through form) and gnosis (what we can know through 

direct acquaintance with essence).  Hugh and Elizabeth’s game of “All-Hid” also presents an 

appropriate metaphor for our discovery of Lilith, the hidden “Voice” in the trunk of the Tree 
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of Life (VA II); she would not have been found had not the Light Bearer fallen from Kether 

with his torch, the velocity and force of movement illuminating the secret core of primordial 

consciousness.  

 This chapter continues investigations into the complexities of biological discontinuity 

and reincarnational continuity in the Vale Ave’s womb of souls.  After an introduction to the 

archetype of Lucifer in Vale Ave, I arrange my next section, entitled “Meeting” around 

Sequence XVI, in which the Dyer clan meet for a meal and discuss the unusual and 

dangerous backdrop of Ralegh’s arrest, trial and “death.”  Hugh and Elizabeth are all grown 

up now, and the latter comes back to Weston newly widowed.  I read the supper at which her 

Uncle and cousin receive her once again into the family as a Eucharist, extending its imagery 

into my reading of other sequences that feature the intricate but troubled motifs of 

consecration and transubstantiation.  As the famed alchemist and his nephew Hugh 

“officiate” at this supper, initiating talk about the possible roles, sacred and otherwise, of 

Elizabeth’s noble lover in England’s politics and serving wine and food, Elizabeth intuits that 

something is not quite right. The men officiate, the table with its symbols sacred to her 

childhood and the very nourishment of life is laid in honour of the meal, the candles sanctify 

the atmosphere with bright yet steady light, but an “earthquake” (XVI) of a revelation brings 

her into an altered awareness about the scene and the occulted identity of the saviour figure 

honoured at this family communion.  “Parting,” the final section of the chapter, offers a 

detailed reading of the ones who have replaced the conventional Christos.    

 
II All Revealed  
 
 When Lucifer arrives on the scene “All-Hid” ends as distinctions between hiders and 

seekers dissolve in the blaze of his torch.  There is a revelation of authenticity in this light 
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that illumines those who are hiding from it, seeking it, or simply unconscious of it (i.e. 

suspended in a state of waiting symbolized by the counting that takes place at the beginning 

of the game). We can best understand this “Star” (VA IX) as a torch bearer whose light is 

supplied by God’s very Edenic dictum of “Let There Be Light” and whose mythology comes 

from the heavens and the planets: both Luciferian mythology and light set the stage for the 

drama of separation that unfolds as the poem spills out its secrets and reveals teachings 

(logos) from this star (astron).  Yet, though attired in light of the newly forming dawn, this 

“morning star” still retains memories of the rise and descent of the evening star, and this 

passage betrays the precise nature of Lucifer’s knowledge: here is a Light-bearer who 

understands the dark.  To study the stars is, perhaps, to partake of this knowledge and align 

the distant mysticism of the cosmos with the interior spaces of mind and heart.  God’s acts of 

“separation” at the beginning of Genesis are in fact mimicked by the astrologer, as H.D. 

suggests in Majic Ring: “He spread out the heavens like a cloth or a tapestry and he pricked 

on the cloth of heaven, the pattern of day and night, of sun-rise and sun-set, of the moon and 

the precession of the equinoxes.  He made the  measures of the day and night which his 

Magi, his Wise Men translated into numbers, so that we have 12 hours to the day, 12 hours to 

the night, 12 months to the year, 12 great months (each roughly 2000 years) to the precession 

of the equinoxes” (25).   

 “Astrology spins several fantasies about what it means to be human,” writes Brad 

Kochunas in his book The Astrological Imagination: Where Psyche and Cosmos Meet.  His 

work mingles the psychopoetic insight of depth psychology with the symbolism of the 

astrology, as in this inventive description of continuity between souls and stars:  “The cycling 

of planets imagined as movements of the soul suggests the survival of the sacred order in 
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secular time. They provide a touchstone for the poetic imagination to reach out and elaborate 

an intimacy between our selves and our world” (xvi-xvii).  H.D. was very devoted to this 

Luciferian art of astrology, and regarded the “signs of the zodiac in a circle” as “mystery 

symbolism” (Majic Ring 3).   

 Friedman notes that in H.D.’s earliest astrological studies in the 1930s, the poet “was 

not tied to a literal reading of the chart as a static map of the psyche; her vision expanded to a 

comprehension of her chart, and therefore her psyche, as a dynamic interaction of conflicting 

potentialities” (Psyche Reborn 184).  By the time of Sword’s composition, H.D. had not only 

mapped out her own understanding of the traditional twelve signs of the zodiac and their 

accompanying ages through images garnered in her dreams and in poems like Trilogy, but 

had imagined four mysterious phantom points behind these, which make up a zodiacal 

palimpsest in the form of a sixteen pointed star:  

  The points of the sun or star, directed outward, have in fact, like 
  so many magnets, attracted the various memories, scattered in time  
  and space, and drawn them all together.  It has also served as a sort  
  of lode-stone, like the wishing-ring or lamp of Arabian legend.  For  
  not only did it assemble or materialize the room and the room’s contents  
  [in Lugano, 1946], as if on purpose for me, but it drew out of my own  
  submerged self, my most secret desires.  (S 120) 
 
What the children have found or evoked in the attic, and what Elizabeth cannot erase from 

memory no matter how severe the attempt, are lessons of ancient wisdom from a “secret cult 

of night.”  The “sacred Luciferium” (VA I) is an ancient astrological order and a path that 

leads back to the “submerged selves” of its participants, selves that have been scattered or 

seeded through time via the volition of their “most secret desires.” In such seemingly 

innocent contemporary rituals as a Moravian Christmas Eve Service or the magical 

ceremonies of French theurgists, sagacious souls “hear” a call to a greater understanding of 
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their assigned archaic tasks, tasks that involve honouring archetypes of an older mythology 

—dragons volants—in order “to inaugurate a new age and a new mythology” (VA LXXIII).  

But there are schisms to bridge, and abysses of fear, stasis, and consciousness: for not only 

must these Luciferian familiars reach back into the history of self to uncover their “ancient 

vows” (VA LIX), but they must also recover the very different ways in which their previous 

manifestations thought of and perceived the world.      

 The Luciferum, Robert Ambelain explains in his instructions for rituals, is the “magic 

wand” of Theurgy, a decorated wax taper that replaces the oft-mentioned almond or hazel 

wand used by centuries of magicians.  Ambelain gives specific details for the creation of this 

red and gold candle, which includes the use of velvet, wax, gelatin and wood charcoal, 

elements “qui condensent parfaitement la ‘lumière astrale’ [perfectly condense or concentrate 

astral light]” (Kabbale Pratique 133).  Once we see ourselves in the lighted nexus of our 

fantasies we gain the opportunity to torch from the inside all of our fantasies of normalcy. 

The central and most crucial element in a ritual, the Luciferum carries the engraving A�A�A�, a 

Hebrew acrostic for the moment in Genesis of Divinely enabled visualization of creation: 

“And God said let there be light” (Kabbale Pratique 133).  H.D.’s idea of the Luciferum 

relates not only to Ambelain’s writings but also to the figural history she provides for her 

story Narthex in “H.D. by Delia Alton”: “Narthex, by the way, is the ‘wand carried by 

initiates . . . original plant-stalk by means of which Prometheus brought fire from heaven’” 

(219).  The attic Greek word “narthex” generally means “fennel stalk,” although in 

Hellenistic Greece the word also signified a small case or casket for unguents; in classical 

times, “narthex” became the name for a “vestibule” or “antechamber” in a church that was 

separated from the nave by a wall, screen, or veil (OED).  Certainly the image of children 
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concealed in a small attic room like an “antechamber” and engaged in a fiery ceremonial 

invocation resonates with H.D.’s figural delineation of the narthex.  The ceremony also 

conveys this Promethean insight into a certain Hebraic creation story: As boundaries of the 

material world slip away and only voices remain, ritualist-readers-and-protagonists begin to 

realize that Eden was never a topothesia of origins or a highly enchanting yet singularly 

irrelevant biblical märchen.    

  Yet the poem still addresses the relevancy of this biblical märchen, starting with its 

main character.  Who or what is God in Eden? Words of invocation in Vale Ave’s first 

sequence identify Lucifer as “no Dark Majesty but Light-bringer,/an Angel as God first 

created you.”  The lines deliberately build a prepositional bridge with “for” that suggests that 

the search for God and Its aspects evolves through the falling of light and the midrashic 

summons of naming, calling, and answering.   When the rebellious intent of an ill and elderly 

poet and the childish ignorance of curious children converge, the convergence invites an 

“otherness” into the stories of the poem to illuminate what we as readers cannot grasp about 

ourselves; we navigate these voids of comprehension with paradoxical terms like “birth” and 

“death” that push us away from their meaning just as they simultaneously draw us into the 

terrible spectre of their opacity.  The psychoanalysts, philosophers, poets, and psychologists 

who do step into this mystery, from Sigmund Freud to James Hillman, have insisted, 

following  R.D. Laing, that  “The need to know who one is appears to be the most deep 

rooted in humanity” (Laing qtd. in Shaffer 50).  Yet self-remembering and self-knowledge 

have an element of will in them.  In essence, “remembering” stands in contradistinction to 

the biblical God, whom the Hebrew Scriptures represent as a constant flow of life force—an 

“I am that I am” or, more accurately interpreted, “ I shall be what I shall be.” Humans, at 
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least, are rarely content or courageous enough to let this life energy flow unimpeded and 

indulge in moments of will—not so much a “will to power” as a point of tension that works 

against the grain of the role played in life—from which they can control, manipulate, morally 

constrain, and dream their identities into existence.   

   Crossing over this void of who we know ourselves to be and who we might really be 

fully, however, demands the dangerous trespass of the story, which is a “human genre” with 

extraordinary potential, as Rachel Adler reminds us in Engendering Judaism:  

  For God to step into story with us, God must clothe Godself in  
  metaphor, and especially in anthropomorphic metaphor, because  
  the most powerful language for God’s engagement  with us is our  
  human language of relationship. . . .  We and God are characters in  
  the foundational narratives that constitute the nomos, the universe  
  of meaning in which we live. . . .  Only through stories can we glimpse  
  the wildness of God, of infinite and untrammeled possibility,  
  untamable within the confines of any systematic theology. . . . Story  
  conveys the moral heft and heat that differentiates God as a living  
  presence from the bodiless, passionless abstraction of the philosophers:   
  A story is a body for God” (91-5).   
 
It is in the telling of ourselves that the most coincidental yet erratic “meetings” and 

“partings” amongst us are thrown into relief.  From the “language of human relationship”— 

that powerful indicator of “God’s engagement with us”—Vale Ave tailors a tapestry of 

continuity that goes beyond the flourishes of autobiographical writing or elaborate systems of 

intertextual kinship.  The poem’s interest in (pro)creation and the evolution, intersection, and 

continuity of life and consciousness manifests in H.D.’s search to find  connections amongst 

herself and those closest to her, including the authors she admired and the works that inspired 

her poetry.  In her attic room, Elizabeth soon comes to the realization that if there were no 

inner world, biological offspring would cease to come forth (VA XXI). To become conscious 

of something draws out the life of that thing and redirects it as participant in one’s individual 
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narrative.  Mythic, Hebraic, and biblical apocrypha have provided lovely wardrobes of 

metaphor for the bodies of God, but Vale Ave adopts an investigative quest to see divinity in 

its nakedness.  If we recall the story of creation and transgression in Genesis, we will 

remember that God is an expert clothier: he sews garments for Adam and Eve when the 

consumption of knowledge’s fruits opens their eyes to the reality of bare and unadorned 

flesh.  Perhaps these “clothes” are in fact narratives, encumbering the two Edenic lovers, 

whose Hebrew names literally mean “earth” (Adamah) and “life” (Chava), with tales of 

genealogy or volumes of mechanical detail behind the workings of nature in Eden.  And what 

of God?  Every realization occurs against the backdrop of contradistinction, and so the two 

have perhaps uncovered their nakenedness by realizing that God is clothed ontotheologically, 

dressed perhaps in the pleated voluptuousness of a history and story that bears entanglements 

from an even earlier epoch than that of the first biblical moment of creation.  Perhaps God is 

only a part of the story of soul. 

  To continue seeking the nature of this hidden divinity, one could search within a story 

that ancient cultures have told for centuries and that the Church has redesigned as a tale of 

the possibilities “of conjunction, of Return” (Cheetham 3).  I refer, of course, to the Mass or 

Holy Communion.  There is a spectre of it in the Dyer supper, and now that we have an idea 

of how and where the poem begins and have met with the celestial teacher who would point 

us to its origins, let us return asynchronously to this interrupted meal in sequence XVI.  Here 

Elizabeth Dyer, freshly arrived from London’s plague-ridden streets, hears the name of her 

mysterious lover spoken aloud for the first time. 
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II Meeting  
 
   What really makes [the “impeccable order of objects on a table”] so sweet is to have the time 
to absorb those things — the ashtray, the candlestick, some pieces of fruit. . . . .  these things come 
upon you with their own sense of urgency at the appropriate moments.  It stands for the order we 
can’t acquire in our own psyche.      
     —Leonard Cohen, interview with BorderCrossings 
 
They spoke his name across the candles, 
the goblets stood unmoving on the table 
and the table stood and those same cups 
  
I always loved, the fruit bowl, the decanter; 
the candleflames burned straight, they never moved,  
I thought an earthquake shook the house 
 
but it was I who trembled when my uncle spoke, 
(the candleflames burned straight, they never moved), 
“you must have heard talk of this in the town” 
 
…. 
 
I think I thanked my cousin for he broke an apple, 
I always thought this was a clever trick 
when we were children; 
 
I think he smiled, 
remembering my past effort and defeat;  
“Lizeth,” he said, “drink your red wine, eat this.” 
  
    —Vale Ave XVI 
 
 Early on in the sixteenth of Vale Ave’s  seventy-four numbered sequences, and at an 

evening meal in a setting almost like a séance or an old Latin mass, Elizabeth Dyer hears the 

name of her lover spoken across the candles as her uncle and his family discuss Sir Walter 

Ralegh’s current imprisonment in the Tower of London (VA XVI). Her recognition of the 

name prompts a moment of disruption in which the strange becomes overwhelmingly 

familiar and commonplace objects foreign and ominous. The paraphernalia on the table, 

everyday props of comforting domesticity Sir Edward has probably owned and used since 

Elizabeth’s childhood, are objects of valuable investment, relics that Elizabeth has “always 

loved.” But her use of the past tense here exaggerates the discord she feels between the 
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“earthquake” that has just opened up within her and the familiar table setting of her early 

days, a discord subtle but palpable like the chill séance guests may feel at the arrival of a 

ghost or the “weights and tensions” (S 10) that overcame H.D. at her own séances with 

Bryher and May and Arthur Bhaduri. What brings forth these images of earth-shattering 

intimacy with a lover from a soul’s memoria, and especially at a family dinner whose hearth 

appears to flame discussions of politics and community gossip and not ones of marriage beds 

and sacred yet unlawful sexual alliances?  

 The asynchronic pulse of events in the Vale Ave makes the date of the Dyers’ supper 

uncertain, but almost certainly the family discuss Ralegh’s incarceration in the Tower on 

false charges of treason in November of 1603.91  “You must have heard talk of this in the 

town” (VA XVI), Sir Edward Dyer insists as his niece Elizabeth arrives at the Manor in 

Sedgemoor when her life becomes imperilled in her London home. Recent political episodes 

in “the town” of London would certainly provide spicy fare for supper conversations, 

especially at the table of a courtier devoted to a Queen whose forty-five year reign had just 

come to an end in March.  According to Ralph M. Sargent, Dyer played the part of patron 

and guide for poets and artists at the Elizabethan court and had, at the death of Elizabeth, 

sown the seeds of a “secret” and “careless” legacy that bore much fruit in the “high tide of 

                                                 
      91  Particulars about Sir Walter Ralegh come from a biography by Margaret Irwin entitled That Great 
Lucifer: A Portrait of Sir Walter Ralegh.  Although there are certainly more recent, comprehensive, and 
scholarly biographies of the 17th century courtier available, I admire the way in which Irwin’s title—drawn from 
directly from a moniker bestowed upon Ralegh by Lord Henry Howard and indirectly from some of Prosecutor 
Sir Edward Coke’s remarks at Ralegh’s 1603 treason trial — link Sir Walter with Vale Ave’s own 
psychopompic archetype: Lucifer.  Embroiled in a bitter dispute, eager to dispel any influence Ralegh may or 
may not have had with the new King James, and vigorously jealousy,  Lord Howard once wrote that “only the 
hellish powers of ‘that great Lucifer’ …  could have enabled Ralegh within ten years to impose on the elegant 
English Court ‘so vile and stinking a custom [smoking tobacco]—loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose, 
harmful to the brain, dangerous to the lungs,’ and also effeminate, leading to ‘mollicies and delicacy’ corrupting 
courage and tending to drink, the ‘root of all sins’” (Irwin  162). Like H.D., Irwin’s thematic interests also go to 
great lengths to demonstrate complexity of character; after Irwin cites Howard’s diatribe she writes that “Ralegh 
was the precise opposite of these things” (162).  In Vale Ave, Lucifer is also the “precise opposite” of the 
devilish portrait painted by medievalists and later Christians in general.   
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England’s Renaissance” even though he himself had become an “anachronism in this strange 

whirl” (150-152).  His friends and contemporaries—among them William Byrd, Sir Philip 

Sidney, and the Earl of Surrey— copied Dyer’s lyrics and included them in selections of their 

own work.  Now, in the late fall of 1603, this Renaissance magus had much with which to 

preoccupy his mind. For years he and his friends, including the late Queen’s own astrologer, 

John Dee, had been devoted to a world of soul, drawing on an “occult Neoplatonism” that 

dealt with the tensions of religious schism in England by weaving strands of Cabala, 

Alchemy, Hermeticism, Neoplatonic philosophy, and poetry into a syncretism that centred on 

Christ but promised “a return to some pristine universal religion from which all religions had 

sprung” (Harpur 118-119).  They wished to return to ancient traditions in order to navigate 

the shadows thrown up by the chasm of schism and, by doing so, return to a fuller 

understanding of the idea of “divinity, psyche, and soul, which are crucial to Neoplatonism” 

(Harpur 114).  

 “I … trembled when my uncle spoke,” Elizabeth remarks anxiously at Sir Edward’s 

table, casting two terse glances at candleflames surrounded by well-loved, elegant tableware.  

One glance is candid, the other clandestine, concealed by parenthesis, and both are 

represented by two (repeated) phrases (the candle flames burn straight and unwavering) that 

corroborate Elizabeth’s impassioned response to the conversation and allude to something 

occulted, even if enflamed, that lurks among the symbols of domesticity. Candles, flames, 

and fire are pervasive motifs in Vale Ave’s seventy-four sequences; it is as if they are small, 

incarnate Luciferian sparks or embers of wisdom from the torch of Phanes sent to the earthly 

plane to awaken the slumbering Erotes/Psyches of the poem’s dramatis personae.  Whenever 

water appears in the poem—and here the servants have arranged their master’s table with 
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goblets and cups, suggesting, perhaps anachronically, that both wine and water might have 

made an appearance at the meal—fire follows closely as a tempering force. Water was not 

usually found on Elizabethan tables because of poor sanitation in English cities and natural 

impurities in country lakes, although mineral or rain water might be served on occasion, 

particularly in the homes of the wealthy (Picard 167; Singman 136).  However, in deference 

to the suffusive theme of water and fire in the poem, I endorse the doubling of drinking 

vessels, like the doubling of Elizabeth Dyer’s nervous observation about the candleflames, as 

indicative of those objects within sequences that conceal presences originating in other 

sequences.  This theme, which I touched on above in my “All Revealed” section, is initiated 

in first sequence when the Light Bearer’s plummet from the heavens illumes the hidden body 

of Lilith within the trunk of the Tree of Life and so releases her into the Imaginal World of 

the poem as an aspect of soul.  Just as characters and objects in the Midrash will appear in 

different biblical scenes after having been lured there via a symbolic, and not a logical or 

narratological trail, so there are “visitors” in Vale Ave’s scenes who are concealed or may not 

belong there, but who nonetheless cunningly or overtly influence the sequence that 

unwittingly hosts them.  

 In Vale Ave’s theomagical firmament, no mundane spectre speaks only for itself.  “It 

needed fire to generate remembrance” says the poet’s minstrelling voice in Section XXVIII, 

and the play of candleflames on water cups and wine goblets brings Elizabeth Dyer into a 

fecund sphere of astral “metaxy,” a connotative ancient Greek term Hillman etymologizes as 

an “intermediary region … the realm of psychic reality … extending at the one end to the 

cosmogonic spiritual eros and at the other to the physical and the phallic” (Myth of Analysis 

70-1).  To return to the motif of this Dyer supper as a symbolic mass, hosted by the alchemist 
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Edward Dyer and the tender lover Hugh, we might almost interpret the effect of the 

candleflames on Elizabeth as the result of a consecration.  In her work on Neptune as an 

archetypal representation of the longing for redemption, Jungian analyst and astrologer Liz 

Greene describes the act of consecration in the Mass as one that “depends upon the everyday 

thing becoming a vessel for something lost, past, transcendent and invisible, to which the 

heart has given the status of redeemer”(Neptune 90).  The household objects, goblets, cups, 

fruit bowl, decanter, have in fact been transformed by the presence of those candles of Eros; 

in this realm of soul, Elizabeth receives transcendent visions of lost memories. In the first of 

these visions (subtly set off from the rest of the sequence by a dash), she hears her cousin 

speak of Ralegh’s circumstances.  He “could have gotten away by sea,” Hugh says, “but 

honoured his parole” (VA XVI). The scene then deepens into metaxy even more as Elizabeth 

recalls an occurrence in which “the wind was beating in my face/and it was dark, and I was 

clutching at an empty cloak,/and the salt of my tears mingled with its salt” (VA XVI).  The 

short verse paragraph appears in parenthesis, immediately associating the flash of vision with 

the candleflames (“the candleflames burned straight, they never moved”).  

 This scene by its very imagery of a “dark night” and “empty cloak” enfolds another 

featuring Julia of Rome right after she and her semblable Julius take poison during an 

invasion that burns the famous city to the ground. Julia’s vignettes in Vale Ave tell a tale in 

which she and her lover disappear by their own hand. They do not, however, fall on their 

swords, as many Romans on the edge of surrender might do.  They take a poison—“spiced 

with—what?” (VA VIII)—in the form of a wine mixed with some “opiate” (VA X) that 

recalls the special Egyptian elixir in Pilate’s Wife whose “unnamed, secret remedy” (PW 

103) carries “the Jew” through the spectre of death on the cross and into an awakening deep 
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within a cave of Mithras or the priceless myrrh of the dead spirit that Kaspar brings to the 

awakening of the young Psyche-Mary at the end of Trilogy.   

 “What if we meet and do not know each other?” asks Julia, rooting deeply into Vale 

Ave’s  rich coil of memories to find the question at stake in the poem, the question that will 

engender consciousness of the reasons behind the long-winding avenues of separation and 

encounter that afflict the protagonists. Along with her solider-lover-husband Julius, Julia has 

left the domestic splendour of atrium and peristyle and the Aventine garden of her servant 

and “comforter” (VA XXXII) Hermas to take up residence in a purple tent on the battle fields 

where Julius wages war against “barbaric hosts” (XXI).  Despite the familiarity of their 

names, the pair are not factual historical figures but “traces of direction” of “the past, the 

future and the present, one” (XXXIV) of Rome, imprints of contextural masculine and 

feminine energies that have experienced and re-experienced the blood-stained history of 

Rome from the early days of its legendary founding, through its heightened days of Empire 

(including the incident of the Marriage of Cana in the Roman province of Judea), to its 

sacking in 410 C.E. by the Visigoth leader Alaric and Rome’s formal renunciation of Britain 

(Boardman et al. 443).  At this time, many Germanic and Celtic tribes and their leaders had 

moved into Rome; perhaps the city that Julia and Julius love so much, a palimpsestic 

pantheism of mingled art, architecture, and religious iconography, emits a subtle 

psychotropic effect: celtic spirals and Nordic Runes that lead the mind into thinking of new 

and liminal spaces between the cherished dictum of PAX ROMANA .    

 Among the sharp, chiselled edges of  Roman letters, Julia might glimpse the faint 

shadow of runic Petra—the mountainous, chthonic womb  that gives birth to the gods 

(Karlsson Uthark  34) or Eihwaz, , a tiny flash that speaks of the unknown, yew trees, and 
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“journeys between the worlds” (110).  The ashes of Rome fed the voracious appetite of 

Germanic cults, as Kryder Pattee writes in her introduction to the myth of Yggdrasil, the 

Norse World Tree.  The Norse revered both poetry and battle as arts: “Their interactions with 

gods and goddesses influenced [them] in battle, in field and farm, in birth, marriage, and 

death transitions. . . . [when the Roman Empire was disrupted and peoples were in migration, 

[the] cult of Wodan or Odin found its nadir during this period” (Source 47). As villa, temple, 

hearth, and the markings of Roman life are “levelled to the ground” (VA XXXIV), razed and 

scored with new shapes perhaps, by the “furor” (VA XXXIII) of the Germanic tribes, Julia 

retreats into the psychical rooms of her own consciousness as she awaits the return of her 

war-wearied lover.  With Hermas in the Garden, she perhaps envisions the myths of the Eden 

and Yggdrasil, understands the interweaving of matter and spirit, masked as warrior and 

hierophant in the myth of Odin, the warrior-god who hangs from the World Tree for nine 

days, and as serpent and man in the Genesis story.   

 When Julia finally takes the wine that Julius has left her in sequence VIII, the poet’s 

voice in the next sequences composes new prayers, “revitalizing, luminous, life-bearing/and 

light-bringing” (IX) summoning a “vivid fire” that conducts Julia into her “afterlife” in 

sequence X.  “[W]e seemed one flambeau for the world to see,” says Julia in Sequence X as 

she and her lover watch Rome burn. “We did not even know that we were dead.”  In H.D.’s 

poems, wine carries the “secret remedy” and substance of immortality, resurrection of the 

soul (in a new “vessel”) and, of course, that Dionysian spark of life, as this sequence from 

Trilogy joyously asserts in its frenzied metaphorical linking of the over-soul and the biblical 

story of the marriage at Cana:  

Wistfulness, exaltation, 
a pure core of burning cerebration, 
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jottings on a margin, 
indecipherable palimpsest scribbled over 
 
with too many contradictory emotions, 
search for finite definition 
 
of the infinite, stumbling toward  
vague cosmic expression, 
 
…. 
 
invasion of the over-soul into a cup 
too brittle, a jar too circumscribed, 
 
a little too porous to contain the out-flowing 
of water-about-to-be-changed-to-wine 
 
at the wedding ….  
 
initiate of the secret wisdom, 
bride of the kingdom, 
 
reversion of old values, 
oneness, lost, madness. (42-43)  

 
The “invasion of the over-soul into a cup/too brittle, a jar too circumscribed” speaks of a 

soul’s entry into the body, the imagining of which has been passed down through the ages in 

symbols often transcendent in nature or earthy in inflection, like jars and tapers, wings and 

butterflies, cups, astrolabes and crucibles.  After this outpouring of life at Julia’s death 

(signified by the consumption of the wine) and the witnessing of the city in flames, the two 

Roman lovers find themselves “suddenly … crowded against a bulwark on a wharf,/buffed 

by alien winds” (VA XI).  Julius, who has not had any of the wine, but died with his men, 

“shudder[s]” in this “alien” setting of “lanterns on the quay and sentries on the breakwater” 

and Julia comes to an astonishing conclusion: “my Lord, why are we here—why do you 

shudder—/am I stronger then, than you/who played god before all men?” (VA XI). 
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 Julius flees, leaving Julia with his “old discarded cloak” or former physical shell and 

essence of personality in her hands.  Likely, he has cast it away in a “wintersleep” belief that 

body and its past life roles are unimportant: “They are old coats and the links with the past 

are not so much delicate weaving of a wicker-basket flung across a chasm, as chains binding 

one to the darkness of the earth condition” (MR 11).  But Julia and the H.D. of Sword have 

more strength than all the “gods before men” and hold these “old coats” and wear them, even 

though they “weigh [the] limbs like lead” (VA XI), interested as these women are in code 

inherent in the “delicate weaving of [the] wicker basket.”  The “body” and “personality” are 

the delicate weavings between the living and the dead and Julia remains on the astral wharf 

to contemplate their secrets of resurrection and regeneration.   

 Despite the intrusive vision of the Romans in Weston’s dining hall, the meal 

continues. Hugh strives to draw his cousin further into the warmth of the house and an 

illusory paradise of childhood play and companionable suppers by summoning a familiar 

nickname from their earliest days together.  “Lizeth,” he says, with hopes of distracting her 

from her “past effort and defeat” (XVI), “drink your red wine, eat this” (XVI).  Perhaps this 

tender voice and impulsive nurturing reminds Elizabeth of her old nurse and servant Agatha, 

who takes care of Elizabeth in her London House and, with the help of her co-conspirator 

husband, Peter, facilitates the mysterious meetings Elizabeth shares with her lover in the 

Tower of London (VA XII-XIII).  Whatever Elizabeth thinks of Hugh’s gestures, they are 

oddly reminiscent of an officiant at a mass serving wine (“drink your red wine”) and bread 

(“eat this”) in commemoration of the deeds of the saviour in the canonical gospels.  Unlike 

the Christian mysteries, however, or even the ancient Mysteria, where revelations come 

during or after serving the host or after several rites of initiation, respectively, Elizabeth’s 
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revelation comes right after the pronouncement of the first officiant—her Uncle Edward 

Dyer.  The immediacy of the earthquake experience in this evening’s “mass” connotes an 

atmosphere of another ancient festival, the Anthesteria.  In his Eranos lecture/essay on the 

archaic mysteries of the Kabeiroi, Karl Kerényi, makes an interesting distinction between this 

“festival of the month’s naming” and the Mysteria:   

 
The Mysteria, as a feast of shutting in and initia…formed a kind  
of contrast to the festival of the month’s naming, the Anthesteria, which 
opened the phase of the full moon in the period from the eleventh to the 
thirteenth.  The “flowering” which gives this festival its name meant a general 
opening: not only of the flowers and moonlight but also of wine jars and even 
of graves.  While, on the other hand, the same verb (�A	��) applies to the 
closing of the flowers and of the eyes. (Eleusis 40) 

 
As a festival of naming (which “opens up” connections between the subject who names and 

the object who is named), the spirit of the Anthesteria already corresponds to that of the 

supper scene in Vale Ave, which begins with the line: “They spoke his name across the table” 

(XVI). Then there is the Dionysian “flowering” and opening of boundaries in which 

moonlight spills into the night, wine overflows its jars, and the dead enter the realm of the 

living, as perhaps the soul essence of Ralegh does when he is “named” and so invoked at this 

Dyer “festival-mass.”  The sequence even ends with a “flowering” in the apple; we, the silent 

readers-congregants, do not see what Elizabeth sees when Hugh engages in a “clever trick” 

and breaks an apple in half (XVI), but Sword gives a clue to the symbol therein and to a 

possible semblable for Hugh:   

  I thought I had forgotten Allen, but he was my first love. For several 
  Weeks of the year, we were both seventeen.  He said we were twins. 

I had always wanted a twin brother. This was the apple-blossom in the apple.  
Have you ever cut an apple in half the wrong way round? You  
will find the five-petalled pattern of the blossom in it. 
      He was very clever.  He was a misfit in his world. (56) 
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“Allen Flint” is Sword’s surrogate for Ezra Pound; the passage in Sword signals that not only 

does the Hugh of Vale Ave carry forth some of H.D.’s early memories of romance with 

Pound, but we might discern that Elizabeth’s feelings for her cousin contain all the intense 

intimacy of a “twin brother” without the sexual urgency that the name of Elizabeth’s lover 

can introduce into the scene. The atmosphere of the Anthesteria at the Dyer supper also 

brings the overflowing of soul into the sequence. Along with the vitality of the red wine, the 

rose pentagram in the centre of the apple, and the vision of Julia resplendent in her strength 

on the astral wharf, Elizabeth gets a glimpse of herself as a saviour figure and the centre of 

this festival-mass. 

Majic Ring extends, in assembly with the astrological imagination, a further 

clarification of Elizabeth’s alchemical, neoplatonic and ultimately Christic task: “Saturn 

limits the circle of the planets, he is the last of the great circle. But beyond him is this hidden, 

occult planet, this not yet “discovered” Uranus, whose secrets the alchemists of the middle-

ages sought for, whose secrets have been revealed in strange ways to men of to-day with 

their electricity, their flying-ships, their talking discs, their newly awakened interest in things 

known as “occult,” hidden merely” (139). The task of the alchemists, both those who 

crouched in the secret places of Elizabethan homes or those who carried out mechanical 

experiments in more currently outfitted 20th century laboratories, was the same: to wrestle 

secrets from the heavenly but renegade sky lords that would extend the boundaries of earth 

into the sky, release communications amongst persons from the troubling limits of language, 

and prolong human life beyond the boundaries of mortality.  However the alchemical “art of 

stealing fire,” to borrow a phrase from the title of Liz Greene’s book on the archetype of 

Uranus in astrology, comes with consequence and caution. Evangeline Adams, the astrologer 
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whom H.D. admired, characterizes Uranus as “the essence of volcanic fire. There is no planet 

so strange, so revolutionary, so occult and mysterious, or so contradictory” (440), and 

Kenneth Grant reveals that “Uranus is the planet assigned to Daäth, with its symbolism of 

reverse to the source of Non-Being” (Nightside 238). The alchemists needed another power 

to temper this force, one that knew intimately the secrets of bringing soul back into form 

despite the shifting cultural landscapes, morals, and religious allegiances that were not 

“equipped to handle [Uranian power] in a creative rather than a destructive way” (Greene 

Uranus 16).   

 H.D. introduces this sacred alembic in Majic Ring.  Echoing Adams’ language above, 

she presents us with Uranus and his daughter, a “Lady” and a “Spirit” who enters the novel 

with same polytonal resonance as the Painted Lady in Sword (Figure 3):  

If  I, at last, find a name for her, it is Rhea.  She is the earth-mother . . . . Her 
pleated sleeve falls back, as delicate as foam, but it is garment woven from 
one of her own earth-plants, it is linen, it is flax. . . . [Is it] not her father 
Uranus, that strange (then, as yet “undiscovered”) planet whose power is 
secret, occult, who moved in a direction, counter to the path taken by the other 
planets.  She will thwart even Time, himself. . . . She is no Cybele of the 
orgies in the mountains, no later Juno.  She is Rhea, the spirit of the earth, 
endowed with its occult power, decked with its fabulous wealth, clothed in the 
soft product of its fragrant flowering grasses.  (138-9) 

 
As the daughter of tempestuous Uranus, Rhea has his power deeply occulted within; she 

would also be a sister to Prometheus.  H.D. is emphatic, however, about distinguishing Rhea 

from the Phrygian “Cybele,” an Asian earth goddess and guardian of the fertility rites and 

mysteries of earth.  These rites depend on the generosity and excess of the sun, symbolized 

by the burial of solar gods deep within the frozen earth and their subsequent resurrection at 

the spring solstice.  Rhea has a different potency, one that speaks of the conjunctio between 

the earth and the sky in which celestial fire is drawn down as the subterranean fire of the 
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earth: “Her jewels are fabulous . . . . They are like little pieces of that blue, blue, deep sky. 

They are the very essence of the fire in the earth” (MR 138).  All of the secrets of the 

Hephaestian crafts are hers, as are the secrets of incarnation known to and governed by the 

Magna Mater.  Rhea can do for humankind what Aphrodite did for Pygmalion or Christ for 

Lazarus when he awakened within the latter this latent (“sleeping”) fire.92  At the end of the 

vision in Majic Ring, Rhea appears as a “twin-spirit but a perfectly balanced entity. . . . the 

twins, Light and Darkness meet in this Lady and both are perfect, balanced, beautiful” (142).  

I interpret this “perfectly balanced” twin spirit as a semblable of the human soul. Her 

“wonderfully pleated gown” speaks of her intimate wisdom of the junctures and pleating of 

history and her jewelled light, perfectly balanced with the essence of the earth itself, fires up 

its own source of resurrection and life. Elizabeth Dyer, tutored by Lucifer and Lilith, has 

learnt Rhea’s arts well.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
     92 This famous story appears in John 11:1-44, in which the author expertly plots the narrative so that Jesus’s 
answer to his disciples’ fear for  his safety turns into a lesson concerning the upcoming spectacle at Lazarus’s 
tomb: “Then after this he said to the disciples, ‘Let us go to Judea again.’ The disciples said to him, ‘Rabbi, the 
Jews were just now trying to stone you, and are you going there again?’  Jesus answered, ‘Are there not twelve 
hours of daylight? Those who walk during the day do not stumble, because they see the light of this world.  But 
those who walk at night stumble, because the light is not in them.’  After saying this, he told them, ‘Our friend 
Lazarus has fallen asleep, but I am going there to awaken him.’”  Jesus appears to be describing unequivocally 
the “sleeping mind” (a “death-in-life” in which the physical body spends its days at the mercy of its desires and 
instincts) as a state of darkness.      
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Figure 3. The Painted Lady, “Vanesse des Chardons or La Belle Dame in French,” imaginally-rendered, 
with Goldwings. 

 
 
 

 
 

  
“… the stars are repeated in the circlet round her upper arm and the necklet whose blue stones rest lightly, yet 
with an inner occult force or weight on her small collar-bones.  She has a body and bones. . . .  She is going on a 
long journey . . . .  And her wonderfully pleated or fluted gown is white, and though there is no uncanny moon-
light about her, there is light, that dark spiritual-fire, as of lamps burning in blue or opaque-white glass, the stars 
shining” (S 213; MR 141-2). 
 
“The hawk is an emblem of the soul in ancient Egypt, with the implication of solar transfiguration” (Cirlot, 
Dictionary of Symbols).  
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Parole  
 
For all the thrones and letters spell on story, 
and only one, Love is the altar that we burn upon  
     —(VA XXII) 
 
 The “Love” upon the burning altar appears to be a different love than that offered by 

Hugh the tender lover (VA XX), for Hugh is no initiate, though, like Helen in Egypt, he does 

have a phantom form in the poem who appears at the Dyer supper.  Here Hugh encourages 

the company to remember that Ralegh could have “got away by sea” but “honored his 

parole” (XVI); this “word of honour” binds Ralegh to more than just covert wedding vows or 

oaths of fealty to King and country, though these in themselves are not usually taken lightly. 

Parole might in fact be what H.D. scholar Adelaide Morris labels a “mana word” and what 

H.D. refers to as a word which “seem[s] suddenly to laugh,” a line that recalls Bataille’s 

excesses. “Mana” also gestures homonymically to white, honey-layered wafers (manna) that 

rained in great abundance from heaven for the Israelites when they were stranded in the 

desert, but which they were forbidden to store. Excess must be circulated and spent in order 

for it to retain its generative powers. In How to Live, What to Do, Morris defines mana-words 

in specific relation to H.D. as “words that lead thought forward across time, sustain its 

openness and generativity, and maintain its relevance to events at work within a culture. . . .  

As markers for the act of throwing forward, circulating, and theorizing, the words projection, 

gift, and science engage [H.D.’s] attention because they point toward ways in which cultures 

continue to evolve. . . .  For Barthes, however, the power of a mana word lies not in its heft 

but in its magnetism:  its ability to pull information into pattern and constellate fields of 

meaning” (How to Live/What to Do 89-90).  Parole certainly has magnetism in Vale Ave to 

both throw (forward)-into-being “ancient vows” from former lives and re-summon those in 
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the poem to sites of allegiance involving those vows. It is a foreign word—foreign to the 

poem’s very English setting and language—and being French, calls other counterparts in the 

poem—those from French speaking Lausanne or Provence, for instance, or France itself.  

Secondly, the word magnetizes the Dyers to the supper and it pulls Ralegh himself out of the 

poem.  He is present only in the spirit in which someone remembers him.  Parole is also a 

“Word” that invests the text with energy, just as Ambelain explains “parole” as a Creator-

logos, or a word that creates.  Here the choice word spoken at a 17th century cenacle opens up 

a cache of memory, entophytic93 as opposed to organic, and as we encounter parole again 

through the poem’s sequences, we realize that the Klinik bed, Freud’s office, and a neophytic 

reading of Ambelain’s Kabbale Pratique are not the everyday fixtures of routine and 

procedure, but rather esoteric or ritual practices: actions or objects in outer life which are 

really symbols of the inner life.  The subtle argument within the poet’s dynamic invocation of 

parole enlists the argument that we are all members of a hidden lodge—a school or “cult” of 

night—that is hidden with the nousphere or unconscious layers of the mind.  The influence of 

this sphere inspires H.D.’s knowing of exactly to whom Ralegh’s ancient parole was 

promised: 

  it is a question of traditions transmises par la parole, 
  and “Parole” is in Hebrew, Kabalah, and in French, Kabal; 
 
  so he honored his parole, I said, 
  meaning his personal word, his honor, 
  
  and maybe, there were other vows, impersonal, hieratic, 
  including whole cycles of lodges, Houses, cenacles,94  
 

                                                 
     93 A plant growing within the substance of other plants or animals  
     94 L. cenaculum dining-room, f. cena the mid-day or afternoon meal, ‘dinner’, ‘supper.’  A supping room; an 
upper chamber; esp. the upper room in which the Last Supper was held, and in which the apostles met after the 
Ascension.   A place in which a group of people meet for the discussion of common interests; also, the group of 
people so meeting, spec. a literary clique.  (OED)  
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  and an oath is sacred, and the punishment, I read, 
  for revealing initiation secrets, may be death …  (LXIX) 
 
For whatever reason, H.D. hones in on what keeps Ralegh in England when he could have 

easily escaped. “[T]raditions transmises par la parole” comes directly from Ambelain’s 

Kabbale Pratique, and Jeffrey Twitchell-Waas offers an observation of what the word might 

mean for Elizabeth Dyer: “The poem returns repeatedly to this term “parole,” which is the 

key to Elizabeth’s later understanding of the meaning of their affair: “He honored his parole 

and loved/and that saved his soul and mine” (XXX).  Their destinies are linked, so the failure 

of one threatens the other.  Ralegh keeps his word not out of respect for the power of the 

State but to remain faithful to Love. “Parole” is equivalent to the “ancient vow” mentioned 

elsewhere, such as the medieval lovers’ vows which is a reversed or gnostic sense of their 

monastic vows (VII, VIII, also LIX, LXIX)” (210).  Moreover, the “punishment” for 

revealing vows may not be actually be death (either from the unsympathetic supporters of the 

Church or at the hand of the initiates), but an initiation into soul, which requires that one 

enter into the fantasy of death. 

 Perhaps the phantom Hugh hopes that his reference to Ralegh’s parole will hearten 

the reclusive Elizabeth, whom we learn has lived away from predatory city gossip, “almost a 

nun,” since her first husband left and never returned from New Spain (VA XV).  But the 

intensity of the word plunges her into an analepsis that evokes a time in ancient Rome in 

which bonds of honour and adherents to secret traditions have even more difficulty reaching 

across the dense windings of the decay of culture in order to reunite.  
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III Parting:  The Opening Up or Resurrection of the End  
 
I am Mary, the incense-flower of the incense-tree, 
myself worshipping, weeping, shall be changed to myrrh; 
 
I am Mary, though melted away, 
I shall be a tower … she said, Sir, 
 
I have need, not of bread nor or wine,  
nor of anything that you can offer me, 
 
and demurely, she knotted her scarf 
and turned to unfasten the door. 
                        — The Flowering of the Rod   
 
    In one of Vale Ave’s sequences, just before Elizabeth Dyer leaves London for her 

uncle’s manor, she tries to read from her “mother’s Missal,” but the prayers “fluttered against 

the dark and broke and fell,/for this too was anathema and cursed,” (XIV).  The caesura after 

“fell” opens up a pause in which Elizabeth searches memory to understand who would curse 

the Missal.  The “Good Queen,” Elizabeth thinks in the next line, “had instructed all of us,/to 

do away with painted images,/the breviary and the Latin and the Mass,” but intuitively 

Elizabeth knows that the “curse” is a far more ancient one than an ominous injunction from 

the days of Henry VIIIth and it is somehow connected to “furtive, secret worshipers” who 

may not even know how they are implicated, so antiquated are its origins.95  The missals, the 

breviary, and the painted images—all of which shadow earlier pagan cultic fetishes and ritual 

paraphernalia: scrolls, crystals, and wooden statues—had been used by Christian participants 

as symbols upon which they could project an inner darkness.  Some priests were fortunate 

enough to redirect this darkness into other energetic circuits such as monetary ones; Martin 

                                                 
     95 In Qabalah: The Complete Golden Dawn Initiate, Steven Ashe writes: “The approach of the student of 
Western Hermetics, such as the continental ‘Rosicrucian’ school predating the Golden Dawn—including the 
approach of the order itself—was heavily flavoured by the traditional belief in the existence of an elect 
brotherhood functioning behind the scenes to guide the spiritual development of mankind. The Victorian and 
Edwardian age Order of the Golden Dawn spanned an era during which the western approach to esoteric self-
knowledge evolved from this position of dependency upon mediating external influences towards the benefits of 
self directed independent spiritual effort” (13-14). 
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Luther may have condemned Catholic clergy for selling promissory notes to heaven, but 

these clergymen were just ridding themselves of some of the darkness that they had absorbed 

through centuries of absolution of sin. Evocatively, Evangeline Adams identifies an 

astrological aspect in the natal chart of Martin Luther that intimates that he might just have 

sensed this projective purpose for which the indulgences were used. Luther, Adams tells, us 

has Mercury (archetypal planet of communication and networks amongst people) in the sign 

of Scorpio (archetypal sigil of regeneration, especially through the forces of sexuality and 

death): “Martin Luther exemplifies very clearly the critical, militant, destructive tone of the 

mind, conferred by this position. Truth, as he saw it, was his God, and he could see Europe 

plunged into every kind of horror, sooner than abandon a theological thesis which a mind of 

broader humanity might have considered trivial” (218).  Whether or not H.D. came across 

this passage in her reading of Adams’s 526-page tome, Your Place Among the Stars, the idea 

behind the ability of Luther to sense the symbolic immediacy behind each word and expunge 

this unseen darkness at whatever cost is thematically consonant with some of the actions of 

the “soldiers”—Julius, Dowding, Achilles—in H.D.’s later works. Luther might have sensed 

dark, chthonic, scorpionic forces behind the words on those notes; perhaps there was 

something more sinister to the indulgences, some sacrificial magic offering transformation of 

more than just the priestly pocketbook.   

 To follow this thread that Adams has introduced into the analysis, those men (and 

women) who have worked for the church have absorbed the shadow of their congregants for 

almost two thousand years; they are traditionally ‘Christ-like’ in that they are scapegoated 

again and again, in life cycle after life cycle like a poisonous stream of Stygian waters 

untouched by Lethe as the old and burdened consciousnesses return to life to play out the 
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same fantasies and dramas. When women like Elizabeth Dyer, Helen, and H.D. stand poised 

on this religious threshold, ready to enter and bring the overflow of soul into life, their 

Saturnine counterparts—Dowding, Hugh, Achilles—point fingers as dwellers on the 

threshold; ultimately these women are attacked, and, like the woman in Revelation, they are 

attacked because they carry something precious: the gnosis of several alternating lifetimes as 

of Thetis-like (Neptunian) absolution that returns the Luciferian spark of life and immortality 

to the troubled mind that longs for immortality but cannot recognize it.    

 What Elizabeth understands from the ritual of the mass is that it features an alchemy 

that continually resurrects the spirit of Christ and draws it closer to human consciousness.  

Julia’s startling realization in the astral world of an inverse truth—that women, not men, are 

the saviours of the human spirit—also pervades Elizabeth’s alchemical arts. Elizabeth’s 

constant study and “climb” of the tree of life puts her in touch with the spirit of the ancient 

Kabbalists, whose mystical forays into the nature of the cosmos betrayed a deep desire to 

have a direct experience of God, that “I shall be what I shall be” energy that flows through 

every nuance of being. Elizabeth’s association with the alchemists brings her into H.D.’s 

secret cult of Night and the “mystery and portent” (VA XV) of their ability to manipulate 

Uranian current with its tensions of being and nonbeing.  Elizabeth, however, is even more 

advanced in the arts than her semblable Ralegh, because as a woman she has the occulted 

power of Rhea within.  In Elizabeth’s metempsychography, the Uranian father is represented 

by Edward Dyer: “Is not her father Uranus, that strange (then, as yet “undiscovered”) planet 

whose power is a secret, occult, who moved in a direction, counter to the path taken by the 

other planets?  She will thwart even Time, himself” (MR 138).  The pentagram—another 

symbol of Geburah, that flow of tremendous cosmic, creative power, and Julia’s “strength” 
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on the astral wharf—testifies to Elizabeth’s unparalleled ability to manipulate the forces of 

Geburah and draw such power into life. She is a “high priestess” who, according to Robert 

Wang, “is the Uniting Spirit, that fifth Element which is symbolized by the uppermost 

section of the pentagram” (Wang 234). The high priestess of the tarot deck, also associated 

with the Virgin (unlike the Empress, the pregnant mother) and the archetype of Mary, mother 

of Christ, corroborates a definition of virginity not as a woman who has never had a sexual 

experience or even as woman who has never married—as the ancient mother cults knew their 

priestesses or the Bible its unwed female protagonists—but as a woman, like the dark mother 

or “dark Queen” Binah (VA XXI) on the Tree of Life, who is willing to dissolve form (“the 

symbolism of reverse to nonbeing” Grant)—whether this be the presence of candle sticks and 

decanters on a table or the emptying out or kenosis of the human form in her own womb—in 

order to reach pure union and identification with the divine.96   

 Elizabeth’s knowledge would also include the converse of the intricacies of nonbeing, 

and she would be able to transform herself from the mother dependent on the fertilizing 

power of the father (again, represented by The Empress) to a priestess versed in an 

alchemical henosis that grants her the favour of choosing the (dead) spirit that will be drawn 

into her womb for regeneration. In H.D.’s alchemical grammar, myrrh offers an emblem for 

this alchemical henosis, as we read in the autobiographical offering Bid Me To Live.  Here 

H.D. writes in a third person omniscient voice of her “flamboyantly ambitious” attempt to 

find the inner track within words which would perhaps call forth the spirited soul of her 

reader: “If you look at a word long enough, this peculiar twist, its magic angle, would lead 

somewhere, like that  Phoenician track, trod by the old traders.  She was a trader in gold, the 

                                                 
     96 On the Tree of Life The High Priestess sits on the path between Kether (the God-Force) and Tiphereth (the 
Heart): her power resides in her ability to bring divinity directly into the heart; once animated in this fashion, 
the heart is ready to be encased by the personality, and the mystery of the creation of the human is at hand.  
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old gold, the myrrh of the dead spirit.  She was bargaining with each word” (162).  Along 

with its purpose in ritual, use in embalming, and application as a perfume, myrrh was in 

ancient times taken internally as a narcotic to help numb the body in preparation for death; it 

is for this reason that Christ was offered the bitter tasting substance on the cross (Roberts 

107).  In the ancient near east, gold was associated with kingship, frankincense with the 

priesthood, and myrrh with either the sage or the Divine Physician who in fact can heal the 

soul after death with “magical medicine” (Roberts 107-8).  This magician-sage knows that 

what numbs and eventually preserves the body elicits spirit and welcomes it back into life, 

but first it must follow a map or route, a Delphic trail, into the life of the body and 

personality.  It is why, perhaps, the Mary of Trilogy holds a “bundle of myrrh” (T 172) in her 

arms at the end of the poem (which is the beginning of the “nativity” story), nursing not a 

baby but an ancient secret that one must entice the soul with “a most beautiful fragrance,/as 

of all flowering things together” in order to draw it into its body (T 172).  Mary, as young as 

she is, is the mother-as-priestess, attracting the once “dead spirit” to the body with the scent 

of myrrh so that the soul’s journey may continue.  

 In Vale Ave there is a “dead child” who comes from the sterile sexual union between 

Ralegh and Elizabeth, which signifies the very dissolution of human form in the womb; 

however, Ralegh himself lives on, but when the poem insists on staying with and 

investigating mundane facts of Reformation or Renaissance history he cannot be found. At 

the end, in the reversion to hierohistory that readers initially noted in the first numbered 

sequence with the story of Lucifer and Lilith in Eden, Ralegh arrives on the Seaspray, 

“laughing” at the absurdity of the thought of his death, perhaps, along with all of the others 

aboard the ship. Elizabeth has “thwarted time” and “recall[ed]” a dead man to her.  The five-
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petalled image in the apple is both rose and pentagram: the arts of the goddess have 

resurrected a lover from the dead. The archetypal influence of Christ and Lazarus is glaringly 

obvious and hence the reason for her feelings of “earthquake” at the dinner: after her 

delirium in London the supper set out with the symbols and officiants of the mass (Edward 

Dyer and Hugh are the priests, naming the act of Christ, serving the meal) forms imaginal 

tensions in her mind that will inspire her later to use the arts of her Uncle to raise a man from 

the dead. (“After his death, Elizabeth recalls him to her, through her uncle’s Art and through 

the alchemy of memory” VA 1). The overflow and “flowering” of the over-soul into the Dyer 

supper encapsulates the ability that Elizabeth has of pouring souls into vessels, and her 

association with Christ suggests an ability to raise bodies from the dead by infusing them 

with life spirit (one might also argue that this is also the alchemical or metempsychographical 

art of the poet).  

 Perhaps the most compelling trace of Elizabeth’s Uranian powers occurs in Ralegh’s 

search for her. That Ralegh seeks her out during his imprisonment and pending trial (VA XV) 

suggests that he knows of the occult power within Elizabeth to “raise him from the dead.”  

As a high priestess, balancing with mercy and strength the legacy of death, sin, and 

damnation taught by priests caught in centuries of Christianity, Elizabeth is not subject to the 

traditional role of a woman, cursed in childbirth and submissive to its capricious and painful 

ways of evoking life (the one child she may have had with Ralegh is, as mentioned above, 

most likely dead VA XIII); she births through her the powerful force of her own will 

(Geburah) and the secrets she has learned from the goddess to incarnate the god within the 

spirit of humanity, making the soul of humankind the semblable or consort of the goddess. 
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Chapter Six: 
The Kingdom Within: H.D. and the Tree of Life 

 
 “Why,” I said, “Gareth, I am a tree.”  It was not so much a dance as a moving  
 pose, a symbol. . . .  I was half-free, like a Dryad imprisoned in bark but swaying with the 

bending and bowing of the upper branches.   
      —Majic Ring  
  
II  Provence   
 
O, we were penitent enough, God knows, 
you wore the Nessus’ tunic, 
I, the rose with nails for petals,                            
…. 
but how revoke decrees made long ago? 
   —Vale Ave  V 
 
“ He whose desire turns away from outer things, reaches the place of the soul. If he does not find the 
soul, the horror of emptiness will overcome him, and fear will drive him with a whip lashing time and 
again in a desperate endeavor and a blind desire for the hollow thing in the world.” 
 
                                                                                — Carl Jung, The Red Book 
 
Cathedrals, for Xavier, dreadful as dark forests. 
Not for the organ roar of room but for the habit of 
 
waking in them accursed.  
   — Peter O’Leary, “Obsession”   
 
 By the fifth, sixth, and seventh of Vale Ave ’s seventy-four sequences readers find 

themselves in medieval, “legendary Provence” (VA 2), playground of troubadours and 

kabbalists and home to a troubled Nun who has spent a harrowing night resisting temptations 

of a Herculean nature.  She endures immense pain from some indefensible act of penance, 

oppressive guilt from some indelible sense of sin, and considerable confusion from, no doubt, 

a heavy loss of blood.  Symbols of life surround her, like the mandala-shaped rose windows 

of the Cathedral, or the ancient languages of the mass, symbols for which, like her 

counterpart Helen in the temple of Karnak or Luxor at the beginning of the journey through 

Amenta, she cannot immediately obtain the key. The images whisper “Life, life, life,” yet 

this life her community—ascetic and acerbic—has truncated.  In the poem’s imagined 
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topography Provence borders London, Rome, Egypt, and Eden, regions of myth and paradox 

governed by tides of “inexorable destiny” and charted according to their secret lives, gaping 

pits, seditious volcanoes, and sea enchantment, just as Provence itself has been described as a 

land caught between windswept barrenness and lush fecundity, mystery and history, “here, 

there; there here” (VA II), continuity and intrusion.  

 Among the region’s more contemporary historiographers, Martin Garrett’s recent 

cultural biography (2006) acquaints us with Provence’s alternating scene of “perennial 

greens” and “masses of bare rock”; its history, he implies, has always appointed the 

populace—from the earliest to the most recent, from natives to newcomers—an immediate 

and immanent part, inducting them into the landscape’s well-known palimpsestic atmosphere 

not by genealogy but by continuity: “If Plutarch’s Life of Marius is to be believed, local 

people developed a practical, if rather macabre, approach to recycling after the Romans’ 

great victory near Aix in 102 BC:  they fenced their vineyards with the bones of slain 

Germanic warriors.  Continuity—rearranging bones rather than discarding them—has always 

been a feature of the history of Provence” (Garrett  xi).97  The reference to Plutarch does little 

more than outfit Provence in the charmingly absurd legacy of its geo-historical past; yet 

Garrett describes the kind of haunting continuity that epitomizes the shape of the spiral, a 

                                                 
     97 The curiously entangled landscape has also attracted the attention of modern as well as classical minstrels, 
as Garrett notes a few pages later:  “The poet Guillaume Apollinaire registers a more extreme bareness while, in 
February 1915, on military exercises near Nîmes: country ‘like a skeleton.  It’s just like a graveyard.  Nothing 
but sharp stones, similar to bones.’ In a less desolate mood as well as more hospitable landscape near Saint-
Rémy, Roger Fry appreciated instead, according to Woolf’s book about him, the “infinitely complex chiselling 
of the limestone hills and the intricacy of the squares made by the almond and the olive” (Provence: A Cultural 
History  xiii).  Ford Madox Ford, more captive to the region’s mythography than its geography, wrote that 
Provence “is not a country, nor the home of a race, but a frame of mind.  To find yourself in harmony with the 
soul of Provence,’ he says ‘you have to be of a type that will not be pained when someone says that Mistral was 
a greater poet than Goethe—or that the Maries, after the Crucifixion, came to and settled in the country around 
Tarascon.  Indulgent Provence has no vested interests, and there illusions do not matter” (qtd in Starkie 153).   
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gnomic formation “which is perpetually turning in on itself, expanding and contracting, has 

an interchangeable centre and circumference, and has neither beginning nor end” (Purce 7).  

 From Vale Ave’s first sequence—the legacy of a child’s invocation—to its last, the 

spiral inheres as a winding of consciousness.98  The poem’s thematic movements follow an 

evolutional imaginary that evades familiar contrivances of plot and embraces the expansive-

contractive tensions of archetypic progression.  Hence the reader must expand her 

understanding of the narrative by grasping the shadowy outlines of its “gnomons”: according 

to Robert Lawlor, author of Sacred Geometry, the ancient Greeks defined a gnomic 

phenomenon as “any figure which, when added to an original figure, leaves the resultant 

figure similar to the original” (65).  Just as a child’s physical growth does not guarantee 

similar noetic advancement, so figures governed by gnomic expansion, like hard tissues or 

shells, may increase in size but not in evolutionary stature until the new, growing form 

properly integrates the old.  There must be, ultimately, an intuitive, interpretive, and 

exhaustive understanding of the old form so that it can be benignly (and not malignantly) 

incorporated into the form’s expanding structure.  “Gnomic expansion” supplies a fitting 

metaphor to understand why Lilith, for instance, finds herself “monstrous”—“God’s” 

rejection grows and grows within her until she becomes a mighty demoness—and so in order 

to “remember” herself she must project herself into the future and recall to herself her forms 

from the past.  “Gnomon,” which derives from the Greek root “to interpret,” is also the name 

for a pointer on a sundial (Webster’s). Just as this ancient instrument shadows the sun’s rays 

into patterns of time, and just as a midrashist draws out with semiotic play the energies of a 

                                                 
     98 Almost all of the early criticism on Trilogy, and many later works besides, attest to the importance of this 
symbol in H.D’s work and many of her works reference it directly, as this example in Majic Ring bears out: 
“Life advances, they say, in a spiral and especially the life of the spirit” (167-8).  Sword abbreviates the 
perception: “Life advances in a spiral, we all know” (40-1). 
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text, expanding them without physically marking the extant source, so gnomonic figures 

grow not by mere accretion but by the vibrational essence of previous forms that pulse 

behind and through them.  The movement of this mysterious force, like Anaxagoras’ spirits 

whirling into incarnation or ancient Edenic daemons remembering (VA I), generates the 

labyrinthine state of being we have come to know as “ourselves”:  “This is surely the Will in 

things,” Sri Aurobindo writes reflectively in The Problem of Rebirth, “which moves, great 

and deliberate, unhasting, unresting, through whatever cycles, towards a greater and greater 

informing of its own figures with its own infinite reality” (qtd. in Lawlor 70). 

 Aurobindo’s “Will in things” apposes the Heideggerian idea of Logos, the Heraclitean 

concept of soul, and Majic Ring’s envisioning of Johannine ‘Word made flesh’ that does not 

“differ from God and the eternal laws of harmony and harmony-in-discord that God had 

ordained from the beginning” (25).  Behind a resplendent cycling of human figures lurks the 

“great and deliberate” chaotics of “life” and “death.”  Life and Death—in H.D.’s symmetry 

of womb and tomb—are not alternating phases of sentience and cessation endured by the 

physical body, but rather its covert and Edenic apprehension of a soul absent. “It is as if 

consciousness rests upon a self-sustaining and imagining substrate—an inner place or deeper 

or ongoing presence—that is simply there even when all our subjectivity, ego, and 

consciousness go into eclipse,” writes Hillman in Re-Visioning Psychology. “Though I 

cannot identify soul with anything else, I also can never grasp it by itself apart from other 

things, perhaps because it is like a reflection in a flowing mirror, or like the moon which 

mediates only borrowed light.  But just this peculiar and paradoxical intervening variable 

gives one the sense of having or being a soul.  However intangible and indefinable it is, soul 

carries highest importance in hierarchies of human values, frequently being identified with 
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the principle of life and even of divinity” (x).  “Borrowed light” denotes the stage of waking 

consciousness in the world of illusion and the scripts of its events; hence in Hillman’s 

imagining soul is separate from life: “Soul appears as a factor independent of the events in 

which we are immersed . . . . soul refers to the deepening of events into experiences; second, 

the significance soul makes possible, whether in love or in religious concern, drives from its 

special relation with death” (x). In Vale Ave, the flight of soul through the sequences, often 

in dance with Eros, does take on the significances that Hillman describes. Like Persephone 

enthralled with a fatal crocus, the soul’s desire for knowledge drags the “waking mind” 

beneath where the narrative takes place, while the poem’s infrequent re-emergences into 

semblances (“semblables”) of synchronic normalcy represent the mind/personality’s  “fight” 

to retain what it knows of itself.   

 Most of H.D.’s later works are mystery plays, Sword most self-consciously so, that 

mimic this idea of the soul’s movement toward the “informing of its own figures with its own 

infinite reality.”  Those with whom we interact, like all of the semblables in the works, are 

shadows deepening us into our soul.  Now, lifetimes later, they play in our outer world, with 

each intense turn of the spiral bringing about new costuming and scripts in the hand of the 

same playwright. According to H.D., we know ourselves not by our physical form (which is 

why we see ourselves as separate from those around us, even though we are following 

ourselves back to ourselves) but by something far more evocative:  

 
I do not know nor care where we are, what the play is, whether I have written 
it or helped to write it or helped to produce it or helped to finance it.  I do not 
know nor care whether I myself don purple or saffron robes or wear the high 
shoes and shout immortal metres through a painted set expression.  None of 
that matters. The thing I recognize as being myself is the turning over of my 
whole being, the agony in my heart.  The heart-agony is a double agony—this 
is a two-edged sword.  I see the shadow of the Doric column.  It stands still 
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now.  It has marked its shadow on the sundial of the stones, resplendent in the 
sun-heat.  

       Ben Manisi says, “I see a rough map—it is a rough map of Greece  
but it is shaped like a heart—at least it is torn right across and I feel so much 
that touched my heart, so much that broke my heart.  Inspiration was 
crucified, but through that, I can go back.  This is you speaking, Delia.”   

         (MR  79-80) 

In this vignette from Majic Ring, H.D. recognizes herself in all of her past incarnations 

(mediated by Bhaduri) not by form or essence but by a zigzagging pattern of unrestrained, 

soaring participation in life and then a keenly felt sting of betrayal like a sharp edge of new 

growth clamouring for recognition as it moulds to and blends with the whole: “The thing I 

recognize as being myself is the turning over of my whole being, the agony in my heart.  The 

heart agony is a double agony—this is a two-edged word. . . . It has marked its shadow on the 

sundial of the stones, resplendent in the sun-heat” (79-80).  If not absorbed into the 

continuous coherence of the entire structure, an accretion could become an instance of 

excrescence, a deepening sense of nihilism that results from the inability to connect with the 

higher vibrations governing the spiralling growth, reflect upon this expansion, and integrate 

the meaning of it into what has been built before.  H.D.’s use of the sundial metaphor in her 

reflections on the place of agony confirms that she has accomplished this hard, initiatory task 

of transforming the scorpion sting of betrayal into an Eagle-like “illumination” that a higher 

perspective encourages (MR 79).   

 Not only does the sundial image whisper of its ancient Greek heritage as a figure of 

interpretation, but it imaginally inverts the essence of betrayal so that intense agony might 

transform into an even freer, eagle’s flight into the next lifetime.  Every instant of betrayal, 

every volte face in which another human being “turns” from H.D. is not really a rejection but, 
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in the “grand Will of things,” merely the poet’s shadow falling upon the beloved99 as she 

“turns over” her whole being and heart toward “the other” in willingness to join with him/her 

in incarnational tryst within the circumscribed drama of time.  As the heart turns toward 

another, it begins to “feel so much” (MR 80) that the presence—the being-in-the-world of the 

other expressed as a culmination of entrenched private and public roles that turn the sense of 

identity to stone—is occulted: what seems to be absent (the response of the beloved) is in fact 

just the eclipse of the sundial’s stones as the resplendent “sun-heat” of recognition and love 

falls upon the pointer.    

 The definition of heart, as all who are aware of the complexities of pinning down 

abstractions know, goes beyond a mere label for the organ in the chest.  In Mirror and 

Metaphor, Romanyshyn suggests an imaginal etymology for “heart” that travels back to its 

Latin roots and foregrounds the word primarily as a woven bond between people: “Heart 

springs from the Indo-European root kerd which in Latin becomes cord and in English 

appears in such familiar words as cordial, concord, discord, record, and courage. In addition 

the word heart also echoes in our word belief through the Latin term credere which is 

connected to another Indo-European root for heart, kerddhe. Already, therefore, we hear how 

the experiences of harmony and disharmony, cordiality and courtesy, memory, courage, and 

belief are originally matters of the human heart” (119). It is always a challenge to make 

cognitive leaps back in time to try and understand how those of our “past” fashioned 

themselves. Romanshyn’s passage creates the impression that the Indo-Europeans may not 

have thought of the actual organ in the chest when they used the word “kerd.”  In that time so 

far removed from ours, they might have thought differently, inscribing the body within their 

                                                 
     99 Drawing on my definition of semblable in my first chapter, I use the term “beloved” in the sense of those 
whom one loves, be they family members, friends, strangers, earthworms, or indeed, any sentient form.   
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daily transactions so that the thumping they felt in the chest when frightened, excited or 

enthralled by the presence of another or the flare of emotion concentrated in the same area 

became a signal, a symbol of a bond to the mysterious source of the emotion or movement.  

If H.D. had said, once upon a time in ancient Greece, that her heart, pierced by feelings and 

“broken,” was now an open gateway into the mysteries, then her definition of “heart” shares 

an accord with Romanyshyn’s imaginative philosophy.  

 The Provençal Nun, whom we have met in a more superficial manner in my first 

chapter, makes very few appearances in Vale Ave, as if she too were a figure of Aurobindo’s 

waiting to be informed with her own sense of infinite reality. Her infrequent cameos—

covering only the sequences mentioned above and a tachistoscopic pause in Elizabeth Dyer’s 

home as the latter stirs the pages of her mother’s missal in search of prayers that might ally 

the inexorable ghost of a long barren religious tradition with the sacredness she experiences 

in the tower with a mysterious lover—indicate a sparse and elusive subjectivity; it is as if the 

Nun must draw her will (her merit as a subject within her world) not from the sequence of 

events in the poem but from the kaleidoscopic blending of “others” connected through an 

“ancient vow.” The ancient vow is not a commitment to anything that accentuates the throw 

into “beingness”: gender (male/female), experience (activity/passivity), asceticism 

(chastity/indulgence), or religious observance (matter/spirit).  Those who have pledged 

themselves in its service have no allegiance to a world seduced by the notion of coincidentia 

oppositorum—Eliade’s term for the synchronous but enigmatic intersection of opposites, the 

“union of the contraries and the mystery of the totalities” (qtd. in Wasserstrom 69)—but 

unable to find such esoteric harmony in the transactions of daily living. Their hearts have 

been bound instead to the path of soul, a path defined by Heraclitus in Fragment 115 of his 
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preserved collection as one for which the soul “has its own logos, which grows according to 

its needs” (qtd. in Hillman Dream 133).100  Put simply, the soul knows no law but its own.  

 This chapter will examine those spiralling nuances of “remembrance” that slowly 

bring the members of the Secret Cult of Night back into remembrance of their parole and the 

order of soul. Ironically, it is the very beingness of the members that plays a role in this 

remembrance.  Avens describes this aspect of “beingness” that leads to soul (even if it does 

so blindly) as similar in archetypal figuration to the Greek god Hermes; the spectre of this 

god lends being-in-the-world an errant character: “The elusiveness and duplicity of Hermes 

is expressed by Heidegger in his characterization of Dasein as being simultaneously in truth 

and untruth.  The very essence of man is ‘errance’ (die Irre): ‘ ... errance belongs to the inner 

constitution of Dasein…’ it  ‘dominates man by leading him astray’” (200). We know 

Hermes familiarly as a leader of those who stand outside of the bounty and boundaries of 

life, whether this archetype be represented in shades on their way to Hades, thieves poised on 

the threshold of a noble’s house, weary travelers lost at the crossroads, or a Nun pressing 

nails into her heart to lessen its pulsing intensity.  It is just at this moment of loss, 

transgression, or errance—the point, according to Heidegger, at which humankind is led 

astray by its own inherent nature of being—that each one can be initiated into a 

transcendence beyond “truth and untruth” and into the greater authenticity of the soul. 

 “You wore the Nessus’ tunic,/I, the rose with nails for petals,” the Provençal Nun 

laments to a neighbouring monk, for whom she harbours intense, forbidden, and possibly 

                                                 
     100Hillman also makes intriguing imaginal connections between the work of Heraclitus and the philosophy of 
Martin Heidegger: “To arrive at the basic structure of things, we must go into their darkness.  Again, why?  
Because, says Heraclitus, “The real constitution of each thing is accustomed to hide itself,” which has also been 
translated: “Nature loves to hide” (Burnet, p. 10; Wheelwright, p. 17). . . .  Heraclitus suggests that true equals 
deep, and he is opening the way for a psychological hermeneutic, a viewpoint of soul toward all things.  It is as 
if he knew our English word understand, exploring it as if he had read Heidegger” (Dream and Underworld 
26). 
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unconsummated desire, a poisonous passion from “long ago” that ignites an erotic obsession 

with Thanatos as a means to do away with the more nescient aspects of self bound by vows 

of unnatural chastity.  Yet a sense of futility governs these sacrificial gestures because of an 

ancient imperative—“how revoke decrees made long ago?” (VA V)—that renders reparation 

for sins useless. Unsure of how exactly she transgresses, the Nun presses the “seven swords 

of Mary” to her heart, “within the hollow” of breasts wounded by “the rose with nails for 

petals” (V). The Missal containing the Rosary of the Seven Sorrows of Mary offers a curious 

story of Mary as a mother who fills with doubt at the integrity and result of her son’s 

mission. The first “sorrow” or “sword,” for instance, contains a prophecy in the Book of 

Luke, which, when Mary hears it, fills her heart with sorrow at the task ahead; she will be 

bearing a Scorpionic rebel, a child who, in an uncanny echo of H.D.’s portrait of the child’s 

understanding of “The Word” in Majic Ring (25) and of the figure of Christ in general in that 

novel, will “be a sign that will be opposed so that the inner thoughts of many will be 

revealed”:  

  Guided by the Spirit, Simeon came into the temple; and when the parents  
  brought in the child Jesus, to do for him what was customary under the law, 
  Simeon took him in his arms and praised God. . . .And the child’s father and 
  mother were amazed at what was being said about him. Then Simeon blessed 
  them and said to his mother Mary, “The child is destined for the falling and 
  the rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed so that the 
  inner thoughts of many will be revealed—and a sword will pierce your own 
  soul, too” (Lk 2:27–28, 33–35)” (Giallanza’s translation 22). 
   
Both the rosary and the passage from Luke are fitting religious texts to accompany the Nun’s 

own sorrows and doubts, among them the surety that she herself will never be a mother or 

lover. The “Seven Swords of Mary” also alludes to the tarot card of the Seven of Swords, 

which is sometimes called “The Lord of Unstable Effort”: “The feeling of the Seven of 

Swords is ambivalent, for we cannot be sure of the rightness or moral integrity of the goal” 
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(Mythic Tarot 153). With this discouraging rosary and painful penance in a Cathedral 

seemingly emptied of the essence of God, the Nun’s distress understandably includes a vision 

of the darker face of Mary, Mother of Christ.  Not so surprisingly, H.D.’s cathedrals house 

this dark face, this impression of Mary as a black Madonna, for in fact the virginal, 

unshadowed Mary is in her detriment in Lilith’s cathedral; Mary’s more ancient presence is 

Demeter, and behind this aspect of the earth goddess trails the theme of loss and return.  

After the loss of children to the initiation of the underworld, both mothers encounter the 

harshness of winter and learn secrets “to keep back the winter/when winter tracks too 

soon/blanch the forest” (“Demeter” CP 114). 

 However, this ritual of scourge and trial finds its inspiration not in the Church’s 

penchant for penance so much as its penitents’ hope to expose and perhaps extinguish the 

mystery that burns in the blood. The Nun’s address to her “brother” dresses him in “Nessus’ 

tunic,” a mythical vestment the famous Heracles wore at his wife’s behest that sanctioned 

him as priest while it condemned him as a man; the Nun herself chooses a metalled 

adornment, a rose “with nails for petals”  that pierces her skin and evokes her penitence.  In 

the myth, Heracles finds out that the tunic he wears for a sacrificial rite turns out to be one 

that his wife, Deianeira, has stained with a jar of Nessus’s blood.  The dying centaur had 

tricked her into believing that his blood contained an element within that would rekindle the 

passion she had enjoyed with Heracles in the first blush of marriage.  Both the monk of 

H.D.’s Vale Ave sequence and the Heracles of Robert Graves’s retelling of the tale in The 

Greek Myths have such exaggerated reactions to their torturous tunics that I am inspired to 

take up a Gnostic reading of the tunic as a donning of the flesh in incarnation and the 

unconscious knowledge of the horrors of this decision.  It seems to me that both H.D. and 
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Robert Graves draw up a metaphor of the tunic as the fall into flesh—immediate desire’s 

thrust of the soul into incarnation; desire hopes for its own alleviation but takes a course 

through which it only intensifies. 

In The Greek Myths, Graves tells of Heracles’s suffering after he puts his tunic on in 

preparation for, ironically, a sacrificial ritual.  The tunic clings to his skin, “corroding his 

flesh,” initiating a pain that “was beyond endurance and, bellowing in anguish, he overturned 

the altars.  He tried to rip off the shirt, but it clung to him so fast that his flesh came away 

with it, laying bare the bones.  His blood hissed and bubbled like spring water when red-hot 

metal is being tempered.  He plunged headlong into the nearest stream, but the poison burned 

only the fiercer” (201).  In a similar frenzy of sacrifice and passion, the Nun’s troubadour 

song encarnalizes her troubled thoughts and longings and unfolds a Bacchanalian mixture of 

pleasure and pain, of bloody atonement and the “unutterable” trying of the flesh in order to 

stave off a torturous siege of memory��

  Go now, my love, the cock has crowed again, 
                        go now, my love, dawn touches the windowframe, 
  go now, my love, your face is haggard and worn, 
 
  tell to your waiting brothers, you had sworn 
  to do your triple penance, say, all night long, 
  you flayed your worn flesh, Our Lord witnessed it; 
 
  go, go my love, I join my sisters now, 
  trembling and weak; dear sister, one will say, 
  you must not try the flesh unutterably, 
 
  but if I must, I must, I’ll answer her;  
  go now, for it is day, or soon will be, 
  and we will take our place within the row 
 
  of kneeling worshipers and penitents, 
  and we will vow again, our ancient vow, 
  at matins; it is day, go, go.   (VA VII)  
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The words of the lay picture an illicit meeting—played out perhaps in the storied privacy of a 

Provençal cloister—which features a penance-induced exorcism that misguidedly seeks to 

expel the spirit of Eros from flesh and mind without the understanding of this spirit as the 

force that animates both.  Caught among the furies (Erinys) of their own deeds, the Nun and 

Priest will not grant these formless spectres a place within the sacred order they have likely 

known all their life; this trump of conscience and refusal of “soul” is the weakness of a 

Herculean hero, as James Hillman reveals about Orestes and his choices in the Orestia: “The 

content of Athene’s words is that she offers the Erinys—the torturing furious forces of 

necessity who oppress Orestes—a place within the divine order.  She offers a sanctuary, a 

cave, an altar (“new chambers,” 1005) where these powers may reside and be honoured and 

yet remain alien:  or “resident aliens” as they are called (1012, 1019).  The unimagined 

nameless ones shall be imaged and named.  Sacrifice is possible.  Reconciliation occurs” 

(“Athena, Ananke” 55). 

Perhaps as the movement of Kabbalah grows in Provence, so does the Nun’s Angst—

she is sensitive to this penumbral blight on the path of orthodox religion.  The exact origins 

of Kabbalah are uncertain, although physical ones can be traced to Provence and 

metaphysical ones to the region of terror that lies just outside of the boundaries of 

physicality. Kabbalism first came to light in those parts of Southern France, where among the 

Non-Jews the Catharist, or neo-Manichaean, movement was at its heights, Gershom Scholem 

explains in one of his seminal works about myth and Kabbalah entitled On the Kabbalah and 

Its Symbolism. Its practitioners, tantalized by the allusive parables and allegorical 

meanderings of the Midrash, began to imagine an imaginal body for the Creator, as well as a 

life beyond the life he offered to his creations. Scholem writes:  
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  From the first Kabbalah was characterized by a revival of myth . . . .   
  What to the Jewish theologians were mere attributes of God, are to  
  the Kabbalist potencies, hypostases, stages in an intradivine life-process  
  . . . .  The tree that was originally planted by God becomes an image of 
  God.  It is by way of this tree that God’s energies flow into the process  
  of Creation . . . .  Thus at the heart of the Kabbalah we have a myth of  
  the one God as a conjunction of all the primordial powers of being and  
  a myth of the Torah as an infinite symbol, in which all images and all 
  names point to a process in which God communicates Himself.  (93-5) 
 
Its conception as a secretive oral diffusion of myth and mystical exegesis slowly resulted into 

a textual birth in Southern France, where one of its most famous books, the Bahir, originated. 

“Kabbalah” comes from a Hebrew root that conveys a sense of something received or 

accepted, and Rabbinic Hebrew usually translates the word appositely as “tradition.” Yet this 

“tradition,” familiarly associated with a confluence of Jewish mystica, has in fact had a 

strange parentage “fed by the subterranean currents probably emanating from the Orient” (On 

the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism 89).  

Whether or not the Nun has felt or known of these “subterranean currents,” incense 

and severe physical penance have numbed her senses, and in this present state of mind and 

body she becomes captive to a glyph whose beauty and nuanced power is bound in 

crystalline formation beneath Vale Ave ’s seventy-four verses.  I refer, of course, to the 

Kabbalistic Tree of Life:101  in its sacred design the Edenic Trees of Life and of the 

                                                 
     101 Vale Ave harbours a “kabbalistic structure,” hosting 74 sequences that are analogous to the seventy-four 
aspects of the Tree of Life. Even the structure of Vale Ave makes liberal use of 22 in order to constellate its part 
into an (interesting) unity. For instance, the total number of sequences in Vale Ave  is LXXIV, and the poem’s 
shadowed themes — “Light follows darkness, and the darkness light” (LXXIII)—are the dark nuances behind 
the stories surface, lighted by Lucifer himself.   Thus, the aspects are:  
 
3 Aspects of Ain Soph 
4 Worlds (Assiah, Briah, Yetzirah, Atziluth) 
3 Pillars  
10 Sephiroth  
22 Paths  
10 Qliphoth 
22 Shadow Paths    = 74 aspects of the Tree of Life 
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Knowledge of Good and Evil share a trunk and roots.  A 13th century kabbalistic commentary 

on Torah tells the tale this way: 

  The Tree of Life gives long life to those who eat of it, and the Tree  
  of Knowledge gives them will and choice, whether in matters of the  
  the intellect or whether in matters of the body.  
       Both trees were in the middle of the Garden, and although they  
  were two, and two trees cannot both be exactly in the middle, they  
  were one below and two above,102 for they had a common trunk and  
  they were divided into two above, and thus both were exactly in the  
  middle.   
       And you know that all these things were in the Garden of Eden  
  on earth, but all were shaped and modeled after intellectual things  
  which are in the supernal Garden of Eden.   
                          (qtd. in Patai Gates 436) 
 
In H.D.’s imagining, these trees would be semblables, familiars who “have the power of life 

and death/over each other” (VA L) and nourish each other through a deep-rooted life and 

death connection on a soul level, even if, like the Edenic trees, they appear to be “two 

above.” By way of introduction to this section I wish to establish the concept of the Edenic 

Trees as the “soul” (middle) of the “garden” of creation in which life, death, knowledge, 

good, and evil are utterly inseparable.  The theme of an elaborate entwining of soul in every 

aspect of the human world finds expression in the earliest myths.  The idea of the world-as-

soul, however, diminished over time as the growing influence of exoteric Christianity began 

to appeal to the masses because of its consistent efforts at literalizing the mysteries.  

 A true encounter with soul never has mass appeal—a more appropriate metaphor 

would be H.D.’s of intimacy with a lover or semblable. In his poetic meditation on Kabbalah 

entitled Dreams of Being Eaten Alive: The Literary Core of Kabbalah, David Rosenberg 

                                                 
       102 The idiosyncrasy in Genesis that elicits this midrashic impulse concerns the premise in 2:9: “And the 
LORD God caused to sprout from the soil every tree lovely to look at and good for food, and the tree of life was 
in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge, good and evil.” Because two distinct trees, no matter how 
suggestively magical, could not possibly be “caused to sprout” on the same spot, the Kabbalist commentator 
gives them the same trunk.  (This translation of Genesis 2:9 comes from Robert Alter’s Five Books of Moses: A 
Translation with Commentary, which I will be using for quotations from the Pentateuch).   
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describes the tradition’s intensely sexual yet autonomous proclivities as “wild, or even 

blasphemous” (17).  It is a tradition in which one can only be initiated fully with the rituals of 

life and of dreams, because the latter, Rosenberg observes,  

  is where we learn that the soul has a life of its own, but that it cannot be  
  separated from sex.  Nothing less than a major intellectual (and literary)  
  landmark of the century,  Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams, bears this out.   
  In place of the soul, Freud posits our interior life or “unconscious,’ and, like 
  the soul itself, the unconscious is prey to fears of dying and of   
  unconsummated sex.  Why should the soul fear death?  Separation anxiety is 
  the scientific term, but in the Kabbalah it is represented as an uncertain  
  journey, out of the body, that the soul takes every night while we dream. On 
  its ascent, our soul is in danger of being distracted by the “other side,” a world 
  of evil that reproduces itself by devouring the human semen that is spilled in 
  the wrong frame of mind (and impregnating the female with this “other” seed, 
  if she is desirous in the wrong frame of mind as well). (17-18) 
 
H.D. also brings the language of psychoanalysis back to its mythic and religious roots.  Of 

Freud himself she says “He is the infinitely old symbol, weighing the soul, Psyche, in the 

balance” (TF 97).  What both Rosenberg and H.D. make clear here is that the “discovery” of 

the unconscious—that is, its transliteration into a new vocabulary—renders the obscure 

wisdom of the Kabbalah more accessible to the contemporary mind and allows our conscious 

mind to perceive dimly the paradoxes of the soul that its initiates, like those of the Greek 

Mysteries, have already known: the strangeness of its autonomy (the “soul has a life of its 

own”), the sexual nature of its desire for the body, and the balancing act between life and 

death that is a tension in its very genesis. The Neoplatonists also addressed the soul’s erotic 

longing for the body.  Porphyry, for instance, “emphasizes the soul’s attraction to the flesh,” 

as Tryphonopoulos notes when discussing the former’s writing on “The Cave of the 

Nymphs” in the Odyssey and his influence on Pound’s palingenesic reading of Homer’s epic: 

“The cave’s urns are filled with ‘honey delicious,’ which theologians have used to 

symbolize, among other things, the ‘desire of coition.’ This explains the attraction felt by the 
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divine essences and their descent into the fluctuating realm of generation. The nymphs are 

called by the ancients ‘bees,’ since ‘souls are, indeed, the authors of all the pleasure peculiar 

to our nature’ (Taylor 307)” (Celestial Tradition 113).  

 Vale Ave’s Nun has certainly felt this tension between her ascetic existence and the 

honeyed call of the soul to which she had pledged an “ancient vow.”  Her thoughts, fantasies, 

and dreams have betrayed her into another realm of consciousness, an astral realm whose 

timelessness intersects with the realm of time at the interstice of symbols. In a lightning 

flash—signalled by the Nun’s glance downward to the pavement instead of up toward the 

heavenly abode of the Christian God—the solidity of cathedral stones dissolves and the Nun 

is enveloped in Yesod, a sephirotic realm that lies just beyond the material world and whose 

symbols are “perfume and sandals.”  The Yesodic sephiroth, also linked to the imaginal 

world, holds a sexual charge—it has even been summarized as “God-as-sex” (Wang 109)— 

and, much like the soul’s “bees-to-honey” attraction to embodied being-in-the-world, the 

archetypal impressions of human life throughout the ages might draw sparks of soul into 

incarnation.  If the Yesodic realm poses Venusian dangers to the travelling soul, then it also 

provides temptations—like the serpent in the garden of Eden with which it is also 

associated—for the human consciousness. “Yesod is the intermediary between Malkuth and 

Tiphareth [the physical world and the spiritual world] (a two sided-mirror),” notes Robert 

Wang, a former student of Israel Regardie, whose Qabalistic Tarot offers a contemporary 

study of Western Hermeticism and looks at the arts of Tarot and Kabbalah from its use in 

The Golden Dawn to the present day: “Perfumes suggest its fluid and etheric qualities:  

Incense floats through a church or a temple, subtly affecting the minds of the participants.  Its 

qualities are suggestive, yet fleeting and illusory, which is the nature of Yesod” (111).  The 
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Nun’s “affected mind,”—“numb with the incense” (VA V)—directs her attention to the 

imprint of sandals.  The mysterious owner of the footprints I have referred to already in my 

second chapter: he may be a Roman lover from a former life, the “friar or priest or brother” 

for whom the Nun feels such excessive passion in this life, or one whose allegiance to 

secretive or heterodox doctrines leaves “traces of [a] still earlier dis-established or “lost” 

Church of Provence, the Church of Love” (“H.D.”) in the Cathedral.  

 “The images of Yesod are fabulous in their beauty and seductiveness,” Wang tells us. 

But, like the oneiric sensation of the soul leaving the body, “they can also be hideous and 

frightening . . . . [Its] force is sexual, and it is seen ” (110). Even if the Nun has not heard of 

the ancient tradition of Kabbalah, her ability to bring one of the ten spheres into focus clearly 

unsettles her. Though given only short appearances throughout the poem, the Nun has her 

place as a powerful archetype within Vale Ave.  We have already seen the Nun’s image 

reflected in H.D.’s circumstances at Küsnacht.  In the case of Elizabeth Dyer, Edward Dyer’s 

niece lives as “almost a nun” after the death of her first husband and then cloisters herself at 

Weston with the “old dresses” Hugh had given her before his own death at sea.  It is both as a 

young bride to Hugh and then later as the widowed lady of Weston that she acts out a “drama 

of intimate geometry” (Bachelard 218) and discovers a powerful image of Psyche within as 

she ascends and descends those attic stairs.���

 
II London  
����
 Elizabeth stays at her Uncle’s Manor until his death (VA XV), after which she marries 

her cousin Hugh.  Although there are no records of Weston’s actual historical beneficiary, the 

course of events in Vale Ave ensures that Hugh inherits the Manor so that Elizabeth may have 

greater access to her uncle’s lost worlds.  But Dyer’s wilful niece does not wholly belong to 
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either her second husband Hugh, her (mostly absent) unnamed first husband, or her lover 

(Walter Ralegh), the first two charting routes far away from hearth and home (“For us, no 

open door/to hearth and the hearth-fire” VA III) and the latter, recently dead, tied up in the 

course of evolution initiated by Lilith (i.e. “going beyond and against the principles” of the 

mundane world in order to return to one’s Source).  Hugh does not approve of his wife’s 

explorations, but as a gentle lover his admonishments are more warnings than censures. “No 

girl like you should explore these rites” he says in a rather paternalistic fashion; however, he 

does not lock the attic room or forbid Elizabeth entry when he is “away at sea.”  Ralegh-

Dowding counters Hugh’s “love talk” with the true talk of lovers—a discourse, perhaps, that 

can only come from the other side of the grave—the silent encouragement of “Beloved, gaze 

in thine own heart.”103  Ralegh-Dowding activates a reverse alchemy that alters loving yet 

stifling concern into its darker shadow of obsession, which holds up to the lover the “dim 

glass” of “outer weariness,” as W.B. Yeats writes in “The Two Trees,” a poem in which the 

voice of the Lover mentors and guides the Beloved through the occulted places of the human 

heart. Obsession questions, cleaves, and “strive[s] to save identity” (VA LIX) from the 

commonplace understanding of love as a force that seeks to unite Lover and Beloved in 

creative synthesis. Neither the gaze of love nor the gaze of obsession into the heart is wrong.  

Both can be dangerous.     

 When we question, we separate the object of our inquiry from any knowledge we 

may have of it, hence acknowledging it as something outside of our own sphere of influence 

and creation.  Like the divestiture of a cloak from shivering shoulders—a persistent image in 

Vale Ave, although the age of shoulders and the cause of shivering shift with the sequential 

                                                 
     103 Ralegh and Elizabeth’s exchange always takes place on planes exterior to the earthly one.  She admits 
that she “drew him to [her] through my uncle’s Art,” while Ralegh himself fervently wishes to meet her because 
she is “Sir Edward Dyer’s niece” (XV). 
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territory—questioning “Deity” (or anything) pulls our covering from it and exposes the 

frailty of our own anthropomorphic constructions.  The calling of the “Light-Bearer” and the 

merciful thrust of readers into the poem’s mysterious centre without introduction or 

consideration helps to get beyond the terror of having to explode and dismantle our own 

Babelian strongholds in order to initiate a quest for authenticity.  “Babel,” notes Hillman in 

one of his essays on archetypal psychology, “not only images external differentiation into 

cultures; it also reflects an internal psychic reality.  The babble of inner voices produces 

contradictions of will, florid fantasies, the spectra of viewpoints, the conflicts and choices; 

the inner Babel means we cannot understand ourselves. . . .  The multiplicity of souls and 

their voices means that we will always be partly strangers to ourselves, estranged, alienated” 

(168).  The sparse contextual cues and multi-voiced sections in Vale Ave demonstrate the 

way in which the poem takes us into the “estranged, alienated” centre that is generally 

unknown to us but informs most of our actions.  This sense of ignorance is represented by the 

tension Elizabeth Dyer feels as she tries to access memories of her life and dismantle the 

brick and bitumen of expectation, convention, and raw incident that her travels through the 

relationships of life have forced her to erect (VA XIII).  

 That Elizabeth’s London house borders the Tower of London is no accident of poetic 

urban design; “London is a holy city to her” (VA XII) and the London landmark a veritable 

fortress of “florid fantasies,” “viewpoints,” and “conflicts and choices” that are part of a 

cultural and personal psychic reality.  Elizabeth’s troubled dreams reanimate the strata of 

Roman military, commercial, social, and spiritual artefacts hidden beneath former 

“Londinium” and its Tower, and as she takes to her bed at nights a delirium of psychical 

imprints besieges her: the ambitions of generals, perhaps, the disappointment of lovers, the 
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fear of matrons and children and their longing for exodus from a foreign land, the most 

cherished dreams of artists, the doubts, debauchery, and stolen gnosis of pagan priests, or the 

conflicted deliberations of occulted religious groups:   

  I was delirious and I talked (she said) of a purple tent, 
  and men with horns (devils, she thought, I meant) 
  and stars and lilies and the Aventine.  (VA XIII) 
 
However, once she gets out of the sonorous collective unconscious of London and into her 

own soul’s memoria, symbolized by her uncle’s attic room, she finds a strange and beautiful 

map, the compass to a Self and an aspect of consciousness glyphed as a tree and storied and 

pruned with familiar myths.  So frequent and intimate are Elizabeth’s trysts with the attic 

space that its elaborate chalked circle and its symbolism are “inscribed/within [her] heart, the 

Tree of Life or Trees,/the pathways and the planets with their signs” (VA XXI).  Whatever 

mysterious map Edward Dyer has chalked on the chamber floor Elizabeth now internalizes as 

the continuation of a strange genealogy resulting from the ties of consciousness as opposed to 

the obligation of blood.  

 Despair, doubt, and delirium prompt Elizabeth to “climb the stair” and return to the 

attic chamber after the death of her uncle and the departure of her second husband and cousin 

Hugh. These mental furies are in ardent pursuit even before she leaves her London home for 

the safety and “sanctum” of her Uncle’s ancestral manor; they register recurrently as haunted 

memories she cannot precisely call her own, shock in the wake of the disappearance of a 

lover who may or may not be human, and an awareness of something precious leaving the 

body.  This “something” she envisions in images of Catholic insignia as birds without the 

agency of flight, fluttering aimlessly and eventually breaking against a darkened background 

of an unnamed but disturbing ignorance as if her own soul were imperilled by temptations 
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that ensure it will no longer be the body’s ally and companion on the imaginative journey to 

the gates of heaven or hell.  The inexpressible persistence of recent experiences in her inner 

world tempers the immediacy of the outer one and casts her in some sort of liminal space in 

which Heaven and Hell as the Church has known them—whether the Catholic Church or the 

seedling Church of England—become delusive points on a broken compass:    

I had my mother’s Missal, but the prayers  
fluttered against the dark and broke and fell, 
for this too, was anathema and cursed, 
 
the good Queen had instructed all of us, 
to do away with painted images, 
the breviary and the Latin and the Mass; 
 
but there were furtive, secret worshipers,  
we were suspect, in that I shared the curse 
that fell upon my Lord and atheists; 
 
Hieronymos, pity us, Agnes, Lucy, help; 
the very names were potent but they fluttered, 
fell and broke, like aimless birds, lost  
 
on a continent that lured them north, 
that later, in the winter, would have drawn them back 
to sun and sand, the Mystery and Egypt.  
   (VA XIV) 

�
The poem’s fourteenth sequence pictures Elizabeth searching her home for some familial 

legacy with which she may form a comforting, if not healing or binding, affiliation with her 

own spiritual heritage. Yet there is only the inadequacy of her Mother’s missal; she tries to 

derive relief from it in the same way the Provençal Nun presses the rosary book to her 

wounded breasts to stop up the blood, but its contents are charged with uncertainty now that 

the “good Queen” has banned anything that reminds the populace of the capricious, greedy, 

intolerant, and bloody reigns of her royal father and sister.   
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 Once an apologia of prayers designed to supplicate and seduce a distant deity into a 

stance of forgiveness and a bequest of salvation, the missal becomes a Book of the Dead in 

which these same prayers and the names of Saints are “aimless birds”104 that await a change 

of season to “draw them back to” the “sun and sand” of   “Mystery and Egypt.” The 

strikingly metonymic progression of images whispers of the Church England as a tomb of 

sorts that has somehow lured the spirits of many a Ka and Ba from the potency they enjoyed 

in Amenti (Egypt) into its own sphere of influence, hence initiating a “wintery” nescience in 

which “Agnes” and “Lucy” become saints, the act of canonization obscuring and actually 

weakening their ancient essence.105  As Elizabeth continues to read the Missal— 

(“Hieronymos, pity us, Agnes, Lucy, help”)—her attempt to peruse the prayers and 

benedictions in a securely linear fashion slowly erodes until there is incongruity between 

language and sensation. Images and words progress through her mind with dizzying 

metonymic speed, from hymns to saints that belong to a now forbidden liturgy to birds that 

flit listlessly close to the troubled reader when they should be navigating the skies with the 

confidence of their own instinctual honing devices.   

 Metonymy often introduces instability into a text because of a reader’s tendency to 

mistake it for a kind of literal shorthand instead of a close relative to the associative 

elusiveness of metaphor.  According to poet and critic Lyn Hejinian— whose short essay 

“Strangeness” probes the ways in which a writer’s attempts to discover and objectify any 

                                                 
     104 A piece of resonant text from Majic Ring: “Our line has taken us straight across the continent of America, 
on as the bird flies, to an island related to, but remote from Japan, to Japan and on again to northern India or 
Tibet.  But when we crossed the latter stretch of water, we left our human or nature-entities behind.  Or we took 
them with us, transferred as it were, into my dark presence, while this other, this boy of the temple, argued at 
some length and in no uncertain manner, for literally, the forgiveness of sins” (Majic Ring 133).   
     105 Although Saints Jerome (Hieronymus), Agnes, and Lucy are recognized Catholic saints, Barbara G. 
Walker indicates that the women have backgrounds that are far older and far more mythocentric than their 
medieval sources would care to admit. St. Agnes, for example, is one of the most popular and oldest of the 
Church’s “virgin-martyrs” dating from the time of the Roman Empire. 
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terrain through descriptive writing actually distances the writer from the terrain and 

transforms it completely within the text—“strangeness” occurs when there is an asymmetry 

between the part and its familiarly anticipated whole.  While Hejinian admits that the choice 

of metonym in writing “maintains the intactness and discreteness of particulars,” the device 

nonetheless contains a “paratactic perspective [that] gives it multiple vanishing points” (148).   

Hejinian uses 17th and 18th century travel narratives to illustrate her thesis, but the idea can be 

applied to religious texts as well, and in the passage above Elizabeth finds the contents of the 

reading “not so much decontextualized as arrested, until the entire universe of context seems 

to implode into them, abandoning the observer” (147).  What Elizabeth realizes, then, as the 

Missal slips out of her hands and into oblivion is that no supplication is necessary outside of 

our own sacred power nestled in the conjunctions, contrasts, and questions of our being-in-

the-word; we are and always were “God” becoming conscious of Itself, re-dramatizing and 

rediscovering the hidden schism within Itself in the sphere of “Beauty, Tiphereth,” (VA XXI) 

which is also the stage of the heart.  If we pray beyond ourselves then our prayers fall on deaf 

ears. Jung evolves this concept in Answer to Job: 

���� ���� …. since all creation ex nihilo is God’s and consists of nothing but  
  God, with the result that man, like the rest of creation, is simply God 
  become concrete.  Prefigurations, however, are not in themselves creative  
  events, but are only stages in the process of becoming conscious.  It was  
  only quite late that we realize (or rather, are beginning to realize) that  
  God is Reality itself and therefore — last but not least — man.  This  
  realization is a millennial process. (569) 
 
After the death of Hugh, Elizabeth retires from life and hides at Weston like a precursory 

Miss Havisham. But once here everything conspires to draw her back into her old life: gossip 

surrounds her just as it did in London and the “Lady Abbess” entreats her to attend masses 

“not far across the fields” (VA XLI).  “I smile apology and I decline,” Elizabeth tells us, 
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“remembering the old days and the old loyalties;/she does not know how once and 

feverishly,/I read my Missal till the pages faded/and the Aves cried, ‘it is another Ave you 

seek,/a prayer within a prayer,/let life not spoil the hope of Paradise’” (VA XLI).   

 The rosaries and entreaties of the Missal would have us believe in “salvation by 

God’s gracious design”(Giallanza 12)—supplication, sacrifice, good deeds, and, perhaps 

most importantly, appropriation of Mary’s suffering that brings about redemption, or hope of 

paradise.  But the XLI section of Vale Ave suggests that these things “spoil the hope of 

Paradise.” There is something transgressive about “life itself” that obscures hope or Paradise, 

and in this way the old Missal subtly unfolds Elizabeth’s heritage not as a Catholic 

suppressed by the new order of royalty but as part of an even more precarious and ancient 

lineage of “furtive, secret worshipers.” Something about Agnes and Lucy—virgin martyrs 

who should be inspiring thoughts of the same in the recently widowed Elizabeth—troubles 

Elizabeth into a perception of an entirely new Egyptian context, and the two saints become 

Egyptian Bas, which, in resonance with the many religious traditions that associate the 

freedom and mobility of the soul with the bird, appear in the earliest Coffin texts of ancient 

Egypt as androcephalous beings who represent that aspect of the human soul imbued with the  

“power of movement” (Forman 31).   

 A similar moment of intersemiotic “translation” transpires in Sword when Delia 

recounts a visit to the South Kensington Museum, the temporary home of Westminster 

Abbey’s statues during the German bombing of London in the 1940s.  Here the physical 

displacement of the statues from the Abbey’s “odd, equivocal niches, where no-one ever saw 

them” (54) does not so much “decontextualize” them as “arrest” them in view until their 

“tattered” (54) and well-worn associations are seized by a much more unsettling and strange 
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reality that is not so much visible to the naked eye as it is to the soul who is slowly emerging 

into the physical world as lover.  “If I had had the will and the energy” H.D. says of her 

vision in the Museum: 

� � I could have discerned in each one of them, an attribute of the old  
  Greek Legend [and this she does as the Painted Lady in Athens].   
  There was the boyish John with cup like the wine-god, and the  
  dragon that crawled out of it was the old Erechtheus  ….  Although  
  I did not see these quaint endearing images, they were all there.  The  
  furnace of illumination had melted them, had made them its own” (54).  
 
We have already met the Egyptian Ka and its allusive if not literal connection to Freud’s 

work; the Ka is the mythology of the deceased life, the heightened aspect of connection to 

life and (generational) continuity that the blood family continues to honour even up to the 

third or fourth generation of the deceased (Forman 26).  Now another spectre—one that 

speaks to the animating or force of movement within the body—makes its way through the 

course of a mysterious flight.  The London home becomes like an Egyptian tomb in which 

the Ba—the winged essence of the person—cannot escape.  Lured to the “north” of the 

Church, like these Saints, once pagan deities, the Ba106 has lost its way in the “stone-story” of 

creation, the stones of images, the certainty of heaven and hell, the loss of mystery.  This 

“ba-soul”—so free and so sought by physical consciousness through the labyrinth of life and 

death—is so much more mysterious than some ethereal corporeal shade in need of 

forgiveness for lush but forbidden carnal pleasures and so autonomous that it must be wooed 

back into the experiential parameters of the body.   

                                                 
     106 Hillman’s idea here about the Ba is similar to ones in the Dreamer’s Book of the Dead: “When we use the 
word underworld, we are referring to a wholly psychic perspective, where one’s entire mode of being has been 
desubstantialized, killed of natural life, and yet is in every shape and sense and size the exact replica of natural 
life.  The underworld Ba of Egypt and the underworld of psyché of Homeric Greece was the whole person as in 
life but devoid of life.  This means that the underworld perspective radically alters our experience of life.  It no 
longer matters on its own terms but only in terms of the psyche” (Dream and Underworld  46). 
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Agatha and the Farthingale  

 In Elizabeth Dyer’s London we also in the midst of a provisional family whose 

acquaintance we make in H.D.’s imperfect memoria.  The incident of Elizabeth’s fever, 

instigated by the birth of a mysterious child fathered by an equally mysterious lover, brings 

H.D. to a “pleat in history” in which she also suffered from fever after the birth of Perdita in 

1919.  The severity of fever bypasses the flitting shadows of individual memory and takes 

H.D. directly into the soul’s memoria where there is no distinction between life and death, 

only liminality:  

  I can not remember, only that my name 
  was Elizabeth Dyer; I can not remember my husband, 
  only my lover; I faintly remember old nurse Agatha 
 
  and her husband, who had been our house-servant 
  and now carried a halberd at the Tower; 
  I can not remember how we got away, 
 
  I can remember a dead child but I never saw it, 
  and maybe, it wasn’t dead, after all … 
       (VA XIII) 
 
The “seeds” (Gift 51) of self and family that Elizabeth Dyer has left upon the walls and 

rooms of her London home flower in H.D.’s memoria  into full centrality in Elizabeth’s soul 

story.  There is a husband, nameless and dead, whose body lies interred in some foreign land, 

two servants—a nurse and a halberdier—who act as surrogate parents, and a dead child who 

“maybe … wasn’t dead, after all.”  In writing the metempsychography of Elizabeth’s life, we 

would instantly note that those requisite to her continuing survival are the lover and the 

nurse.  The importance of the lover is, at least esoterically speaking, encapsulated in Uncle 

Dyer’s dying words: “[T]he future would encompass us, [Dyer] said, separate yet together 

with their wings” (VA XV).  Clues to why Agatha—a “tower”—holds a place of equal 
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relevance in Elizabeth’s metempsychography might be found again in Duncan’s words, this 

time in the preface to his play Medea at Kolchis.  The play features an old woman named 

Garrow who is lover of and housekeeper for Arthur the playwright and nurse to Medea: 

“What I mean by age is that she has the permission of time and she takes her time; she can 

gather her thought and thought that’s not hers and let it go as she will—wool gathering, we 

call it.  And she can put on the Norn to cut the thread when necessity comes.”107  Agatha also 

has the permission of time and a close friendship with fate that enables her to be intuitive 

about her “necessities.”  Time’s indulgences of Elizabeth’s “old nurse” come about because 

of Agatha’s faithful and perhaps stubborn adherence to Elizabethan fashion: � �

� � Agatha was herself, a Tower, things were hidden 
  under flowing mantles, in those days, 
  and strange, alien farthingales …  (VA XIII)  
 
H.D./Elizabeth’s direct reference to the farthingale right after her reference to the 

ambiguously dead child signals not only that she has retained an image of her “old nurse’s” 

fashion sense (curious, since she cannot even remember her husband), but also that she 

might, in the earliest stages of her delirium, have overheard Agatha and Peter speculate upon 

how they might conceal an illegitimate pregnancy: “A loose gown and a farthingale could 

hide a pregnancy, as Jacobean dramatists like Webster knew; Bosola in The Duchess of Malfi 

declares that with the fashion for the farthingale and for the ‘loose-bodied gown,’ it was hard 

to detect the evidence he sought for the duchess’ ‘adultery’” (Ribeiro, Fashion and Fiction 

55).  However, the farthingale was transitioning out of fashion at the time of the Stuarts and 

was mostly reserved for formal court occasions.  The transition “occurred between the formal 

court style of the farthingale and a more naturalistic line. . . .The skirt has a flattering, natural 

                                                 
     107 Duncan’s play was circulated in a special edition of 500 by Graham Mackintosh in 1965. The preface has 
no page numbers.  
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line, but the . . . bodice and side skirts [are] given a three-dimensional quality on the hanging 

sleeves and central area of the skirt by skillful pattern realignment and extravagant use of 

material” (Ribeiro, Visual History  105).  To hide Elizabeth’s pregnancy—if indeed, she is 

pregnant—beneath a farthingale would, unfortunately, hide nothing, as suspicions would 

arise as to why the youthful Elizabeth would follow the example of her elderly servant and 

dress so terribly out of fashion!  Yet Agatha’s farthingale and Elizabeth’s (we may assume) 

more natural line of dress, abundant in material but worn more in accordance with the body’s 

natural lines, also mark the transitioning sense of history that further obscures the memory-

scape that H.D. tries to access. The farthingale is stiff but wide; it spreads the pleats even 

while it conceals, whereas the “more natural line” of dress creates more deeply folded pleats.  

If we cannot see the pleats, then we cannot know the points of interstice in our own personal 

history.  Farthingales hide things within very deep pleats and Agatha is as complicit as her 

husband in the love affair between Elizabeth and Ralegh; she shelters their story in the tower 

behind her enormous skirt. 

Elizabeth Dyer and Ralegh in the Tower 

Vale Ave introduces us indirectly to primordial lovers Lucifer and Lilith, day and 

night, the earliest lovers whom God separates in his first acts of creation when he calls light 

out of darkness.  In many Jewish mystical tales these luminary lovers do not wish to separate, 

albeit for different reasons.  The fiery Luciferian Revealer, represented by the sun, can 

foresee the eclipse of his radiance and his eventual descent into matter (imaged in the way 

heavy forms of earth absorb sunlight into themselves).  Lilith, on the other hand, is an 

autonomous moon who, although bound in love to the sun, is still his equal, and radiates 

from her own force.  The separation would require that the moon reflect the sun’s light 
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(Karlsson 112-113).  Because Lilith rebels against the separation—as H.D. in 1957 resists the 

slowly dissolving forms of the world of the sun (the physical world) from which the nightly 

sphere of her own interior world more clearly emerges—God exiles this moon “seraph” from 

the celestial and earthly spheres and she becomes the Queen of an “anti-world. . . . This 

means that [she] exists in the middle of our world, but in aspects of which man is normally 

unaware.  Through an exploration of the principles of which the mundane world consists, one 

can find [Lilith] by going beyond and against these principles” (Karlsson, Goetic Magic 

114).   

 The “anti-world” is also a watery realm, within which Trilogy had eloquently 

suspended the reading consciousness at the time of World War II, and lurks just beyond the 

surface of many of H.D.’s poetic images, as if the sea were more an onieric possibility than a 

geographical certainty. Whether there is “sea enchantment” in Vale Ave and Helen in Egypt 

or “sea thrust” in Trilogy, no existent mass of land borders or confines the sea. Beyond the 

bombed frames of buildings and monuments in the 20th century or behind the thoughts of a 

jealous host at a biblical supper lies a “carved stone-portal entrance/to a forbidden sea-

temple” (T 142); the temple resides both in some forgotten, buried seascape and in the soul’s 

memoria as an entrance to ourselves.  Inside, however, the likeness of the goddess awaits us 

with a grim reality; a glimpse at frescoes on stone walls might show a “Dark Queen” (VA 

XXI) who holds “myrrh” in her arms instead of the fertile promise of a child (FR 172) and 

preserves the burial spice in her embrace for the ensuing death and transformation of the 

“sleeping mind.”  The thought of life emerging from the warm, amniotic fluidity of the ocean 

extends a comforting but flawed vision of what the microcosmic sea really represents.  The  

“life” nurtured within the oceanic womb is not the mammalian foetus who will escape its 
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mother’s womb more or less unscathed because of the protection and passage of a birth canal 

that connects the interior of the mother’s body with the exterior world.  Rather, the sea 

harbours “being” and all of its myriad possibilities that synchronically deter embryonic forms 

from the course of life and into the potentiality of death or from the course of death and back 

into the separation of life.   

 Dolores Nowiki best describes this tensive dance of incarnation when she discusses 

the mystical properties of the Hebrew letter B �Mem) and its association with water.  Like the 

outer simplicity and inner complexity of a parable or the continuous rolling of the seascape, 

Mem has an open (B) and closed (C) form that hints at obvious and occulted layers of 

meaning:    

[B] speaks of the sound of the sea being a lullaby, a dream catcher,  
  and a deep, quiet tomb for those who die by the Ocean Mother’s hand. 
  The sea can be dangerous and merciless, and one offends the Ocean 
  Mother at one’s peril.  The storms that claim many lives each year remind 
  us that the Mother brooks no interference.  The fittest will survive; all  
  others will return to Her womb to await rebirth.  (171)   
 
Hebrew orthography uses the open form of Mem at the beginning or within a word, as ��B 

(marah, bitter) demonstrates, and the closed form at the end of the word, as in the case of 

C�B �mayim��waters). Trilogy draws out the essence of this Hebrew letter in its authentic 

posturing of Mary Magdalene as both the avatar of the “Ocean Mother” and as “Magdala … 

a great tower” (T 135).   In their historically notorious designation, Towers are Arian 

structures, altars to the war god that entertain as sacrifices all of the bloody transactions of 

battle, from fear, rage, revenge, and ignorance to the surrender of life and freedom.  There is 

something about the force of life in humankind that threatens and elicits the desire of the 

other to coerce and control it, often to the point of obliteration. Even in the story of the 
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biblical tower of Babel, the efforts of Nimrod and his citizens and their wish to unite with 

others in a great work invites the jealousy of the gods, who frustrate their attempts at 

communication by cloaking every individual’s speech in different sounds that they must 

eventually coerce into new languages.  No longer able to exchange and connect narratives 

and use them as bridges over the void of the “estranged, alienated” part of self unknown to 

the personality, the creators of the Tower must end their task in defeat.  The story recalls the 

first acts of creation in which God separates the primordial luminaries and draws bodies out 

of them with words and phrases, giving these entities a material reality: language is an act of 

separation, especially in so much as it acts as the birth canal for the emergence of thought 

and emotion into a codified form of expression.   However, the inner thought and life—the 

“butterfly” within the word, as Trilogy would have it—remains.   

 Mary as a “tower” in the seaside town of Magdala or Agatha as a “tower” in Vale 

Ave’s London are symbols of the inner or “open” tower occluded in the greater outer or 

“closed” one of the Arian world.  Magdala is a  “small room, a square within a square” (VA 

XXIV) in which lovers hold court and plan covert encounters, for this is a tower that belongs 

to Aphrodite and not Ares, the god who drives the chaos of the inner world into the raw 

channels of warrior rage and bloodlust.  The Magdala108 is a space where “things were 

hidden” (VA XIII) and which resembles the walls around Troy in Helen in Egypt or in 

                                                 
     108 In my concurrent reading of Vale Ave and Trilogy, I believe the chamber that witnesses the lovemaking (a 
“frenzied mystery”—see VA XV) of Ralegh and Elizabeth Dyer is a part of a “drama of intimate geometry” 
(Bachelard) that draws on the tensions of the Tower of London as motifs of the personality and the acts in its 
inner, unknown sanctum as the motifs of the soul.  Many aspects of this “Sanctum Sanctorum” recall the 
invisible presence of the sea temple in The Flowering of the Rod from which Mary Magdalene always seems to 
step as she enters a room or a street, and which Kaspar has trouble defining except when he remembers the old 
tales that his grandfather told.  We also enter Vale Ave ’s Tower’s sanctum through Elizabeth’s remembrance of 
the tales and words of her Uncle, and so from now on I will refer to the Tower of London’s inner sanctum as 
“Magdala.”     
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Compassionate Friendship,109 housing the daemons of true calling or the nexus of�

incarnational intent and the treasures produced by the “contradictions of will, florid fantasies, 

the spectra of viewpoints” or “conflicts and choices.”  The lovers of Vale Ave, secreted here 

in the inner sanctum of the Tower of London, are not spouses or paramours frantic for a last 

chance at passion and connection before the inevitability of death, as Ralegh and his wife 

Bess Throckmorton might have been during the final moments of his incarceration.  These 

lovers are the hidden selves within the personalities, selves that incarnation holds captive as a 

“passionless abstraction” but that story and the initiation of death convert into a “living 

presence.” A husband and wife might engage in too much talk, either the “lover’s talk” that 

Hugh and Elizabeth Dyer share or the netted discourse of Babelian language that goes back 

and forth between memories of the past and anxieties for the future while bypassing the 

immediacy and intimacy of the present.   

 We cannot know exactly when Elizabeth Dyer and Walter Ralegh conduct their love 

affair; certainly Elizabeth and H.D. do not concern themselves with these precisions, and the 

poet reveals only that “Sir Walter secretly and mysteriously becomes [Elizabeth’s] lover 

during the last months of his life in the Tower of London (VA 2). However, as my analysis in 

the previous chapter suggests, it is most likely after his death.  Elizabeth and Hugh love in 

Malkuth—he is the earth husband, the green man, and expresses his love in gardens and 

                                                 
     109 “We walked into a temple or sanctuary at the Zürich Kunsthaus, where present, there is a remarkable 
exhibition of Etruscan treasures; Egypt, Crete, Greece, early Rome meet here.  We are astonished and 
bewildered at the wealth of colour, painted statues and jewels.  This is the Troy of my Helen sequence; the Troy 
that Virgil invoked in the Aeneid was perhaps the early pre-Roman civilisation of the Etruscans.  I feel so 
clearly that Troy was founded along with Mycenae, and belongs to the Minoan or original Cretan civilisation.    
(Compassionate Friendship  31).  H.D.’s words perhaps inspired Duncan’s about the Palace of Eros: “This 
Palace, as it appears in the beginning of the story, is like the wealth of works the imagination has left that we 
call our Culture. Writing, painting, architecture and music seem to exist to enrich our appreciations, to furnish 
forth our taste, to suit or not our predilections” (28).  The Troy of Helen in Egypt, the Palace of Eros, and the 
Klinik Brunner are clearly Libraries for Alexandrians housing the forbidden wisdom of the ages.   
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through nature metaphors: “[H]e drew me down beside him on the grass,/and he unfastened 

my shoulder-clasp and band,/and cupped my breasts with his firm young hands/‘so here,’ he 

said, ‘are peonies—and here—no rose is half so dear’” ( VA XVIII).  Ralegh, on the other 

hand, needs a Lilith to initiate him through the journey of death and rebirth that he is about to 

take.  Thomas Karlsson reveals more about the role of this dark Muse: “The Magician must 

penetrate into Lilith to be able to reach the unconscious regions in which unimaginable 

treasures, forces and abilities [are stored]. . . .  The womb of Lilith is the grave that the dark 

adept freely enters, down in the kingdom of death and the underworld in an initiatory journey 

towards rebirth” (114). Elizabeth also tells a troubled tale when she discusses the Tower 

meetings with Hugh.  “He came and went—you yourself said,/he bribed the gatekeepers,” 

she says to her cousin-husband, who receives the news of his new wife’s “Secret and the 

Sanctum” rather incredulously, if not jealously (VA XXIII).  When Hugh, again incredulous 

that Sir Walter could possibly have been anywhere but securely locked away in his Tower 

rooms, protests with “but this was an imposter—” Elizabeth counters, “no, no—for Peter 

knew him —.”  The conversation collapses into a further tangle of Babelian confusion, in 

which Hugh keeps trying to preserve a literality that will help him make sense of Elizabeth’s 

story: 

  “[K]new Sir Walter?” [asks Hugh] “O, do not speak his name, 
  perhaps another, an angel took his shape —” 
 
  “you mean a devil—“ “but angels manifest sometimes 
  in forms of men—“ “better it was Sir Walter 
  than your delirium of angels in men’s forms.  (VA XXIII)       
 
Hugh may harbour an unmistakable concern for Elizabeth’s sanity and believe her London 

meetings with Ralegh “sheer delirium” (VA XXVII), but Elizabeth herself is sure these 

encounters took place, although the identity of the man and the reasons behind the meetings 
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remain unclear.��In H.D.: The Poetics of Childbirth and Creativity, Donna Krolik Hollenberg 

suggests that the affair itself took place before Sir Walter’s death, but “[h]aving died in the 

Tower, he returns to her as an angel or devil who paces the corridors about her bed as she 

struggles to give birth.  A demonic lover, part of herself, he will be restored, like her dead 

child, through the magic of her art” (214).  Whatever the case, and however she conceives 

the dead child mentioned in Sections XII and XIII, Elizabeth’s conflicted powers of 

recollection signal that she had consorted with a ghostly form—“angel or devil”—of 

Ralegh.110  Moreover, the love affair also takes place at a time when her own physical form is 

rendered immobile by grief and mental illness, a corollary immobility which gives her spirit 

the freedom to brave the passage through the Tower of London’s quay to its inmost sanctum.  

H.D. and Elizabeth come to cherish the gifts of illness, as readers learn from the former’s 

experience at the Klinik, and the way that mental dis-ease absolves the mind’s grip on body 

and spirit, just as, conjecturally speaking, death must do. In order to truly get to the Tower’s 

sanctum—the sacred space inside a fortress devoted to the spoils of war—Elizabeth and 

Ralegh must in some way shed their hardened material forms, buffed, bronzed, and fired 

since the first days of its fall from the sphere of the Divine; hence, the two can only meet in 

Magdala  when Ralegh’s body is securely imprisoned in a room in the outer Tower of 

London, where he stays a captive for treason and a candidate for a possible beheading, and 

Elizabeth remains the hostage of the bed at her London home, “delirious” and talking “of a 

purple tent/and men with horns …. and stars and lilies and the Aventine” (VA XIII).  

                                                 
     110 In the shadowy figure of Ralegh prowling and hovering around Elizabeth in the Tower  there is an 
allusion to H.D.’s struggle to connect with Dowding as a sentient reality, a semblable, whose “eyes stared as his 
eyes had stared before” (VA XLIV) and to implode, through the hypnotic spell of the poetic line, the barricade 
of his persona.  This process(us) to her is the striving “to save identity” of “the Man— Angel or Devil” ( VA 
XXVIII).  Many of the passages in Sword that chronicle the conversations between the two and Dowding’s 
slippery entrance into the roles of “Winter King” and “Summer King” (see p. 139, for instance).  
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 The intermingling of Ralegh and Elizabeth Dyer in Magdala expresses a unique 

archetypal energy, as if readers are catching a glimpse of the Olympian courtship of 

Aphrodite and Ares and of the arts the goddess must use to lure the bloodstained god of war 

into one of her sanctuaries at Paphos, Cnidus, or Cythera.  Here he must enter without the 

armour and sword of heroic inflation or the shield of mindless equivocation and enter as 

merely himself.  The rites of Aphrodite’s priestesses might lend a hand in understanding: 

these priestesses were called “virgins” because marriage was forbidden to them; one of their 

duties involved lining up outside of city walls to have sex with warriors as they came back 

from battle in order to absorb the aggression of the warrior consciousness so that the warriors 

could be “re-initiated” into society as civilized members.  It is a risk, for it is hard to say 

whether Ares can be loved alone, without the fire of his quest to transform the instinctual act 

of murder into a highly strategized sequence of battle.  There is a well known phase of the 

hero’s development in which he must fight the dragon or the dark twin. As Twitchell-Waas 

astutely indicates, the quest in Vale Ave is to find the lover within the soldier, even if it 

means the turn of the course through the paths of the past. Perhaps Dane Rudyar describes 

the archetypal mingling of Ares and Venus best in his Astrology of Personality.  As 

semblables, the two are differently inflected expressions of each other : “That which goes out 

from the psyche as Mars, returns to it as Venus. Venus is the effect experienced as a result of 

the way in which the outer world reacts to our Martian outgoing.  The Martian impulse 

returns home filled with experiences, probably with bruises and possibly with wisdom.  

Venus is the end of the experience and what we have gathered as a result of it; thus it is the 

purveyor of consciousness, of knowledge and wisdom to the ego.  It is symbolized by bees, 

because bees bring back to the hive the honey gathered from flowers which are also the last 
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product of the plant. . . .  Mars-love is the love that is desire, self-projection, brute force 

toward self-reproduction in and through others, but with no regard for the others.  Venus-

love is the love that is wise, the love that arises from true interchange, from altruistic 

companionship: love-wisdom” (261; emphasis added).�

  The archetypes of Ares and Aphrodite, of the Hebrew God and Mary Magdalene, 

also play out on the stage of other Semitic mythologies: one may offend the Ocean Mother at 

one’s peril, as Nowiki ominously warns, but sometimes offense is a necessary defence.  In 

Canaanite cosmology, from which the Hebrew Scriptures immodestly borrow, the “Ocean 

Mother” Tiamat guards the first seedlings of creation just as jealously as befits the monstrous 

regent of a salt water ocean and the embodiment of the “powers of evolution and Nature” 

(Kryder, Source 31).  Her instincts provoke her to fight against the growth of her children 

because, paradoxically, she is the source of life that will not let life evolve naturally.  She 

would keep her children with her even though their boisterous actions toward independence 

disturb their father’s rest.  They finally manage to escape when the fire god Marduk hews 

Tiamat into pieces and cleaves her heart in two.  According to the legend, Marduk performs 

the same rites of creation as the Hebrew God in Genesis and “make[s] an artful work of her 

body” by dividing her “like a shellfish into two parts: half he sent up as the sky, and posting 

guards, bade them not let her waters escape; and half he placed below to become the earth” 

(Source 30).  He understands that the sea is a virtual, all-encompassing sphere of the 

mysteries of creation and its total annihilation is neither possible nor desirable: Tiamat must 

keep something to herself in order for the cycles of nature to undergo renewal, but she must 

not be left completely whole.  Hebrew folklore transforms Ti’amat into “Asherah, ‘Lady of 
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the Sea’ and ‘Mother of the Gods’” and in fact this Goddess has many names.111  As the 

Hebrew God tries to master the steps of creation, his deeds of separation, like Marduk’s, do 

not in fact eradicate the “terrible beauty” of the goddess, which are those forces that both 

destroy and sustain with the lightness of breath.  The divisions produce new thespians for the 

cosmic stage:  

   The more savage face of the primal source, an integral part of the  
  sea-monster Ti’amat, was split off from the life-succouring image  
  of Asherah, and resided in the darker Canaanite figure of the hideous  
  monster Lotan (the Hebrew Leviathan) who dwelled in the oceanic  
  depths.  Lotan or Leviathan is also called the Tortuous Serpent, and  
  is equated in Kabbalistic myth to Lilith, “who seduces men to follow  
  crooked paths.’  Lilith is not only a seductress but a devourer of  
  children. (Greene Neptune  10)   
 

These are the shades of Trilogy’s inner sanctum, along with their avatar, the beautifully 

elusive Mary Magdalene.  That God transforms Lilith into a devourer of children indicates 

symbolically that he takes away her powers of fertility—but then she becomes a goddess of 

night, ever more powerful:  she cannot reproduce, but she governs the greater reproduction 

cycles of women and of incarnation, of men and women giving birth to themselves as a 

continuous induction into earth’s reincarnational cycles.  This has been the role of the moon 

in traditional astrology, a symbol  of Yesodic consciousness developed by past-life 

experience, the idea being that through the “processus” of men and women who play upon 

the earth there will be an eventual return to the “androgynat primoridial” (VA 2) and of the 

moon to the “arms” of the sun.   

                                                 
     111 Greene offers the following list, many of which we see in H.D.: “In Syria she is known as Astarte, ‘Virgin 
of the Sea’ and ‘Lady of the Waters’; the original meaning of her name is “womb” or “that which issues from 
the womb.’  She was also called Ashtoreth, Anath or Ashtar; in Mesopotamia she was known as Ishtar, and, 
among the Philistines and Phoenicians, as Atargatis, the fish-goddess.  She is sometimes referred to in the 
Ugaritic or Canaanite language simply as Elath, or ‘Goddess’” (Neptune 9). 
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  When Wilfred Maxwell, Dion Fortune’s protagonist in the The Sea Priestess, begins 

to meditate on the sea by which he lived his entire life, he realizes that no one can master it, 

no matter how dexterous the navigator or skilled the sailor.  Wilfred acknowledges that we 

are always at the mercy of the sea and her whims, much like the helmsman Phrontis in the 

Odyssey, whose eyes are shut according to the larger designs of the gods even as he expertly 

carries out his duties under the cover of night:  “And I saw with clear eyes the folly of men 

who thought they might master the sea.  For only by the grace of the sea-gods does man live 

upon the face of the land, for if they gathered themselves together in wrath they could drown 

the earth.  And I saw that man’s life is spun like a thread between irresistible forces that with 

a breath could destroy him, but that nevertheless, from them he draws strength” (120).  The 

“irresistible forces” through which Tiamat suspends humankind with invisibly felt threats of 

destruction and promises of sustenance is none other than the bitter tears (marah) of the sea, 

the nuances and intricacies of incarnation, which is in fact not only the fall into the flesh, but 

the stories attenuated among us as we fall, suspend and leave our dreams within an astral 

container (Yesod), and then act out our dramas of separation, as if the desire to take on form 

and see this tiny part of ourselves as valuable springs from the feeling that for things to be 

worthy of devotion, they must be tested in the heat of battle. But Tiamat pulls us back, 

because like her Janus-headed masculine counterpart she displays two distinct natures: there 

is the acceptance of the mother, even for the most monstrous of her creations, and then there 

is irrational rejection of those who do not fit into her evolutionary schemes, just as chaos 

underlies creation as its structuring principle.  Linda Falorio, author of a work that looks at 

the shadows underlying Tarot archetypes, comments on the darker face of the High Priestess 

(the tunnel of “Not, Naught, and the Great Negative … Lilith, Lady of the Night) as one that 
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“is of a particularly Feminine type of creation—parthenogenesis, self-fertilization—such as 

has been recorded in the earliest divine myths … .  the Feminine knows that not all that lives 

has the right to continued life.  This is the cruelty, the horror of existence, its ultimate 

irrationality, that the prerogative of the Goddess is culling:  She reserves the right to kill Her 

offspring, to weed out the undesirable, the unfit for life.  She cares not for our complaints, 

nor for solar concepts of “justice,” but bids us laugh, to delight in the Maya dance of dream 

illusions” (22).  Investigation of the shadow of each archetype brings into clearer focus the 

fine balance between being and non-being; upon meeting the Lady of the Night (Lilith) when 

one would rather witness the pristine temple rituals of the High Priestess, one finds oneself 

dangerously compelled to “turn one’s back upon the ‘objective’ world, to become forever 

lost in a forest of alluring, solitary fantasy, pulled to dissolution in the waters of deep space, 

higher, higher, in the Void of the Absolute [i.e. Daath]” (Falorio 23).  What may appease this 

dark goddess, perhaps, is the blaze of memory that emits from the burning corpse, because, 

as this passage from Helen in Egypt implies, there is an Eros at the moment of death that 

“burns” in the memory like the body in the process of cremation which releases the “dead 

spirit”(BMTL 162) and creates soul:  

� � It is the burning ember 
  that I remember,  
  heart of the fire, 
 
  consuming the Greek heroes; 
  it is the funeral pyre;  
  it is incense from the incense-trees …   

(HE 20; emphasis added) 
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III Eden 
 
When Hugh’s away at sea, I climb the stair, 
the triangles and hexagons have grown dim; 
the pentagon, the circle and the cross 
  
have disappeared, but they are all inscribed 
within my heart, the Tree of Life or Trees, 
the pathways and the planets with their signs; 
 
I can follow on from Mars to Venus, 
to Jupiter, to Saturn, to the Crown, Kether, 
and down again past Daath, past Mercury 
 
to the core and root, Malkuth, 
and on past the Dark Queen upon the throne, 
Beth is her name or letter, after Aleph, 
 
the priest or the magician by the altar;  
there are the old prints in my uncle’s book, 
but I need not consult them any more; 
 
I know one of the Trees is Rigor, one is Mercy, 
and in between the two, the Tree of balance, equilibrium 
leads on to Beauty, Tiphereth, the Sun. 
    — Vale Ave XXI 
 
 In the twenty-fifth sequence of Vale Ave, an adult Elizbeth Dyer once again takes up a 

childish game in the attic’s welcomingly private interior.  This time it is not “All-Hid” but a 

hopscotch of sorts and she skips through the “the Tree of Life or Trees” assembling 

fragments of a story of spirits who become enchanted with physical bodies and the world of 

matter, thus kindling a microcosmic vignette not unlike the one in which H.D. found herself 

as she became increasingly preoccupied with the seemingly invariable margins of her own 

morality.  This story gathers momentum as, square-by-square—or sphere-by-sphere—it 

challenges mundane understandings of polarity and gender relationships and traces 

encounters between people as gestures of the foundational moment of the soul’s willingness 

to cloak itself in form. She indulges in this metaphysical game after leaving London behind 

and with it an illness of a mind full of haunted memories she cannot precisely call her own 
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and the disappearance of a lover who may not be human.  In London she tosses and turns in a 

delirium of visions (VA XIII), with the awareness of a soul imperilled, one enticed and 

weakened by temptations that ensure it will no longer be the body’s ally and companion on 

the imaginative medieval journey to the gates of heaven and hell.  And there is another, more 

covert and Edenic apprehension of a soul absent, a soul so much more mysterious than some 

ethereal corporeal shade in need of forgiveness for lush but forbidden carnal pleasures and so 

autonomous that it must be wooed back into the experiential parameters of the body.  A soul 

so voluptuously full of possibility that it eclipses the search for any known God and becomes 

a god itself, for “were not Eros, Jesus, Krishna all names for the Eternal Lover, sought by the 

soul?” asks Alicia Ostriker in an important initiatory essay on H.D. and her poetry as “a 

poetry of spiritual struggle, in which the soul attempts in obscurity and through flashes of 

illumination to comprehend itself, read its own hieroglyphs … make wholeness of fragments 

in a world and culture that adamantly resist wholeness, without—at the outset—any clear 

sense of its path” (“My H.D.” 7-8).   

The “hieroglyphs” and “fragments” refer to life itself, for the soul does not know its 

self in terms of linearity, and so waking life, which it views from the “underworld” or from 

the other side of mirror/showstone and within which it has projected a “personality,” seems 

disjointed and alien.  Showstones in Vale Ave  signify the personality’s attempt to get behind 

the “glass” or “obscurity” and view the soul; the writing of the poem (as well as the writing 

of Sword, Helen in Egypt, and Hermetic Definition) frequently “goes under” the surface of 

waking consciousness and hence the poem’s transgressions of narrative linearity are not so 

much analeptic formalities or even mimicry of the memory mechanism but rather the 
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struggle of the “waking mind” to know the world of the soul even while its physical impulse 

is to stay on the surface of life.     

  Bartering their way through Vale Ave with only the light of the sacred Luciferum as a 

guide, reader-initiates follow the path of Elizabeth Dyer, carry the Luciferium in an allusive 

ceremony with Edward Dyer, Walter Ralegh, and their “cult of Night,” and, along the way, 

catch glimpses of Lucifer and Lilith in the spiralling trunks or branches of trees, attic and 

tower staircases, the angling of light through a stained glass window depicting the “stone-

story of creation” (VA 5), or the delicately erratic movements of the Maikäfer (“night 

butterfly”) in a Klinik room in Switzerland.  “Like chaos theory, H.D.’s mythopoetic writings 

pull seemingly random or disorganized phenomena into dynamic relation by discovering 

patterns which repeat across scales or recur one inside the next,” writes Adelaide Morris in 

an article that examines the butterfly flutter of chaotics in one of H.D.’s early novels, 

HERmoine (“Science and the Mythopoetic Mind:  The Case of H.D.” 211). Her later book, 

How to Live, What to Do, expands on the concept of these “recursions” in Trilogy:   

The pattern, recurring across scales, works outward from the model of a seed, 
a cocoon, a heart-husk, a mummy, to increasingly larger instances of binding, 
destruction, and regeneration.  The mollusc generates a pearl, the worm a 
butterfly, the heart “a Tree/whose roots bind the heart-husk//to earth” (8, 11-
13, 53, 35).  A tree in a bombed courtyard, “burnt and stricken to the heart” 
(82), blooms again; a city, scarred by “Apocryphal fire,” waits to rise again 
(3-4); a world shattered searches for a “healing-of-the-nations”(36).  The germ 
of new life comes in each case from outside the system and throws it into 
turbulence.  Sand cast into the mollusc shell, a grain cast into the heart, a 
bomb cast into the city, the philosopher’s stone cast into a crucible, a seed cast 
into the womb: each disturbance propels the system through turbulence into 
richly reorganized life.  As in a strange attractor, so in this poem there is no 
end to the loop:  the mummified pharaoh in the ruined tomb of the opening 
predicts the swaddled infant from the womb at the close.  The beginning, 
which had seemed to be an end, turns into an end that is also a beginning. 
(172) 
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H.D.’s intuition, in Morris’s reading, is ordered by the hope that “even so small an event as 

the stroke of a poet’s pen could have efficacy in a world that seemed bent on destroying 

itself” (Hayles 26). The poet pulls effigies of the past into the crucible-fire of the poem to 

give them new life and order despite the threat of entropy; the generative powers of the Tree 

of Life at the heart of the poem also attract the regenerative drives within each of H.D.’s 

semblables— whether this be the “half guilty, half prophetic and half mad” (VA LII) 

turbulence of Elizabeth Dyer or the sexual intensity that the young Egyptian girl experiences 

during the forced conjunctio—shapes them into a “richly reorganized life” and then finally 

throws H.D. into their midst in a festival of re-living. Even if they may not be as compelling 

as Dowding or Ralegh, the female semblables certainly hold some the powers “of life and 

death” over their author (VA L). 

 As section twenty one reveals, no matter what Elizabeth’s Uncle may have pursued, 

she is not interested in the Pillar of the Saint (Mercy) or the Pillar of the Magician (Rigor), 

but the Path of Equilibrium.  At first I read Elizabeth’s seemingly casual, almost indifferent 

crossing of “Daath” as unusual, since almost every encounter with this abysmal sephira 

initiates a fall.  Aleister Crowley had several destructive pathworking encounters with this 

sphere.  Here is his description of Daath in his Confessions:  

�
I must now go a little more deeply into the doctrines of the Cabbala. The 
human consciousness is represented as the centre of a hexagon whose points 
are the various faculties of the mind; but the uppermost point, which should 
link the human consciousness with the divine, is missing. Its name is Daäth, 
Knowledge. The Babylonian legend of the “fall” is a parable of the shutting 
out of man from Paradise by the destruction of this Daäth and the 
establishment of this Abyss. Regeneration, redemption, atonement and similar 
terms mean alike the reunion of the human with the divine consciousness. 
Arrived at the highest possible point of human attainment by regular steps, 
one finds oneself on the brink of the Abyss, and to cross this one must 
abandon utterly and for ever all that one has and is. (In unscientific mysticism 
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the act is represented sentimentally as the complete surrender of the self to 
God.) In unsectarian English, the act implies first of all the silencing of the 
human intellect so that one may hear the voice of the Neschamah [the soul or 
higher nature]. [508-9] 

 

 A second glance at Sequence XXI, however, reveals that Elizabeth’s trail starts at “Mars” or 

Geburah (VA XXI), and so she has picked up that great, life-creating and tempering force for 

her journey through the tree; not only has mastery of this power enabled her to bring the dead 

form of her semblable back to life, but also the lost or dead aspects of herself.  

   Beyond the symbolism of nourishment and regeneration, Eden’s fruit-bearing trees 

invite contemplation of covert forces within the relationship between humankind and the 

cosmos, forces which, according to Dion Fortune in Mystical Qabbalah, arise from the very 

subconscious of God Itself (Figure 4).  Of its “forbidden fruit” — the teachings of heterodox 

tradition just beneath the conscious perceptions of orthodox ones—she writes:  

The more we study [the Tree of Life], the more we see that it is an  
  amazingly adequate representation; we use it as the engineer or the  
  mathematician uses his sliding-rule, to scan and calculate the intricacies  
  of existence, visible and invisible, in external nature or the hidden depth  
  of the soul. . . .  Each Sephirah (which is the singular form of the word of  
  which Sephiroth is the plural) is a phase of evolution, and in the language  
  of the Rabbis they are called the Ten Holy Emanations.  The Paths  
  between them are phases of subjective consciousness, the Paths or grades  

(Latin, gradus, step) by which the soul unfolds its realization of the cosmos. 
The Sephiroth are objective; the Paths are subjective. (37) 

 

The Sephiroth on the Tree are recognizably designated with names from “Crown” to 

“Kingdom,” but for centuries, since the inception of the concept of the Qabbalistic Tree in 

the Middle Ages, meditation upon them has taken the restless mind deep into the heart of the 

mystery of abstraction and well beyond the limitations of human-wrought law.  If the 

Sephiroth are “objective”—meaning structuring principles through which the senses can 
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evolve by grasping their finer nuances—then the paths are more like poetry or the arts.  

Rheeders comments on the subjective nature of the paths: 

  The paths that connect the spheres relate to the relationship  
  between the quality of the two specific spheres.  For example, 
  Chesed is love and Netzach is feelings.  The path that connects  
  these two spheres (path 21) shows the relationship between love and  
  feelings. This path does not include the feelings that are stimulated  
  as a result of the past, which falls on path 28.  (Rheeders  24) 
 
Although purely coincidental (or synchronous), Rheeder’s use of Path twenty-one as an 

illustration of a singular path’s potential meaning corresponds with the first sequence in 

which Elizabeth “climbs” through the tree of consciousness.  On his death bed, Edward Dyer 

offers exquisitely poetic words to his niece that hint at a powerful Kabbalistic metaphor of 

consciousness: 112 “[A]t his death,/he named the Seraphim, the future would encompass us, 

he said, separate yet together with their wings” (VA XV).  Seraphim not only remind of 

Lilith, the “Seraph,” but also of the sephiroth, those whirling spheres of evolutionary 

knowledge and hidden forces move beyond the surface of our everyday life. Although 

directly referencing Ralegh and his niece, Dyer’s words imply that he and his group are/were 

not working in isolation or in secret: although they carried out the work separately, each in 

his own individual task and time, the spirit of the work unfolds in tandem with others— even 

the members of the royal house that seem to have brought about the schism.  He understands 

that Death is a passing across a threshold, an “encompassing” of different aspects of 

consciousness.  He knows, perhaps, that many have lost their lives in the religious war in 

England not because of violence or bloodshed, although those are the causes translated in our 

physical world.  Rather, it is because most of the Catholic Churches here in England were 

built on powerful pagan sites (as I have remarked on H.D.’s Cathedrals) and those who enter 

                                                 
     112 Twitchell Waas believes the spoken words here belong to Dyer, and I side with his reading.  However, I 
acknowledge the pronoun “he’s” ambiguous allegiance: it might well be Ralegh who speaks before he dies.   
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may not all be initiates.  Dyer’s image of the winged seraphim also calls to mind the image of 

“Isis and Nephyths,” wings enfolded over the sarcophagus of regeneration. Elizabeth does 

not have much more than an old book of her uncle’s and her own intuitive knowledge to 

guide her through the tree, yet the same resonance of the ancient vow within her compels her 

to climb that spiraling attic stair and into the soul’s glyph of immortality.   

 As readers sensitive to the troped geometry of Trilogy, Helen in Egypt, and Sword, 

we may also assume that the “stair” Elizabeth climbs to reach Weston’s attic resembles the 

“intricate spiral of tower-stairs” (HE 143)  by way of which Helen escapes the final heated 

days of Trojan-Greek battle in Helen in Egypt.  Like those proceeding from the highest part 

of the Dyer manor, Troy’s spiral steps descend from a tower in the palace, although they 

chart a winding course through the ensuing chaos of blood-lust into the harbour and sea.  

Many ancient and classical cities based their urban blueprints and military strategies on the 

shape of the spiral with the intent, notes Jill Purse in The Mystic Spiral, “to make chaos into 

cosmos [and protect] the holy place thus formed from illicit entry.  But according to the same 

law by which it both concealed and revealed, it also both protected and destroyed” (29).113 

Purse gives analogous examples of the protective circumambulations made by the Salii—

Martian priests—around the city of Rome and the seven circlings undertaken by Gideon and 

the Hebrews that eventually demolish the walls of Jericho.    

 
 
 
 

                                                 
     113 H.D. also designs the entire city of Crete in The Sword Went Out to Sea as an actual labyrinth, which 
many historians and mythographers believe it once was.  Purce continues: “In classical times, the labyrinth, 
together with its ritual circumambulation, was essential to the creation of a city.  This ritual imitated or re-
enacted the original cosmic creation; for when a space is set aside or delineated it is ordered, carved out from 
the surrounding chaos, and so sanctified” (The Mystic Spiral 29).  
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In Helen’s Troy, the “iron-ring” of “hosts/surging beneath the Walls” (1) play out the same 

cyclical round of protective retreat and destructive advance until Helen’s movement upon the 

tower’s staircase draws their (psychical) attention to a sacred flame leaving the city via the 

spiral.  

 The soldiers embroiled in battle and enslaved to their “sleeping” or unconscious 

minds “see” Helen as a phantasmal spectre upon whom they may project all of their “most 

hated” beliefs about women.  Death to the soul is unconsciousness, as Plotinus indicates: 

“Death to the soul is, while baptized or immersed in the present body, to descend into matter 

and be wholly subjected to it.  This is what is meant by falling asleep in Hades of those who 

have come there” (qtd. in The Gnostic Jung 64). Whether or not she appears physically on 

the walls or spiral stair or hides in Paris’s palace rooms, Helen stirs the minds of the Trojans 

as the one whose wantonness brings about the destruction of their city (old selves) and those 

of the Greeks as the shameful consequence of an oath made in youth that now plays out in 

the most gruesome ways and keeps Achaean husbands far from home and hearth.     

 In the same passage quoted above from Helen, Paris notes Helen’s brief hesitation in 

her flight on the stairs, “rush down? turn back?”; his mind struggles to understand it, as it 

does earlier: “why did she limp and turn/at the stair-head and half turn back?/was it a broken 

sandal?” (HE 123). But Helen intuitively understands the spiral and hesitates in order to 

choose the right path—the one that leads to her eventual union with Achilles on Leuké 

(Heaven/Haven) (the paradox there is that up is down, because of Binah—the sea); whereas 

Elizabeth Dyer chooses the downward turn and there is no union at the end of Vale Ave.   In 

his article “Seaward: H.D.’s Helen in Egypt as a Response to Pound’s Cantos,” Twitchell-
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Waas offers a brilliant insight into the resonance of the spiral image within Helen’s 

sequences: 

  H.D. often acknowledges the threat and terror of the dissolution and  
  shedding of old selves her poetry proposes, and the consequent need 
  to pull back and establish some coherence.  Her late sequences  
  characteristically proceed in a centrifugal-centripetal manner, most  
  famously emblematized in the image of the seashell in The Walls Do  
  Not Fall, which alternately opens itself up to and closes out the sea  
  tide . . . .  The spiralling staircase down which Helen flees is obviously  
  another version of H.D.’s favourite image of the sea shell whose 
  involutions spiral back to the groundlessness of the rhythms of the  
  sea, an image of poetry itself.  In this sense, Helen at Troy dissolves  
  back into the sea, the shifting matrix of poetry, to be reborn as Helen 
  in Egypt.  (475)     
 
I quote at length from Twitchell-Waas’ work because I would like to borrow his reading for 

my own analysis of Elizabeth’s Kabbalistic pathworking at the Manor.  Helen’s rebirth in the 

“shifting matrix of poetry” begins even before the poem does and her rebirth also accounts 

for the reason she “forgets” much of what took place in Troy.  H.D. states a preference for 

the path of the Middle Pillar (VA XXI), but in fact Elizabeth chooses as her mode of ascent a 

spiralling, serpent’s path of wisdom up the Tree, also known as the Lighting Path (see Figure 

4 of the Tree of Life). Whorls of spirals at Weston do not lead into the “groundless rhythms 

of the sea,” but into the unknown, the “chasm, cave, monstrous fissure/ in time” called 

“Daath” (knowledge).  The Lightning path, imaged in the Biblical Genesis is taken, 

voluntarily or involuntarily, by every human being who becomes aware of their spiritual self.  

In the late 1950s and early 1700s (the former the gnomic expression of the latter in Vale 

Ave’s spiralling understanding of time), H.D.’s and the Dyer/Dee “tribute to the angels” 

becomes a specific invocation: to Lucifer or the processes (“processus”) of spiritual 

evolution, which takes place as involutionary and evolutionary phases.  Dion Fortune guides 

our understanding of the phases in this way:   
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  Thus does consciousness descend in the course of involution, which is the  

term applied at that phase of evolution which leads down from the First 
Manifest through the subtle planes of existence to dense matter; the esotericist 
should, strictly speaking, only use the term evolution when describing the 
ascent from matter back to spirit, for then is evolved that which was involved 
in the descent through the subtle phases of development.  It is obvious that 
nothing can be evolved, unfolded, which was not previously involved, 
infolded.  The actual course of evolution follows the track of the Lightning 
Flash or Flaming Sword, from Kether to Malkuth in order of development of 
the Sephiroth previously described; but consciousness descends plane by 
plane, and only begins to manifest when the polarising Sephiroth are in 
equilibrium.  (Mystical Qabbalah  58-9) 

 
In mythic terms the “exile” from Eden or “fall” of humankind signifies its involution and in 

esoteric doctrine, the whirling, fiery sword held by the cherubim (seraph in Vale Ave) and 

settled by God at Eden’s gate is not an armed guard but a pathway for mankind to return 

through spheres of evolutionary knowledge (sephiroth).  In this way, the cherubim/seraphim 

join Cerberus, Anubis, and the serpent as custodians of “the turn for the better at the brink of 

the underworld” and the God of the Hebrew Scriptures (���AD��A ���), That which was, 

That which is, That which shall be) becomes a companion of Hermes, Hecate, and Isis.   

 Like the chests in Elizabeth’s London home that contain old missals, or the one in the 

attic that hides Edward Dyer’s 17th century version of La Kabbale Pratique, Daath is a chest 

of things that are “anathema and cursed” but requisite to the shedding of the “old, limited” 

selves and the acquisition of new costumings. Located near the highest divine triad on the 

Tree of Life, this Abyss is a sort of shadow world of the conscious self (it is located on the 

throat of the human body, which suggests that language is a shadow of the body and its 

expression). Karlsson most aptly describes this “mirror” of the metacosmic world:  

 
  The adept of the light who fails to reach the highest divine    
  triad falls down into the Abyss, and might become a victim  
  of the forces of chaos that dwell there.  From the perspective  
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  of the dark side, however, the Abyss can be likened to a river 
  that separates the darkest centre of the underworld from the  
  surrounding parts. . . .  In the Abyss and its dark river, all  
  failed adepts lie, drowned.  By passing the Abyss, the magician’s 
  old limited form dies.  All that have determined the life and  
  will of the adept have been left behind.  The adept is transmuted 
  in the Abyss.  The forces of darkness polish away all limitations 
  that hinder the soul of the magician to become divine.  After  
  the Abyss, the soul becomes like a black diamond that carries all 
  the colours of life and the spectre within. . . .  Beings and entities  
  like Abbadon (‘the Angel of the Abyss’) and Choronzon dwell 
  in the Abyss.  They consume the body parts of the old, limited 
  Self that the magician leaves in the Abyss to die.  (140-141)     
  
Once again we are also in the Egyptian afterlife, in which Amemet—the crocodile-headed  

“swallower of the dead” (Forman 180)—devours a heart heavy with the unbalanced 

ignorance of the universe’s sacred order (the feather of Ma’at).  In the Abyss of the throat 

and the heart we find, even more present than the firmly delineated self we offer the world, 

the stillness:  beneath the personality, deeper than words, is someone else, lost in meditation.  

As Theseus—as an oracle voice of Freud as the ancient Kabbalist—says to Helen: “It is one 

thing, Helen, to slay Death,/it is another thing to come back/through the intricate winding of 

the Labyrinth” (157). 

Under the heading for “Ouroboros” in his Dictionary of Symbols, Cirlot explains that 

“Poison, the viper and the universal solvent are all symbols of the undifferentiated — of the 

‘unchanging law’ which moves through all things, linking them by a common bond” (235). 

On the one hand, the “unchanging law” forms a backdrop for the events in Vale Ave (“set in 

eternity, but lived in”) and manifests in many ways like the laughter we hear throughout the 

poem that comes from Section LXX, laughter of those who have exited the stage left of life 

and realized the utter emptiness of its pantomimic moments.  The problem is the response on 

the threshold before the moment of death. Angels—those intermediary aspects of god—have 
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always been interested in furthering the education of mankind, which leads me to believe that 

the cherubim guarding Eden can not only be approached but engaged in discussion.  The 

angel at the gates to Eden with its whirling sword, ritualists and poets bearing the sacred 

Luciferium, or Prometheus with his fennel stalk of fire, all come into the sphere of 

humankind because of their necessity (ananke) for, not antipathy to, human nature and 

consciousness. Even Ammemet, the ancient Egyptian devourer of hearts can be tamed if one 

sees it as ally to the destruction of a previous form—the “essence” or “heart” of what went 

on the previous lifetime and the wounds of that lifetime.114  �

 In all of these symbols we have the stuff of the Book of the Dead: poison, not 

transformation but evocative of the “unchanging law” (similar to the poison that intrigues 

two Roman women in two separate works:  Julia gets some from her lover in Vale Ave and 

Veronica solicits Memnonius for some in Pilate’s Wife ) and the words and translation that 

would not lure the soul down into form but in fact unravel the form: so tightly wound are 

forms that rarely seem to come apart and yet, like the proper hanging velvet curtain tiny 

holes, pleats, worn-down areas in need of patches, begin to show. But H.D. gives us the 

poison to unravel our form and this poison is extracted from the fruit of the tree of 

knowledge and evil.  Many of the world’s most enduring religions have hosted a Book of the 

Dead and each version has in its own way requisitioned the attention of the collective 

throughout the ages, as psychiatrist Olga Kharitidi relates in a quotation from one of her own 

teachers about the Egyptian Book of the Dead:  “[P]eople who are close to real magic … 

know that most of life’s secrets come from mastering that space beyond death.  The people 

                                                 
114 There has never been a pictorial or written record of Ammemet actually devouring a heart (bad publicity for 
dead royalty, I suppose, who wished to preserve their physicality anyway through magical means and take it 
with them through the Duat and into the other life). 
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who are known to have come closer than others to the realm of magic are the ancient 

Egyptians.  They never fail to fascinate us.  With amazing regularity they keep launching 

their archaic images into our modern consciousness, and our modern consciousness remains 

hypnotized by the power of their magic” (Master of Lucid Dreams  48).  The one who can 

really decode hieroglyphs—like Helen in Helen in Egypt—or shake off the mass 

enchantment—like Lilith and her semblable Elizabeth Dyer—must be an initiate courted by 

Death and trained to traverse the realms of living and dying; she must marry her own life to 

death in a hieros gamos officiated by some special act of transcendence, whether this be a 

trauma that transubstantiates the wounds of the mind and body into a consecration beyond 

themselves— the mundane manifestation of which would be the relinquishment of the will to 

live—a bequest of wisdom, or hard won inspiration from the acts of life.  The unmarried 

H.D., pursued by death at the Klinik with the same ardency that doctors exhibited toward 

recovering her physical wellbeing, was the perfect underworld bride.  As priestess, she 

moves with Arachne-like precision, “bargaining” words and images into the weave of her 

songs with consummate skill, not for mere decoration or celebration of the deeds of life but 

for revivification so that they might find flame again within the minds of the living.   

�
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IV Semblables  
 
Beloved, gaze in thine own heart, 
The holy tree is growing there; 
From joy the holy branches start, 
And all the trembling flowers they bear. 
Have dowered the stars with merry light; 
The surety of its hidden root 
Has planted quiet in the night 
 
…. 115 
 
Gaze no more in the bitter glass 
The demons, with their subtle guile,  
Lift up before us when they pass,  
Or only gaze a little while;  
For there a fatal image grows  
That the stormy night receives, 
Roots half hidden under snows,  
Broken boughs and blackened leaves. . .  
    — “The Two Trees” W.B. Yeats 
 
“According to an ancient rabbinical tradition of man’s fall into matter, he only was cast forth from the 
Garden of Eden while the woman remained behind.  Man’s sole means of return to ‘paradise’ lay 
therefore through woman. This allegory is the origin of the symbolism of Woman as the first, the 
inner, the lower, the back, the nightside, while the Man came to represent the second, the outer, the 
higher, the front, the daytime, the right. 
    —Grant, Nightside of Eden  
 
 Evocative of the postlapsarian splitting of the androgynat primordial or of Hegel’s 

owl of Minerva at the entrance of a city state, the separation and reunion of semblables can 

bring about the fall or renewal of civilizations.  However, the saving of a civilization or the 

requisite destruction of one is not as easy as violins and roses, a troubadour’s lay, and an 

ensuing reunion. At the beginning of Helen in Egypt, the over-voice of the prose sections 

wonders “it all happened, the ruin— it would seem not only of Troy, but of the “holocaust of 

the Greeks,” of which she speaks later— in order that two souls or two soul-mates should 

                                                 
     115 Yeats does not explain how to make the reconciliation between the Tree of Life and Knowledge, hence 
the rather abrupt ending of the first verse paragraph and the lack of a transitional volta to bridge the two.  The 
abruptness does, however, allude to Psyche’s night in the Palace of Eros when the god leaves her suddenly 
because of her desire to see and the pattern of repudiation that H.D. so painstakingly describes in her work.   
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meet?  It almost seems so” (5). But a different truth emerges by the end of the poem, a truth 

that acknowledges the “soul-mates” as the initiators of the destruction.  In his article on 

Helen in Egypt as a “textual unconscious” of modernist epics produced by men, Twitchell-

Waas indicates that at the poem’s end Helen chooses Achilles over Paris because “the latter 

knows nothing of the sea; indeed, in the poem Paris is strictly a landlubber” (470). Twitchell-

Waas forms his reading on the very last sequence of the poem entitled Eidolon, in which an 

interior voice, denoted by italics, asks: “But what could Paris know of the sea?” (HE 304).  

Paris is indeed a shepherd’s child, the exposed and sacrificed prince abandoned by home and 

hearth because of an oracle.  But we must remember that this section is merely “Eidolon,” a 

phantom shape and recognition (eidenai) of something greater, more than likely the words of 

“something greater than Helen” in the penultimate sequence.  Mythically speaking, Paris has 

drunk deeply of life, although raised by shepherds outside of the walls of Troy; this idea is 

signalled in the name of his consort, the nymph “Oenone,” whose name means “queen of 

wine” (Greek Myths II 402).  At one point in the poem she will only save his “life” if he 

forgets Helen (death, spirit), but Paris has been caught in an eroticism of betrayal that 

initiates in the higher purpose of remembering: “‘heal me, Oenone’;/ ‘if you forget — 

Helen’;/who will forget Helen?/not Paris, feverish, with the wild eyes/of Oenone, watching 

his death” (124).  In this penultimate sequence, he is “Eros,” one who understands that “The 

dart of love/is the dart of death” (303).  Paris can only be “healed”—which means going back 

to that untouched state of mind before he walked away from that Idaean hilltop and Oenone’s 

Dionysian sphere and became initiand—if he forgets the shape and vision of the soul, an 

impossibility now that he has descended into his own soul’s memoria and has been so 

changed that a mere reflection (phantom) of the Troy’s shepherd-prince returns to Oenone.   
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 Just like Lilith ex cathedra, there are no gods where he exists now on a darkened 

Leuké�(HE 125), halfway between the incarnational throes of the earth plane and the blessed 

white isle of eternity. His intimate comprehension of eros and thanatos, of which he has 

become avatar, speaks of Paris as epoptes, one who has seen revelations, and his attraction to 

Helen is one that suggests that realization has sparked recognition that only a woman, a 

watery one born out of an egg would help him to progress and bring about the end of one era 

with the fall of Troy while conjuring up the new from the city’s ashes.  The woman of course 

is Helen � born from the world egg and given the privilege of immortality.  The Odyssey 

offers a picture of her husband Menelaus as a man of dull wits, a man who could never 

appreciate the realities of Helen and certainly not those hieroglyphed in Helen in Egypt.  

Perhaps in the inner recesses of his dim mind he thought the games played to win her hand 

curious and utterly unnecessary, and enjoyed the competition only for itself.  Years later 

Paris arrives and tells Helen of the True Will; no convincing is necessary.  Troy falls and a 

new age flourishes.  The story offers us archetypes for the unawakened ego, the veiled 

Sophia, and the initiate. 

      The path of the semblables to each other is fraught�with peril, especially since, being two 

opposites of one composite, they are polarities.  Upon meeting they will necessarily attract 

and repel with varying degrees of intensity depending on the level of spiritual development.  

To attract and reunite is ideal, but often the latter option ensues, the “repudiation,” to further 

the development or evolution of the other.  And then, of course, there is always the threat of 

eternal separation (one the right, one the left hand path)  In a scene redolent again of that 

pivotal moment in the story of Psyche and Eros and the truth of being exposed in the light of 

the lamp, so H.D. in Sword watches a “moth or night-butterfly” attracted to the light of her 
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hospital room, but the moth does not see the glass and “bashed its furred body and its stupid, 

horned head against the window-ledge, rebounded and fell off on the floor” (174).  A scene 

in Vale Ave features the same night-butterfly, but here the “Maikäfer bumps and zooms” 

above her bed, troubling the physical agility of the nun because “he is hard to catch” (LXIV).  

In the case in which the moth could conceivably be captured, H.D. sees a “clue” and is 

transported to Athens where Pheidias the sculptor, a character like Helen in Egypt’s Theseus, 

“rescue[s] the moth: “‘I have left it on the oleander,’ he said [to the painted-lady, the consort 

of Pericles who is recovering at his house]. She said, ‘It will come back’” (174).  H.D. 

suddenly sees the connection, thanks to the re-entry of the night butterfly:  

  It came back. . . .  I don’t know how many times he came back, nor how many 
  times she came back.  The point was, to get them both together at the turn of 
  the tide—I mean, the turn-about or turn-over of one civilization or one era to 
  another.  He was right when he said, it doesn’t matter what you are or what 
  you have been.  All that mattered, was to get them both together.  When the 
  message came she would receive it, he would carry it out. 
       “All that matters,” Pheidias told her, “is to remember.” (174). 
 
Thanks to the night butterfly’s erratic movements, readers also get a finely woven picture of 

metaphysical continuity.  Moreover the flight of night moths, butterflies, and painted ladies 

suggest that semblables do not always have to meet in incarnational form.  The editors of 

Sword read H.D.’s ambiguity about the reunion of semblables (generated by betrayals and 

repudiations) as evidence that the poetess or artist must, eventually, take the task of balancing 

the damaging forces of Geburah within the self and through her own arts, as Rhea does in 

Majic Ring: “As this passage indicates (S, 174), the narrative comprises a tale of two soul 

mates, poised to reunite as one civilization turns over into another, a rite of passage that will 

complete their souls’ journeys.  But, as in the fantasized reality that H.D. is working through 

via narrative, they find only to lose each other.  Thus, for the H.D. surrogate, there is no other 
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way to complete the journey except imaginatively, through the “old words,” through story 

and song (S, 180).”  I do see another way that semblables unite, although the immediate 

moment of reunification takes place in the realm of soul instead of through physical 

conjunctio�������

Another name or aspect for a semblable is a Prince or Princess Lointain(e). Dowding 

himself has a Princess Lointaine, a subject that I broach in my third chapter.  In Sword’’s 

lexigraphy, the Prince or Princesse Lointaine is the “Knight/Lady in Shining Armour” who 

comes not from a far land in servitude to rescue, but back from the “dead.”  Hence 

Dowding’s dead first wife is his Princesse Lointaine (S 60).  If the person remains “alive” 

but has not progressed enough in consciousness to perform the rescue (for protagonists in an 

H.D. text are never physically imperilled, but are almost always in some kind of spiritual, 

emotional, or psychical danger), then the one in need of rescue appeals to her or her 

“hero(ine) fatale,” which is the “real self” or the higher spiritual counterpart.  So the héro 

fatale evolves into the Prince Lointain.  Hogue and Vandivere furnish their introduction to 

Sword with this selection from a private email correspondence with Jane Augustine: 

“According to Augustine, ‘Normandy is LD [Lord Dowding] the military leader and public 

figure who has to repudiate [Rose] to test her ‘gifts’ and make her stronger so that she can 

‘meet the war.’  Brittany is LD the spiritual leader, the true lover; ultimately Brittany blends 

with the healing doctor.’  There is as well a complex doubled triangle—Rose and the Duke 

and Duchess of Brittany; and the two mythic Iseults (Blanchmain and Blanchfleur) and 

Tristran (tristesse)— “dream” versions of the H.D.-Aldington-Arabella triangle from World 

War I.  The mythic significance of this personal triangle is crystallized in the Arthurian 

overlay, with its allusion to an idealized Britain (Britain-Brittany) that Dowding-Normandy 
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will re-unite “with the help of ‘the few’”—that is, the RAF “boys” (Augustine, e-mail 

correspondence to Hogue, January 22, 2005). 

 Vale Ave is not a poem of an old woman and a rocking chair, turning and gliding 

upon the uneven movements of time and gleaming from its rhythm the faded pearls of 

nostalgic wisdom.  There is a crucial distinction between memory itself and the quest to 

remember.  The former a mere “knot,” an ancient connection between conscious and 

subconscious mind, while the latter a “striving to save identity” that involves “being” or 

“living” within the space of remembrance. This tension is aptly represented in a major 

symbol of all three works represented in this chapter—the cloak.  In all cases, the cloak 

belongs one of the male protagonists which he has discarded or offered to his female 

companion.  The female puts on the cloak—she lives inside the “memory” that the man has 

given her, breathing into it an animation that will animate and give it back its shape, its 

authenticity. Images of sudden light upon a dark backdrop—the legacy of Vale Ave’s guiding 

archetype, Lucifer—inspire and evoke memories, such as in the sequence in which a sobbing 

Elizabeth, clutching Ralegh’s “empty cloak” on a dark night suddenly remembers the candle-

lit scene at her uncle’s.  And Vale Ave even dresses the Moirae themselves up in mythical 

designs, because of the poem’s interests in clothing as metaphor:     

so Nemesis woke or Fate, symbolically wearing the crown 
 
of metal spear points from the shattered lance staves, 
a crown to be worn proudly, not easily set aside, 
 
and a dark mourning robe over the fragile stuff, 
the pleated linen hidden, the transparencies, semitransparencies 
 
of the bride; yet even these words are inadequate ….  (LXXI) 
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It is not an accident that H.D. notes Dowding’s clothing at the memorial service in honour of 

the Battle of Britain at Westminster Abbey on September 16th, 1945—the way the pleats of a 

skirt touch as Dowding perhaps strolls through the choir-stalls of the Abbey, so the narrative 

of Sword “pleats,” drawing characters from their lives into the imaginal world of the soul.  

Dowding’s slim, statuesque form at Westminster is a “trace of direction,” as H.D. likes to 

call the images that burst into consciousness from the soul’s memoria and lead to occulted 

and overt paths in the journey of the soul, that leads her to recognition of a time in ancient 

Greece in which Dowding is a poet—possibly Euripides, the author of Hippolytus—who 

enters the Parthenon to pray.  Following the pleats of the kilt in which Euripides is outfitted, 

H.D. sees that she “was the statue the poet prayed to” (Sword  83).  Here is Dowding as 

semblable, the haunting first cause (VA  LXV). In Sword there is a fine narrative threading 

that links these two “ghosts” in a play;  H.D. exchanges  pronouns between the two in 

carefully textured sentences that suggest such an intimate touch between lovers meant to 

erase, as much as possible, the boundaries of flesh that hold back the intermingling of 

essence:  

  When Lord Howell left [after the sixth meeting], he said, “But I  
  hope to see you again, before you leave.” 
       I said, “Of course.”  I saw him once more.  I expect I was ill then. 
  Certainly he didn’t look very well.  (36) 

 
Vale Ave ends with a very personal utterance to Dowding as H.D. invokes her own 

intimate circle and their god names, as well as re-invokes the ancient vow, the “Parole” that 

honours a new order.  She does this “in remembrance of the seven times” (LXXIV) that she 

and Dowding have met in London just after the Second World War.  Certainly there is a 

rejection of closure here at the end of the poem, a strategy that H.D. employs in all of her 

poems whose shapes, as Adelaide Morris rightly discerns, are looping spirals that are 
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unending kaleidoscopic windows onto infinity (172).  Vale Ave’s spiralling questions, 

midrashic in their thrust forward, asks when and how the semblables will meet again.  

Readers know from the narratives of Sword and Majic Ring that Lord Dowding and H.D. 

wrote letters and met seven times.  Dowding then repudiates her.  He marries again.  It 

appears that they have lost each other. Yet Vale Ave’s sacred history tells a different story.  

There are only six partings and meetings amongst the lover-semblables in this poem and 

these are between Lucifer and Lilith, Julia and Julius, the Egyptian girl and the General, the 

Nun and the Friar, Elizabeth and Ralegh, Hugh Dowding and H.D.  When will the seventh 

meeting take place?  What incarnational costuming will the semblables be wearing and will 

they continue to hold the power of life and death over each other (VA L)?  The wise figure of 

Pheidias in Sword should have the last word here; he reminds the Painted Lady that a whole 

lifetime can be a preparation, a path, a “sweeping” of semblables back together even if “the 

sea lies between [them]” (175).  Yet the time and place will always be governed by the 

immutable universal law and the strange attractors of a soul that knows no law but its own: 

“None of them had the absolute choice of the place and time of their returning.  Pheidias 

explained that. But the laws of being, the laws of vibration, of aptitude, of concentration, of 

former desire and experience would decide that” (Sword 175).   
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion: Parting, Again 

����
Now there is only laughter, “O, so many,” Alli  said, 
“shouting and laughing, and a name Teli, 
 
Dieu qui inspire, and a bride there is only now 
and the hereafter, antithetical perhaps, but running side by side …  
     (VA LXXII) 
 

 As the astral forms of Vale Ave—“‘O, so many’”—rightfully decide to stay on the old 

wharf and board the sun carvel, their laughter spills over like rays from this winged, 

otherworldly “Ship” (VA LXXII). The reference comes directly from a séance H.D. 

experienced in which Bhaduri has another vision of the Viking Ship that contains Lord 

Dowding and (as the Viking Hal Brith) William Morris.  H.D. herself, claims Bhaduri, is a 

“seer” to whom the Vikings presented “problems in runic divination” (S 131).  In this vision, 

the members on the Ship are “shouting and laughing. . . . There was a flash of wings, there 

was a hawk perched on the wrist of one of the warriors” (S 131).  An incarnational journey of 

“meeting” and “parting” that began with the agony of desiring life to love it into existence 

ends with laughter and with the flow of the over-soul into the vessel—both body and boat.   

 The passengers and revellers at the end of Vale Ave have learned the lesson of life, 

love, and laughter well.  Even Freud appears in this scene, standing by the Ship that he has 

hailed for the passengers, a Ship “that brought the messages, “Parole,” the Word” (VA 

LXXII). Freud has inherited the immortality he craved, but not through his biological 

descendants or even his books; in union with death he has instead “remembered” his role as 

an ancient Cabbalist and has come into his own power to create worlds by “add[ing] his 

breath to the breath of God” (LXXII).  The Ship, or caravel, gathers up the tightly 

interconnected “passengers” of the poem to bring them to the most illuminating 
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remembrance of themselves—as souls who extend themselves “excessively” into human 

consciousness—and this “excessiveness” is symbolically recognized as laughter. The soul’s 

memoria, as I indicated previously, is just such a cache of images that “perturbs the soul to 

excess” (Dream and Underworld 130).  The memoria can also delight the soul into excess, as 

Vale Ave teaches us.  Following Bataille, laughter and death become our excesses within the 

continual circulation and dispersal of the general economy.  In The Accursed Share, Bataille 

“trace[s] the contours of lived experience as the convulsive effects of general economy” 

(Noys 13).  I have always loved Bataille’s idea of the general economy, a system of luxury 

dependent on the circulation of the energy of the earth, the details of which he often 

envisioned in accordance with the decadence, ritual, and utter opulence of Catholicism. I use 

the basic tenets of his philosophy to inspire my own reading of laughter and death as the 

luxuries of our personal mythologies, especially in so much as they draw attention to what 

we have stored over lifetimes in the soul’s memoria.   

 Because of the diverse mixture of passengers on the caravel—from those like H.D. 

who have been fully initiated into the arts of “re-living” to those like Dowding or Freud who 

have not fully remembered or wilfully forgotten while alive—the Ship has yet to sail into the 

land of the khu and the uncreated centre of cosmic mythology.  Perhaps this remaining 

initiation impedes the poem from ending; there are still those who need to be “deliver[ed] … 

from all iniquity, questioning, and distrust” (VA LXXIV).   However, consciousness at least 

has come into an awareness of itself as both excessive and necessary: the passengers have 

encountered, even if they have not integrated, their own soul’s memoria and Promethan spark 

of non-being.  These excesses are not excretion but accretion: they draw on the imaginal 

world and draw the “other,” the semblable—not yet friend, lover, parent, child, but merely 
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another in proximity to one’s life—into form.  In the same way that we must provide a body 

for God with our stories, so we bring love into being when we induct the other into our own 

incarnational being-in-the-world.  The descent into form involves writing: it is midrash.  We 

“fall”—release unity and forget the ecstasy of our own wills—when we cloak the “other” in 

form and we are often repudiated, as was H.D., for trying to bring our semblables into our art 

of re-living.  But then there is the “blessing of the Ship” and of “remembrance” when we 

realize, with the same precision of the pointer on the sundial, our own role in the drama of 

the soul and the almost unbearably beautiful agony of the richness and power in its imaginal 

world.  

 I have regarded H.D.’s later works as a departure from modernist literary tradition 

both in a figurative and literal sense. Literal because, with the exception of Sword, they were 

written or reworked far away from the main players and locales of high modernism and 

invested in an imaginal stake and mythopoesis all their own, as I have demonstrated in my 

third chapter.  Figurative because the trajectory of these works reveals an aesthetic interested 

in what, as I have mentioned before, Demetres Tryphonopoulos defines as a “metaphysical 

occultism.” The term suggests more than just a syncretist poetics: unlike the phenomenology 

of consciousness which, even after Kant’s critique of metaphysics, remains a field obsessed 

with consciousness as a transcendental state and the metaphysics of presence (Hoy 273),  

H.D. dissolves boundaries among the realms of the metaphysical, the occult, the 

theosophical, the spiritual, and the religious, weaving them with kenotic gesture into her 

writing so that they empty out into a “re-living” that testifies to the presence of soul in the 

work, even if this presence troubles the being-in-the-world of her characters.   
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 Of course, H.D.’s break with the “tradition” of modernism did not signal a break with 

the spirit of the modernists.  She simply transformed from a Kora to a Hecate in Hell, and 

joined several of her fellow writers in the composition of a Book of the Dead charged with 

the search for being; yet, as Duncan tells us, the poet threw her own consciousness into the 

texts and the text, like the biblical one for the rabbis, became the site of her own exile and her 

own exquisite beingness: a desert that hid soul in an invisible well.   

 When H.D. settled into an imaginal world in Switzerland, the figures of her earlier 

imagination came to her as she searched poetically for an archetype of being that could 

revitalize the accretion of years and make it, as prima materia, into a whole new art of re-

living.  In the early imagist lyrics, she had found an enchantingly economical way to leave 

the body behind in order to expand consciousness beyond the realm of the five senses and 

enter into an acquaintance with the inner world that would not compromise the beauty and 

esoteric charge of the outer.  Like the members of the Delphian troupe in Sword, who are 

such experts of the mask/masque that they travel through chapters with great finesse, here 

appearing as themselves, there appearing as protagonists, the imagist poems developed and 

perfected the “mask,” inviting the archetypal realm of mythic figures from the eternal into 

the historical.  In an interview in 1969, Norman Holmes Pearson hints at the method that 

results from H.D.’s play with genre and subject in her early poetry: “She has been so praised 

as a kind of Greek publicity girl that people have forgotten that she writes the most intensely 

personal poems using Greek myth as a metaphor. That is, she can say these things better and 

more frankly about herself using these other devices than she could if she simply said, ‘I, I, 

I.’ To say ‘Helen’ is really to free oneself” (441).  H.D. had sought out these figures and used 

their stories as her masks; their mythical being gave voice to her monologues.  Perhaps this is 
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the subtle distinction between the imagination and the imaginal: the poet hunts for figures in 

the imagination; these figures then ripen and develop in their own way, far from the 

burdensome weight of history—elsewhere and midrashically.  When they return from this 

exile of maturation, they choose the poet and descend from the imaginal into a life of their 

own and into her work.  But at this second encounter, the poet is no longer able to say “I.”  

Helen, Achilles, Ralegh, Dowding, Queen Elizabeth—all have their own say according to the 

dictates of the “soul of the work,” to borrow a phrase again from Romanyshyn.   

 H.D.’s very intimate engagement with Corbin’s mundus imaginalis and its almost 

flawless expression in her final works establishes her in the tradition of the Depth 

Psychologists with as much of a “vow” to the conceptualization of soul as those who 

followed on from Jung. On a trip to the Beinecke, I remember perusing a notebook of hers in 

which the poet looks back at Trilogy merely as a compendium of riddles and cryptic boxes.  

She regarded her mature work as different and more compelling, entering into the mystery of 

those finely woven bonds amongst semblables with such unbreakable enthusiasm and artistic 

genius for evoking a whole spectral fire of colour in a single image that she feared might 

offend Athena as the Lydian Arachne once did: “I have dared to wonder if my spinning of 

this tale or “yarn” was not on a par with that of Arachné, whose subtlety and whose craft, 

rivalling that of the Goddess, caused her to be damned forever as a spider.  But there is 

nothing so beautiful as a spider-web at dawn, hung with exquisite small globes of dew or 

diamonds” (MR 88).  Trilogy, of course, has generated excellent scholarship; hopefully, as 

Tryphonopoulos predicts, the publication of Majic Ring will open up these “cryptic” boxed 

verses even more.  But the later works deserve just as much, if not more attention than 

Trilogy, which, as, Elizabeth Willis indicates, was overwritten by H.D. herself as she 
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struggled to find new tropes for the insistent conviction of resurrection (“re-living”) that she 

so ardently harboured in her aging body:  

  After “haven” is reached in the pages of her war-torn Trilogy, why  undo that 
  poem’s promise of redemption with a new set of risky and indeterminate  
  patterns? Why re-open the phonemic rupture of bombing after it had been  
  resolved, however tenuously, in Trilogy’s final evocation of a peaceful  
  regeneration, where we find the East’s wise men “over-come” by the  
  “overwhelming Grace” of divine presence? Why disrupt the narrative of  
  American salvation from tyranny—Victory in Europe and the liberation of the 
  concentration camps—with reminders of American aggression—the blinding 
  light of nuclear detonation—in Helen in Egypt?” (98) 
 
Willis’s answer to her own questions revolves around a reading of an unusual discourse of 

“immortality” in Helen in Egypt.  My own study presupposes that at the heart of the later 

oeuvre there pulses a very powerful poetics of soul—a Metempsychography, as I term it—

and it is in the unfolding of this new poetics that we might uncover the possibilities of being 

and immortality, an erotics of healing instead of a desperation of cure, or, most possibly, an 

Asclepian phenomenology in which the dead perceptions of consciousness that lead us to 

limits and endings might be dreamt again into a thrilling and abundant laughter that could 

unlock the ground of being hidden in all of the excesses of the universe.  
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